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Foreword
 

Somewhere in the middle of an interview with William T. Vollmann 
that the Paris Review ran in the fall of 2000, this exchange appears: 

 
INTERVIEWER: I’ve heard that you bought a ten-year-old prosti-
tute out of servitude.

 
VOLLMANN: Oh, I did that in Thailand. That Afghanistan book is 
all about how I tried to help people and failed. Even the book itself 
was a failure—not a perfect book and it sold terribly. Everything has 
been totally consistent about it.

 
INTERVIEWER: It’s a masterpiece in its own way.

 
VOLLMANN: A masterpiece of failure. Anyway, so when I was in 
Thailand, I went to a town in the south and bought a young girl for 
the night. This awful brothel—one of these places hidden behind a 
flowershop with all these tunnels and locked doors and stuff—was 
like a prison. I tried to help a couple of the girls but you just can’t 
get them out. I tried and I couldn’t. I made the mistake of going to 
the police, trying to have the police get them out—all that did was 
nearly get them arrested and put in jail, because the police are paid 
off. I managed to get the raid called off by taking all the cops out 
to dinner and buying them Johnnie Walker. I bought this fourteen-
year-old girl and got her in a truck and drove like hell to Bang-
kok. I was with this other girl at the time—Yhone-Yhone, a street 
prostitute, a very happy one. She was my interpreter. She put the 
fourteen-year-old girl at ease and got her to trust me. We got her 

set up at a school run by a relative of the king of Thailand. I went 
up north, met her father, gave him some money, and got a receipt 
for his daughter. He didn’t know she’d been sold to a brothel. When 
I met him and told him he said, Oh. I didn’t know that, but, well, 
whatever she wants. He’s not a bad guy, just a total loser. He’s a for-
mer Chiang Kai-shek soldier. They’re all squatters there in Thailand. 
They can’t read or write. He lives on dried dogs and dried snakes. 
 
INTERVIEWER: You own his daughter?

 
VOLLMANN: That’s right. I own her. She doesn’t particularly like 
me, but she was really happy to be out of that place. She loves the 
school. It’s sort of a vocational school. It’s called something like the 
Center for the Promotion of the Status of Women. Many former 
prostitutes are in there. Most of them aren’t learning how to read or 
write because that’s useless to them. She is learning how to sew. Some 
of them are learning how to be beauticians.

 
When I read that I thought about Mike McGuirk. As the first part of 
this book relates, he moved to Bangkok five years after Vollmann told 
this story, either to live life to the fullest or to kill himself, or to take 
alternating stabs at one extreme and then the other, night after night, 
until he hit one or his money ran out. This involved a lot of time 
spent with the women he calls bar girls, whom I believe he cared for 
even if he didn’t go so far as to get them into the king of Thailand’s 
favored school. It was hard to read his stories about these women as 
he wrote them, a little less than a decade ago, when I encountered 
them more or less as they appeared on the blog he’d named for his fa-
vorite account of the Vietnam War, and it’s not much easier to return 
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to them now. Back then I don’t think I knew about the neurological 
disease that had played a part in his decision to burn through his life; 
I thought he was just tired of San Francisco, looking to get away 
from old relationships and the bad heroin he bought at 16th and Hoff, 
which from what I remember he smoked the way my grandmother 
smoked cigarettes, without any apparent joy. He told me there was 
something wrong with his stomach. 

Mike is “a man of simple pleasures,” he tells us. He was “almost 
totally normal” when he found out that he’d inherited the ataxia that 
had killed his mother and would later claim his sister. I used to read 
his record reviews almost every week in the San Francisco Bay Guard-
ian, a newspaper that no longer exists in printed form but that at one 
time let him make the case that Beck should be “more like Burmese,” 
the noise-metal outfit who two years later he was still calling “the 
best band in the city.” The other great thing in the Guardian was L.E. 
Leone’s “Cheap Eats” column, which each week dedicated its final 
sentence to reviewing a meal and reserved the preceding 700 words 
for gorgeously formed personal stories about transgender dating and 
rural California. I met L.E. Leone only once, but I got to spend more 
time with Mike McGuirk, often at the Phone Booth, which he could 
walk to from his house and which miraculously still exists today, 
even though you can’t smoke there anymore. Back then Mike was 
somewhere near the center of a music scene that made San Francisco 
feel particularly exciting for a lucky few, and he captures some of that 
excitement here, in his accounts of bands like Crack: We Are Rock 
(gone) and Pink and Brown (long gone, and Pink lost to LA) and 
eXtreme Elvis (maybe never real?) and the abovementioned Burmese 
(active still). You could see something amazing almost every night, 
and if Mike was there the night would be better. He loved going to 

Kimo’s (gone) because “On any given night you could see a noise 
band, a metal band, and a punk rock band play on the same five-by-
five stage,” and he loved the Hemlock (not gone!), too, because it was 
“easily the best place in the city right now because there are almost 
never more than two bands on the bill. Who needs more than two 
bands? I sure as hell don’t.” He showed up for almost everything, a 
pretty great thing for a writer to do. He embraced the contradictions. 
“I personally try to live in the moment,” he says. “I do this by listen-
ing almost exclusively to music from the early 1970s.”

His tastes, before he began to claim he liked only Nickelback, ran 
to the unfettered and the obscene and the out of control. He praises 
Crack: W.A.R.’s Eric Bauer for his “genuine unprofessionalism” and 
band-collector John Dwyer for making music that “stumbles and ex-
plodes.” He loved the Brainbombs for their records that seemed like 
“a joke you’re never supposed to laugh at. Making fun of what we fear 
is what’s happening here.” 

He loved the performances, where the bands were at their best 
and worst. “During shows Dwyer is always this close to getting hurt 
or hurting someone else,” he says. “You don’t know if you should 
help him or laugh at him or get the hell out of his way.” In a piece he 
wrote years later he talks about “this emotion of defiance when faced 
with futility,” but there it’s a childhood memory, the earliest one he 
has of his sister, when a flash of terror he sees on her face reminds him 
of something he’d also seen in his mother. In 2003 he describes the 
“howling vocals amped up and distorted to the point of sublanguage 
glee” of “the best song made available to the general public in years,” 
the Flamin’ Groovies’ version of “Jumpin’ Jack Flash”; eight years lat-
er, in an essay on his start in rock writing, he mentions that his sister 
used to speak in tongues at prayer meetings. 
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To read this book straight through, to go from Mike’s Thailand 
account to the record reviews he wrote largely before he went to chase 
death, makes it hard not to consider these connections, to wonder 
how his love for the kind of music that sounds like it’s on the verge of 
collapse (he praises Monoshock’s Walk to the Fire, one of his favorite 
records, by saying “it’s gonna fall down any minute”) relates to his 
years somewhere past the verge of collapse, actually falling down, 
breaking his teeth on a Bangkok sidewalk. In 2004, he’s at a Hospitals 
show, watching the band’s singer/drummer Adam Stonehouse:

In the next song Stonehouse somehow broke his stool and tried to fix it, 
mid-song. Someone handed him the microphone, which he lost again. The 
stool would not go back together, so he threw it behind him. He stood up and 
jumped over the drum set onto the floor and squirmed around. Someone put the 
stool back together and set it up behind the drum kit. Stonehouse went back to 
start playing—this is all happening with Dwyer continuing to play—and sat 
down on it, but it was set too high. He tried to readjust it, still in mid-song. 
It wouldn’t go down. He decided to sit there anyway and tried to play. He hit 
the drums once before falling over because the stool was too high. He got up 
and tried a second time and fell over again. It was like watching Jerry Lewis.

A few years later, he’s on an island in the Gulf of Thailand: 

For some reason my walking was bad all the time on Koh Samui. I stum-
bled on uneven pavement everywhere, fell in holes in the dirt roads, knocked 
over tables at the restaurants, spilled my drinks…The next night I was lying 
in my hotel room sweating and decided fuck it and went out to the bars again. 
This time I was in an area called Chaweng. I approached an open-air bar I 
picked at random. As I walked up to a stool, the girls yelled, “Welcome!” and 

just then I stumbled on the uneven ground and had to grab the stool to keep 
from falling on my face. There was an extended moment of actual careening and 
regaining balance using the stool as leverage. Thai people often react to situa-
tions like this with a sort of grinning terror. I climbed up on the stool feeling like 
an idiot and ordered a Heineken. I was angry at myself for falling and thought, 
“Why can’t I just relax for five minutes?” As I took a sip of beer and turned, 
I noticed I was sitting next to a bald dwarf.

 
It’s hard, too, not to notice that the one time he expresses some mis-
givings about “racism” and “cultural imperialism” he’s talking about 
the white crowd at a Howard Tate concert. I remember sending Mike 
a video of a white musician from LA who had remade himself as a 
Laotian folk-music star; Mike dismissed him as “a guy who wai’s 
all the time,” meaning a guy who parroted the local culture in an 
obsequious, tone-deaf way, meaning that this was perhaps the cardi-
nal sin you could commit as an American in Southeast Asia. Some 
of Mike’s fellow bar patrons come in for some hard looks here, too, 
and he’s aware of how a few of his own interactions come across (“I 
know, sick, sorry,” he says; “it’s different here”), but, as he says at the 
beginning, “although I am fully capable of writing a goddamn book 
about Thai bargirls and how rad they are in the face of the abhorrent 
injustice they live in, this ain’t it.” 

(The Thailand essays do give us Joy, though, the prostitute whose 
back tattoo says “Not Welcome”; they give us a truckload of pig car-
casses described as “this pink, jiggling quantity”; they give us a bunch 
of other beautiful, terrible things. So it’s probably good that they’re 
in here.)

And then there’s Strike Four, the last good time, in which a Treat 
Street Fingerbanger’s “astonishing, Timmy Lupus-like catch in deep 
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center” makes for this introducer’s personal highlight. Mike’s base-
ball league inspired both a Coachwhips album and the late-blooming 
sport-lust of several notable Bay Area men and women; as he says: 

The baseball league is among the very best things I was ever a part of. It 
is mine, and I made it happen, but really I just set it in motion—none of us 
knew what was happening and all of a sudden, we were ALL a part of some-
thing pretty goddamn cool. It was some kinda weird magic. I am not the only 
one who feels this way.

 
He is correct. It’s great to read his game reports here, to be taken back 
to those afternoons, to see Mike capture their goofy happiness and 
dire lack of athleticism in the same way he bottles whatever madness 
happened in the back of the Hemlock. He told me once that he dis-
covered his ataxia, the family illness he was sure he’d avoided, after 
one of those games, when his friend Jay Boronski, who would have 
written a much better introduction than this one (and who already 
wrote the definitive tribute to pre-Thailand Mike, which appears on 
page 117), told him that he was walking strangely, and that he should 
see a doctor and get a test. I don’t know which game it was; maybe it 
happened the next year, beyond where this book ends. At this point in 
the story, anyway, we know what’s coming; he either did or he didn’t. 
“I’ve just made a very acute insight,” as Mike would say.

There’s much more good stuff here, of course, as you’d expect 
from a collection of ten years’ worth of writing by a great and won-
derful and complex human being. There is the kind of self-exposure 
that lesser writers would shy away from; there are also some pretty 
good jokes, and recommendations for both Phil Spector’s Christmas 
album and Randy Holden’s Population II that you’d be wise to follow. 

There is a heartbreaking email sent on the morning of December 22, 
2005, no less shattering for being sent from “charlesbukkake@yahoo.
com.” As the title suggests, this is a book of foul luck and extra chanc-
es. A masterpiece of failure. 

 Mike swears, in various parts of this collection, that there are 
pieces he’s “ just parking here because some weird part of me needs 
to”; they’re worth much more than that, though. There’s a whole lot 
of life here, pinned and squirming on the page, captured by a kind-
hearted Catholic boy who chased after death and excess with his eyes 
open. We’re very lucky he did. 

 Jordan Bass
 San Francisco, 2016
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Preface
 

On Soi Cowboy, a street in Bangkok jammed with go-go bars, pool 
bars and handjob bars, as the sun sets and a thousand neon lights blink 
to life, I die in the arms of a bargirl named Bong who tearfully an-
nounces to the throng of girls weeping over me, “He buy drink for 
lady. He never say bad thing to lady.” She points to her chest. “Good 
heart.”

I went to Thailand to die. Well, the truth is I initially went there 
for the hot weather; but it didn’t take long before I realized I was there 
to die. What a death! 10,000 miles away from home, knee-deep in a 
rice paddy—people who knew me back in the States would say things 
like, “Yeah he went up the river and never came back.” I’d be spoken 
of in the murmured tones of a Colonel Kurtz. In Bangkok, according 
to my final wishes they’d burn my body and scatter my ashes on Soi 
Cowboy...inhaled by bargirls... Perfect. But it was not to be. The clos-
est I came to dying in the three years I was there was walking around 
asking strangers to shoot me in the head the last night I went out of 
my apartment with any money in my pockets.

* * * * *

Please allow me to explain a couple things before you dive in here. 
What you have in your hands is a compendium of sorts, a collection 
of writings I did between 2001 and 2014. There are three parts: stuff 
posted to Dispatches, a blog I kept while living in Thailand between 
2005 and 2008; some of the album reviews and articles I did for 
free weekly the San Francisco Bay Guardian and the online music 
subscription service Rhapsody between 2001 and 2007 when I was 
a music writer; and The Da Vinci Code 2, which is a novel I wrote 

about The Illuminati that will blow your fucking mind. No, that’s 
totally a lie. The third part is about a two-team, zero-talent baseball 
league I started in 2003 and is called Strike Four. I was supposed to 
print Strike Four into a book and make it available a thousand years 
ago but didn’t have the money probably. It will not make sense to 
anyone who didn’t play in the league but you should read it anyway 
because the game summaries are funny. Actually, all this is happen-
ing because Jesse Pollock from Unpiano Books read Strike Four and, 
even though he never played, he still wanted to publish it somehow. 
So you should probably read it. It’d be rude not to. Anyway, the 
idea grew and grew and now we have this...thing.

* * * * *

In 2004 I was diagnosed with a progressive, neurologically degen-
erative disease that runs in my family, spinocerebellar ataxia, type 1 
(SCA1). There are at least nine different types. I’m pretty sure type 
1 just means it came on in my adulthood. The most obvious symp-
toms are slurred speech and a gradual loss of all physical coordination. 
SCA1 is different for everybody and my version has been relatively 
slow. In 2009 I needed a cane. In 2010 I started needing a walker, 
which I use today. At some point, I will be wheelchair-bound. It’s 
kind of like a battery running out of juice and I look and sound drunk 
when I’m sober. There’s a lot of flailing any time I extend my arms 
and it takes me a half hour to do anything.

Two activities I miss that I cannot do any more are shooting pool 
and playing Grand Theft Auto. I can still sit at a bar and smoke cig-
arettes, though, which is high on the list of things I love to do. So, 
I am lucky for this. It’s also lucky that I am not a really glamorous 
drag queen who can’t live without tons of makeup and high heels. I’d 
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show up five hours late for everything with lipstick on my forehead. 
Another good thing is that I’m not one of those guys who loves bar 
fights and can’t have two beers without starting one—”Let’s take this 
outside...I’ll meet you there in a half hour.” Sorry. The last one is 
that I would be the hands-down worst serial killer ever. Actually this 
list goes on and on: cocktail waitress, bomb-defuser, nitro-glycerin 
deliver-er,—anything involving rollerblades...okay, I’ll stop. What I’m 
saying is, there are many ways in which I could be truly fucked but 
the fact that I am...uh, a man of simple pleasures so to speak, has made 
me particularly suited for this, or something.

I had no symptoms at all in 2004—I was almost totally normal—
and since I was in my 30s (my mother and my sister Dee Dee both got 
it in their 20s) I was shocked when the test results came up positive. 
Looking back, I realize that I was terrified but I didn’t know it then. 
They couldn’t determine how bad it was going to be, just that I had 
the gene.

I had the Rhapsody job that I could do from anywhere (thank you 
Internet!) and somehow ended up partying my ass off in Thailand for 
three years. Well, “going down the tubes in a tornado of self-destruc-
tion” is probably more accurate but that doesn’t mean it wasn’t a blast. 
Lemme just say that living in Bangkok with no future can be pretty 
awesome. Even completely losing my shit and going down in flames 
felt like something out of Apocalypse Now. Good times.

Although I hadn’t any real idea of it then, I had left the States 
with no intention of coming back alive. Somewhere in the back of 
my mind was this urge to destroy myself in some glamorous (read: 
stupid) way but all I knew was that I didn’t want my friends to see 
me sick, so I left.

I had spent months in therapy, and had been unexpectedly suc-
cessful there, no lie. My therapist and I had actually high-fived at 
the end of my last session! It wasn’t “bro-y,” either; it was natu-
ral. Awesome. I remember thinking, “This is the most emotionally 
healthy I’ve ever been” when I left San Francisco. A week on the east 
coast with my family threw that right out the window and I wasn’t 
long overseas before I saw what the real plan was. When I ended up 
in Thailand, making room on the sidewalk for elephants, stepping 
over howling, armless, facedown beggars pushing tin bowls with their 
noses, sweaty midnight rain—this was the perfect place to die. The 
problem was, I loved it. I was like, “I don’t wanna die, this is too 
much fun” but I was making decisions that would lead to me dying, 
or worse, homeless. Weird.

 
In 2006 such crazy shit had been, and was, happening that I started 
Dispatches. I am very proud of these things, written during this period, 
even though some of them get pretty hairy. Please understand that, 
even from the beginning, the plan was for the Thailand stuff to be 
a book, meaning there’d be an opportunity to explain my behavior 
more. That’s not what I mean—what I’m saying is that although I 
am fully capable of writing a goddamn book about Thai bargirls and 
how rad they are in the face of the abhorrent injustice they live in, 
this ain’t it. And if I don’t verbalize some stuff here, not only would 
people not know important things, but all the Dispatches parts get kind 
of Diary Of A Sex Tourist-y, which is the last thing the world needs 
or I want. Also, there is the danger of people yelling, “Hey Rambo, 
get out of the bars and go to a meeting!” (this was an actual comment 
left under a Rhapsody blog post written while I was in Thailand). I 
am definitely that but am not just that—I swear.
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Here’s the thing—before you read the Thailand stuff, you should 
know that bargirls, while referred to as hookers, whores and prosti-
tutes by idiots, are basically just girls who possess some exceptional 
skills. They frequently speak parts of five languages (Laotian/Isan, 
Thai, French, German and English) because they need to, are Pro-
Am level pool shots and even though their job is to get fucked by fat 
German tourists every night, have not lost the capacity for intimacy at 
all. They also really know how to party. They are more often than not 
in school for something, and they all start out either paying off their 
parents’ house or getting their brother out of jail, no lie. Not revising 
history here, and I don’t say this as a dude who met a bargirl once—I 
was in these bars practically every night, and profound shit happened, 
even though I was mainly there because it was fun, fun, fun. I was not 
looking to “connect with a prostitute” like some yoga-douche back-
packer on his post-college tour of Southeast Asia paid for by mommy 
and daddy. I believe that my experience was so different in part be-
cause I really didn’t care about money—I was not loaded but I was 
carefree with it, to say the least. When people see you aren’t worried 
about money, they relax. And relaxed bargirls rule.

Sure, this is rationalized but fuck that—the world is a shitty, un-
fair place and these girls essentially have no choice in the matter of 
profession, but this doesn’t dehumanize them. They have laughs; they 
care about EVERYBODY; they don’t become sad sad sad crackheads 
scraping around the Tenderloin. Half of them don’t even drink. This 
was beautiful to me. These girls are doomed, but not ruined. Every-
body’s doomed really, I guess, but whatever.

Once there was this guy in the bar who had deformed, tiny arms, 
and the girls totally treated him like anybody else, not freaked out or 
pitying—just hangin’ out with this armless dude, interacting with him. 

You could see the relief of being treated like a normal person on his 
face. I don’t care what anybody says, that’s fucking beautiful.

The events that led to me not leaving Thailand in a bodybag are 
in Final Dispatch From Bangkok but to make it clearer, I didn’t die over 
there because killing yourself is really hard, and not fun. Eventually, 
alcohol makes you pass out and you just wake up embarrassed. Plus, 
irregardless of what poor dead Patrick Swayze says, pain does hurt. 
Also, I couldn’t deal with my brother, Joe, getting that phone call. 
Also, also I’m alive because God is good.

Okay. There you have it. Granted, the opinions of a white male 
on these Thai sex industry matters aren’t exactly unassailable, and the 
whole thing is abominable but I don’t think ANYONE raised/pam-
pered in the US—myself included—could last two minutes in their 
world. We’re ALL dicks here.

I guess another thing I gotta say is that, it’s weird, but as a rock 
writer I was highly influenced by Jackie Harvey, a fictitious “Tinsel-
town insider” in the early days of the Onion, whose columns were lit-
tered with wrong names, malapropisms and factual inaccuracies. That 
was the joke. As a result, my Guardian pieces often have wrong stuff 
in them on purpose. Just as frequently, the errors (and there are a lot) 
were the unfortunate result of me being lazy. Time has not been kind 
to my apparent cussword fixation, total disregard for factual accuracy 
and decidedly sketchy understanding of what I was writing about, al-
most all the time. In these years (2001-2007), I never read anything I 
wrote. I just sent it off and waited for the check. Jackie Harvey aside, 
I took this weird joy in being wrong, ticking off the people I was 
desperately trying to impress. Looking back, a little fact-checking, 
fewer totally unnecessary F-words and less use of “rock” as a verb 
wouldn’t have hurt. Ugh. But when I refer to a band as “high-energy 
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metalcore,” rest assured that I am joking. I had to tell you this be-
cause I, myself, had forgotten it and was duly mortified when I came 
across that phrase (and total miscategorization) years upon years after 
writing it.

 
Thanks for reading and I hope you get some laughs.

 Love,
 Mike
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PART
ONE

ATAXIA’S GREATEST HITS or
HOW TO FAIL AT SUICIDE IN BANGKOK

Europe
 

My boss gave me the brilliant idea a few months ago that because my 
job is done over the Internet, I could live anywhere. I could continue 
to work and go live in some faraway place and kind of restart my life. 
Not that I had a bad life, it’s just that after seven years in San Francis-
co I was ready for a change. I also wanted to learn Italian and I had 
a friend living in Florence. So I chose that as a destination. When he 
flaked on me a month before my departure date, I decided that God 
had given me lemons so I should make lemonade. No problem, I 
would find somewhere to live that was cheap and on the ocean instead 
of an expensive city like Florence. I would drink cappuccino, smoke 
cigarettes, write and have a deep tan.

As for learning the language I figured there were only a few 
things I really needed to know how to say:

- Yes, those are big meatballs
- Sorry I farted and called you Kate
- Maybe if I calm down for a minute it’ll work
- I am addicted to inhalants, please help me find a hardware store

Italy - Day 1

It was easy after all. Everybody speaks English. I ended up buying a 
train ticket to Lecce because they didn’t have my first choice, a beach 
town called Peschici, as a destination. So I am going to Lecce first. 
Looking at the map, Lecce is pretty far south. It’s practically in Sicily.
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Italy - Day 2

The train ride from Paris to Lecce stretched on for so long that I 
decided to get off in a town called Foggia, which is inland from the 
jut of land I want to check out first, where Peschici and Vieste are, 
but features access to it. That’s all it features though as I seem to 
have found one of the only ugly towns in Italy. I got off the train 
and walked to a bar and had a cappuccino. Then took a cab to Hotel 
Venezia where I am staying, literally 100 feet away. The cabbie 
charged me 10 euro. Ow. After an exchange with the hotel clerk 
that really seemed like it was gonna end with him pulling out a gun 
and shooting me for not understanding a single word he said—not 
one word—and after many frustrated repeatings of the price and 
check-in time (three hours away) I had a room. I took a shower 
and then set out trying unsuccessfully to find food thanks to the 
labyrinth of opening and closing times they have here. A few more 
unbelievably humiliating exchanges and I was hiding in my room.

Italy - Day 3

When the hell do these people eat? In the morning all you get is a 
brioche or croissant or whatever and then at 1 everyone goes home to 
bed. At five it all closes again until eight. People literally walk around 
in circles all day. I tried to go to Peschici but the train guy said to take 
the bus and the bus guy said to take the train. Although who knows 
what they were really saying. I understood it to mean “go over there” 
but they could have been giving me football scores for all I know. I 
did manage to buy a ticket to Bologna, though even this happened 
only after the guy answered my question with a no.

“Un bigliette a Bologna ahh para domani, per favore?”
“No. Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah blah.”

“No? Really?”
“Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah?”
“Uhhh, si?”
“Blah blah blah blah blah blah blah treintesette.”
“Oh I can buy it? Okay. Good. Yeah trainta y sette. Okay.”
Not so much good communication today although I can finally 

understand it when someone says a number to me. I know this be-
cause this afternoon when a waiter ripped me off for the 50¢ change 
from a €two-euro coin I gave him I knew exactly what was going on. 
I’m going to Bologna. I need a city, I think, while I learn Italian. 
I feel too conspicuous here. I am acting like kind of a pussy right 
now, too. Today I slept for like sixteen hours but I did learn a couple 
things: Italians spend money every second of the day and facial hair 
is non-existent on anyone under 70 years of age. I realized part of 
the reason people seem to fear me is the beard. Another thing that 
came to me is that in the States, when you hear a foreign accent you 
immediately think the person is stupid. The fact is they ARE stupid, 
because they don’t know the language. I have an accent here and I 
am very very stupid. There’s your proof. Maybe a month from now I 
will be less stupid.

I have no idea how I am gonna pull off getting an apartment when 
I don’t even know the word for “apartment.” Apparently it is neither 
“apartamente” nor “apartamento” as I had been kind of banking on. I 
need to figure out the food thing, too. Before I starve to death. Today 
I ate a gelato. That’s it. I keep being asleep during business hours.

Italy – Day 4

Reached Bologna today. The first thing that happened was that I 
stepped in dog shit. My hotel is so far from the city center I think 
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I may actually be back in France. I saw an apartment advertised for 
$245 a month. So they exist.

Italy – Day 5

Late last night I became convinced that a kid at an Internet point in 
Foggia had gotten my ATM card and taken all the money from my 
account and spent it on sleeveless yellow shirts that say “Rich” and 
pink plaid shorts and hair product. Within minutes I was left with 
my only option being a plan to go out to the train tracks 10 feet from 
my window, lay my head on them and wait until a train came and 
killed me. I’m not exaggerating when I say trains are howling past 
my window every six minutes. It felt like a sign. So four days in and 
I am already on the brink of suicide. Things aren’t going so good. I 
started out the day so happy to be in a city where I was less obviously 
out of place. I decided I could “dress cool” in Bologna, unlike the 
small town I had started out in where I looked like a terrorist to ev-
eryone. A big win there. I ate dinner in the hotel restaurant. I think 
the baseball hat and Blue Öyster Cult shirt I was wearing really pissed 
the waiter off. He totally ignored me. It didn’t help that during the 
painfully stilted ordering melee, anytime he asked me something I 
nodded my head like an idiot. “Do you want wine?” Nod. “Red or 
white?” Nod. “Red or white?” Nod. Then, “Oh yeah. Um...blanco?” 
Fucking Spanish. Agh. To be fair I was so hungry I couldn’t see 
straight. To impress him I ordered the most expensive thing on the 
menu. There was a point where I was waiting for him to bring me 
the stupid wine (which he intentionally didn’t do ’til after my food 
came, I know it) and I began to think, “I am in a struggle of wills 
here with this fucking waiter. Things aren’t going so good. Things 
are going very wrong.”

There was a French couple next to me, an ancient British couple 
toasting their zillion-year relationship next to them and some Ger-
mans in the middle. The old British dude got drunk and started forc-
ing the French people to listen to his itinerary of the past two days, 
which was visiting all the Italian and Moroccan or whatever cities he 
was stationed in during the Second World War. He was in the Eighth 
Army, which was impressive. The French guy politely listened and 
tried to get out of the conversation a couple times. The Germans 
quietly ate roasted Jew-meat.

Italy - Day 6

Today I walked around muttering, “Don’t look at me, greaseball” 
under my breath and fantasizing about going back to America and 
living in Key West where I could listen to Jimmy Buffett all the time 
and drink myself to death. I have decided that I am glad I’m Amer-
ican. I mean if anything at least I don’t dress like I’m colorblind and 
gay. These people are stupid. If I don’t get an apartment tomorrow I 
am going back to America and living in Florida or New Orleans or 
something. This decision came to me today after a bus drove past my 
waving hand. Of course once I made the decision I started having fun 
interactions with people, one of whom was a beautiful girl. I walked 
around and around in Bologna, like everyone else, but with a pissed 
off look on my face, muttering.

  
Things I need to write down:

 
The move to Italy may have been a disaster but at least I got to see a 
woman actually kick her child.
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They make the sign of the cross even when they just pass a church. I saw 
a woman do it from inside her car as it made a left turn in front of one.

 
Today was the first time I didn’t think, “Eee...yore...oh, what the the 
fuck is eeyooreohh?” It’s “euro!” They talk different!

 
Anytime I have an exchange with someone and I understand what 
they are saying I grin and make a stupid thumbs-up signal. I must 
stop this. Not only does it make me look like some kind of fool, who 
knows what a thumb means here. They have all these hand signals. 
They’re like referees. I could very well be saying, “Yes I would like it 
up my ass, please” for all I know. I have to stop doing this.

There are a lot of Italians wearing American sports shirts. The 
Rams are popular and strangely enough so are the Celtics. Today there 
was a guy wearing a shirt that said, “CUSB” in the Cubs font. See? 
Stupid. No, maybe it was some soccer thing, I don’t know, or care.

Honestly I don’t think I am gonna make it. I am thinking pretty 
hard about going to some nowhere beach town in Florida or some 
shit and hiding out from everyone I know who keeps emailing and 
asking how my awesome life tanning on the Adriatic has turned out. 
The Adriatic turned out to be polluted and I don’t think my money 
will hold out if I go down to Amalfi/Salerno and try the west coast.

Spain

I haven’t been able to write for like a week or something. What ended 
up happening was that I got this apartment in Barcelona from the 9th 
of September till the 5th of October. I will use this time to regroup and 
make some money. I came to Barcelona on August 30th to get out of 
expensive fucking Italy. I had to borrow $600 from my ex-girlfriend 

to make up for the lost Miami ticket money (in a fit of terror I bought 
a ticket to Miami and was unsuccessful trying to cancel it two seconds 
later). Ten days to kill before I can move into the apartment.

  
The second night in Barcelona I ended up at a Brazilian bar with two 
Australian girls from the hostel. Both times I went to the bathroom, 
Spaniards kept talking to me as if I could understand them so I felt 
good. They thought I was local. I told this to the girls and they said 
it was because of my tan. Very deep tan right now. Anyway I was 
feeling good. Later on I had to go to the bathroom again and was in 
line with all these women when I realized I had been using the ladies 
room all night. They weren’t talking to me because I was tan. They 
were talking to me because they thought I was some kind of Ameri-
can fag-perv. This is how it is. I do everything wrong.

  
The other day I was looking for a library (for the third consecutive 
day) and found this university area where I could practically smell a 
room of computers that I could hook up to the network on no problemo. 
Even though I never understand the directions given me I decided to 
go into a bookstore and ask where the library was since it was very 
likely 10 feet away. Part of the problem has been that the word “li-
brary” in Spanish is biblioteca and the word “bookstore” is libreria so I 
ask for a biblioteca and they immediately think I’m looking for a book-
store and say “libreria?” and I’m like, “No, library” and they say “Oh 
yeah no problem, it’s right over there.” Then I say “Really? Gracias!” 
and make the stupid thumbs up signal and go and every single fucking 
time it turns out to be a goddamn bookstore. Anyway I went into this 
bookstore figuring they would know I was not looking for a bookstore 
if I was actually inside one when asking for the library. The girl be-
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hind the counter was on the phone. I waited patiently and leaned on 
the counter feeling like in Barcelona, especially in a university area, an 
American looking for directions was not so exotic or upsetting as to 
elicit the open mouthed staring that seemed to follow me everywhere 
in Italy. In leaning, I put my hand on the counter and had a look 
around the silent bookstore. My hand came down on a clear plastic 
display holding pamphlets and books that was triangular shaped, with a 
lip. The lip came off the counter just enough so that when I rested on 
it, the weight of my hand turned it into a catapult and the pamphlets 
and books went shooting straight up in the air and then all over the 
floor behind me. I made some kind of “aaagh” noise and cleaned them 
up and left. At the next bookstore I went in and didn’t touch anything. 
The girl behind the counter said the library was a big white building 
right around the corner. I asked her to write it down but she was like 
“It’s RIGHT around the corner.” So I went and there were two huge 
white buildings, one of which was the museum of contemporary art 
and the other one looked like a prison and had no door.

 
One major success was finding a beach outside the city. I was given di-
rections by an Australian girl who was like, “You just take the Metro to 
gagthla-pass-ay-eege-d-grashasgagala and catch the train to blah blah blah.” 
And I was like, “Okay whatever.” But found it anyway. The town did 
turn out to be pretty much for gay men only, dashing my pathetic 
daydream on the train that involved one of those traveler-meets-also-
traveling-girl-and-they-have-sex-in-a-bathroom stories you’re always 
hearing, but I found it. I was ordering food at this place and these guys 
were snickering at my inability to speak Spanish to the waiter or to 
understand that the menu really only consisted of either skinny hot dogs 
or fat hot dogs when, tired of being looked at all the time, I turned to 

them and growled “What is the fuckin’ problem?” which I guess scared 
them because they turned away fast. This was before I realized it was 
a gay hotspot town (like the biggest in Spain of course) and they were 
just trying to flirt with me probably. Now I feel guilty.

* * * * *

I slept almost all day today, to avoid spending money. The best part 
of the day was the last hour when, over the stereo system that plays 
throughout the hostel—in the common area and in the hallways—
they played an entire Doors collection that had lots of good live stuff 
and of course finished up with “The End.” I could hear it from my 
bed, echoing through the halls. The natural reverb made the song 
sound even more ethereal and foreboding than usual.

I move into the apartment where I can start working and making 
money again in two days.

 
Two, three weeks later: I moved into the sublet. Life has become eas-
ier and I was able to make some money. Maybe too easy. Last night 
I bought myself a plane ticket to Bangkok where there is a room in 
a mansion available for $200 US a month. I was gonna stay in Bar-
celona, or go down to Cadiz but decided that Europe is the same as 
the States, just with less fat people and no pool tables. I am going to 
Southeast Asia. I am going to have a silk suit made for myself and it 
will fit me perfectly. I will pay a dollar to have sex with teenagers and 
I will smoke heroin out of a human skull in a foxhole in Vietnam.
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Scoring Smack In Barcelona
 

Barcelona was beautiful but really boring. They all sat in cafes and 
drank these tiny beers, then at 2 a.m. they’d go to some cavernous 
room and dance to throbbing techno cranked way too loud. It seemed 
like there was always a parade of people dancing down whatever street 
you were on. I remember deciding I hated any culture where “the 
beat” sets you free or whatever. Is there anything worse than a dude 
who knows/thinks he’s a good dancer? Puke. Also, I really wanted 
to be able to put “Can buy drugs overseas” on my resume. No lie, it 
took me two weeks of research before I was confident I wouldn’t be 
sharing a cell with Brad Davis. And lastly, this title totally sounded 
like a Steely Dan lyric to me: “What’s he doing now? / He’s scoring 
smack in Bar-ce-lo-na.”

I went down to Sant Pau in the Ravella around four in the after-
noon. I had been going to a tiny, shitty park inhabited by the ghosts 
of prostitutes that a zombie woman told me about but was having no 
luck. This was a Monday and there were cops everywhere. Before I 
got into the actual spot where drugs are sold I saw a deal of some 
kind in progress so I approached the dudes and asked, “Amigos. ¿Dondé 
puedo comprar un poquito de caballo?” I had learned caballo from this dude 
who stole my drugs from me the first time I scored. I had thought it 
was cocaine and was checking it out in a doorway when this drunk 
guy walked up and said yeah it’s coke I love coke can I do some with 
you? When I said I wanted heroin he said “¿Caballo?” and told me 
he’d help me find some. He didn’t, he just led me to a bench and 
snorted all the drugs. I was like “Que pasa bro?” but he just looked at 
me. I wasn’t mad really, didn’t care but as I left I said to him, “Dios 
recuerda.” Like, “God remembers.” He said, “No existe.” And I patted 

him on the back and said “Dios recuerda. Buen suerte,” and left. Anyway 
I have since decided that that was in fact heroin (I hadn’t expected it 
to be white powder) and not cocaine but I don’t know for sure. So on 
this day in the same area I was armed with the correct term for what 
I wanted to buy. The two guys I approached didn’t speak any En-
glish but were real helpful. One seemed super fucked up and looked 
Jimmy Buffet-ish—dirty Hawaiian shirt and shorts, dirty hair. The 
other guy was short, very neatly dressed in khaki pants and an open 
collared white linen shirt, with amber-vision sunglasses pushing back 
the hair on his head, short hair. They took me through the square, 
past Ravella’s Rambla and up the lane to a spot with a church on one 
side and a street of ancient walkups on the other. I couldn’t under-
stand a fucking word they said to me but I did get that they thought 
I really looked like a policeman. I was like, “But I’m an American.” 
I look pretty American. Maybe they use undercover Americans there 
though, I don’t know. One stayed with me while I waited for the oth-
er one who went into one of the walkups. He came out with a little 
green balloon. I said “It’s real? You sure it’s real?” He shrugged and 
said “Come on.” Like “Gimme a break I am honest.” He told me to 
meet him there Friday between 6:00 and 6:30 for more.

I went home and opened the balloon convinced it would not be 
heroin. When I dumped it out it was white powder. I figured only 
one way to find out and did a line. It hit a little ways into the song 
“Jukebox Boogie” by Dr. Isaiah Ross and I knew it was real so I did a 
bunch more. I laid the lines out on the case that my little-used Italian 
language CDs came in. After a good 20 minutes of sitting there mo-
tionless listening to live Doors I got up and went to a couple bars and 
rubbed my face marveling at how ridiculously good I felt and the shit 
was. I kept thinking it had passed but then another rush would hit me. 
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It kept waving in and out for hours. By the time I went back home, 
the waves were receding and the only drawback became this palpable 
comedown that actually felt like coming off speed or something. I got 
really anxious and stared at the ceiling until daylight. I did the rest 
of the bag the next night and basically repeated the same experience.

Friday night I showed up late and missed the guy. I ended up back 
in the area but it was way late and I got beat by these two guys I’d 
never seen. I bought two bags and asked if it was real, I’m here for 
two months you can make more dough off me and all that. They said 
it was but it turned out to just be sugar and flour or something. Drug 
dealers who sell fake drugs are stupid. It turns out to be less money in 
the end. At home, as I was dumping out the non-drugs, I picked up 
the old bag to throw out in case one of the roommates walked in my 
room and it turned out to have a huge line left in it. Crazy.

This CD case sat on my desk with heroin all over it for the rest 
of my time there. I kept worrying they would see it and think I was 
doing coke.

The last time I scored was in the daytime and I spent like a half 
hour convincing this guy I wasn’t a cop before he would sell me any-
thing. He made me buy two bags and I was leaving for Thailand in 
two days so I didn’t know how I would do it all. Also my breathing 
was starting to get kinda bad because it had been like two days on 
two days off one day on and one day off, so three out of six days. 
My lungs just seem to inflate if I do it this much. I also tried smok-
ing some because both my nostrils were too plugged up but the shit 
completely ravaged my throat. Anyway I found ways to get it up my 
nose and then spent the last two days in Barcelona fucking high as a 
kite. I went and sat at this fountain near the zoo with gorgeous statues 
of Poseidon, Pegasus and a huge elephant and plumes of water spray-

ing into the warm night air, I drank a coffee for two hours near the 
apartment and I sat in a bar trying not to fall face first off my stool. I 
also floated around the apartment sucking on my inhaler and telling 
my German exchange student roommates and their boyfriends that 
I had a cold every time I coughed which was every two seconds and 
sounded like I had flaming gravel in my chest.

 
The day I left to go to Thailand I packed my backpack and set off at 
5 a.m. for the train station my roommate told me led to the airport. 
My breathing was so bad that I had to walk very gently because with 
the pack on I could overdo it really easy, start fighting for breath and 
then need to use the inhaler. When I went down into the station I 
went down the wrong stairs and had to come back up. This almost 
killed me. I literally could not breathe; it was like someone was sitting 
on my chest. I saw these two guys talking and went up to them to 
ask where the fucking train to the airport was and in mid-sentence I 
started to faint. I quickly took off my backpack and sat down on it. 
One of the guys was clearly homeless. The other one was wondering 
how to get away from him. The homeless one said in English, “Are 
you okay?” and I gasped, “Where do I go...for the train...to the air-
port?” Apparently my roommate had given me bad directions because 
the guy led me out and across the plaza to a bus station. He chatted 
with me and stopped whenever I needed to and when we got to the 
bus station I was able to drop the pack, sit for a minute and get okay 
with the breathing. If this guy hadn’t brought me there, I would have 
been in serious serious trouble, wandering around choking. I bought 
him a coffee and he split. I missed the plane anyway and my breathing 
didn’t get back to normal until approximately 10 days after arriving 
in Thailand. 
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The other day I realized that during every exchange with a dealer 
I had asked “Is it real?” which is (in my Spanish) “¿Es verdad?” But I 
had been saying “verde” instead of “verdad.” “Verde” means “green.” So 
I asked all these street dealers if the heroin I was buying was green, 
was insistent on it even. “¿Es verde? ¿Es verde?” Jeez. On Wed, 12/21/05, Mike McGuirk <charlesbukkake@yahoo.

com> wrote:

 From: Mike McGuirk <charlesbukkake@yahoo.com>

 Subject: Re:

 To: “lila” <lilaholland@yahoo.com>

 Date: Wednesday, December 21, 2005, 8:40 PM

 my phone’s dead cause spend all my money on girls. 

can’t make calls, only recieve. and now it’s 7:40 AM 

and I have the hiccups so bad I am awake even though 

the one prostitute i love is passed out in my bed and 

after 3 times she still doesn’t remember my name. 

when it;ss 12 noon tyhere it is 9PM here.ccall me at 

12 noon your time on christmas. or don;t call. I don’t 

caare. I sang To Love ZSSomebody for you again ghood 

luck with noiel you murderer

 love

 mike
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Thailand Christmas
 

I am in a black period. My glasses broke, I left my ATM card in a 
machine (this makes for a five week ordeal) and I let my computer get 
stolen by a girl I’ve known for a year and allowed to sleep in while 
I went to show some visitors around. Very probably gonna get fired. 
Plus I lost almost everything I wrote since leaving the US (that didn’t 
get printed somewhere). Yeesh.

Christmas Eve day I woke up in a short-time hotel (usually paid 
for by the hour, for an hour and used for a quick sexual encounter. 
I had slept in it.) and after a good 20 minutes of pure post-blackout 
terror, listening to female voices through the wall, I stumbled down 
the stairs, past a giggling cleaning lady and into the bar my room had 
been two floors above. I opened the door onto a glinting and bustling 
party, the room decked out in Christmas decorations, with Darlene 
Love’s bangin’ version of “Marshmallow World” blaring and seem-
ingly a hundred girls wearing mini-skirt sex-elf outfits sitting on old 
men’s laps and leaning against the bar and eyeing me like “where the 
hell did he come from?” as I’d just come in through the employee en-
trance. Very disorienting. I went up to the bar and put down the room 
keys and asked for my bill. They told me I’d paid already and asked 
me if I wanted a drink. I was about to order a code-red-gimme-a-cof-
fee coffee but suddenly remembered something that hadn’t registered 
before. Minutes earlier, when I had left my room I had first found a 
bathroom in the hall and gone straight for it. On the way in I noticed 
out of the corner of my eye a sort of dorm room with bunk beds. 
When I left the toilet, the door had been closed. Later downstairs in 
the bar I realized this is where all the girls live, in bunk beds above 
the bar. I found this unspeakably sad and felt like I had intruded on 

their world by having seen it. So I split, in a hurry.
I continued this four-day bender on Soi Cowboy and wound up 

doing cocaine on the 33rd floor of a building called State Tower in 
Bangrak with this hot Canadian girl who is living out a cross between 
Leaving Las Vegas and Bad Lieutenant because she’s losing her job in 
January. We were on her patio, 33 floors above Bangkok, with the 
river in front of us babbling at each other about God and His guidance 
through tough times when there was this really loud “pppppffffffffffff
ffffffffffffffffffffffft” sound and a fireworks display went off directly in 
front of us, over the river. I swear to God it was at eye level and close 
enough so you could smell the gunpowder. I almost fucking cried.

Pretty sure this whole thing is coming to a major wipeout/moving 
in with my father.
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The Quiet American (Bar)
 

I found this bar, maybe the best bar in all of Bangkok. It opens at 
5 a.m., a real novelty here as any other bar in the city open at that 
hour is strictly for Thais. But Texas Lone Star is all-American, from 
the décor to the clientele (old American dudes) to the menu which is 
pretty legitimate Tex-Mex for Southeast Asia even if the burritos are 
actually a tortilla with chicken pot pie in the middle and cheese on 
top. Finding cheese here is such a glorious discovery sometimes you 
look past things, like the lack of beans say, or the fact that the burrito 
you’re eating is actually chicken pot pie.

A square bar ringed with booths—soft light, no mirrors and heavy 
dark brown wood. It’s also silent. It’s like a cave. The perfect place to 
go have coffee and breakfast when you don’t want to go home. See, 
going home between 5 a.m. and 7 a.m. is tricky because there are all 
these monks walking around accepting gifts of food from businesses 
and people who live in whatever neighborhood you happen to be in. 
Who knows why but I am terrified of monks. So Lone Star is a sort of 
sanctuary and also an excellent excuse to stay out. Unfortunately this 
is how you wake up confused in a short-time hotel on Christmas Eve 
day sometimes but that’s okay for today. Plus they like me in there, I 
know it.

More about the bar: every time I’ve been there, the owner, who is 
83 years old and has to—has to—weigh 400 pounds, is either starting 
or ending his day in the first booth, gasping for breath and getting a 
vigorous back massage from one of the three girls working. The pa-
trons start to trickle in around 7 a.m. These are old men. In fact I’m 
pretty sure a big reason the girls working there like having me around 
is that I don’t talk to them about stool samples.

The last time I was there (my third time in four months or so) 
I finally spoke to the owner guy. I had to, basically, because it’s just 
me, the girls serving drinks and him sitting around, and if the girls 
all remember my name he must at least remember that I have been in 
before. It’s not like I’ve seen anyone else in there before 6 a.m. So to 
be polite I said, “How ya doin’? I love your bar. It may be my favorite 
bar in the whole city.” And he says, “Ahhh...I’m a sick bastard.” This 
is while this girl Yun is giving him his back rub; she’s actually stand-
ing in the booth as he sits on the edge of the seat because he can’t fit 
into it. He’s enormous. I say, “Yeah, well...that’s okay. It’s Bangkok. 
So how long have you owned this place?”

“Forty three years”
“Wow. And what part of the states are you from?”
“Cleveland but it’s been years since I been there.” He lets out a 

long sigh, “I’m a sick, sick bastard.”
Now really awful images are crowding my mind, I mean he keeps 

saying what a sick bastard he is. And he obviously feels some need 
to confess to me. I say, “Hey we’re all sick man, don’t be so hard on 
yourself.” But in my mind, really, the worst images.

We fall silent again. I order some chili. As I’m eating it, a cus-
tomer comes in, a guy with white hair and a newspaper in his hand. 
He says hello to George (the owner as I learn his name), “How are ya 
today, George?” and George hisses for a minute and finally says, “My 
stomach...pain...I’m a sick bastard.” The customer goes, “Oh Jesus, are 
you all right? Do you need to go to the hospital?” and George says, 
“Yeah, get me a driver.”

The last thing that happened, after George went off to the hos-
pital, was this brawny old Russian guy came in. He looked normal 
but after saying about three things to me he decided he wanted me to 
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fight him over the lack of napkins at the bar or something. I was like, 
“Huh? Um...it’s like 7 a.m., isn’t it? You’re 70 and I haven’t been in 
a fight since the first grade.” Then the driver-getter came out of the 
bathroom, saw the Russian guy and screamed, “Jesus Christ! Derek! 
You know you’re not allowed in here! If George saw you he’d kill us 
all, now get the hell out!” and the guy practically vanished into thin 
air he was gone so fast. Then somebody asked me a question about 
politics so I got the hell out of there myself.

Koh Samui
 

This is pretty long. Sorry.
 

When I first moved here people kept telling me about how cheap and 
awesome the islands are. “You can rent a bungalow on the beach for 
80 baht! That’s $2.00!” “They give you psychedelic mushroom shakes 
and you just snorkel all day, TRIPPING!” I figured, wow I gotta try 
this. So I went to Koh Samui, an island on the Gulf of Thailand side, 
about halfway down the strip of land that connects Thailand’s north 
to the southernmost tip of the country. I am not such a good traveler 
but who doesn’t love tropical islands, y’know?

I got maybe 20 minutes sleep the night before my 6 a.m. flight, 
a fact that perhaps made the airport a little more complicated than 
it needed to be. Like I said, bad traveler. At the counter getting my 
ticket, the paper must have sliced my finger but I didn’t notice it 
until I was walking toward the gate and felt something sticky and 
looked down to see that my right hand was gushing blood all over my 
passport and ticket. There was a shining trail of blood leading pretty 
much the entire way back to the counter. I went into the men’s room 
and ran water over my finger but it kept bleeding and bleeding, dark 
blood. I used some toilet paper to stop it up while I went to learn 
whether or not they sell Band Aids at the airport at five in the morn-
ing. They had them at a kiosk but I needed to paint an ATM with my 
blood before buying them. I finally got a Band Aid on the cut, with 
help from the very uncomfortable lady at the kiosk. All this time, in 
the bathroom with blood flowing into the sink and a cleaning lady 
looking at me strangely from the corner of the room, in line at the 
kiosk with a ragged piece of toilet paper on my hand, bleeding on the 
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ATM, I wondered if I was making a scene. Like a suspicious-charac-
ter-in-the-airport type of scene. I was vaguely drunk from the night 
before. Not drunk, just hazy. The ubiquitous AK-47 toting soldiers 
did not arrest me though; they didn’t even seem to notice me. Re-
lieved, I approached the gate and a woman at a desk who needed to 
see my bloodsoaked ticket. For a split second she drew back from me 
before accepting it but then had no choice but to take it. Awful. Then 
beyond the desk was a set of stairs, like five steps. I fell on the second 
one and went sprawling, my backpack swinging off my shoulder. I 
looked back at the lady at the desk to say “wasn’t that funny” with my 
mind but she was in the process of intentionally looking away.

 
For some reason my walking was bad all the time on Koh Samui. I 
stumbled on uneven pavement everywhere, fell in holes in the dirt 
roads, knocked over tables at the restaurants, spilled my drinks. This 
contributed to a feeling of unease most of the time I was there. I felt 
sharply conspicuous and was trying really hard to get comfortable. I 
even bought one of those short sleeve, printed linen farang (read: “for-
eigner,” “white” but really just “honky”) shirts, so I would fit in with 
the rest of the tourists. My first night there I went to an area called 
Soi Reggae, which is a little street clogged with pool bars and bar girl 
bars, with a giant reggae club at the end of the road. I was convinced 
by some girls to sit and have a drink at one of them, I forget the name 
of it. It was probably “Sexy Night” since there were approximately 
five bars called “Sexy Night” within 50 feet of each other. One of the 
girls sat with me. She said “You want lady tonight?” and I said “No, 
just here for a drink.” I was feeling tense. She said, “Do you like my 
friends?” and pointed to the group of girls at the bar’s entrance. I said 
“Your friends are very beautiful” and as I said this I looked directly 

into the face of a girl with one eye. I got very drunk that night but 
went home alone.

The next night I was lying in my hotel room sweating and decided 
fuck it and went out to the bars again. This time I was in an area called 
Chaweng. I approached an open-air bar I picked at random. As I walked 
up to a stool, the girls yelled, “Welcome!” and just then I stumbled on 
the uneven ground and had to grab the stool to keep from falling on my 
face. There was an extended moment of actual careening and regaining 
balance using the stool as leverage. Thai people often react to situations 
like this with a sort of grinning terror. I climbed up on the stool feeling 
like an idiot and ordered a Heineken. I was angry at myself for falling 
and thought, “Why can’t I just relax for five minutes?” As I took a sip 
of beer and turned, I noticed I was sitting next to a bald dwarf. I al-
most jumped out of my skin. The thought, “Holy lord, a midget! Now 
there’s a midget within speaking distance” flashed in my mind quickly, 
like, what could be next, you know? Are the dogs gonna start talking 
to me? I realized we were sitting close enough to each other for some 
kind of inevitable conversation to occur that I was not really prepared 
to engage in. I have never spoken one word to a little person in my life. 
It’s just never happened. And the thought that it was about to happen, 
with me totally unprepared, was terrifying. That thought was followed 
by “I think he just saw the disbelief register on my face.”

I don’t have a problem with little people; it’s just that I was in a 
mild paranoid state to begin with and then it seemed like everything 
that happened to me was only making it worse. It was comic. Not 
cosmic, comic.

One of the girls invited me to shoot pool with her. We had one 
of those painfully long games where no one sinks any balls. With the 
warped tables on those islands, it’s like shooting pool on the deck of 
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a ship sometimes. The girl’s name was Noi, she was a beautiful but 
decidedly plump girl. She was really funny and had an easy laugh. I 
got semi-drunk. At one point I heard myself agreeing to her request 
to take her to the Full Moon Party on a nearby island. It’s a major 
tourist attraction on Samui and she said she’d never been to it. The 
party started in approximately three hours.

First we went to the river and celebrated Loy Kratong, a Thai 
holiday where you light a candle that is stuck in a little boat made 
from banana leaves and set it off floating in the water after praying 
over it. There were Thai people all over the riverbanks setting their 
boats off. The river was filled with little floating candles. I bought her 
a huge stuffed monkey she wanted. I said to her, “You really want 
this? Are you sure you’re 23?” Then we headed for the Full Moon 
Party. The plan fell through as we were boarding the ferry and I de-
coded her suddenly terrified body language. She felt her outfit was 
not suitable for the party. Too bar girl-y. I took her home. She slept 
over but there was no boom-boom. We even slept in separate beds.

  
Islands are no fun alone. Everything is set up for couples. I swear 
people think there’s something wrong with you.

 
I woke up one morning, put my shirt on (later on I realized I had put 
it on inside out) and stumbled out to the street in search of a nice cup 
of coffee at an outdoor café. I found a place called Black Canyon and 
went inside. A girl immediately approached me with a menu in her 
hand. I said hello and realized I wanted to sit outside, so in mid hello 
I lurched back towards the door and we kind of bumped. This, along 
with my longish bed hair and unshaven face, a jumbling, failed attempt 
to hold the door for her—where my body is pressed against the glass, 

trembling, losing the door with each passing second and the person 
you are supposedly helping has to squeeze by and hurry through before 
it shuts on their face—and with my inside out shirt (which in Thailand 
is like walking around with your dick out, they would just never ever 
do it) all made the waitress visibly uncomfortable. I tried to explain 
with my hands that I wanted to sit outside but she just looked at me 
like I was crazy. Then I knocked the table over as I sat down, spilled 
my coffee two seconds after she brought it and dropped her tip on the 
ground. This basically made me a dead person to her and she scowled 
at me every time I passed this café the rest of the time I was on Samui.

My last night on the island I decided that I had to at least attempt 
to meet a girl who was not a prostitute. After four months in Bangkok 
I wasn’t even sure if I knew how to flirt with regular girls anymore. So 
I found a bar on the beach (the bars inland are all bar girl bars) that had 
three white girls sitting together at it. Fellow travelers. Lonely maybe. 
Certainly three girls on an island are there to meet dudes. I picked a 
stool at the bar without incident and struck up a conversation with the 
girls. I made a couple jokes that went over well, they were students on 
vacation, were interested to know that I was a rock writer living in 
Thailand. I’m not the best looking guy but I have a good angle. The 
bartender, a rastafied Thai dude, came over several times and offered 
me drugs. “We have everything,” he said. I said no thanks each time. 
Things were pleasant enough. I wasn’t totally unable to hold a conver-
sation with non-bar girls, which was good. Who knew what would 
happen here. Then this 6-foot-4 shirtless guy with wet hair and an 
admittedly amazing chest (the dude had muscle tits and everything) 
sauntered up and said hello in this stupid New Zealand accent. I was 
pretty much erased by the guy. The girls all turned and started gig-
gling. At this point the bartender again said to me “Do you want to 
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buy some drugs? We have everything.” I was like “Yes. Heroin please.” 
He said “Oh no we don’t have that.” “Okay, well you got opium?” He 
said, “Oh no no no.” Before I could ask if he had a syringe of liquid 
acid I could shoot into my eyeball he said, “We have coke, weed and 
E.” He did say he had everything. Whatever. So I bought four pills of 
ecstasy figuring I’d take them back to Bangkok as my flight out was at 
6 a.m. Ten minutes later, for no good reason, I had taken one.

I went straight to the bar girl bars figuring I’d have a beer and I 
don’t know, see what happened. The way I saw it, there was a 50-50 
chance I’d wake up missing my kidneys, but also maybe I’d end up with 
a really amazing massage. I’d taken ecstasy maybe five times in my life.

I went to the first place I came across, an open-air bar on a ri-
diculously rutted dirt road. It had started raining which hastened 
my decision. A woman was playing cards and I somehow ended up 
teaching her how to play Blackjack. Pretty soon I was dealing hands 
to all the girls in the bar (not for any money) and we were all laugh-
ing. Not long after this, the drugs hit in and well...midway through 
announcing I was high on ecstasy to the now-crowded bar, one of 
the girls almost choked me, saying I should never ever ever under any 
circumstances tell a bar girl I was high on ecstasy, and then said “You 
have more?” So I gave her a pill which she took immediately.

Even though doing ecstasy with a Thai prostitute in a motel room 
on a tropical island is a story that kind of demands to be written 
down, not to mention shouted from the rooftops, I am gonna refrain 
from doing so. So no details. Except for this one thing: part of a bar 
girl’s job is to stand outside the bar and scream “Welcome!” at every 
farang that walks by, trying to get them to come in. Joy, who was 19 
and not stupid, had a tattoo on her back that said “Not Welcome.” I 
skipped my flight. Also there was a real, honest to goodness typhoon.

Thai Girlfriend
 

There is a girl here named Pin. She has decided she wants me to be 
her boyfriend. I have no idea why. She won’t take any money from 
me. She has one boyfriend in Australia paying for her apartment and 
one boyfriend in England paying for her school. She makes 100,000 
baht a month off them, by doing nothing. I think they’re both pretty 
old guys and that she talks dirty to them on the phone or something. I 
think this because once one of the guys called while we were sleeping 
and she spent like 20 minutes saying “You’re so bad, I can’t say that. 
Yes, I’m alone, I have a cold. I can’t talk. I need sleep. Yes I love you 
and I miss you and yes...uhhhh...I’m wearing my pants and a shirt. 
Why? Huh? No, I am not naked. You’re so baaaaaad” and all this stuff 
trying to deflect the guy it seemed like. Creepy. I felt bad for her and 
wanted to get on the phone and yell “Dude it’s fucking 8 a.m. She’s 
sleeping. Get a life!” But y’know, for 50,000 baht a month you gotta 
take the call. Another thing is she’s always calling me at like 6 a.m. 
and trying to talk dirty even though I’m half asleep and she’s wasted.

She still works in a bar (a beer bar, not a go-go bar) but doesn’t 
go with customers so much, according to her. She says she works the 
bar as a favor to her friend who is the manager and only goes with 
guys if they are so drunk it’s likely they will pass out before anything 
happens, which might or might not be how we met.

When I go to her house we play fighting games on the Playsta-
tion. She has a fridge stocked with big bottles of Chang beer. When 
she wins the fighting game I have to drink an entire beer. When I 
win, she puts on her school uniform and...ahh...forget it. Anyway, 
these are her rules. When I wake up in the afternoon, she has bought 
spicy pork over rice with this like fried egg omelet on top of it for me 
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to eat, new t-shirts for me to wear when we go out, potato chips and 
candy bars for when we get back. She says she likes me because she 
wants a “simple man” and since I don’t dress flashy or have mousse in 
my hair and also am living in a utility closet with no AC then I am 
“simple and not like other farang.” I tried to explain that maybe she 
was getting the terms “simple man” and “late stage alcoholic” con-
fused but she didn’t really get it.

I ran out of money last week but Pin’s been feeding me so I am 
okay and not freaking out. She shows up at my house every night at 
midnight or 2 a.m. or 3 a.m., after working the bar, with food and 
beer and we sit on my floor and wolf it down. The other night she 
came over with a big bottle of brandy. She says “Here, take these pills, 
they’re fun” and gives me two because she’s drunkish and I am sober, 
to catch up. An hour later she’s putting two more in my mouth as we 
are finishing the bottle of brandy on my roof deck. She tells me about 
killing rats to feed her family when she was a kid and even describes 
the method which, not surprisingly, involves a pointy stick.

Then the next thing I know I’m in a restaurant with her, it’s 5 
a.m. and I am sobbing. I can’t stop crying. I haven’t cried in five years. 
I sleep for like 19 hours and have a fucking David Cronenberg movie 
of a dream. When I wake up I ask her WTF dude? She’s like, “My 
ladyboy friend gave me those pills. He puts them in men’s drinks and 
takes their money when they pass out.”

For a few weeks she’d been talking about this drug she wanted me 
to try, called gao. I told her sure I wanna try it. Finally one night she 
shows up at my house with gao, which turns out to be a can of rubber 
cement and some plastic bags. I had never sniffed glue and she had to 
show me the correct way to do it. It took me awhile to get the hang 
of it but eventually I did. It’s similar to whip-its, only slower. It’s like 

that part of the whip-it where your body relaxes to a jelly-like state 
and everything floats, but for a longer time, not three seconds like 
with nitrous.

We were on the roof of my building. At 4 a.m. the guys at the 
mosque a mile away start singing and, as the city is silent, the prayer is 
all you can hear, just this mournful chant-song. It’s really beautiful. On 
this particular night, the sound was bouncing off the buildings around 
us as if there were people on either side of us singing. I was hearing 
this extremely far out and beautiful sound and the glue trip unexpect-
edly peaked and Pin turned to me and asked, “Is that sound real?” I 
giddily nodded yes and she started walking towards me smiling and 
she transformed into a glittering skeleton, not a skeleton really but a 
being entirely made up of sparks that were in fact tiny spinning bones, 
little white bones—she was walking towards me smiling and there 
were showers of sparks all around her. But she was all bones, and the 
sparks themselves were bones, spinning and twinkling bones in per-
fectly symmetrical patterns. All I could think of was the Grateful Dead 
and how she had turned into a Dead album cover. I actually had this 
thought: “This is the most psychedelic moment of my life.” It was reli-
gious. It really was, but we both woke up with unbelievable headaches.
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Perfect Day
 

I was shooting pool in a bar in the pre-noon hours of a Tuesday. Nice 
day. Very relaxed afternoon. It was one of those afternoons in Bang-
kok where it’s too hot to be outside, I had a little money and a wide 
open agenda and the bar I was in had a laid back vibe. I loved days like 
this. Bars in Thailand aren’t always so sedate. Usually there is at least 
one group of dudes living out some debauched mid-life crisis fantasy 
at top volume. But on this day, Hillary II had a few people quietly 
clicking pool balls around, the (awful) music played over the sound 
system was at a bearable level and the chilled white hand-towel a 
waitress gave me felt absolutely wonderful as I buried my face in it and 
wiped the back of my neck. Also I didn’t have the experience where I 
look up and accidentally witness some fat bald old creepo from Bristol 
making out with a 22 year old Thai girl. So I was having a good day.

I ate this spicy red curry with chicken called panang gai, had a 
coffee and did the crossword in the International Herald Tribune. 
Then I played my favorite video game they have in the corner of the 
room and then I shot a few games of pool. What a day! Sometimes 
my life in Thailand was so low-impact I couldn’t believe my luck in 
ending up there.

During the third game of eight ball between me and this silently 
wasted guy who could really shoot even though he was eating a sand-
wich like some kind of wild animal, we were tied one game apiece 
and I went to get a drag off my cigarette. I felt something itchy in my 
hair and thought for a second that I had maybe dropped ashes from 
my cigarette on my head. This was a far-fetched idea but it wouldn’t 
have been the weirdest accident I’ve had with a cigarette. That would 
be the time I somehow burned my eyeball even though I was wearing 

glasses. Anyway, I swiped the back of my head and felt nothing, and 
looked at my shoulder and saw no ashes. Then, horror of horrors, I 
had the distinct feeling that something was crawling around in the 
hair on the back of my head. I swatted it out like I was on fire and of 
course it was a cockroach the size of one of those Circus Peanut can-
dies, with wings and probably a face. Sometimes the bugs in Bangkok 
are so big they have facial expressions. They all have the same one, 
too. It says, “I will crawl in your ear and lay eggs.” Although I man-
aged to not scream at the top of my lungs I did lose the next three 
games of pool.

Later on in the afternoon, at a different bar, one that looked like 
it might not have cockroaches dropping off the ceiling; a tiny stray 
kitten crawled out from the alley, climbed up on the outer railing I 
was seated at. I went and bought then fed it pieces of barbecued chick-
en, and two of the girls working brought over some milk in a plastic 
lid. None of us really said anything to each other, we all just watched 
the cat until it eventually got bored with the food and drink, climbed 
down and went back into the alley.
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Middle Period
 

Blaring sunlight beat down just beyond the eaves of the S.T.V. Bar, 
where me and some other white guy were drinking the day apart on 
a Saturday afternoon that had started with me paying him back a debt 
of 2000 baht at 10 a.m. Not long after the debt had been paid, my 
friend announced, “Well, my girlfriend’s not gonna be home until six. 
Let’s get drunk!” Three hours later he was in a walking blackout and 
we were on the other side of town in Patpong, sitting on stools at the 
S.T.V. Bar and talking to girls. I liked to make a joke about the S.T.V. 
Bar whenever I was there, “If they’d just change one letter...” The 
girls never understood it, of course, how could they. But also almost 
nobody who spoke English I ever laid it on got it either until I’d say 
“S.T.D., man! S.T.D.—it’s perfect!” S.R.V. would have worked, too.

Patpong was a part of Bangkok I only went to in either the day-
time or when I was avoiding people at both Soi Cowboy and Nana, 
but preferably in the daytime, for the anonymity its two streets of 
open air bars afforded. Nobody cared if you were in Patpong in the 
daytime, they were just happy to have your business. In the daylight, 
Soi Cowboy and Nana were always busy sleeping off the night before. 
You could feel it. 

My friend and I were separated just as the sun was going down. 
He had borrowed the amount I’d paid him back plus another 1000 
baht from me and was using it to go to a short time hotel with a 
woman who was easily 45 and had presumably been run over by the 
proverbial sex truck. I debated trying to talk him out of it but instead 
decided to go eat chicken wings. I was drunk myself—I just wasn’t 
lifting people over my head and yelling, “FARANG MAO!!!!” This 
means “drunk white guy.”

I mainly kept to myself in Thailand ex-pat friends-wise because I 
had a tough time when people started acting like this (yelling, man-
handling girls, etc...bar-fining was a different story) and they pretty 
much all did eventually. A couple weeks into my time there, I became 
acutely aware that the “anything goes” mentality cultivated in the bars 
was far from actuality. There was no staying out of the bars though, 
or away from the girls.  

That day ended with me making a fool of myself stumbling 
around Nana Plaza furiously trying to regain my senses—I glugged 
Red Bull, prayed to my coffee and alternated with infusions of water, 
but it was no good and I was too drunk to feel comfortable in public. 
I was asleep by 11 p.m. after wasting like 15,000 baht.

My friend sent me an email the next day asking what happened. 
He said he woke up on the floor in his front room with his girlfriend 
standing over him, livid.

We decided maybe we should not hang out together without 
some kind of pre-determined restrictions.
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Bad Period
 

Two girls I liked worked at separate bars that were set up on the 
sidewalk outside of Soi Cowboy, “illegal” street bars—some candlelit 
tables, plastic chairs and a bar on wheels so it could be easily pushed 
away if the cops came and decided to shut things down. There were 
five of these little set-ups. On this night I walked 10 blocks, from fur-
ther up the major street in the ex-pat area, Sukhumvit, down to where 
these bars were. During my walk I stopped and ate hard-boiled eggs 
outside a 24-hour McDonald’s, in an attempt to absorb my staggering 
drunkenness. When I got to the first bar (the routine was to go to 
each) I had not expected both girls to be working at it. Before this 
night one of the girls, Am, had always worked at the bar around the 
corner. Since over the preceding nights I had made mental plans to at 
least try to have sex with either of them, I ended up paying the bar 
fine for both girls. Partly to avoid pissing one of them off and partly 
because there had been a time when I could take two girls home and 
have a blast. I asked them first, “You guys sure you wanna do this? 
My room is very dirty.” They cheerfully agreed, said no problem and 
we got in a cab. In the taxi I started thinking this could be fun, like 
old times. They got along (this is key for a threesome situation) and 
we were all laughing and it hadn’t gotten silent and weird in the taxi. 
Plus these girls were hot. I was happy just to be around them. Just 
before I opened the door to my apartment I said to them, “Sorry my 
room smells like cigarettes” and Am turned to her friend and said in 
Thai (which she didn’t know I understood), “That’s okay because he 
smells like eggs.” 

They gave me a shower. Then we sat on my bed and I made a 
feeble attempt to make out with them. They played along for a minute 

but then just looked at me as if to say, “This ain’t happening.” I said, 
“Ahhh, whatever” paid them double, wished them luck and laid back 
on the bed.
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Christmas Part II
 

My first Christmas in Thailand was spent in Pattaya, a legendarily 
sleazy beach town two hours southeast of Bangkok. Pattaya is the 
kind of place where you become so giddily happy in the first few 
hours of getting there you never ever want to leave. You run around 
in a sea of seeming lawlessness and pervasive vice, stay up all night, 
sit on the beach, swim in your hotel pool and eat fresh fruit, while 
away the hours in the most pointless of pursuits. Drink, drink, drink. 
You think, “This is a fucking Disneyland, man! This is incredible!” 
Then you have one 2 p.m. beer too many, you see one 58-year old 
shirtless British stevedore too many, you realize the girls calling you 
“handsome man” are also saying it to the guy stumbling around with 
a black eye (I know because I’ve been that guy there) and next thing 
you know you’re crouched in the corner of your hotel room with the 
lights off and a gun in your mouth. There is no place on earth like 
this town.

Naturally I wanted to spend Christmas there, and did. Christmas 
night at maybe 11 o’clock I was sitting on a curb, on the phone with 
someone back in the states, when I saw a fight involving five bar girls 
and a man carrying a life-size stuffed Santa. The curb was on Walking 
Street, a mile long stretch of go-go bars stacked three stories high, and 
the double-wide street was clogged with tourist families, sex tourists, 
working girls, ex-pats and food delivery motorcycles moving in both 
directions when this guy walked past with the giant Santa under one 
arm and two bar girls on either side of him and then all hell broke 
loose. Three other bar girls came running up behind them screaming. 
No posturing, no threats—an all out brawl involving six people and a 
five foot tall stuffed Santa Claus erupted instantaneously. The guy had 

a girl’s hair in one hand and the Santa in the other and was fighting 
off a second girl with hip checks. I couldn’t tell if the attackers were 
after the Santa or someone owed money or a boyfriend had been 
discovered cheating or what. They were all outrageously drunk. One 
of the girls running up actually dropkicked one of the other girls—
genuine martial arts executed perfectly—it was incredible. They also 
continued moving past the whole time and within 40 seconds or so 
were out of my line of sight. It was like they got swallowed up by the 
throng. The guy never let go of the Santa.

  
This most recent Christmas was marked by the near total collapse of 
my fragile life here (see Thailand Christmas). After jazzing my way out 
of my friend’s apartment feeling electric and stupid I decided I wanted 
to sing “White Christmas” at a karaoke bar. The only karaoke bar I 
have found in Bangkok that caters to farang and actually has a selec-
tion of western songs (besides “Happy Birthday”) is this place called 
Cozy Club in Patpong, the most famous red light district in Bangkok. 
I knew for a fact that they had “White Christmas” as I had sung it 
sometime last spring.

I have been to Cozy Club probably six times in two years. The 
night I discovered it, the room was crammed with old gay Australian 
dudes singing “What A Wonderful World” and “You Were Always 
On My Mind.” I checked the book, sang “Everything I Own” and 
split. Then the next four times I went I had the place to myself basi-
cally. So on Christmas 2007, I decided this would be my destination. 
I’d sing my songs and be depressed, miles from home, lost, alone—
depressed as all hell but in that awesome Christmas way.

I don’t know what the deal was on this particular night but there 
was a party going on. A major party, all Thai people going hog wild 
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(as in dancing on the bar, standing on tables, screaming), Before I 
could turn around and go I was immediately pulled in, pushed onto a 
stool, handed a cigarette and a beer.

Over the course of the next 30 minutes basically everyone in the 
bar eventually came up to me and shook my hand and, if I didn’t have 
one lit, offered me one of their cigarettes. I didn’t see the bartender 
charge a single person for an endless stream of cocktail refills so I 
asked this lady if this was a work party and she said, “Nobody work 
here. We have party for Christmas.” Then she stood up on the seat of 
her booth and started dancing. The DJ recognized me and gave me 
the microphone and I sang about two verses of “White Christmas” 
before a Thai pop ballad came on and this girl started singing about 
her broken heart. It was chaos.

At some point I left. I had to step over people lying on the ground 
in the doorway.

Throw A Kit
 

I visited the states and while I was there I bought gifts for a bunch 
of people here, some people that I like and some that make me feel 
paranoid—I like my landlady, the security guard in my building is a 
major question mark, the gang of perpetually buzzed motorcycle taxi 
dudes at the end of my street who scream at me every time I walk by 
make me REALLY paranoid, and I bought stuff for various bar girls 
who asked me to bring them gifts, or just because I like them.

I did this to grease the wheels maybe, or assuage guilt, or to show 
I am not a “cheap Charlie,” who knows—I definitely wanted to quell 
the almost constant paranoia I feel for being able to do whatever I 
want here, at all times. I really wanted to come back with gifts for 
everyone, and did somehow. But almost all of them went over really 
bad. I think they were too cheap or something. Also I inadvertently 
insulted the motorcycle taxi dudes.

I bought them a six-pack of Bud tall boys. There is no Budweiser 
here to speak of, it’s an import and expensive so you never see it. I 
brought the six-pack out to them in a brown paper bag I had taken 
on the plane with me, for maximum effect when I presented it. Bud-
weiser is the king of beers after all. The idea was for it to be like the 
beer came directly from a liquor store stateside. It was early evening 
and they were sitting in their customary row across the street from the 
7-Eleven, on some steps. Standing before them I said “I brought you 
beer from America!” then I pulled out the six-pack, like you would 
do in the states, letting the bag fall to the ground and pulling cans off 
the plastic thing and tossing one to each guy, the way you would do at 
a cookout after procuring the next case of beers. The first guy missed 
his, then the rest were terrified except one dude who looked like he 
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wanted to put his machete through my face. I also gave some tiny 
plastic “Homies” figurines to the children running around, which had 
seemed like a good idea when I bought them, but then handing them 
out they were so small it felt like I was handing the kids lint from my 
pocket. Then as the dude glared at me, this one woman driver who 
I never can tell if she hates me or not asked me for a second beer. I 
had just handed her the last one. This really unnerved me so I put 
my beer down on the ground, said “this is for the guy not here” (one 
usual guy was not there) and saluted them and pretty much ran in the 
opposite direction. The whole thing took about a minute and a half 
to unfold. I don’t know why it all went so wrong. I can’t decide if it 
was throwing beers at them, which is very likely seen as an aggres-
sive act here, or not sitting down and drinking one with them. Or 
just leaving the brown paper bag on the ground (litter, tree-waste). It 
definitely wasn’t my clothes. I was wearing my best white linen suit 
and cleanest pith helmet.

I gave this girl Thip a little tiny stuffed rooster I figured was cute 
and funny and she reacted like I had thrown a black cat covered in 
chicken blood at her. She kept saying, “I am not a chicken.” Then she 
just split. It was awful. I later learned there is a very ugly term for bar 
girls in Thailand—“chicken.” Basically I gave this girl a worthless gift 
that said “you are a whore.”

I gave this other girl, Nok, a white hat I had bought her my 
first week in the US. This was a big one I needed to get as she had 
specifically requested a white baseball cap. So I bought it right away 
thinking I’d already have it when I ran out of money. I’m no good 
with things that are white and it didn’t stay so clean. By the time I 
gave it to her it had like entire fucking fingerprints on it, like a crime 
scene. She asked me what happened and I said “well I had to wear it 

on the plane” and she eyed my dirty hair for a split second.
Even my landlady said, “What? Chocolate covered macadamia 

nuts? Eh...maybe my son will like them.” It doesn’t take Sherlock 
Holmes to notice Asian candy doesn’t usually involve Brazilian nuts. 
And I think the security guard is Muslim. He reacted to the Miller 
High Life 22 Oz. can I gave him with a sort of polite confusion. I later 
realized I’ve never even seen him smoke. 
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True Hardcore
 

Not a lot going on lately. It’s the rain season so I am sleeping more 
than usual—this makes for good sleep but it also makes for entire days 
shot to hell by the steady pound of rain on my patio. I blew my last 
paycheck in something like five days so now is the waiting period in 
which I eat less, smoke cigarettes to the goddamn filter and slow my 
heartbeat. I wake up, check email and ESPN.com. Then I listen to 
four hours of podcasts of the Adam Carolla Show, have a couple cig-
arettes, play Spider Solitaire. After this I force myself to take a shower 
and shave, go outside and buy something to eat—usually either pat 
krapow moo which is spicy pork and greens over rice or kao pat gai 
which is fried rice with chicken, egg and vegetables. I buy two cans 
of Coke and some potato chips and some Oreos and a pack of smokes. 
Then I go back to my room and eat while watching Jimmy Kimmel 
Live, which this guy posts in 10-minute clips on YouTube everyday. 
Then it’s naptime.

A couple weeks ago I realized I haven’t had this much freedom 
to do what I want with my time, or had my life set up in such a way 
where so little was expected of me, since I was five years old. I have 
this distinct memory of the week before I started kindergarten, my 
last day before school started. I’d watched my brother and sister get 
yelled at to turn off Gilligan’s Island and go catch the goddamn bus 
enough times to know what was in store for me. I was five and I 
would wake up every morning while it was still dark out, like 6 a.m., 
and go across the street from my house and catch frogs in this tiny 
pond all day. This is all I did. This one day, the one I remember, was 
the last day before school started and I was walking through the wet 
grass to the frog pond with nothing to do for anybody else all day, just 

gonna go catch frogs for as long as I wanted. I was passing this huge 
oak tree and I had the thought: my life will never be this good again.

  
This is kinda funny: I was coming back from the market last week 
and there was this huge elephant tromping down the sidewalk with a 
guy riding it. As me and a small group of dental assistants (they were 
all wearing the pink dress uniforms, every one of them) were passing 
the elephant, it decided it wanted some water from a fountain that 
bordered the sidewalk. The rider made a move as if to steer the ele-
phant away from the fountain but immediately saw it was no use and 
just shrugged his shoulders and stared ahead as the big guy sucked a 
bunch of water into his trunk and started slapping the trunk on his 
side and spraying the water. The women all screamed and we tried to 
avoid the spray but we all got wet. Hot, elephant-snot Bangkok water. 
I thought my skin was gonna come off.

Elephants are everywhere here and it’s scary sometimes because 
you know they can do whatever they want and the only reason they 
aren’t stomping the life out of everybody and tossing people around is 
that they just haven’t thought of it yet.
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Typical Idiocy
 

Yesterday I went out at noon, with no plan but to eat and do the 
crossword in the International Herald Tribune. I got home after 2 a.m., 
piteously drunk. As I approached my door, the security guard jumped 
up to open it. In Thai, I said, “It’s okay, I am okay, I am okay.” He 
said, “You are not okay.” It’s been a while since I had a night like this.

At noon I ate panang gai at New Wave Pool Bar, a big place with 
six tables. I like to call it New Wave Hookers Pool Bar but no one 
ever gets it. Panang gai is chicken in red curry over rice. Very spicy. 
After breakfast I shot a few games of pool. I was playing well but I 
kept having to play dudes so I went to another bar. Also they were 
playing this awful Michael Bolton cover album. His version of “Whit-
er Shade of Pale” was the last straw. 

So I went to Hillary II, which is a smaller bar and is usually empty 
in the afternoon. There I shot pool versus a cute waitress named Dia 
and a silent black dude from London. It was one of those leisurely 
Bangkok afternoons: too hot to be outside, a wide open agenda and 
an excellent vibe in the bar, so I hung out. Around 4 p.m. the girls 
started showing up. Then it started pouring rain, with tons of thunder 
( faa-long, I learned). I was buzzed and shooting like a champ. Because 
it was raining no other customers came in. A girl watching me play 
got my attention and asked, “Why are you so handsome?” I told her it 
was because it was raining and there were no other farang men in the 
bar. She laughed really hard at this and got embarrassed. Her name 
turned out to be Meow, which is the Thai word for cat.

Around 7 p.m., I decided to go see this girl I met the other night 
when a visitor was here and I was waiting for him to finish bar fining 
(having sex with) a girl. The girl I went to see works in Nana Enter-

tainment Plaza, which is a cul-de-sac of pulsing Bangkok nightlife—a 
hive of interconnected open-air bars on the ground floor surrounded 
by three stories of neon-blaring go-go bars. There are probably 800 
girls total in the various places.

I was a little drunk but okay. I just wanted to get a read on this 
girl, to see if maybe she likes me or not. She’s very, very cute and 
sweet so I am thinking of taking her to a movie or something. I have 
stopped nailing random girls and am actively looking for some kind 
of “girlfriend.” May (her name) was really skittish when she saw me 
so I wasn’t sure what to think. Plus all the other girls in the bar were 
laughing so I felt weird. I also realized she’s a pretty young 21, like she 
might not even go with customers. So I split. She made me promise 
to take her out sometime before I left so I did figure that out at least. 
But she’s really a kid so I don’t know.

From there I went to Voodoo, a go-go bar, and had a coffee at 
the bar outside it and played video games for a while. When I went 
inside to pee I saw this girl who was given to me as a birthday present 
two birthdays ago. I know: sick. Sorry. It’s different here. Anyway, 
this girl is stunning. Whenever dudes are here, Voodoo is the first 
place I take them because not only are most of the girls beautiful, 
but my girl really impresses the shit out of them. I want them to get 
a good impression of go-go bars right away. Also I can never believe 
I actually had sex with this girl once, and visitors are a good excuse 
to go in and buy her a drink and talk to her again. I bought her a 
drink, and another girl made eyes at me as I was sitting down. Then 
there was this threesome possibility in the air. This doesn’t happen so 
much anymore so I got kind of psyched. I was suddenly really happy 
to live in a place where this idea could just be hanging in the air, 
regardless of the fact that I had pretty much no intention of going 
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through with it. But maybe…you know? Fa (birthday girl) recounted 
pretty much everything that happened with us two years ago, re-
membered my driver’s license picture as being particularly good and 
asked why I never bar fined her again. I told her she was too beautiful 
and that whenever I come to her bar she already has a customer. She 
said, “That’s not true.” Then she had to go dance for a while. After 
she finished dancing, this old guy—bald, frowning, easily weighing 
three bills—called her over and she never came back. I left as she was 
hoisting herself up onto his disgusting lap. Besides the overwhelming 
urge to kill myself on the spot I also felt relief as I now had an excuse 
to go somewhere else.

I crossed over to this place where the girls are not so cute but I 
like them, I like the bar. They’re all funny. I had a beer, ordered a 
drink for one of the girls and told them I’d just been dissed by birth-
day girl. This wasn’t really true, but it was a good way to take the 
pressure off of them trying to get me to bar fine somebody. The head 
bartender is older, kinda tough and plain-beautiful. Is that a word? 
Whatever, I love her.

They were all drinking tequila. Apparently the mama-san had 
found a bottle of tequila on the way into work so they were drinking 
some of it. They made me have a shot, which I did not want or need, 
but they were laughing and screaming and having fun so I acquiesced. 
The bartender marked the bottle, showing where they would stop 
drinking the tequila and start selling it. Then I was dragged into the 
adjoining go-go bar by this girl I like who makes a beeline for me 
every time I have ever gone in this bar. She’s like a short, chubby Mira 
Sorvino. No lie. But we’ve never gone together, as I am always with 
a friend or something. Who knows, there are a million reasons I can’t 
bar fine girls anymore. While talking to her I realized the tequila shot 

had kind of leveled me, and this girl (I can never remember her name; 
it sucks) doesn’t even drink so I was like, “I am too drunk to be here,” 
then I apologized and left. I went back outside and asked the not-so-
cute girls why they had to give me that shot. They all laughed and 
showed me the tequila bottle, which was now empty. The mama-san 
was wasted, head down on the bar and everything. The bar was chaos.

Then I went up to the third floor to Carnival, where I, um, rode 
a mechanical bull. One side of this bar is girls dancing on a rotating 
stage and the other side is a padded ring with a mechanical bull and 
a girl I love in hot-pant shorts basically getting fucked by it. I always 
ride the bull. I talked to the girl once but she was all business at 19. 
Like a con. Kinda scared and depressed me. As far as the bull goes, my 
high score is 46 seconds. Make it a full minute and you get a drink or 
something, I don’t know.

From there I crossed over to Hollywood bar, which has insanely 
white decor, like something out of 2001: A Space Odyssey. Me and this 
short, fully-packed girl who looks like an Asian Bjork and is named 
Yao (I always always say it “YOW!”) rolled around in a booth making 
out for awhile, but I decided to move on when she had to go dance. 
I gave her 500 baht.

Things get hazy from here. I made plans with a girl to score and 
do ecstasy at one place. Then I went to meet the dealer but realized I 
was too drunk to do it so I bailed on it. What tipped me off to being 
too drunk was the fact that as I was leaving the bathroom at this bar 
called Big Dogs, I slipped and took out some tables. I didn’t knock 
over any drinks though, luckily, but it did cause something of a scene.

I got in a cab. It was 11 p.m. I went to this part of town called 
Soi Cowboy. Me and the cabbie talked about the fact that, too drunk 
to fuck, I was going to Cowboy to find a girl to cuddle with. He 
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thought this was hilarious. After coffee I depressedly visited the bar 
where Bong, an old girlfriend I am still hung up on, used to work 
before some Australian dude married her. Boring. The night ended 
in some place I found called Toy Bar, where I bought like 50 tequila 
shots for the girls. 

I went outside, ate some watermelon and came home. I woke up 
this morning in a state of panic because of how much money I blew 
and the fall-down. Then the security guard came up to my room 
with a book someone sent me, and I got an email from my boss that I 
thought was gonna say “you’re fired” but was not like that at all. He 
just wanted to talk baseball. Then while writing this I realized I had 
a really fucking good time yesterday.

Things I Need To Write Down
 

I was on a bus on the freeway, going 60 mph or so, and we passed a 
garbage truck going at approximately the same speed in the lane next 
to us. Because I was elevated in the bus I could see the roof of the 
truck, and there was a guy asleep on top of the cab. On top.

* * * * *

I was in the front seat of a taxi on the way to Patpong one night, with 
two girls in the back seat. We were in one of these huge Bangkok 
traffic jams and had been sitting behind a pickup truck for maybe 25 
minutes when I finally noticed the back of the truck was piled high 
with this pink, jiggling quantity. I looked closer and realized it was 
pig carcasses, all gutted. There was a guy holding a pole standing on 
top of the pile, to make sure none fell out. The pile was actually high-
er than the cab of the truck, and my first thought was, “I can’t wait 
to be eating those tomorrow.”

Later in the same traffic jam I had to get out and find a place to 
pee. It was an emergency. Finding a spot to pee took forever, and 
when I went back to the taxi, it had moved maybe 25 feet. I said, 
“Come on, let’s just walk,” since we were only a half mile from 
our destination. The girls talked animatedly a second and eventually 
agreed. So they got out, I paid the cabbie and we walked. This was 
in my first year of living here, and now that I think back on it, doing 
what we did was something Thai people would never, ever do. Pretty 
sure it’s a Buddhist thing, or the shame of showing an emotion besides 
glee, maybe. In any case it was one of those situations where the farang 
in the group wanted to do something unthinkable or impolite and 
they just had to go with it.
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* * * * *

I live next to a very large Wat (Buddhist temple) of some kind. I 
have been told it’s a place where they hold funerals. Early evening 
one night I was walking past it and there were five or six monks near 
the car entrance repairing an iron fence with a blowtorch. They were 
all barefoot and wearing their bright orange robes. The guy clumsily 
working the blowtorch had a welder’s mask on but besides that he 
had no protective gear on at all, just the silk robe. There were sparks 
flying everywhere. Two of the monks were hunched down next to 
him, apparently giving advice, while the rest of them milled around 
laughing nervously. They clearly had no idea what they were doing.

* * * * *

I was lurching through a darkened area one night and was descend-
ed upon by a gang of ladyboys looking to pick my pocket. I made it 
through the first group unscathed, but the second wave, a single dude 
working alone, put her arms around me and got to my wallet before 
I could. In fact got it out of my pocket before I could even get my 
hand back there to block her. In Thai I said, “Please, I only have a 
thousand baht. Please. I am not lying,” and wai’d* her (which I never 
do because I don’t really understand how and when to do it right). She 
looked at me for a second and then handed me the wallet and pointed 
at the ground, where my money was sitting. This all happened in a 
split second—she had gotten my wallet and tossed my money on the 
ground so fast I couldn’t have seen it without a slow-motion camera.

Another thing about wai’ing. I really have no idea how and when 
to do it but I know it is an important part of Thai culture and ex-
pression. Because I wanted to do something when people addressed 
me and because I had seen immaculately dressed security guards do it 

* The wai is a Thai greeting that consists of a slight bow, with the palms pressed 
together in a prayer-like fashion. 

at malls here, I started saluting people. I don’t know if this is seen as 
acceptable or weird or what, but for years now whenever I leave my 
house, the gang of motorcycle guys at the end of my street all salute 
me, and as I walk down my sidewalk to the skytrain, the wait staff at 
a restaurant I pass each time all stop, straighten up and give me a crisp, 
grinning salute, which I return. I love this.

* * * * *

I took this girl named Oh to see King Kong when it came out. She 
worked at a truly reprehensible go-go bar called Red Lips. Ugh, what 
a hole. One of the times I went there I was sitting at the bar outside 
it, having drinks with Oh, who was eating dinner. She had put her 
food aside and was giving me a long description of her two-hour daily 
commute (motorcycle to taxi to skytrain) when I noticed a pretty big 
rat on the rail nibbling her food. I pointed to it and exclaimed, “Holy 
shit!” Oh said, “He won’t eat much.” But she did throw the food 
away. When we went to the movie, we were sitting in our seats as 
the lights went down, and Oh said, “I have not been to the movies in 
10 years. Farang only take me short-time.” I was like, “Yeah I know, 
sorry. Weirdo.” When the movie was over she was crying. She hit me 
on the arm and said, “Why you take me to sad movie?”

* * * * *

I was shooting pool in a bar the other night and the first Terminator was on 
the TV and the girls working were astonished when I explained to them 
the guy in the movie was governor of California. Schwarzenegger was 
firing a machine gun into a crowd of people in a disco, training the red 
light laser scope right onto the middle of Linda Hamilton’s forehead and 
the girls were like, “Him?” I said, “Yes. Some day he will be president.”
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Mistakes Were Made
 

A few weeks ago I had a girlfriend of sorts. I met this girl named Bee, 
who spoke excellent English, was patient with my awful Thai and 
was very sweet and also way out of my league, looks-wise. She liked 
me for a little while and we had a couple dates. On the best date we 
ate fancy Thai food at a restaurant called M. One of the dishes was 
this plate piled high with indescribably roasted duck. Thai people 
are really good at making rice and roasting duck. Both are done so 
gently it’s almost a prayer and the food practically floats away while 
you are eating it. After dinner we bought stuff at a big department 
store attached to the restaurant. Good date. In the store I handed Bee 
5000 baht and said, “Make my room nice. Like yours.” So she bought 
really nice sheets, fat pillows, a new fan, a rice cooker, Q-Tips, a new 
toothbrush, two small rugs, expensive soap and fluffy towels. I bought 
her a pair of shoes, a bathing suit and a blow dryer that she spent 25 
minutes deciding on (“It must have power, but I want it is small”). 
Then we went back to my apartment, and I assembled the fan while 
she put the sheets on the bed and took care of the pillowcases, made 
a small kitchen area on one of my tables for the ricer, and set up the 
toiletry stuff. It was awesome! Awesome. Then she had to leave and 
go work as a prostitute. That was not as awesome.

She was 26, smart, beautiful—everything. But I screwed it up, 
in a big, ugly way. The last time I saw her I was in her bar. She was 
sitting with a customer but kept coming over to talk to me. This is 
a bar right on the edge of a busy Nana Plaza corner, and I like to sit 
there and smoke cigarettes and watch the other sick bastards walk by. I 
hadn’t realized she had a customer while I was sitting there, and when 
I did make the connection I was like, “Don’t worry, you don’t need 

to keep coming over here. I am not gonna get weird.” Really I should 
have called first. I wasn’t jealous and she wasn’t hiding anything from 
me; it just would have been better if I had called and given her the 
option to say “Yes, come here” or “Not a good night to come here,” 
or if I had not gone in at all. Either way, not the best decision. I didn’t 
want to complicate her night and she didn’t want me to feel shitty. 
It wasn’t tense in any way and she wasn’t upset and neither was I but 
when I got up to leave she came running over and said, “Gimme a 
hundred baht.” This is where my chance at a nice sweet girlfriend 
went up in smoke.

I had only a single 1000 baht bill til I got paid (anywhere from 
two to five days) and had already worked out in my mind how much 
of it I was gonna drink (900 baht’s worth of it). So there was that. 
Also I had just bought her three drinks (which puts 120 baht in her 
pocket from the bar). And lastly I felt weird handing her the 1000 baht 
bill and waiting for her to go make change. This seems crass, doesn’t 
it? I should either give her a hundred baht bill or the whole thousand, 
right? Right? Agh. And a hundred baht is such a tiny amount of mon-
ey, I figured it could not be that big a deal. So horror of horrors, dick 
of dicks, I said, “I don’t got it. Get it from the customer.” Bee smiled 
and said, “Sure, okay,” but that was it. Game over.
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Final Dispatch From Bangkok
 

I have a new neighbor friend in my building, a Thai dude named Jam. 
I ran into him in the foyer one night a month ago at 2 a.m. as I was 
coming back with the last food and money I was gonna have for three 
weeks. I had literally spent my last 40 baht on some kao pat gai and 
was heading upstairs with it. Jam was going up to his apartment and 
said, “Come on, come have beers with me.” This is what Thailand is 
like: you spend your last money and someone comes along with beers.

The thing with Jam, besides a true generosity, is that Thai people 
can’t bear to be alone, and his wife was not due back from her prov-
ince up north for a few days. He’d been alone all month and when he 
saw me he was like, “Holy shit, let’s be friends!” Jam is a driver for 
some rich farang and he speaks almost fluent English, if with a strong 
accent. We made fast friends over Leo beers and a trip to the all-night 
restaurant for more. He told me about an American friend he had 
made 10 years ago and traveled Thailand with. The friend had lost 
trust in him over a woman Jam had introduced him to and he had 
subsequently married. It’s a common story, actually. The guy, Chris, 
had asked Jam to find him a woman to marry. Jam chose a girl he 
thought would be suitable, and Chris married her and then promptly 
moved back to the US alone and charged Jam with keeping tabs on 
her. Of course the first time Jam went up to Isan to check on her 
she had gone back to sleeping with her ex-husband, a Thai. Honestly 
what else was she gonna do? Jam was not able to tell Chris about it, 
out of the Thai “conflict avoidance” thing. The details get fuzzy here 
but what ended up happening was that Chris told Jam to go eff him-
self and either brought the girl over to the US, came here to live, or 
divorced her. Jam suspects she told Chris something to drive a wedge 

between them because he ( Jam) knew she’d been unfaithful and had 
to be eliminated from the equation. Ten years later the dude is still 
haunted by the whole thing. He brought it up every time he’d had a 
couple drinks.

For the next three weeks Jam called me whenever he got home 
from work, whether it was 2 a.m. or 7 a.m., and asked me to come 
downstairs. I’d go down there, he’d open a bottle of Sato—a rice 
wine from the Northeast of Thailand¬—and we would trade shot 
glasses of it while his wife prepared these massive Laotian meals. Then 
we ( Jam, his wife Porn, her brother Charlie and me) would sit on the 
floor and eat it all. He started having me teach the brother English, 
which I tried my best to do.

One night Jam got off work early and he and Charlie came to my 
room with all kinds of beer and Sato and we all got plastered listening 
to Jam’s choice of Eric Clapton and CCR. I said, “I am getting paid 
any day now, and when I do, we will all go out somewhere for dinner 
and shoot pool and I will pay for everything” like 50 times. He’d say, 
“Don’t worry about that.”

After they left that night I got an email telling me I had been 
paid. Beginning sometime last year my monthly reaction to the news 
that my bank account is fat with cash has been a moment of jumping 
adulation followed by sudden, uncontrollable and totally dry retching. 
Tonight, after I was done gagging over my sink, I didn’t change my 
clothes, brush my teeth, turn off the lights or lock my door. I went 
straight to the outdoor street bars that border Soi Cowboy. There are 
five. I rang the bell at each (this means I bought drinks for every girl 
at the bar). At the last one I rang the bell three times and bar fined this 
girl named Biw after handing her my ATM card, telling her my PIN 
and saying, “Go get us 5,000 baht.” This is a thing I’ve been doing 
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a lot these last few months, with different girls, none of whom took 
the dare and ripped me off. The sun was coming up so I took Biw to 
Texas Lone Star and we proceeded to ring the bell there. I sent her 
for another 5,000 baht. I went to the bathroom and when I came back 
she had lined up three tequila shots each for both of us. The last thing 
I remember is us both downing the first one and Biw clapping her 
hands and saying, “I ring the bell three times!” I said, “Good girl.”

I have no memory of this but Biw later told me that I did the shot, 
immediately fell backward off my stool, and began projectile vomiting. 

I woke up with my clothes on in my bed. Both of my knees were 
so sore I fell down a few times when I tried to move between the 
bed and the bathroom. My right foot felt like all my toes were bro-
ken. I checked my back pocket and my wallet was gone. There was a 
foul-smelling towel in the bathroom that was covered in dirt and was 
not mine. I went back to sleep.

This was Friday night, and I had work due, but instead of doing it 
I lay in bed and prayed for sleep, which came in intervals, and death, 
which did not come at all. The next afternoon I got out of bed and 
saw that I had trashed my room—the TV had been knocked over, my 
fan was in two pieces and I had broken a chair. My wallet and ATM 
card were gone but when I checked my balance online I saw that no 
more than the money Biw and I had spent together had been with-
drawn so I knew she hadn’t stolen it. She had the PIN, after all, and 
I don’t have a phone or her number to track her down. It would have 
been easy. I didn’t know how I had gotten home.

When I could walk I went and found Biw to ask her if maybe I 
had given her my wallet. I hadn’t. She’d taken it out of my pants and 
placed it on my computer when she left but hadn’t locked the door 
(since it wasn’t locked when we came there in the first place, or the 

two other times she’d spent the night with me). I decided someone 
had come in my room and seen it on the computer and taken it. 
Whatever had happened, I no longer had an ATM card or access to 
the money in my account (for like the fifth time in three years).

Monday morning I managed to get my hands on some of my 
money through a friend and Western Union. I put all my laundry in 
to be washed and went to get a haircut. After the haircut I decided to 
have one beer. I had $500, enough to cover my rent, food and smokes 
for the next few weeks while I waited for the replacement card. I got 
my sneakers shined while I had a second beer. It was 1 p.m. or so.

I shot some pool and ended up sitting outside a bar called Country 
Road smoking cigarettes with my friend On, who works there. She 
tells me, “I have had three customers not pay me this week.” I can’t 
believe this. I ask her, “You had sex with them and they didn’t pay 
you after?” And she says, “No, they didn’t.” This is a girl who, despite 
being perfectly cute, regularly pays her own bar fine so she can go 
home early. Expat Bangkok lifers who try to get free sex from girls 
who are working are a particularly low form of life. I ask her why 
she doesn’t have some Thai male friends to call when this happens, to 
muscle dough from the dudes. She explains that she doesn’t want to 
get involved with mafia types. I say, “Okay. Well, bad luck comes in 
threes so maybe now you will have good luck.” She says, “But the two 
customers before that—one guy was...this word...sadist? And he tie me 
up. Then he is chok-wow.” (“Chok-wow” is a Thai term for jerking off.) 
“I say to him, ‘Please, mister, can I go?’ And second customer—he is 
small, more than me. We go together to his hotel room; we are cross-
ing the street.” She points to Asok, a major road 100 feet away. “In 
the middle he stops me and says he wants boom-boom in the street. 
In the middle. I say no thank you. I go away fast.” Then she points to 
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her waitress uniform (which I hadn’t noticed before) and says, “I don’t 
work the bar anymore; now I am waitress. I am scared of farang.”

At the same bar around 5 p.m., I ended up in a conversation with 
this fat dude with a handlebar moustache. He’d been living in Thai-
land for eight years and was a pretty funny guy and a good talker. 
Talking about baseball is a luxury even bargirls can’t compete with 
when you’ve been away from other Americans long enough, and I was 
only too happy to talk about the Cleveland Indians with this guy as 
On stared off into the distance, refilled my beer, and prolly thought 
about the short dude who wanted to fuck in the street and how total-
ly insane Western men are sometimes. The dude with the awesome 
moustache said, “Come on, let’s hit a go-go bar,” so I went with him 
to Tilac, where the girls dance at poles with miniskirts on and no 
panties. The idea is to look up their skirts as their knees are at eye lev-
el. I used to love places like this but at some point (actually the second 
time I was in one) they became impossible for me to handle. Either 
I was too into it or the whole idea was too fucked up—I don’t know 
why my reaction turned but it did. In the space of one 24-hour period 
in Pattaya last year, these types of bars went from the best thing I ever 
saw to one of those Thai sex industry things that make me want to 
walk into the ocean with rocks in my pockets. Don’t get me wrong, 
there really aren’t a great many things about the Thai sex industry that 
make me feel this way. There are only a few, to be entirely honest. 
Like anything involving ping-pong balls, for instance.

Anyway, on top of all this, me and my new fake friend hadn’t 
been sitting there five minutes before the guy was putting his hand 
way up girls’ skirts and shoving his pointer finger in and out of the 
mouth of a girl behind the bar. I couldn’t deal with it. I mean the 
guy lives in Thailand for eight years and he still treats the bar girls 

like this? Like he got off a plane an hour ago and has been reading 
sex-tourist websites for two years? I hightailed it out of there, stag-
gered across the way to Toy Bar and ate some fried chicken. Well, 
the truth is the chicken was fed to me by two girls who work there. 

The next stop was a bar where my third-to-last Thai girlfriend had 
worked before getting married to some Australian dude with one hand. 
As I approached, the mama-san knew I was there to see Bong, told me 
she wasn’t in Bangkok, showed me to a stool and motioned a girl over. 
The girl dialed Bong’s phone number, talked a second and handed me 
the phone. I apologized to Bong for inadvertently criticizing her En-
glish the last time I saw her (this may have been the only time I ever 
saw a Thai person actually get really pissed off—she had wanted to kill 
me). Bong said something I didn’t understand and we hung up.

At 2 a.m., after a thousand more beers and back at the late night 
Cowboy street bars, Biw gave a driver my address and put me in his 
cab. A couple minutes before I had heard myself asking strangers at the 
bar to please kill me and realized it was time to go. Miraculously I still 
had most of the $500, in my left pocket. Seconds after the taxi pulled 
away from the curb I convinced the driver to take me somewhere be-
sides my house (an alley of bars I like close to where I had started the 
day). Somehow we ended up in a gas station parking lot, where I paid 
him and got out of the cab and immediately fell directly on my face.

First I came to the realization that my two front teeth were now 
broken, then I realized they had gone through my lower lip and there 
was blood spurting from my face. I crawled to a sewer grate a few feet 
away and went to sleep. I was barely there five seconds before a Thai 
person saw me and came running over and put me in his truck and 
washed the blood from my face.

After my mind cleared a bit I said, “Let’s have beers! Do you want 
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beer?” and fished some money from my breast pocket. Then we sat 
on the tailgate of his truck, where I thanked him and said “I’m sorry” 
a hundred times. I unsuccessfully assessed the damage to my teeth 
and lip. This little street kid walked up and checked out my broken 
face. In perfect English he told me that besides the split lip, I had cuts 
above my mouth and on my chin. Then the guy tried to take me to 
his home because he could no longer understand what I was saying, 
but before leaving he left me alone for a minute and I wandered off, 
figuring he’d done enough and didn’t need to have me in his apart-
ment too.

I ended up crashing onto a drunk ladyboy’s lap after falling down 
again and practically crawling to the embankment she was sitting on. 
A non-drunk friend of hers came up and was like, “WTF, bro?” and I 
pointed to a street bar a few feet away and said “Beers?” They agreed 
and we had a beer. Checking my pockets I discovered the remain-
der of the $500 had been lifted from me—most likely from Ladyboy 
#1 when I sat on her lap, or maybe the kid somehow through some 
Bangkok sleight-of-hand sorcery. Or maybe I just threw it in the air, 
who knows. I only knew I had still had the wad of thousand baht 
bills while sitting on the Good Samaritan’s tailgate. After I discov-
ered the money was gone I was genuinely relieved. My thought was, 
“Ahh. This is over now.” That money had been gone from the second 
I ordered the first beer of the day 14 hours before. Me and the two 
ladyboys hung out awhile and I explained that I now only had enough 
money left in my breast pocket for the beers we were drinking and 
a cab. Every time one of the ladyboys asked me a question—“Where 
you from?” “You live Thailand?”—I asked them both to kill me. 
They just looked at me for a second when I said this and after a while 
hailed a taxi for us all.

Ladyboy #1 passed out in the taxi and rode on as non-drunk lady-
boy wrestled me into my building’s elevator and then my room. Then, 
incredibly, she tried to get me to have sex with her even though I had 
no money, wallet or ATM card, and even though my lip was shredded 
and quickly turning like six colors. But I told her I’d only do it with 
no condom and I would put my dick in her ass and she better have 
AIDS. She said, “You want to die?” And I was like, “What do you 
think? Of course! I asked you 50 times already!” Also I kept trying 
to sleep on the floor. I guess she split. Last night I realized she took 
my PS2 with her.

 
This is how it ended for me here. I canceled my ATM card and called 
in the cavalry to get me out and back to Boston. Now I have to go 
back to the States and act like a normal person again. I’ve been crying 
for three days because I am breaking up with my girlfriend Thailand. 
It sucks but when I found my wallet and ATM card behind my bed 
yesterday while packing up I accepted that my departure had to hap-
pen and is a thing of fucking karma. Uhhh. Over and out.
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Ataxia’s Greatest Hits
 

In 2010 about, my friend Bob, who I’d met in Thailand and hadn’t 
seen since ’07, came to visit. This was before the walker. We’d been 
hanging out on my back porch a couple hours, drinking beers. The 
illness never came up. At some point, I got up to pee for the fiftieth 
time. I was not drunk, yet I still trudge-reeled my way back to my 
seat, and after a minute Bob goes, “Sooo...you walk like a zombie 
now.” Pretty funny.

* * * * *

Me and my friend Sonia were going out somewhere. I have a flight of 
stairs and I keep my walker on a bicycle hook at the bottom for when 
I leave. Every time I go outside I take it off the hook. I let Sonia go 
ahead of me and she waited at the bottom of the stairs. I’m slowly 
making my way down the flight and Sonia asks, “Should I grab your 
thing?” That is the best thing a girl has ever said to me.

* * * * *

My friend Selena and I were filling out paperwork to get me on 
Medi-Cal. I used to be one of these people that didn’t do things for 
myself, and negotiating the labyrinth of applying for food stamps, 
Medi-Cal, a new passport, and the card that would give me a disabil-
ity discount for BART and MUNI was not gonna happen, especially 
when ESPN.com has 24 hours of radio shows and my laptop has Spider 
Solitaire on it. Talk about endless diversion. Also, sounding drunk on 
the phone when calling federal agencies at nine in the morning don’t 
go over so good. After I had spent months terrifying my friends and 
family with the eventuality of me falling down, breaking something 

and not having even homeless-guy insurance, Selena finally came over 
and said, “Mike. We are gonna get all your shit done. I’m gonna help 
you. Please let me do this. If not for you, then for us, ’cause we’re all 
worried.” I was like, “Right on.” 

I was very grateful but I am not always the best with getting stuff 
done. Selena knows me well and used the promise of imminent alco-
hol as an incentive. So she’d come here, make phone calls for me, fill 
out applications, etc. Then after we’d gotten as far as we could, we’d 
go to the bar. Sometimes we’d fill out stuff in the bar. It was during 
one of these times—filling out an application over 2 p.m. beers and 
Dio’s “Holy Diver” at the 21 Club—that I went into my bag for a 
paper Selena needed. My hands flail a ton anytime I extend my arms 
or try to hold something so I got the paper and started involuntarily 
waving it wildly as I brought it over and down to her. This is not a 
two-second process. It goes on for so long it looks like I’m trying to 
get someone’s attention from across the street. Imagine a person on 
the deck of a ship trying to put a burning piece of paper out with the 
air. I’m used to this by now and kind of try to ignore the fact that I’m 
doing it. The shit is funny sometimes, though, especially when I’m 
trying super hard not to spill coffee from the tiny hole in a takeout 
lid onto my friends sitting with me and instead spraying it onto other 
tables/confused people—no lie—15 feet away. Anyway, the paper’s 
making this loud flapping crinkle noise and I’m wrestling with my 
arm like it’s got a mind of its own. Selena doesn’t even look up from 
her writing and exasperatedly quips, “Calm DOWN.”

* * * * *

This may only be funny to people WITH ataxia but here goes. I was 
on a plane. Oh wait, first you should know that when I’m asleep, I 
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make these noises. I used to pride myself on being a silent, motion-
less bed partner, good to sleep next to. But somewhere around 2007 
I started making these noises. I’ve never heard them myself but I do 
wake myself up with them from time to time and the sound I DO 
hear is awful. My fear is that they are a like nasal, effeminate snort—
like when Felix Ungar is having an allergy attack. Please God don’t let 
it be that. My friend Val shared a room with me a few years ago and 
said it sounded like I was eating cookies and they tasted really good, 
but also scary somehow. I don’t even know what that means. Can’t I 
just talk in my sleep like a normal person? I know it’s ataxia-related 
though because both my mother and my sister did it. My mother kind 
of moaned and Dee Dee sounded like she was communicating with 
the freaking underworld. It was creepy. 

Okay, so I have no idea what I sound like, I just know there’s 
something going on. Last year, I’m on a plane and not only is there a 
girl next to me but she’s cute! This never happens. Really, at 42 it was 
a first. There was no plan to hit on or even talk to her, but for me, 
it’s better to sit next to a girl than...anyone, really. So I was psyched. 
Pretty quickly I realized two things. One, because it’s not real obvious 
that I’m disabled if I don’t have the walker and because I got into my 
seat without incident, this girl had no idea what she was in for when 
I started fighting with my Subway sandwich and the shredded lettuce, 
mustard and capicola were sure to become weaponized projectiles. I 
also knew that before we reached that positively enchanting moment 
and she figured out I was...um...different, I’d fall asleep and start mak-
ing God knows what kind of racket. I decided I had to warn her but I 
didn’t want to say, “By the way, I’m handi-capable!” I settled on, “Uh, 
just so you know, it’s gonna start sounding real weird around here.” 

The story ends there. Hmmm. Kind of a long way to go for that 

punchline. The thing is, the whole scenario is funny. It’s definitely 
on the list of things I never expected life to give me, right along with 
accidentally locking eyes with a fucking nine-zillion-year-old dude 
taking a shit, which happened at Dee Dee’s nursing home once. But 
that’s a story for a different day.

* * * * *

Now that I think of it, Sonia’s question may not have actually been 
the best thing a girl has ever said to me. My friend Jill was telling me 
about the recent phenomenon of girls wearing Cool Ranch Doritos 
bags in their hair, as well as shaving “Cool Ranch”—in the Doritos 
font and everything—into their pubic hair. Then she exclaimed, “You 
should totally see my pussy right now!” This has nothing to do with 
ataxia but it’s goddamn funny. 
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Some Stuff About Dee Dee
 

I started using a walker about two years ago. I had gone to a National 
Ataxia Foundation conference in LA and had seen all these people 
booking around with them and thought “I gotta get one of these” 
and mentioned it in passing to my friend Kate. Then, because she’s a 
gift from God, two weeks later a walker showed up at my house. The 
top-of-the-line model, too. I never see it. Whenever I see people with 
a crappy one with no compartment for 12-packs, I feel really good—
the tiniest bit superior, I can’t lie. I also always say, “We should race.” 
Thankfully they never do.

Anyway, in the interest of saving time, or if I’m exhausted, some-
times I’ll sit in it and one of my friends will push me. There have 
been four instances when we’ve hit uneven pavement and gone down. 
I’ve never been hurt, but the driver is always mortified and I think 
it’s actually worse for them. I’ve been in their shoes. I have this story 
about dumping my wheelchair-bound sister Dee Dee, which I’ll get to 
in about 10,000 words. (This got pretty long. I broke it up into parts 
but I apologize in advance for any eyeball cramps. The awful moment 
of dumping is part of a real clusterfuck of a trip to Fenway Park that 
happened 10 months before Dee Dee died and must be told.)

* * * * *

My earliest real memory of Dee Dee, one I can put into words, 
happened sometime around when I was four or five. My parents had 
gone out and put her in charge of me and my brother. She was either 
11 or 12. It was dusk and the three of us were at the kitchen table, 
probably eating, when there was a loud rapping at one of the windows 
in the back hall. It cut the air and startled all of us. When we went 

over to see who it was, there was nobody there. At that same instant, 
louder rapping came from a window on the other side of the house. 
Then there was banging on what sounded like every window—loud, 
violent banging. In the space of about five seconds, the thoughts in 
our heads had gone from “Kevin Flannery is here!” to “a Satan-wor-
shiping cult is about to break in and kill us all” (Satanic cults were a 
major fear in the ’70s), and we were fucking terrified.

Dee Dee went to the drawer in the kitchen and pulled out the big 
knife—a chef ’s knife—and the three of us climbed up on the dinner 
table and got behind her. She sat cross-legged, holding the knife out 
in front of her as we all waited for the door in the back hall to open. 
I feel like the F-word was used. She was as scared as we were but 
I knew anyone coming through that door was getting stabbed. We 
were gonna die but at least there’d be stabbing first. I remember reg-
istering this emotion of defiance when faced with futility that I had 
seen in my mother. The banging stopped and no one in black hooded 
robes came in. Eventually, we decided it was our neighbors Cosi Fa-
valoro and Kevin Flannery trying to scare us, but I don’t remember 
anyone owning up to it, and it definitely seemed like the work of 
more than two people.

* * * * *

Years and years later, in 2008, Dee Dee was visiting Massachusetts 
from her home in Florida. She and her three kids—Evelyn (16), Ea-
mon (15) and Kevin (11)—had a room at the Best Western in Fresh 
Pond, Cambridge. I hadn’t seen her since 2005 when I went overseas, 
and because I’d been on a mission of self-destruction in Thailand for 
three years, I hadn’t been in contact with anyone in my family. I’d 
only been air-lifted out of Bangkok about a week earlier. 
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While still in Thailand, I found out that months before I had 
finally called my father and gotten an update on my sister, she had 
separated from her husband and was living in a nursing home, at like 
age 42. That’s young to be spending the rest of your life in a nursing 
home. I had visions of pee-stench hallways and Alzheimer’s-ravaged 
old people jabbering while they shit themselves. Yikes. The fact that I 
had missed these major events in her life freaked me out but when I fi-
nally got her on the phone and couldn’t understand a word she said—
not one word—I was really freaked out. I felt like a shitty brother. I 
hadn’t spoken to her in a year and we had a two-minute conversation 
that was basically me saying “What?” fifty times and Dee Dee finally 
giving up, getting off the phone.

Clearly, she had degenerated a ton since I’d left, but this inability 
to talk to her on the phone was unbearable. SCA1 doesn’t affect the 
brain so much but it completely takes away your ability to communi-
cate, which I think makes you go crazy. My mother, at least, seemed 
pretty pissed off about it, as well as shut down by it, at the end. She 
was totally alone. Maybe it was the administration of anti-anxiety 
meds my mother didn’t have the benefit of that kept Dee Dee com-
pletely socially vital right up till the end. But over the phone, with-
out contextual cues or eye contact, I couldn’t understand her at all. 
Talking on the phone had gotten harder and harder over the years but 
this was a new level. I couldn’t even tell if she had said “Don’t worry 
about it; I’ll talk to you later” and hung up or “Go to hell” and hung 
up. I just knew it was one of the two.

So this is where I was at when my brother and I knocked on Dee 
Dee’s hotel room door a few months later. I was immediately relieved 
when Kevin opened it and we were greeted with huge smiles and 
hugs. I was also shocked by how much worse she was (non-stop head 

motion, herky-jerky arms), but even more jarring was that Dee Dee 
had shaved her head and now looked totally freaky. Apparently she had 
done it to show solidarity with a female friend at the nursing home 
who’d been rendered bald by chemo, but she also said it was done to 
show support for the troops. Whatever. The thing is, when a woman 
shaves her head she can look beautiful, but she can also look like a 
nutjob. It’s the same with dudes. Hell, not even Britney could pull it 
off. I love my sister but she definitely fell into the nutjob category. 

Still, it was the same Dee Dee. Sure, she was sick as hell and looked 
pretty weird, but she was still funny, the nursing home wasn’t so bad 
and her description of negotiating the airport was a riot. I also bonded 
with my niece Evelyn over cigarettes in the foyer of the hotel. I guess 
it makes me a bad uncle but I was actually excited to learn my teenage 
niece smoked. The way I saw it, cigarettes’d be an opportunity to hang 
out. Plus, I don’t care what anybody says—Newports taste good. 

I was told they had six tickets to a Red Sox game and that they 
were gonna go on a tour of Fenway and did I want to go? I said yes, 
knowing full well that as the ablest-bodied adult, I was the point man, 
kind of. I also knew that there’d be utter pandemonium, but it’d be fun.

* * * * *

On the day of the game, my niece Alison and I got ourselves to 
Yawkey Way and waited for Dee Dee and her kids. Riding the Red 
Line to Kenmore Square, I said to Alison, “You know this is gonna 
be a major clusterfuck, right?” Alison was like, “Oh, come on, Uncle 
Mike. It’ll be fine.” I said, “You have no idea.” 

If there’s one thing I know, it’s that the chaotic family outing is 
among the oldest and most reliable of McGuirk traditions, highlighted 
by my drunk a-hole father yelling “I WAS SHOOTIN’ GOOKS!” in 
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a Chinese restaurant to remind us of his military service (spent during 
the Korean War and ENTIRELY in France, drunk); a mechanic in 
Lake Winnipesaukee telling us that if we smelled gas while in the car, 
get out because it’s going to explode; and us all being asked to leave a 
hotel because, the night before, a member of our party had punched 
the desk clerk for telling him the pool was closed. Good stuff. You 
get the idea. Where two or more McGuirks are gathered, chaos is just 
a matter of time.

It was 4 p.m. First pitch was 7:05. All I knew was that we had 
tickets and were taking a tour of the park. There were signs offering 
them all over the place. There were also hundreds of people clog-
ging the closed-off street in front of Fenway. Dee Dee arrived in a 
car and got dropped off on Brookline Ave. This can’t be true but as 
I remember it, the car didn’t pull over. Instead, in the glut of traffic, 
the car stopped and I ran over, opened the trunk and got her into the 
wheelchair and across the street as quick as I could, waving and saying 
“sorry sorry sorry” to both lanes of traffic. She had a 7-Eleven Big 
Gulp full of soda. We were running a little late and the drop-off had 
been stressful but we were all excited. And I was psyched to see Dee 
Dee, to be with all the kids and to be doing this whole thing. I sent 
Eamon to go figure out where the tour was. He came back with the 
info that the tours all ended at 4 p.m. and that all the signs were for 
tours that had already left.

I had been holding Dee Dee’s wheelchair, and when Eamon told 
us there were no tours, I decided to investigate for myself. I was the 
grown-up, after all. I started towards the nearest kiosk. Out of the 
corner of my eye, I noticed Dee Dee rolling. But she was going slow. 
She had removed the footrests on the chair, and she often propelled 
herself with her feet, pulling herself forward, rather than the common 

method where people put their hands directly on the wheels. So I de-
cided she was walking. Our mother had done the same thing. She was 
definitely walking, in her own way. Right? That’s not rolling, right? 
Then, horror of horrors, she was definitely moving too fast. And I 
could now see that what had seemed like flat asphalt was not flat at 
all: there was a slant that went to the curb, and Dee Dee was speeding 
towards it, totally out of control. 

I’ve told this story a hundred times, but writing this, I have the 
same sick feeling in my stomach that I had when I did the math on 
where she was and where the curb was and what was about to happen 
to her. I dove. She hit the curb and came flying out of her chair, the 
Big Gulp soaring. There were ice cubes in the air. I somehow caught 
her before she hit the ground. At least 50 people saw the whole thing 
and just stood there, rightfully judging me. Dee Dee said, “You aah-
hsshole,” but she wasn’t as pissed as she could have been, really. She 
was kind of already laughing half-way through “aahhsshole.” It was 
an incredulous, I-cannot-believe-you-just-did-that laugh, but a laugh 
all the same. Then she said, “I want a beer. Right now.” The whole 
chain of events unraveled in the space of approximately five seconds.

* * * * *

They weren’t serving alcohol outside the park so I corralled the re-
cently traumatized kids who’d just watched their mother practically 
face-plant thanks to my idiocy and we headed to the nearest bar—a 
massive, soulless money-factory attached to the park called Game On, 
where our brother Joe was a bartender. As we made our way there, 
I couldn’t stop thinking about what had just happened. I remember 
thinking, “Well, I know what I’ll be seeing in my brain every night 
for as long as I live. It’s gonna be fun trying to sleep with that shit 
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bouncing around.” Game On was insanely crowded. The wheelchair 
got us past the line outside and to a table in the downstairs lounge 
fairly quickly but it wasn’t long before the blaring Hard Rock Cafe 
soundtrack chased us out. I was trying to get my niece’s drink order 
for the fifth time over the Cult’s “Love Removal Machine” when I 
gave up and made a “Let’s get out of here?” signal to my sister and 
she nodded.

Plan B was anywhere off the beaten path. We ended up at a Siz-
zler-type place about a half mile from the park. It was 5 p.m. or so. 
The game was in two hours. Plenty of time. We could have dinner, 
even. So we sat on the patio looking at menus. I got a Heineken and 
Dee Dee got a Margarita. Uh, blue flavor, whatever that is. We asked 
for it to come in a pint glass and with a straw. The waitress was really 
nice; we started to relax and have fun. I lit up a cigarette. When we 
ordered, I got the steak. Kevin ordered chocolate cake. The waitress 
was like, “Really. Chocolate cake.” Dee Dee shrugged and the wait-
ress walked away laughing. We were all laughing. I asked where the 
tickets were and Dee Dee said, “I don’t know. Will Call, I guess.” 
Then she told me to call her friend Donna (who’d bought the tickets) 
and find out what name they were under.

When Donna answered the phone, she was screaming. “I’ve been 
trying to reach you guys since one o’clock! You were supposed to be 
there at 1:30!” It was then that I realized that this wasn’t just tickets to 
the game. Donna had put together a Make-A-Wish Foundation type 
of thing. Kind of a big detail to not tell me about. The tour wasn’t 
just A tour, it was OUR tour. “They were gonna take you on the 
field! You were gonna meet the team!” She said, “If you guys aren’t 
at Gate D in 10 minutes, they won’t even let you in!” I stood and 
made the round up motion with my fingers, “We gotta go. RIGHT 

NOW.” The waitress saw the scrambling and came over. I said, “We 
need to cancel the order and get going, sorry.” She said “No problem” 
and turned, but I know for a fact that she saw Dee Dee putting the 
Margarita in her lap and covering it with a napkin. Surreptitiousness 
isn’t exactly a thing with ataxia. At the same time, my 19-year-old 
niece Alison was standing and pounding my beer. I didn’t blame her. 
Another bad-uncle bonding moment.

I told Eamon to run ahead to Gate D and tell them we’re coming 
as fast as we can, and I told the others to get moving while I paid the 
check. When I caught up to them, Kevin was pushing his mother’s 
wheelchair at a full run. 

Despite some shortcuts that didn’t pan out, we made it to Gate D 
in time, where Eamon was waiting for us with park personnel. They 
were really nice anyway and even got us on the field for a couple min-
utes before ushering us to our seats out in mid-right field, in the last 
row of grandstand level seats behind Pesky’s Pole and pointed directly 
at the Green Monster. These are bad seats for BLIND people so we 
were a little shocked. Usually, handicapped seats are choice. It didn’t 
matter, though. We could see home plate by turning a bit. And we’d 
made it. Talk about relief. I’d dumped my sister and we’d almost not 
gotten in but we were there, and, boy, were there ever some stories.

* * * * *

I didn’t watch much of the game. I gladly got Mike’s Hard Lemonades 
for Dee Dee whenever she asked for them. Between the fans booing 
Keith Foulke in 2005 and management letting Pedro walk that same 
year, I had begun to hate the Red Sox and their fans. Then when they 
booed Manny at this game (possibly his last as a Red Sox), I decided 
I would never go to Fenway again. Do any Red Sox fans remember 
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what they did for us in ’04? I know it’s asinine to care about sports 
but it’s true, and I can’t explain it, but my life is actually better now 
because they beat the Yankees in the ’04 ALCS. If Keith Foulke 
doesn’t pitch a thousand innings in that series, we are STILL Jeter’s 
bitches. The dude’s career ended because he was tapped after doing 
it. If you ask me, every single one of those dudes gets a free pass for 
life, infinitely. So, fuck those people who booed Foulke and Manny. 
Really, fuck them.

There are two more details about this story that need to be related. 
One is that after the game, after the park had emptied, I pushed Dee 
Dee to the elevator and we waited in the saddest, most grotesque line 
that ever existed. Twenty or 30 (no lie) cripples in varying states of 
gimpiness were silently pushed onto the elevator three at a time. No-
body said a word, and it took a half hour for us to reach ground level.

The last thing is that on the way to the pick-up rendezvous, we 
were passing a guy selling souvenirs on the sidewalk, and Dee Dee de-
cided she wanted to browse. She pointed to a T-shirt, a cup and a pen-
nant, talking to the guy the whole time, in her trumpeting ataxia war-
ble. He did his best to understand and we all translated but I could see 
he was freaked out. Between the shaven head, crazy arms and totally 
non-handicapped-person fearlessness Dee Dee had when she talked to 
people—healthy people have a threshold they reach when dealing with 
a handicapped person. It’s natural but it’s definitely there. I could see the 
guy thinking, “Does she have MS, cerebral palsy, cancer, or all three?” 
Then when Dee Dee went to pay him, fumbling with her purse, he 
was like, “You know what? It’s cool. Here, just take the stuff.” Dee 
Dee said, “Really? Okay. Thanks!” and we pushed off. I said, “That’s 
awesome. That dude was so freaked out, he gave us free shit to get rid 
of us!” Dee Dee goes, “Oh, shut up, Michael. He was just being nice.”

Race With The Devil and
Chicken Wings

 
A couple years ago, I was living with my brother in Cambridge, Mass. 
I had just started using a cane. This had been a big step for me, the 
cane. Weeks before, when the time had come for me to get one (read: 
when my friend Jay kindly bought me one), I chose one of those four-
pronged stroke canes (I just asked the Internet and Google told me it 
was a “Quad Cane”), as it looked more stable. Otherwise it didn’t look 
very good—people with broken ankles, or people under 100 years 
old, don’t use stroke canes. A stroke cane is the equivalent of a walker 
with tennis balls instead of wheels. The thing screams “handicapped 
and probably in some kind of assisted living” but my friend Lila paint-
ed it gold so it looked kind of cool. This was back when I still cared 
about my appearance.

Anyway, I was walking back from Central Square in the daytime 
and an elderly couple and I entered a crosswalk at the same time. 
These were old people: white hair, shuffling. You know how when 
you’re in a crosswalk with old people, or anyone really, you decide 
that you need to pass them so as to avoid being stuck behind them on 
the other side, or any awkwardness as you go in separate directions? I 
have always done this; we all do—it takes one second. So I picked up 
the pace and started to pass them. I noticed that I wasn’t passing the 
old guy. Then I realized we had the same idea, and HE was trying to 
pass ME. Then I realized we were RACING! We were racing, and I 
was losing! I was losing a crosswalk race to an old dude!

I let them go ahead of me and luckily they peeled off and went 
to a parked car before there was any uncomfortable shuffle-dancing at 
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the curb. It wasn’t until later that I realized I had raced with, and lost 
said race to, a guy like 30-plus years my senior.

* * * * *

Another funny thing happened in a bar here in San Francisco, where 
I live. For some stupid reason I got chicken wings. Pretty much ev-
eryone I know has heard me describe eating as resembling something 
out of a Jerry Lewis movie. There’s a lot of flailing, the spoonful of 
food falling back into the bowl literally a centimeter from my mouth 
multiple times, somehow getting pasta on my eyebrows—all kinds of 
slapstick comedy—so fighting with bone-in chicken wings in public 
is NOT gonna go well. But I got them for some reason. I did my 
best to not make a scene. Luckily the pretty girl next to me had her 
back turned and I basically only had a carpet of chicken skin and 
meat within my personal space. But once, as—horror of horrors—I 
watched a pretty big chunk of chicken meat fly through the air and 
bounce off her back, I got the idea for a pretty funny scene in a mov-
ie. I’d be sitting at a bar, struggling with the wings and talking to 
my friend, when the camera angle would slowly widen to reveal the 
girl next to me, the back of her pricey sweater just carpeted in wing-
detritus—skin, meat, bones—but none of us are aware of it, with the 
attendant double-take or spit-take when I DID notice it. I think this’d 
be goddamn funny.

Dream About Manny
 

From 2001 to 2004, my brother Joe, my sister Dee Dee and I went 
to Red Sox Spring Training in Fort Meyers, Fla. Dee Dee lived three 
hours away, so Joe and I would fly down and drive from her house. 
Once we brought her kids, and in March of ’04, we brought Joe’s two 
kids also. I remember one year the Sox were playing the Expos and 
the Expos had a rookie named Vladimir Guerrero. I thought, “What 
a name!” and, “That dude is huge!” Plus he killed the ball. I think 
he hit a grand slam. I was also astonished by rookies named Milton 
Bradley (!) and Coco Crisp (!!). I feel like it was the same year but 
they all run together.

Anyway, it was March of 2004. Like all Red Sox fans, Dee Dee, 
Joe and I had had our hearts ripped out of our chests and eaten while 
we watched them our whole lives, thanks to a laundry list of spec-
tacular last-minute failures, the most recent (and, for me, worst) of 
which had happened only five months before. We were no different 
from any other Red Sox fans. Red Sox fans: remember the hell we 
lived in before they won? Losses in April put a pit in your stomach, 
ruined whole weekends. All our hopes on Frank Castillo and Mike 
Lansing. Jose Awfulman. Yipes. For non-baseball fans, lemme just say 
there was a time—years in fact—when wearing a Sox hat brought an 
unspoken, vague shame with it. I forget what year it was, but I was in 
a bar watching Bryce Florie’s face explode, and the Yankee fan next to 
me said, in all honesty, “The Red Sox will never win the World Se-
ries,” and part of me believed him. I remember subscribing to a theory 
that they couldn’t win because of the Green Monster. That’s insane.

You get the idea. They were never going to win. There are a 
thousand places to hear the story of how they did finally win in 
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2004—historic, down 0-3 to the Yanks in the ALCS, blah blah blah. 
But before all that happened, in March, a couple days before I was 
getting on a plane for Florida, I had a dream. In the dream I am at the 
Sox facility, and me and a group of strangers are sitting on the grass 
watching the team work out. The workout ends and the team starts 
leaving the field. Manny Ramirez, my favorite player since I was a 
kid, since Louie Tiant—my favorite athlete—walks up to the group, 
points at me and says, in a Latino accent, “Are you ready to win it 
all?” He used to never give interviews because he was embarrassed of 
his broken English so I’d never heard his voice. I remember feeling 
kind of scared. It was more of a challenge than an assurance they’d go 
all the way. I answered with an uncertain “Yes?” and he walked away.

When I woke up, I didn’t think much of it at first. I was like, 
“I had a dream and Manny was in it.” Then I remembered. Manny 
POINTED at me and asked, “Are you ready to win it all?” That’s a 
message from God. Or at least Manny Ramirez. No, but it couldn’t be 
about the Red Sox winning—that was never gonna happen. “Are you 
ready to win it all” meant that you can have everything in life, you 
can have more than you ever dreamed—everything—but you have to 
allow yourself to have it. And that is something you need to learn, to 
be ready for. There’s a lot there. Life is a gift if we make it a gift. No. 
Ugh. That sounds awful. The thing is, we CAN have a life that is a 
gift—we can have it all—if we don’t let the bad shit in our brains fool 
us into thinking we don’t deserve it. I’m not talking about The Secret, 
or some such “I’m entitled to a yacht!” BS. I mean happiness, and joy, 
but also hard stuff—“it all.” The challenge has two parts. One is the 
fact that we make our lives. Sure, there are things that happen that 
are random but it’s the decisions we make that put us wherever we 
end up. That’s a lot of responsibility. The other thing is that life may 

have some shitty things in it, but those are part of the gift that life is.
Jesus, that sounds a whole lot better four beers in. Less preachy. 

Less pie-in-the-sky-y. But I wanted to write this whole thing out so I 
could figure out how it’d work as a chapter in the book or something. 
We’re both learning here. The thing is, “Are you ready to win it all?” 
totally became my motto after this. That morning I called like 10 
people to tell them about it. I really did start thinking in this way, and 
I still do. We make our lives. Two weeks after the dream, I had gotten 
laid (a rarity, no lie); in October, the Red Sox went on their unbe-
lievable run; and a year after that I somehow found myself floating in 
a massive pool in Thailand, shooting pool and playing Grand Theft 
Auto pretty much all the time. Talk about joy. I also got diagnosed 
with this disease that summer (2004). That’s the “all” part. You can’t 
have it all without bad stuff.

* * * * *

Some stuff about Manny Ramirez: Non-baseball fans may know his 
name because he got suspended for performance enhancing drugs 
twice and had a kind of awful fall from grace. But you should also 
know there are like 50 things besides that that get overlooked. Most 
of it good. Just this year, after playing in Taiwan for a while because 
nobody wanted him here, he’s managed to get himself signed to a 
minor league contract with the Texas Rangers and has said that if 
he makes it to the big leagues, his salary will go to charity. When 
he basically got run out of baseball a few years ago, he said his plan 
was to go fishing with his father. One time he made a catch in left 
field, ran up the wall to slow his momentum, HIGH-FIVED A FAN, 
then came down and threw the runner out trying to get back to first, 
making for a double play. Nobody does shit like this. I remember 
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being at Fenway, in the eighth inning, with the Sox down, men on 
base, and the whole place chanting his name, super loud, and he hit 
one out. I remember the ball soaring over the Green Monster, getting 
tinier and then disappearing into the night. It was the definition of 
baseball magic. Once he totally freaked out Boston by using the song 
“Good Times” by Styles P., which prominently featured the lyric 
“I get high,” for his walk-up music. He reportedly used the death 
of his grandmother more than once as an excuse to come to Spring 
Training a week late. He was missing from left field during an inning 
and emerged from the Green Monster as the pitch was thrown. The 
reports are that he was peeing into a cup but I say he was doing bong 
hits. There are tons of these stories.

Red Sox Nation
 

I just went to five Red Sox games in six days. I haven’t slept much so 
sorry if this goes on a little.

I saw the sweep in Oakland and then on Thursday at the last 
minute me and my friend Jay Boronski made frenzied attempts to first 
buy plane tickets to Seattle that weren’t $500 and then to rent a car. 
We came up empty. In a last ditch effort we made a round of phone 
calls asking to borrow cars from people. Phone calls that potentially 
alienated girls we’ve dated, ex-girlfriends, a number of good friends 
and acquaintances. Here is one of the responses I got:

Hello:
 I received your bullshit call. Give me a call today at work so I can 
tell you (phone) face to (phone) face to fuck off.
Regards,
Olb

Then like an angel my friend Tara swung some deal at Alaska 
Airlines and got us on a flight Saturday morning. We arrived in Seat-
tle at 11 a.m. Jay’s friend Milo picked us up in a 2001 Audi Quattro, 
black leather interior, exterior made entirely of aluminum, oil-slick 
button on the dash—the whole nine yards. That is an $80,000 car. 
On the way into the city Milo said, “This car goes really fast,” and 
punched it up to 120 mph. Then he said, “It also has really good 
brakes,” and slammed on them. I am convinced that for a split second 
the car actually stopped.

The Sox dropped two, the Yankees picked up two and the Mari-
ners inched into a half game out of first. But seeing Pedro was worth 
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it. So was Rickey’s diving catch to stop the bleeding and the time they 
nailed Ichiro trying to steal third. I also saw a successful bases-loaded 
bunt, a play that will probably not happen again this year. 

Watching Pedro’s dominating performance yesterday was like 
watching the sweet, bloody climax of a well-made revenge flick. Ev-
ery strike he threw fed me and healed the wounds suffered in the two 
nights prior. The only way it could have been better would be if he 
had opened the game with a high heat Ichiro drilling. Then the night 
would have been perfect.

* * * * *

Safeco is beautiful. Really a great park, and the Mariners are without 
a doubt a technically great team. They truly appear infallible and you 
can’t help but respect them. In fact I like the Mariners a lot but that 
Safeco place is kind of warped. Boronski called it a utopia of corporate 
sponsorship. It’s a fascist wet dream. I distinctly had the feeling that 
somewhere underneath the park they were torturing children, first 
to expiate the sins of those above watching the team turn DP after 
DP and secondly to grind the kids up and feed the pigs in the stands 
their kielbasas. The park mercilessly pounds you with theme music, 
ads, and mascots (a moose, a monkey, a superhero who collects the 
recycling). There is a dot race, a boat race, a keep-your-eye-on-the-
ball three-card Monte thing, a blooper montage, a trivia question, 
an attendance question, a “Who could this be?” mystery photo. I 
looked at the screen in right field at one point and it flashed “Mariner 
Moose!”—that’s it. Just “Mariner Moose!” What is that for? I suspect 
the idea of a child losing interest during a long wait between Ichiro 
at-bats is a frightening proposition for the shadowlords that run that 
place so I guess there’s your motivation.

There’s a theme song for when a wild pitch is thrown (“Wild 
Thing”), a theme song for when there’s a walk (three guesses), a theme 
song for everything. I know everybody does this but the shit was loud 
and in your face. The fake clapping sound scared the shit out of me 
when I first heard it. Between the howling trains blaring out of no-
where every five minutes and the ceaseless music track I was a jumpy 
as shit by the end of the game on Sunday. On Saturday night they 
played closer Kazuhiro Sasaki’s thump-house theme in between his 
pitches. The Sox had men on and two outs in the ninth, a high-pres-
sure situation, and they had this “boom boom boom, gonna make you 
sweat” shit going full blast. It would stop and start—the players had to 
wait for it end to get in the batter’s box.

There is a pregame show featuring two faceless newscasters down 
on the field interviewing players and making jokes like, “Well, Pe-
dro’s pretty unhittable, but our Mariners are too—they don’t hit the 
ball till it’s pitched!” Yuk yuk. There was a looped announcer an hour 
before the game selling tickets, encouraging charity, laying down the 
law, introducing children, putridly gushing highlights from the game 
the night before (“Bases loaded. He wouldn’t bunt—or would he?!?”). 
There is a constant seamless stream of song snippets from the moment 
you enter to the moment you leave. It’s all turned up so loud that you 
just get beaten down. 

At both games the grounds crew did a choreographed dance in 
between the fifth and sixth innings to the ecstatic shrieking and ap-
parent surprise of the crowd. In an interview with the crew chief that 
aired in between the starting lineups and “The Star-Spangled Banner” 
I learned that they do it every night. What I didn’t get was why they 
don’t just do it between every batter. It would work better that way, I 
know it, because there was a split second between batters once when 
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my mind actually wandered. Luckily the thought I had was about 
how important it is to obey one’s thirst. 

You can watch the relievers warming in the bullpen from about 
six feet away, separated only by a chain-link fence, which strangely 
enough makes them seem even less human. It’s nice to get close but 
with all the children everywhere and the fence and the way pro-
fessional baseball players keep from going insane by pretending it’s 
normal to have people staring at them and ignoring those same peo-
ple—with all this it really feels like the zoo. I guess the accessibility is 
something you think you want. Everybody wants to see the pitchers 
warm up—I want to see them too—but I don’t want them to feel 
my eyes upon them, like they’re goddamn polar bears in a bathtub at 
Southwick Animal Farm. It’s fucking creepy.

* * * * *

That first night’s game was tough. Not to uphold a stereotype but I 
heard grown Mariner fans ask, “Are we still winning?” a number of 
times. Also Spike Owen threw out the first pitch and they had a Spike 
Owen ceremony before the game and they showed his face on the 
big screen and said “Spike Owen” maybe fifty times between batting 
practice and first pitch. Then in the fifth inning they had a “Who’s 
this?” photo on the big screen. A photo of Spike Owen as a 20-year-
old. Next to the photo it said, “Can you name the Mariner?” and 
then after a couple seconds I swear it said, “Here’s a hint: His name 
is Spike.”

* * * * *

It may sound like I’m bitter about the two losses but I’m not bitter, 
honest. That park is freaky. I like the Mariners and am fully aware of 

my Sox’s chances come the end of the year (especially when they do 
shit like send Manny Ramirez to home from first base). But who cares. 
This season is fun so far and every fan knows your team doesn’t need 
to win for you to love it. Winning it all is just some kind of gift a small 
portion of fans get. That doesn’t mean I don’t want it. What I want is 
to win it all and for Pedro to hit as many batters as he can in the pro-
cess. Head shots, chin music, sore-ass, small of the back. Señor Plunk. 

* * * * *

After the loss we ended up in a bar called the Central and we turned 
it into Red Sox Nation on a rampage—like 20 to 30 Sox fans literally 
took over and went bananas, chanting screaming slamming the tables 
with our fists. It is with great pride that I tell you our table was the 
main and initial instigator. Me, Jay, Tara, and Jason and Amy—this 
pair of siblings from Vermont that we met in the bleachers (I knew we 
were going to drink with them after the game when in the first inning 
Jason referred to Drew Bledsoe’s playoff game heroics in Pittsburgh as 
being “just like Pele’s full-rotation kick in Victory”)—led the bar in a 
litany of toasts to our heroes, defiant triumphant chants and X-rated 
taunts at the top of our lungs. It was euphoric beyond description. 
There was this atmosphere of victory in defeat that was unbelievable.

It started out with just our party being real loud and pro-Sox 
and then it just grew and grew. The Sox fans came to us. The broth-
er-and-sister duo from the bleachers turned out to be the children of 
a former Bruins goalie named Bob Ring. The guy played a total of 
eight minutes and got lit up for four goals in a 1965 loss to the Rang-
ers. But it didn’t matter; he was a Bruin. They told us a story about 
their father rooming with Derek Sanderson in the ’60s when they 
were both in the Bruins farm system. The Bruins organization had 
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two farm systems, Bobby Orr was coming up in one and Derek Sand-
erson was coming up in the other, along with Jason and Amy’s father 
Bob Ring. Since the NHL Bruins team had been terrible for years, 
the organization was excited about the talent they were amassing in 
the farm system. Orr was already a great player with a reputation. To 
prove to the public that in a few years they would have a contending 
team, the owners decided to have the two farm squads play each other 
in the Garden. The night before the game Ring was having dinner at 
Derek Sanderson’s house. Sanderson’s father offered his son some ad-
vice: “Derek, they’re gonna remember two guys after tomorrow night 
and those are the guys that are gonna make the big leagues. There 
are only two players on that ice that are gonna matter for shit after 
tomorrow night—Orr...AND THE GUY WHO FIGHTS ORR!” 
The next night Sanderson jumped on Orr almost immediately.

Someone stood up and yelled “To the Bruins!” and we all clinked. 
Then bleacher guy Jason toasted the Sox and then I stood up and 
yelled “To Oil Can Boyd!” and it was on. The litany went on and on. 
Denny Doyle, Bruce Hurst, Cam Neely, Marty Barrett, Bill Lee (“The 
Spaceman!”), Kevin McHale, Izzy Alcantara, Jim Rice (“Jim ED!”), 
Adam Vinatieri, Bernard Carbo, Rico Petrocelli, Carl Yastrzemski, 
Bobby Orr, Derek Sanderson, Drew Bledsoe, the New England Pa-
triots, Dwight Evans, Whitey Bulger, Juan Beniquez, John LeClair, 
Irving Fryar, Jimy Williams, Paul Pierce, Lawyer Milloy, Spag’s is 
next to Lizer, left on Spitbrook, right on Daniel Webster, Mike Du-
kakis, Kitty Dukakis, rubbing alcohol, Dave Patten, Jim Craig ( Jay 
yelled, “He killed somebody while driving a boat! DUI! Boat style!”), 
Freddy Lynn, Rick Burleson (“The Rooster!”), Carlton Fisk, Steve 
Grogan, George “The Boomer” Scott, Nate “Tiny” Archibald, Peter 
McNabb, Dave Henderson, Robert Parrish (“The Chief!”), Luis Tiant 

(“El Tiante!”), Tony Conigliaro (“a hush for Tony C.”), Jerry Remy, 
Steve Renko, Cedric Maxwell, Bill Russell, Larry Legend, Paul Pierce 
again, the New England Patriots again, Terry O’Reilly, Meadowlark 
Lemon, the girl in the red shirt over there with the big tits. The Mar-
iner fans had never seen anything like it. During the game, when we 
raised the old-school “Here we go Red Sox, here we go!” cheer in the 
bleachers, people were mystified and freaked out enough, but now here 
in the bar, they looked at us like we were totally insane.

There were people buying double rounds of beers. One of the bar-
tenders was from Lawrence, Mass., and he gave us a free round. The 
bar ran out of Rolling Rock. A guy bought 22 shots of Jameson’s and 
passed them out. “To Red Sox Nation” then “Here we go Red Sox, 
here we go!” went up for a long time. It was followed by a “Yankees 
suck” cheer and then a bunch of “doo-dah” cheers, like “Jeter takes it 
up the ass, doo-dah, doo-dah” and “Ichiro is an H. Mo, doo-dah, doo-
dah,” which I didn’t understand until I worked out the syllables right. 

But the best one was from our Vermont buddy who was lament-
ing and praising Bledsoe all night. “Drew Bledsoe came into that 
Pittsburgh game and I got chills! I got chills! If I could live that 
moment again I would give anything. He came in like Lazarus! Be-
lichick rolled away the stone and Drew came out and right away first 
pass he went long to show his arm was still strong. Then he ran that 
same play that got him hurt and got hit and his aorta didn’t burst! 
Then he tossed one in the pocket beautiful right to Dave Patton. It 
was beautiful. It was like Jesu Christo. He did what J.C. would have 
done. And you know what? You know what? Mary Magdalene had 
her money on Pittsburgh!” He asked if I had read Bledsoe’s goodbye 
letter to the fans: 
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  If I could be Yaz for you I would. 
  If I could be Cam Neely I would. 
  If I could be Larry Legend for you I would. 
  Because I love you. 
  But I’m not Cam Neely. 
  I’m not Teddy Ballgame. 
  I’m Drew Bledsoe and I love you. 
  God Loves All.

Then he led us in “Drew Bledsoe, he bled for you, doo-dah, 
doo-dah.”

We started chanting “PE-DRO MAÑ-ANA, PED-RO MAÑ-
ANA” because we knew what was going to happen. You could feel 
it: nine-game winning streak snapped, consecutive losses, he felt great 
in Oakland, it was gonna be warm. 8-0 and an 0.98 ERA in Seattle. 
Everybody knew what was going to happen. We believed because Pe-
dro is a champion. “PE-DRO MAÑ-ANA, PE-DRO MAÑ-ANA” 
louder and louder and more insolent as it got louder. I figured we 
would be killed but fuck it, it was pure Boston impossible dream 
cursed Sox fan defiance. It felt incredible. It was like the end of the 
Bad News Bears. We lost fuck you we will win tomorrow.

* * * * *

The next day me and Jay got to the game early so as to catch batting 
practice. When we got there a slow-moving parade of children in their 
Little League uniforms was circling the perimeter of the field. Nor-
mally I would have been touched by the kids with their gloves and 
their team uniforms but I was in a bad frame of mind. I hated those 
kids. The thing I hated was that some of the kids had regular Little 

League uniforms, with the logo on the shirt and crappy hats. But they 
were outnumbered by kids in uniforms that were exact replicas of 
major league uniforms. For some reason I just thought how much the 
kids in the crappy uniforms hated playing the kids in bright green and 
yellow A’s uniforms or the full-on Indians get up. That would suck.

We went down to the field and watched the Mariners Moose ca-
vort around with kids as they passed by the visitors’ dugout. We were 
standing right by it and there was a security guard in his 80s looking 
on passively. I told Jay I would pay him $10 if he jumped on the field 
and put the Moose in a headlock. The security guard must have heard 
me and he apparently thought I was serious because he came over and 
said, “Okay, you guys better go find your seats.” The game wasn’t 
starting for like 40 minutes. Another asshole. So we took some seats 
no one was sitting in right by third base. We decided we would stay 
there until somebody with tickets came for them since our seats were 
in the bleachers.

Fifteen minutes later a family came and asked us if maybe we had 
made a mistake and were in their seats. I hated everything at this point 
so I said, “No, these are our seats.” The husband said, “Really? Are 
you sure? Because we have this row and these seats. Maybe your tickets 
are wrong.” I said “No, our tickets are right. Here, take a look.” And 
the guy looked at my ticket for a minute and said, “These are bleacher 
seats. You need to go over—,” and I said, “Hey buddy, how about 
this—how ’bout you go fuck yourself. These are OUR seats. Our seats 
aren’t in the bleachers. YOUR seats are in the bleachers. Our seats are 
right here by third base. I ain’t sittin’ in the bleachers. So why don’t 
YOU go get the fuck out of here and go sit in the bleachers.” The look 
of shock on his face made me nervous for a minute like we might get 
thrown out now but he turned meekly and said he was mistaken and 
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“sorry to bother you” and went and sat in the bleachers. Me and Jay 
high-fived each other and went back to smoking angel dust.

* * * * *

Pedro strode out to the hill and just mowed them down. He was like 
Billy Jack karate chopping the system. It was the Pedro we needed, 
the untouchable, god-like Pedro. You can tell how he feels from the 
bleachers. His body language is a clear signal to the world. I AM EL 
DURO. He struck out the first four batters. He went ahead 0-2 on 
practically every batter he faced. After throwing more than a hundred 
pitches he brought a 97 mile an hour heater down on Ruben Sierra 
who popped it up to end the eighth and then Sunny Kim finished 
the ninth ugly-style and ruined the 10-1, three-hit, 12-strikeout final, 
ending it at 10-4. Anyway Pedro shot them down and we got our 
one win and stayed in first and I know I know it’s May. But it was 
nice when two-thirds of the stadium left in the sixth inning and there 
was a line of crabby pissed off little shits outside Kid’s Cove—the 
“Fun Zone Ballpark for Kids!” that wrapped around the centerfield 
walkway. In the ninth, when the Sox took faceless Seattle reliever J. 
Kaye out behind the shed and gave him a good old-fashioned pasting, 
the music stopped, and as one batter after another slapped no-out, 
run-scoring doubles all over the place and Kay was officially being 
hung out to dry, the only sounds were the exclamations of Sox fan joy 
spread around the park. The rest was just dead silence.

 
 - ChinMusic! #6,
   February 2004
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PART
TWO
OLDEST BLURB

SLAVE EVER

A Music Writer Departs
 

If you weren’t at the party, if you didn’t piece it together while climb-
ing over the enormous pile of rock and baseball detritus outside his 
old apartment on 23rd and Folsom, and if you didn’t read his updated 
blog on the California Registered Sex Offenders website, then here’s 
the news: Mike McGuirk is gone.

 
He quit.

 
He moved to Italy.

 
McGuirk was the skinny, bespectacled guy who reviewed music and 
ultraviolent video games here in the pages of the Bay Guardian. He 
looked like the guy you’d see in one of those hostage photos: belea-
guered, holding up a newspaper to document the day’s date. He was 
the one in your high school who was voted Most Likely to Drive a Cab 
with a Suspended License. McGuirk looked like a composite drawing 
of every guy you’ve ever seen asleep on a bus. He wrote about music 
and how much he loved it when vocalists set themselves, their instru-
ments, and other bandmembers’ balls on fire.

He liked music 90 percent of the population would consider un-
listenable, albums surreptitiously recorded during conjugal visits at psy-
chiatric institutions for the criminally insane. His favorite covers usu-
ally featured some combination of she-wolf goddess, busty mermaid, 
ferocious two-headed panda, archaic surgical instrument, and hardcore 
Russian pornography. He set the bar very high. Asking McGuirk to 
review mainstream music for the Bay Guardian was like inviting Dr. 
Josef Mengele to write a monthly wellness article for Parenting.
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I liked McGuirk’s articles because you could never tell what he 
hated, but you knew it was something. When critics befriend their 
subjects they tend to lose their objectivity, their ability to express ha-
tred. From this incest, you end up with impossibly positive reviews 
of things that just flat-out suck. McGuirk never had the stomach for 
this. He ended up being friends with everybody he wrote about and 
basically stopped writing. He had an authentic voice that didn’t work 
when he was forced into writing about self-referential and talentless 
Friend Rock.

  
He really loved music, though. He was never not listening.

 
McGuirk sold about 1,200 records before he left town. He had a yard 
sale, borrowed my car, fucked with my car’s pre-sets, went to Amoeba 
twice, and then sold the rest to Open Mind. I couldn’t believe how 
easy it was for him to let go of such a gigantic piece of his life. He did 
the same thing in Boston before he moved to San Francisco seven years 
ago. He needed the money.

It’s not just that, though. I remember a couple of years ago we 
were going to go up to Seattle to watch a Red Sox-Mariners series. 
The opener was on a Friday night, and McGuirk said to me, “We’ll 
leave with the shirts on our backs.” He was always much more com-
fortable with chaos. When a hurricane is coming, most people get out 
of town. A rare few lash themselves to their couch and wait for the 
water to rise. McGuirk is in this second category, although I don’t re-
member him ever owning his own sofa.

Of course, he couldn’t sell everything. McGuirk kept enough so 
that when he comes back from Italy, he’ll be able to listen to something 
while he naps and burns cigarette holes into my carpet. He had to 

have something, besides the restraining orders, that would document 
his time in San Francisco. But what did he keep? Out of 1,200, he 
held onto 11 albums, and I’m going to tell you what they are because 
those albums and a bunch of his other shit are all sitting in my kitchen, 
blocking access to life-sustaining food and water, and, frankly, emit-
ting some horrible noise-rock stink that smells roughly like cat period. 
Amid the Fisher-Price walkie-talkies and tan Fluevog loafers—which 
used to be mine, were stolen by McGuirk, then returned to me so that 
I could now “look after them” (private conversation: Aug. 7, 2005)—
you will find a startling referendum on McGuirk’s ultimate taste in 
music. For a critic, this is the final word, more important than any 
bullshit review of whatever free CD a label mails you.

Please note: If your record is not included in this list, it means 
McGuirk hated you and hated your band.

 
Brainbombs, Burning Hell (Blackjack, 1999) If somebody made 
a movie about zombie rats who spend all their time feasting on the 
trash bags inside a Planned Parenthood dumpster, then this would be 
the soundtrack. More troubling, McGuirk listened to this album a lot 
when he was playing Bases Loaded, 2004, on his PlayStation.

 
Andrew Lloyd Webber, Jesus Christ Superstar (Decca, 1971) At 
first glance this doesn’t look like a real record. The jacket is stamped 
“Pudding Maker” on the front. The back has stamps reading “Peter 
Pussy,” “Joseph Butler,” and “Diz-E’s on Fire.” Inside, however, it con-
tains both Jesus Christ Superstar albums and the original Decca playbill, 
all in pristine condition. McGuirk often spoke to me about writing a 
toned-down version of this, called Jesus H. Christ Superstar, for folks who 
don’t want their rock operas to take the Lord’s name in vain so much.
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Black Sabbath, Never Say Die! (Warner Bros., 1978) This is the 
Black Sabbath album with the two guys on the cover wearing those 
frightening biohazard-jet pilot outfits. This is classic past-their-prime 
Sabbath, and I can only believe McGuirk kept it because it was a present 
from an ex-girlfriend and he probably hopes to one day bang her again.

 
Lightin’ Hopkins, Lightin’ (Prestige/Original Blues Classics, 1961) 
McGuirk grew up in heavily Catholic Maynard, Mass., in the 1970s. 
Lightin’ Hopkins was everywhere. This album, I think, functions as his 
Rosebud. While other white kids were out smashing school bus win-
dows, McGuirk was home memorizing chords for “Mojo Hand” and 
“Back Door Friend,” waiting for the day he could walk down to J.J. 
Newberry’s with four coffee cans full of dimes and buy his first guitar. 
This all happened, and as Mike liked to say, you weren’t there.

  
The Impossible Dream: The Story of the 1967 Boston Red Sox (Fleet-
wood Sounds, 1967) This is a no-brainer. Decoding the Red Sox 
and their public miseries is central to understanding McGuirk and his 
whole loser complex. There’s a part of every Red Sox fan that died 
when they won the World Series in 2004. This is an album McGuirk 
would listen to at night, alone in his room, playing one of the many 
Vietnam War-themed video games that helped him pass the time be-
fore he could fall asleep at 6 a.m. and be late for work.

 
Temple of Bon Matin, Cabin in the Sky (Bulb, 2001) A few years 
ago the Hemlock Tavern hosted a Bulb Records night featuring DJs, 
drink specials, and rare video footage of artists from throughout the 
label’s 10-year history. Five people showed up; McGuirk was three of 
them. McGuirk’s supposed love for Bulb was one of his most impres-

sive acts of self-delusion, perhaps the greatest since an ALS-ravaged 
Lou Gehrig called himself the luckiest man alive.

 
So So Many White White Tigers, So So Many White White Ti-
gers (Weird Forest, 2005) This is a psychedelic noise-sludge album, 
and while McGuirk liked psychedelic things—especially psychedelic 
drugs—I can’t imagine how he made it past side one of this late-
in-the-game Spockmorgue-scene retread. For the record, McGuirk 
always mocked the “on acid” default rock comparison, although he 
never had any problem reusing the same tired bong references when 
writing about Sleep side projects.

 
Monoshock, Walk to the Fire (Blackjack, 1997) This shrieking 
hackfest inspired some of McGuirk’s best writing—right up there with 
his lengthy Roger Waters-themed treatise, The Pros and Cons of The 
Pros and Cons of Hitchhiking.

 
Ego Summit, The Room Isn’t Big Enough (Old Age/No Age, 
1997) This is a vintage McGuirk album, in that Jim Shepard, one of 
the guys who made it, was a crazed alcoholic who blew a ton of money 
after getting signed, then turned up dead in the back of a Jaguar parked 
along an Ohio interstate. Which reminds me of the time I was trying to 
convince McGuirk that Steven Jessie Bernstein’s Prison (Sub Pop, 1992) 
was good. He really didn’t like it until I told him that Bernstein stabbed 
himself to death with a pen knife. Then it became a decent album.

 
Sublime, Sublime (MCA, 1996) If you skated during the ‘90s, you 
owned this. I asked McGuirk why he decided to keep this ubiquitous 
multiplatinum seller. He said, “Simple: It’s got good songs.”
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The Royal Guardsmen, Snoopy vs. the Red Baron (Laurie, 1966) 
This album is also sort of a proto-Langley Schools Music Project, so 
I’m sure McGuirk was happy he owned the original prototype of teen-
agers covering creepy standards. You don’t tell McGuirk anything he 
does is derivative. It’s like telling Steven Seagal that somebody’s above 
the law. You just don’t do it.

 
Eric Gaffney sampler (contains Sebadoh’s The Sebadoh [Sire, 
1989] and The Freed Man [Homestead, 1989] and Fields of Gaff-
ney’s Fields of Gaffney [Animal Friends, 2003]) A lot of life comes 
down to being in the right place at the right time. Ask somebody who 
just got hit by a car. Northampton, Mass., was the place to be for about 
two hours in 1990. McGuirk and Eric Gaffney were there. I was too, 
but it was all lost on me. I’ll tell you one thing: Gaffney can talk.

 - Jay Boronski w/ Will York
   San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
   December 2005

The Author Makes A Statement
 

A lot of this stuff is unbearable. Not all of it but some of these...
yeesh. Lemme just say that time has not been kind to my apparent 
F-word fixation, total disregard for factual accuracy and decidedly 
sketchy understanding of what I was writing about, almost all the 
time. Throughout most of these years, I never read anything I wrote. 
I just sent it off and waited for the check. I took this weird joy in 
being wrong, ticking off the people I was desperately trying to im-
press. Looking back, a little fact-checking, fewer totally unnecessary 
cuss words and less use of “rock” as a verb wouldn’t have hurt. Ugh. 
There’s just so goddamn much, I want it all in one place. Learning 
to write takes forever (obviously) so the later stuff is way better. But 
maybe don’t read these. I’m just parking them because some weird 
part of me needs to.
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I Am The God Of Hellfire
 

As Pink and Brown take the stage, crazy bastard John Dwyer, dressed 
in a disgusting pink suit and tie, with a sickly pink ski mask-looking 
thing over his head, plugs in his guitar. He takes a probably home-
made scuba gear microphone and sticks it in his mouth. Then, with 
just-another-day-at-the-office calm, he coils the microphone’s cord 
around his neck to keep it in place. You can’t help but wonder—as 
he does this—“Kind of dangerous, isn’t it?” He pulls a roll of black 
masking tape from the pile of shit amassed, as always, in front of the 
stage, right in the middle of the crowd, and wraps the tape around his 
head, securing the microphone to his face. The first time I saw Pink 
and Brown, this was the moment when I knew they were going to 
be great. When the careening struggle that was their set began, my 
premonition proved correct.

I met Dwyer—guitar genius, rock and roll impresario—last year. 
He had been in the destructo-noise band Landed and had recently 
been kicked out of Burmese, midtour, and left for dead in New York. 
I had just heard Landed’s Why I Live 10-inch for the first time, and 
since it nearly made me shit myself, I shook his hand and thanked him 
for putting out such a good record. He energetically launched into 
an account of watching a show where Landed’s singer lit himself on 
fire and had to be rushed to the hospital. He told me it changed the 
way he played music. After that he couldn’t play unless shit happened. 
The point of playing music became to make shit happen. Anyway, the 
story goes like this:

“I’d heard before the show that the singer, Dan [St. Jacques], was 
lighting his arms on fire at practice with Vaseline and rubbing alco-
hol, and it was effective-looking, so they decided they were gonna 

do it. It was this huge packed-house crowd, and the bartenders were 
all driving around the block with this guy doing coke, so there’s, 
like, two bartenders working this huge crowd—door-to-door people. 
Dropdead, Six Finger Satellite, Landed, Forcefield, and I think Men’s 
Recovery Project played. It was just a crazy show.

“Dropdead had lit the stage on fire and burned the rug, so it stank; 
Forcefield had a hose hooked up to a muffler on this scooter outside. 
They had attached this big horn to the end of it, and they brought the 
whole thing inside, and it made this “brrrrrrrrppp!” noise and spewed 
all kinds of exhaust into the club. It was awful, so early in the night 
the bartenders just gave up. They just split. There was nobody at the 
door—by the time Landed came on, it was just total mayhem.

“Landed had been playing for, like, 10 minutes, and all of a sud-
den I see the dressing room door next to me start moving like some-
one’s trying to kick it down. All of a sudden the door is like bam! 
and hits the wall, and Dan comes running out totally on fire from 
the belt up. He was like a 15-foot tongue of flame. Everybody starts 
screaming. I had no idea it was gonna be this insane. He runs out into 
the crowd from behind, pushing, and everybody’s screaming. There’s 
this flaming guy in the audience, and people just go up against the 
wall, getting as far from him as possible. They make a big circle, and 
he’s flailing around, and he stops, drops, and rolls, but he’s still totally 
on fire. So he takes off this oxford shirt he’s wearing and whips it out 
into the audience. It’s like a fireball going into the audience.

“The mic’s on the floor, and he just grabs it and starts screaming 
into it with the fire—just on his neck now—burning for like a half a 
minute. People had, like, bits of his flesh on them. His skin had come 
off and was on the floor. He played a 20-minute set like that, rolling 
around in glass, leaving blood and shit on the floor.
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“Afterwards the band rushed him into the dressing room, and I 
walked in and Dan was saying, “I think I need to go to the hospital,” 
with his lips all gone, just pus and burns and exposed teeth. That was 
definitely the craziest show I was ever at. It ruined rock and roll for 
me.”

Dwyer took this “give 110 percent” experience and applied it to 
three bands: the Coachwhips, Dig That Body Up It’s Alive, and Pink 
and Brown. They all deserve their own long-ass piece, but I’m mul-
titasking here. The Coachwhips play an unruly, Gories-brand garage 
that stumbles in all the right places, and explodes in the right places, 
too. People affectionately call it the John Dwyer Blues Explosion. Dig 
That Body Up It’s Alive is straight-on grind metal with furry vocals 
and high-speed drum-and-guitar interplay. Pink and Brown make 
angle-prone spaz-freak boogie rock with nonstop riffs, costumes, and 
squealed vocals.

Pink and Brown and Dig That Body Up each consist of one gui-
tarist and a drummer; the Coachwhips add a sleigh bell-tambourine 
percussionist. During shows Dwyer is always this close to getting 
hurt or hurting someone else. At the Attic a couple of weeks ago he 
was trying to climb up on a table when it broke underneath him. A 
guy from the audience offered his body as a replacement, and Dwyer 
climbed up there and played standing on the guy’s back for a few har-
rowing seconds before jumping to the next table to finish the song. 
You don’t know if you should help him or laugh at him or get the 
hell out of his way. At one show on Pink and Brown’s first tour he 
grabbed the biggest guy in the audience and planted a smooch square 
on his mouth. Instead of kicking John’s ass after the show, the guy 
bought a T-shirt. “I don’t know why people don’t kick my ass,” he 
says. “I think they want to get freaked out. The audience makes the 

show, anyway. If they don’t respond, it’s pointless.”
  

The thing about Dwyer’s music is that there’s a flexible, almost rubbery 
underpinning of St. Stooges rock and roll just underneath the art-school 
chaos. Or maybe it’s the other way around. Either way, the shit rocks 
with soul-purifying mania. This marriage of the Stooges and the cere-
bellum is nothing new, especially since everybody and their stepbrother 
has a copy of Funhouse these days. But most people do it all wrong (see: 
everyone but the Brainbombs and various Japanese musicians).

With Dwyer practically stepping on your face as he inverts the 
R&R chord progression, and with the amplifiers braaang!-ing against 
your skull the way they’re supposed to, you have the old ideas put to 
good use and delivered with an eye on everybody getting off at the 
same time. It’s rock and roll—which used to be tough to find in San 
Francisco, but not anymore.

 
More Dwyer: 
 
“There are a lot of shows that look like they’re gonna be great, 

but it’s too early or it’s in some Pittsburgh Mouth of Hell: [Nazi voice] 
‘Welcome to our club...Do not have fun while you are here. We don’t 
have insurance.’”

“Somebody had given me a whole bottle of Vicodin before we 
left Boston...”

“That day I was superlubed, and I was having, like, one of those 
pill days where you can talk to somebody you don’t know for like 
five hours...”
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“We started playing, and it’s one minute into the set, and I had 
already fractured three of my ribs and broke my guitar.”

“Crusty punks are a hard audience. I’ve heard that it’s possible to 
play in front of them and have them like the show.”

“The first show is that awful one, the one where you show up, 
and there are like five kids, and you’re all, ‘Oh man, how are they 
going to appreciate our trip?’”

 
When I observe to Dwyer that the Coachwhips seem like the ultimate 
partycore band, he replies: “Yeah, I’m really into partying lately.” 
John Dwyer fucking rules.

 - San Francisco Bay Guardian,
   August 2001

Brainbombs
Cheap (Load)

 
A new Brainbombs record—celebration is in order for sure, but how 
to celebrate? What is the appropriate manner? Certainly not some-
thing I’m allowed to describe in the Bay Guardian, but you can bet 
your ass I tried to in my first draft. The Austrian- or Swedish- or 
whatever-accented gods of sub-Stooge murdercore drop their pants 
and squeeze out four new songs, all of which sound like they were 
recorded behind somebody’s closet and have yet (after five or six lis-
tenings) to yield anything as skull-fuckingly wonderful as “Driving 
thru Leeds” from a couple years ago’s Urge to Kill. 

For some reason there’s a remix of “Burning Hell” (from their 
first record) courtesy of digicore cool guy Alec Empire, which is kind 
of dumb. Still, the first song, “Freak Accident,” chugs along on anoth-
er of their patented incredible, simple, insane guitar riffs, and the re-
cord also has a song, “Birthday Baby,” that I’m actually afraid to listen 
too closely to. Can’t they leave the babies out of it? Anyway, if you’ve 
never been introduced to the Brainbombs’ particular sense of humor, 
you may find their music a little, uh, challenging, maybe, or—as some 
of those threatened by the overt violence toward humanity (especially 
women, God help me) in the lyrics do—downright inexcusable. And 
rightly so in a way. This music is way beyond the general irresponsi-
bility of so much death, black, and whatever else metal because of the 
simple fact that you can understand every word they say. The violence 
and imagery of most so-called dangerous metal comes in barely in-
telligible bursts of wraith-screech or Cookie Monsterisms. With the 
Brainbombs the vocals are way up front and delivered in an accent 
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you can’t not listen to or miss a word of. This clarity makes them 
more dangerous than any metal band, or any band for that matter. 

In the end what they are doing is a very complex and taste-barri-
er-pushing joke; for some the joke isn’t funny. Why it’s funny to me 
(and to other Brainbombs fans) is tough to explain. Maybe it’s a joke 
you’re never supposed to laugh at. Or maybe it’s because Daddy beat 
me. Who knows. I think it has more to do with taking things to the 
extreme, like snowboarding, which is way X-treme. To say the Brain-
bombs are “testing the boundaries” of what we consider decent is 
putting too much thought into what’s going on. Making fun of what 
we fear is what’s happening here—if you think that’s funny, is there a 
valid reason to have to defend yourself? Screw it, the Brainbombs are 
the greatest rock and roll band in the world.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
January 2002

The Man And The Myth:
Ozzy Osbourne Timeline 

& Reissues
 

December 1948 – Born John Michael Osbourne in Birmingham, 
England.

 
June 1956 – Sees footage of Elvis Presley on TV and thinks, “I want 
to be just like him, only more satanic.”

 
Winter 1969 – Forms Black Sabbath with Tony Iommi, Geezer Butler, 
and Bill Ward. They start out playing something called “ jazz blues.”

 
October 1978 – Ozzy fired after Never Say Die comes out. It’s unclear 
why, because Iommi was the one responsible for “Breakout.”

 
September 1980 – Ozzy saves Randy Rhoads from certain baldness 
in Quiet Riot. Together they produce the seminal Blizzard of Ozz.

 
March 1981 – Fan throws bat on stage. In confusion, Ozzy bites its 
head off.

 
March 19, 1981 – The plane Rhoads is riding in hits the band’s tour 
bus, rousing a sleeping Ozzy and other band members, clips a tree, 
and crashes into a house, killing all three passengers. Ozzy is forced 
to put out Speak of the Devil.

 
Fall 1982 – Ozzy signs a fat deal with Epic Records. In confusion he 
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bites the head off a dove.
 

198? – Not to be outdone by his friends who are doing huge lines of 
cocaine, Ozzy silences a room by snorting a huge line of carpenter ants.

 
2000 – Amid Ozzy’s frequent appearances on The Howard Stern Show, 
it becomes apparent that Stern is not really that funny anymore.

 
Sept. 11, 2001 – Rhoads’ death starts to look a bit suspicious. What’s 
up with that spelling anyway? Sounds kind of…foreign. Taliban maybe?

 
Feb. 3, 2002 – Ozzy defeats the 14-point favorite St. Louis Rams in 
Super Bowl XXXVI. No, that was the New England Patriots, sorry. 
Ozzy put out Down to Earth, which is a good record for somebody 
who’s 200 years old.

 
March 5, 2002 – The Osbournes, MTV’s highest-rated show ever, debuts. 
Ozzy solidifies his reputation as the coolest aging rock star in history.

* * * * *

Blizzard of Ozz (1980) It’s tough to write about a seminal record 
like this. The fact is, anyone who’s interested in metal has it, and if 
you’re not interested in metal, why would you be reading this? Any-
one who’s got this record already knows that Randy Rhoads plays like 
some kind of elemental source of power (like a lightning bolt or…
fire) and that the language of ’80s metal was in large part dictated by 
the two big tunes on here (“Crazy Train” and “Mr. Crowley”). But 
that doesn’t even approach the way “Revelation” explodes into “Steal 
Away” with a shift of gears so brutally fantastic that it effectively 

plasters your brain against the inside of your skull and leaves Sabbath’s 
entry of the same year, Heaven and Hell, in the dust. Then there’s “Sui-
cide Solution.” Forget it.

 
Diary of a Madman (1981) Randy Rhoads continues to play with 
his guitar set on “stun,” and Ozzy sings as if his daily routine looks 
like a scene out of Bad Lieutenant. Nobody sings like they’re insane 
quite the way Ozzy does. He makes you feel kind of worried for him, 
like if he’s not more careful, he’ll get caught with the gore-covered 
axe in his hand. “Flying High Again” is easily the greatest song ever 
written about how fun it is to be high on cocaine 24 hours a day: “I 
can see through mountains / Watch me disappear…it’s something that 
I enjoy.” Who doesn’t wanna see through mountains, or at least think 
they can? Diary of a Madman is pound for pound as great as Blizzard of 
Ozz, with maybe a little less crunch in the production, but that just 
means you have to turn it up louder. Just listen to Rhoads during the 
middle section of “Little Dolls.”

 
Tribute (1987) Rhoads’ utterly pointless death in 1982 is mourned 
with taste and feeling in this collection of live material culled from 
the group’s initial tours. There are some moments of flabbiness (why 
the drum solo?), but all is forgiven during the first 10 seconds of “Sui-
cide Solution,” which is about the heaviest sound a live band has ever 
produced. Ozzy is in good form, encouraging the crowd to “smoke 
those joints!” and generally giving the impression that he is totally 
unhinged. A couple of Sabbath covers and studio outtakes of Rhoads’ 
instrumental “Dee” round out the release, but the real draw is the 
packaging, with tons of photos of Rhoads, liner notes written by 
Ozzy, and a truly moving letter from Rhoads’ mother talking about 
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how happy her son would be to know that he is remembered as a great 
guitarist. In the end, the reason you have this record is to have it.

 
No More Tears (1991) With No More Tears, Ozzy emerged from the 
“I did what?” debacle of attempting to choke his wife to death while 
in a blackout, and he did so with big brass balls firmly in place, ev-
idenced by the admittedly silly return to form that is “Mr. Tinker-
train.” Helped out a bit songwriting-wise by Lemmy, Ozzy delivers 
a lean, muscular record. The sound is effectively muddy, heavier than 
even Bark at the Moon (1983), and not so far from what all the flan-
nel kids were listening to in ’91, if you try to ignore Zakk Wylde’s 
constant, shilly-shallying leads. The fact that a record this deep in his 
catalog is not “for acolytes only” is a testament to Ozzy’s talent.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
May 2002

Dee Dee Ramone
1952-2002

 
Kurt Loder kicks off his piece “Dee Dee Ramone Remembered by 
Kurt Loder” by saying, “The Ramones, with their torn jeans, black 
leather jackets and walloping, supercharged riffs, were not only the 
definitive punk band (they created the classic form); they were also a 
great American band.” Jesus, what a bunch of horseshit. Does every-
thing today have to be a goddamn rally round the flag? You know if 
you rearrange the letters in that guy’s name you get Elk Turd? Well 
there are a couple of letters left over, but still, can we please get past 
this “they changed the world” mantra about punk bands? You know 
what Dee Dee himself said about being a member of the Ramones? 

In Please Kill Me he explains, “Rock and Roll on automatic sort 
of desensitized my rebellion. We just toured all the time, without 
a break for fifteen years...The thing that was driving me crazy was 
playing that damn ‘Pinhead’ song every night...I hated that damn 
song. The only good thing about it was that it came at the end of 
the show.” What a disturbing quote. It’s partly funny, but it speaks of 
the drudgery that music becomes for people who we all love and the 
whole industry enslaves. In the beginning they make music because 
they love making music, but fame and the inevitable money chase 
ruin everything. There are plenty of articles floating around right 
now about Dee Dee and the Ramones and the seminal influence they 
were and how they changed the face of music and all that shit. I say it 
sucks that Dee Dee had a drug problem he couldn’t beat and that half 
the reason we all worshipped those guys is because they looked cool 
shooting up and now they’re all dead. 
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After leaving the Ramones, Dee Dee tried to form a band with 
Stiv Bators, who was in the Dead Boys and is in fact now dead, and 
Johnny Thunders, who is also dead. That star-crossed matchup never 
got off the ground. A regrettable rap record under the pseudonym 
Dee Dee King followed. In the last couple years he took up painting, 
wrote an autobiography, and started a Ramones cover band called 
the Remains (later the Ramainz). In the late ‘90s he released a pair 
of solo records, one of which is brilliantly called I Hate Freaks Like 
You. It has a song titled “I’m Zonked, Los Hombres” and another one 
called “Why Is Everybody Always Against Germany,” which is just a 
hilarious and great title for a song written by someone from Dee Dee’s 
swastika-obsessed generation. 

Many people who work and/or shop in high-priced used-clothing 
boutiques view the Ramones and their NYC ’74-’77 peers as just 
short of deities for the way they looked, the songs they wrote, and the 
legendary acts of superhuman drug use they pulled off, not to mention 
the fact that they reminded the United States and later the world of 
what rock and roll in its most undiluted form could do. I fall into this 
group of giddy nostalgia-worship and blind fandom myself. 

Did Dee Dee want this? Did he want 50 million college kids who 
never sucked cock for dope to sing along to “53rd and 3rd” and con-
sider it their own? Judging from interviews and the aesthetic of the 
early punk movement, probably not. The millions of us who bought 
All the Stuff (and More) are probably the last thing the disaffected youth 
of NYC’s little-scene-that-could wanted. But there’s no escaping the 
inevitable co-opting of ideas and trends. It’s human nature. Or Amer-
ican nature anyway. 

I don’t know what to say about Dee Dee; I think it’s sad he died, 
and I wish there was some way he and Johnny Thunders and Jerry 

Nolan and Fred Sonic Smith could have been just as cool without 
killing themselves. I can’t imagine he would want this Mission hipster 
goon in California to write an elegiac piece about his career. Or Kurt 
Loder to write the one he wrote. I mean would anybody want that? 
Anyway who knows what Dee Dee wanted and didn’t want. In the 
end all we know for sure is that he definitely does not want to get 
buried in a pet sematary.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
June 2002
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Eric Gaffney
 

As a founding member, drummer, and songwriter of the ’80s-to-’90s 
lo-fi phenomenon Sebadoh, Eric Gaffney was once poised to break 
the big time—owing in part to the growing popularity of his band 
but more directly because of the emergence of cofounder Lou Barlow 
as indie rock’s premier songwriter. This was in 1993, when MTV still 
showed videos and even had a hand in breaking bands on a national 
scale; indie rock, a movement that Sebadoh had a part in creating, was 
still interesting; and the United States government had just taken a 
break from dropping bombs on Iraqi civilians.

What ended up happening was this: Gaffney left Sebadoh prac-
tically five seconds before they became huge, the band became huge 
and began to suck beyond anyone’s wildest imaginings, and Gaffney 
pretty much disappeared from the rock music landscape.

Now it’s almost 10 years later, wholesale murder in the Middle 
East is just a few Constitution-eroding weeks away, MTV is sexier 
than ever, and Gaffney’s solo project, Fields of Gaffney, is playing a 
show on the same bill as former Sebadoh bandmate Jason Lowenstein. 
That match comes about a week after Barlow plays a show at the same 
venue. Then five days after Lowenstein and Gaffney play, J Mascis, 
who got four stars in Rolling Stone not long after kicking Barlow out 
of Dinosaur Jr., is scheduled to appear at the same venue.

With the amount of useless music Mascis and Barlow have foisted 
on the public since their earliest days as bona fide rock music geniuses, 
this 14-day stretch could be thought of as some harmonic convergence 
of total irrelevance but for the appearance of Gaffney’s solo project (and 
Lowenstein’s as well, but really the possibility of those two getting to-
gether onstage and playing songs from the legendary, insane band they 

had at one time called Ass Happy is what’s going to be getting my 10 
bucks). The fact is Gaffney was always the most interesting member of 
Sebadoh. As the band’s popularity grew, and Barlow’s talent gradually 
gained national acceptance, Gaffney’s material veered drastically from 
anything resembling the indie pop the band was perfecting.

 
Sebadoh started out as a collaborative/collective (read: hippie) type 
of band, and their records were sloppy and overlong, as if they didn’t 
care about anything. You never knew what was engineered to make 
fun of the very scene they were a part of and what was supposed to be 
taken seriously. Barlow celebrated his lack of masculinity so openly it 
was cool, but possibly it was a joke, and on you. And Gaffney’s stuff 
was just too weird to be a joke, half hardcore and half psychedelia. 
Remember, in the beginning, indie rock was very rigid as far as what 
was and wasn’t Okay to do. Maybe the code of conduct thing was a 
holdover from hardcore, but exploring unaccepted, nonpunk forms of 
music was frowned upon until Dinosaur ( Jr.) came along and went 
Neil Young on everybody, and then on Mascis’ heels came Sebadoh.

At first the albums were filled with abrupt, sharp contrasts, but by 
the time Sebadoh III (Homestead) came out, with Lowenstein contrib-
uting songs, everything flowed together, each member had a defined, 
personal songwriting voice, and it made for an incredible record. 
A few EPs followed, with Barlow’s songs playing on college radio 
stations, and when Sebadoh signed to Sub Pop, they were becoming 
known as a vehicle for Barlow songs rather than a three-man effort.

Sebadoh’s first Sub Pop record and fourth studio full-length was 
Smash Your Head on the Punk Rock, which had only two Gaffney 
compositions, one a purely indulgent noise jam and the other a song 
called “Mean Distance,” which starts out pretty and light—the sort 
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of pot-smoking perfection that had made his songs on Sebadoh III so 
great. But the last half of the song is a screeching crystal meth night-
mare with gurgling puke vocals and spurting guitars that cut the air 
like knives. It’s almost as if Gaffney is refusing to give in to the move 
toward pop-oriented material. 

If that was the case, then the songs he recorded for Bubble and 
Scrape—the last Sebadoh record that featured any of Gaffney’s songs 
and their second Sub Pop release—were an act of hostility. Gaffney’s 
explosive freak-outs sound positively unhinged here next to Barlow’s 
cleanly structured ballads. They burst from the speakers, crackling 
with treble cranked into the red, breaking off from melody into 
shambling, tripped-out codas and pure noise collapses. Gaffney sings 
in a high-pitched squeal, as if he’s on the bad end of 17-month acid 
trip and he’s seen something he wishes he hadn’t.

When Bubble and Scrape came out, Sebadoh was being groomed to 
take a large piece of the indie rock pie and Gaffney was the freakiest 
musician on the whole semi-underground landscape. There was no way 
they were gonna cut it on 120 Minutes with Gaffney writing these bizarre 
tunes. It’s too bad, because the way the songs played off one another was 
one of the reasons Sebadoh was great, and with that tension gone, 
the band had none of the charm that had made a lot of us love them.

* * * * *

Around the release of Bubble and Scrape the band played a show at the Par-
adise in Boston, and I went. Barlow’s ability to combine indie rock with 
Bread was peaking with local college radio, so Sebadoh’s set relied mostly 
on his songs. People starting asking for Gaffney to play something, and 
finally he did. When he came out from behind the drum set, he looked 
fucked up and scared, like he didn’t want to play. He went to the side of 

the stage and opened a guitar case, pulling out a metallic green Fender 
Mustang with twin racing stripes that ran diagonally across the body—a 
crappy, great guitar. He clumsily plugged it in and started playing total 
shit-ass dissonance for like five minutes before anything resembling a 
song emerged. This howling wall of feedback swelled and swayed and 
slowly came together into a throbbing, tidal melody. Gaffney began 
screaming into the microphone, and I recognized the song he was 
playing to be “Listen to the Lion,” by Van Morrison.

What a perfect, fucked-up thing to do. “Listen to the Lion” is a 
10-minute epic off Saint Dominic’s Preview, and it’s one of Morrison’s 
weirdest, greatest moments. He mimics a lion’s roar, he sings crypti-
cally about Christ, he meditates—the song is fucking great. Gaffney 
took this beautiful song, which probably no one in the room had 
heard, and translated it into his own code, a chaotic mess of cater-
wauling feedback and schizoid psychedelia. The thing that was bril-
liant was that the song lost none of its spiritual power or beauty in 
the process. It was clear that performing the song meant something to 
Gaffney. It was as if he were seeking the peace that Morrison wrote 
about but his attempt was as desperate and doomed to failure as the 
chaos coming from the stage. Whatever it was, it said something, and 
something personal at that, which is more than can be said of all too 
many musicians. Gaffney is a songwriter whose tantrumlike bursts of 
noise bear as much meaning as his conventionally structured songs. 
It’s communication beyond the accepted vocabulary of music.

The last time I saw him perform, as Fields of Gaffney, he was 
solo, with a guitar and a drum machine. He ended the set with the 
Sebadoh anthem “Gimme Indie Rock,” and the song devolved into 
a downwardly spiraling guitar solo and flailing atonal strums, like a 
scribble at the bottom of a page. He was sitting in a chair on the stage, 
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and his final act was to knock over the microphone stand.

* * * * *

Full disclosure here: Gaffney is a friend of mine. He lives here in the 
city and is something of a fixture on the scene. When I met him, I 
was star-struck as hell. I had literally worshipped the guy in my 20s, 
and his disappearance just before the big time had always seemed like 
the coolest thing to me. Anyone who avoided success was a hero to 
me in those days—who knows why. In fact, they still are; I just don’t 
actively emulate them anymore. Anyway, me and my friends always 
referred to Gaffney as the real genius of Sebadoh, the failed genius, 
the ultimate rock antihero whose own refusal to bend to the whims of 
the pap-seeking MTV generation had gotten him in the end.

He turned out to be exactly what I thought he would be and 
more. That means he’s half nuts, and meeting him taught me a valu-
able lesson about heroes being human and all that shit. So now that I 
have no illusions about Gaffney the man, you can rest assured that my 
summation is not colored by misconceived notions of genius. You can 
trust me when I say the guy is some kind of genius. Why? Because 
he’s sure as hell not like the rest of us.

Gaffney is as wild as they come, with a superhuman appetite for 
good times and an ability to talk about 15 different things at once. As 
a friend of mine once said, “Eric is a psychedelic person.” Many of 
Gaffney’s songs are reminiscences of his childhood, with these weird, 
nursery rhyme-like images. The artwork he did for Sebadoh’s record 
covers, as well as for the Fields of Gaffney record, is weird collages 
with blurry photos and pictures from books you’d swear you saw once 
when you were a kid, and the creepy drawing of a humanoid rabbit 
stuck with you. These half-remembered images and tragic yearnings 

are themes that have always populated his music. And he employs 
them so they come off as a genuine expression rather than as a tool 
to construct songs.

Gaffney is somebody who makes music because it is all that he 
can do. He has little choice in the matter, and that is what makes his 
talent something worth paying attention to. The fact that at times he 
hits on perfectly damaged psychedelia is a bonus. And judging from 
the cloud-tasting trip to never-never land that is the song “Fields of 
Gaffney,” from his 1999 release Brilliant Concert Numbers, Gaffney’s 
talent for writing good songs is as vital as ever. Sebadoh were a great, 
great band at one time, and while they are long dead and gone, 
the psychotropic freakiness (and the staunch commitment to avoiding 
commercially viable, weak shit) that made them great is still alive and 
well in Gaffney’s music.

 - San Francisco Bay Guardian,
   October 2002
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Hair Police
Blow Out Your Blood 

(Freedom From)
 

I don’t know when I stopped referring to bands by their names and 
started referring to them by the label their records come out on. It’s 
a disturbing change, really, and it makes me think maybe it’s time to 
just give up and become one of those rock climber-windsurfer types. 
Anyway, Hair Police is a Freedom From band. Freedom From is a tiny 
Minneapolis label that started out with cassette releases, then put out 
a couple records, and at some point is gonna do some kind of reel-to-
reel thing, although who knows; the guy who runs the label is nuts. 

Anyway, Hair Police is the rowdy rock band of the electro-noise 
art-wave, this weirdo scene that includes Wolf Eyes at one end, has-
been Andrew WK at the other, and Lightning Bolt soaring some-
where up above it all. Sonically, Hair Police is an extension of what 
Royal Trux started, with songs like “No Fixed Address” and “Steal 
Your Face”—a painful track that combines classic rock and noise into 
a squalling semi-electro rock that can only be labeled as the future of 
panic. Each song on the 20-minute Blow Out Your Blood piles home-
made electronic spasms on top of careening rock riffs and barreling 
drums to create a sort of antimusic groove. Then they drop a distorted 
howler-vocalist in the mix who delivers such lyrical chestnuts as “Do 
you love hop hop?” 

This shit is not for the weak. High-pitched freak-outs barge in 
all over the place as everything rages seemingly out of control, with 
the songs buckling under their own ineptitude only to come back 
stronger than before. Blow Out Your Blood isn’t Detroit enough for 

the fuck-face elite in New York, and if you try to dance to it, you’re 
probably gonna end up scaring somebody. But that’s what happened 
with Elvis in the beginning, too. This record would be best put to use 
as a mood-setter at high school sporting events and military cotillions.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian,  
October 2002
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Those Were The Days: 
A Kimo’s Memoir

 
The was a time not so long ago when the explosion of new bands and 
music in San Francisco was indescribably fun and exciting, and Kimo’s 
was at the center of it, possibly one of the reasons it happened. On 
any given night you could see a noise band, a metal band, and a punk 
rock band play on the same five-by-five stage. That is what makes a 
good scene happen—the crossover of ideas that leads to new, better 
stuff—and Kimo’s, thanks to booker Matt Shapiro, was not only open 
to the idea but also encouraged it. As cheesy as it sounds, the folks at 
Kimos “believed” in the music. That the music had power. That the 
music could touch you. That if Shapiro wore lipstick and a miniskirt 
it might scare away the full-length leather-coat crowd. 

There were times when we were there four or five nights a week. 
It wasn’t because Kimo’s was “the place to be;’ it was just where all 
the shows were held. Shapiro seemed to have some kind of preternat-
ural ability to put together the right bands so that there was always 
just enough weird crossover to keep it interesting. And they could 
do anything. That’s why Kimo’s was the best, and it’s really too bad, 
even unfair, that it’s gone. A scene needs a place like Kimo’s in order 
to thrive. 

But there will be another cool spot to replace it; there always is. It 
just depends on who is smart enough to let Shapiro book his or her club. 

* * * * *

These are the best things I ever saw at Kimo’s: 
 

Burmese with Face Down in Shit - Face Down in Shit played 
some kind of Virginian pro-tree metal, prefacing each song with 
stuff like, “This here’s a sawng about settin’ in the woods with y’alls 
buddies round a campfire and watchin’ th’ ashes go up in the a-yer.” 
After they were done, all of their girlfriends sat down on the floor in 
front of where Burmese set up, in front of the stage. Burmese played 
for about 10 seconds before Mike (the little one) stomped all over the 
women like he hadn’t seen them. 

He ended up tangled up among them and their suddenly very 
angry boyfriends. Mike then started doing his usual raging against the 
audience, getting closer and closer with his bass each time. Finally, 
one of the Virginians grabbed him and punched his face so hard that 
his glasses came off and he went sprawling and all his pedals came 
unplugged. 

He plugged them back in and charged the audience, and this time 
he was thrown into the drum set so hard that the drums fell over. 
A long buzzing sound followed, and Burmese lurched into another 
song, hampered by the fact that the hippie metal guys were trying to 
fight them as they played their show. The set ended 15 minutes after 
it started, with the lights on and scrawny Mike standing there, his fist 
raised, challenging someone else to punch him in the face, surrounded 
by pedals, strings, drum equipment, and the sound of the amplifiers 
turned up too loud. 

 
eXtreme Elvis - Before the show, eXtreme Elvis was dragged 
through the crowd with puke running down his chest. When the 
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show started, he called someone he had a beef with out of the audi-
ence and then hit the guy over the head with a bottle. The guy hit the 
floor, and people started freaking out, especially the drummer, who 
jumped up and ran downstairs to call an ambulance. He came back 
and Elvis yelled at him for leaving the stage. 

The drummer then got really angry with Elvis and refused to 
play. Elvis kept yelling, “You’re my drummer. Now git back behind 
those drums and earn your pay.” Finally, the guy agreed to play, even 
though he thought that the stunt was real (it wasn’t) and that Elvis had 
just seriously hurt a member of the audience. 

The show ended with 40 people hiding at the back by the fire 
exit, as far from the stage as possible, where extreme Elvis swayed, 
pissing, with his shirt off and his pants around his ankles, singing 
“Mother” by John Lennon, specifically the line “Children don’t you 
do what I have done.” 

 
Friends Forever - One time these insane dudes from Colorado called 
Friends Forever drove up in the van they live in and played in front of 
Kimo’s. The drums were set up in back, and the bass player sat in the 
passenger side and stuck his bass out the window. They had fireworks 
going off inside and outside of the van, a fan with bottle rockets tied 
to the blades attached to the bass player’s back, sparklers, and a giant 
canvas bag filled with air. The drummer had his own laser show going 
in the back seat. It was crazy. The cops showed up about one second 
after they finished.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
October 2002

The Sound Of Freaks
 

The first Bulb record I ever remember liking was the Pterodactyls’ 
1996 album, Reborn. My friend Ron, who owns Bulb’s distributor, 
Surefire, had been giving me stuff from the label forever, but I would 
always go home and put whatever it was on and think, “What the 
hell is this shit?”

One album, the Incapacitants’ Asset Without Liability, was just the 
sound of an amplifier turned all the way up for like 50 minutes. The 
other thing I remember is listening to the Bulb sampler, In Bulb-O-
Phonic, and not finding one single song that I would ever want to hear 
again. “That guy just puts out shit that he knows people will hate” 
was how I summed it up.

The Pterodactyls record was the first one where I felt there was 
possibly something good coming out of the Adrian, Mich., label. 
It was as retarded as any of their records, with intentionally awful 
metal riffs and a bizarre singer who dressed in this shitty Pterodactyl 
costume and sang in a grating falsetto. There was a six-minute gui-
tar solo played by Pete Larson, the guy who runs Bulb, that proudly 
demonstrated his own inability to play the guitar. The jokes weren’t 
even that funny, and the whole thing was barely listenable, but at that 
point either I got the joke or Bulb had finally achieved something that 
could reach people outside of its inner circle.

That was like five or six years ago, and today Bulb is my favorite 
label. I almost always use Bulb and the bands related to it as points of 
reference for what’s going on here in the city or whatever I happen to 
be talking about, practically. It was the first independent label whose 
mentality made sense to me when I finally figured out Matador and 
Sub Pop were just major-label product whores. These records were not 
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just junk—it was clear that they were made with earnestness, purpose, 
and an enthusiasm that Larson fully expects will infect people. It’s the 
most rule-breaking, distancing yet welcoming aesthetic imaginable.

I don’t really care about music made by people who are in a band 
because it’s cool or because they want to sound like their heroes. The 
thing about Bulb bands is that they are almost all composed of these 
freaks making freaky music because it’s the only thing they can do. 
Admittedly, sometimes it works, and sometimes it just sounds like 
freaks. But in the past three years or so, Bulb has started putting out 
records that are actually really good records in addition to displaying 
this genuinely anti-everything mindset.

And it’s all about the speed and energy and bipolar manifestations 
of its creator. It sometimes seems like Larson puts out these records on 
a dare, but the truth is, he is as much a freak as any of the artists he 
promotes, and putting out these types of records, against every accept-
ed convention, is as much a form of expression as the music made by 
his artists. He is dedicated to the furthering of far-out, honest music 
and is convinced that everyone would understand why the records he 
gets behind are great if they are given enough exposure. One release 
after another has been in direct conflict with whatever seems to be 
accepted as good at the time, systematically destroying all hipness and 
giving rock and roll back to people who just want to get fucked up. 
Even today, when people are catching on to what Larson was putting 
out five years ago, he releases a 25 Suaves record that is basically ’80s 
hard rock fit for an arena.

What follows is a list of recommended Bulb releases. I don’t have 
enough space to write about all of them, so this is by no means a 
definitive discography of what you need from Bulb. Basically, you’re 
gonna want it all.

 

Temple of Bon Matin, Cabin in the Sky (2001) Temple of Bon 
Matin is a primal free-rock outfit led by drummer-god Ed Wilcox, 
who lives in a haunted house in rural Pennsylvania, in an area known 
as Cheery Acres. For eating money, he puts up those posters on the 
plywood dividers at construction sites. Cabin in the Sky was released 
in 2001, and the ancient rhythms and astonishing beauty you encoun-
ter as you make the journey into its Hawkwind-meets-uh-jazz spirit 
plane make for the best record to come out in that year or this one. I 
will fight anybody who disagrees with me.

 
Mikey Wild and the Magic Lanterns, I Was Punk B4 U Were 
Punk (1999) This one often gets overlooked for some reason, maybe 
because the first song is like 10 minutes long and singer Mikey Wild 
really sounds like he has a head wound. There’s wild gurgles and pro-
fane lyrics over stolid gutter-punk chord changes, and it’s never clear 
what is meant to be funny and what isn’t. The insane thing is that in 
the end the record comes off as poignant and honest. And I never use 
the word “poignant.”

 
25 Suaves, 1938 (2002) 1938 is the rock music equivalent of that 
scene in Rambo: First Blood Part II when Sly materializes out of a 
wall of mud and cuts the commie bastard’s throat. Larson’s personal 
project—one of many—has gone from some kind of retardo-garage 
crapola to this lean and mean take on pure fucking rock music. Just 
the endings of the songs are better than most bands’ entire catalogs. 
Larson told me he got the name of the album by multiplying Motör-
head’s 1916 by two. You figure it out.
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Andrew WK, Girls Own Juice (2000) Former Pterodactyls drum-
mer and current Coors Light shill Andrew WK is the weirdest MTV 
phenomenon since the Scatman, but at least his music is great. This, 
his first EP, is a giant, fist-pumping masterpiece that cannot be played 
loud enough, and it sounds like a heavy metal Sparks record, and 
there’s already been so much press on Andrew WK that it’s pointless 
for me to say anything else.

 
Quintron, Unmasked Organ Light-Year of Infinity Man (2000) 
Quintron is just weird. I have to admit that he was one of those Bulb 
artists I didn’t get at first, probably because I’ve never seen him do his 
Drum Buddy thing live. Until I heard the Prince-like song on here 
(“9-4-9”) and the Oblivians-type thing before it that really made me 
happy, I thought he was this weird guy that played eerie, fucked-up 
party music on an electronic doohickey he created himself and per-
formed puppet shows with his wife. Now I know different.

 
King Brothers, King Brothers (2000) I remember when I first got 
Pussy Galore’s Right Now! I played it for a friend of mine who shared 
many musical tastes with me. He said, “Hey, man, I like noise too, but 
this hurts.” This record is for those of us who cannot be hurt enough 
by the obliterating howl of amplifiers turned up too high, with one 
crappy microphone too close to everything to record properly. The 
King Brothers’ record is my favorite garage rock record of all time, if 
only for “King of Boogie,” which sounds like a building collapsing 
on a train track, and then the train comes and crashes into it, and it 
is loaded with TNT, and then there are these sublanguage kill-crazy 
hill people coming out of the jungle, and they want your ass dead.

 

Wolf Eyes, Dread (2002) Wolf Eyes is creating some new kind of 
evil with the music they’re making, and until Dread came out, there 
was no adequate representation of their sorcery—outside of going to 
see them live and having them boil your blood for you themselves. I 
am told their new one, Slicer, is also good, but I haven’t heard it yet. 
There is this 10-minute section on here that swells and surges with 
some kind of siren going off and humanoid noises and a fizzing elec-
tronic club to the head. Finally, there is a Wolf Eyes record that comes 
close to their live show.

 -    San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
November 2002
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Beck
Sea Change (Geffen)

 
I like Beck. I have no interest in buying his records anymore, but at 
least the guy has made being a rock star seem appealing again, and 
that hasn’t been the case for a long time, if you ask me. Does anybody 
really want to be a rock star these days? I would rather sink into the 
oblivion offered by street drugs than submit to the shit-mongering 
monkey tasks rock stars have to perform. Good god. To go through 
the motions of fake-ass “cool” Lenny Kravitz goes through and write 
songs about Sept. 11—you would just lose yourself altogether. And 
that, if you think about it, would be the saddest loss of all. 

But Beck seems like he kind of has the whole thing figured out: he 
doesn’t kiss ass to Sprite, he’s not on an MTV reality show yet, and whatever 
Satan-controlled label he works for lets him put out one bad record after an-
other, with complete artistic control. That’s respectable; Beck’s a cool guy. 

The scary thing is that in light of all that, his girlfriend dumped 
him, which is just nuts. I mean, here’s a fabulously wealthy guy who has 
the coolest thrift store threads money can buy; he can break-dance, and 
he used to really matter to a lot of people. I guess that for some, having 
the whole world is not enough. Anyway, taking a cue from dead-kid 
dad Eric Clapton, young man Beck Hansen has taken the lemons God 
gave him and made lemonade! Hooray for the record-buying public! 
The result is Sea Change, a ‘70s lite-rock, countryish album. 

The first song (“The Golden Age”) is pretty, with a “Wild Horses” 
feel that lasts for a good 16 seconds before these tinkly-tinkle sounds 
comes in and you think maybe Peter Pan is trying too hard. “Guess 
I’m Doing Fine” is okay; it really almost sounds like a great B.J. Thom-

as song, but then there are all these other songs. One reminds me of 
something by Nick Drake and is disgusting, seven of them sound like 
Radiohead, and the last one I didn’t listen to because you know what? It’s 
bullshit, and this music is irrelevant. It sounds like a record that came out 
in the ‘70s, except those were good and this sucks. Burmese is better. If 
Beck were more like Burmese, or Lightning Bolt, or even Andrew W.K., 
he’d be better and he wouldn’t be irrelevant. Who is this album for? It’s 
not even for the kids—that’s Linkin Park and Limp Bizkit. This is for 
the “alternative music” crowd. Sheesh. They’re the next baby boomers. 

People are touting this as a “statement” from Beck about how he’s a 
serious musician who can write songs that aren’t just jokes with samples 
and beats—that he can reveal himself, as he’s done here. But if Beck is 
choosing to expose the real, nonironic musician who’s gonna melt all our 
hearts, why is Sea Change as much a reanimation of some smackily funny 
music from a long-gone America as any of his last couple of records? The 
only difference between this and the potentially racist Prince-iness of 
Midnite Vultures is that here he uses the medium of ‘70s singer-songwriter, 
mellow, getting-laid music to deliver his message instead of fake funk and 
semi-hip hop. He hasn’t put out a record that sounded new since Odelay. 

The problem I have is that I am always expecting Beck to save 
music somehow, as if he’s going to put out a record that is as enduring 
and great as something from rock’s golden period. The truth is, he is 
just another rock star, with enough talent to make a great single now 
and then but not enough to make him the next Van Morrison. There’s 
nothing wrong with that. It’s just too bad the perennially brightest 
spot on the horizon is really only good at rehashing the past. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
November 2002
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Butthole Surfers
Humpty Dumpty LSD 
(Latino Bugger Veil)

 
For anyone who has only heard the Butthole Surfers’ last three or 
so records, listen up kiddie, there was a time when they were the 
most fucked-up, far-out rock band in America. People just didn’t put 
the word “Butthole” on their record covers in 1985. Even to many 
in the burgeoning post-punk, pre-indie rock, underground whatev-
er-the-fuck crowd, the Butthole Surfers were actually frightening. 
Before singer Gibby Haynes grew a beard, his faced looked deformed, 
and he would play without a shirt, with gut a-hanging and dirty long 
hair. They were kind of hippies, kind of punk, and their songs all 
had that clanging sound in them, the sound you hear when you do a 
whip-it and the air around you begins to ripple. Everything about the 
band was a joke, but the sense of humor was demented in a new and, 
I suppose, groundbreaking way. It made the music evil. I don’t know 
that so many bands create this sort of vibe anymore. Making people 
uncomfortable is one of the time-honored and essential facts of rock 
and roll; it goes all the way back to Elvis, and the Butthole Surfers 
were supreme masters of the art. But then came the beard, the bad 
records, the suing of Touch and Go, and now they’re hated by many 
of even their hardest core fans. 

Humpty Dumpty LSD is fucking great though. Almost all the 
tracks are from the golden era between 1983 and 1987, and there’s 
this song “All Day” that I can’t even describe. The thing sweats. The 
Butthole Surfers were as great as Led Zeppelin, and this record is like 
hearing long-lost Zeppelin tapes. Sure, it’s a little spotty, but it feels 

damn good to hear it; all the elements are there. It’s just a matter of 
turning it up loud enough.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2002
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Johnny Cash
American IV: The Man Comes 

Around (Lost Highway)
 

Does Johnny Cash care who’s driving anymore? 
His collaboration with Rick Rubin has been pretty fruitful so far, 

with five well-received records released since the pair started working 
together in 1995. Rubin lines up the unlikely tunes (“Rusty Cage” 
in 1996 and a Will Oldham song on the last of these American Re-
cordings albums), and Cash delivers them to spare guitar, with that 
wonderful voice. He’s not just “Folsom Prison Blues” anymore—this 
Johnny Cash is liable to record a duet with Queen Latifah, so watch 
yourself, pigeonholer music fan. That’s a great thing. 

But I gotta say I think maybe this redefinition-of-Johnny-Cash 
business has run its course. “Personal Jesus” here is not so bad, but 
the Nine Inch Nails tune, “Hurt,” is ridiculous. It’s kind of like 
Sean Connery and Catherine Zeta-Jones in that movie Entrapment, 
in which they play these burglars dripping with sexual tension. Con-
nery is still cool and all, but the idea of him getting a boner over a 
chick one-eighth his age is really an act of terrorism on the part of 
Hollywood. Johnny Cash interpreting power-goth sexy sex addict 
Trent Reznor is not too far from that. 

I figured I’d give this a chance because I love Johnny Cash, but 
shit, the songs are so boring they make me want to kill myself. The 
title track is really good, with creepy Biblical imagery and Cash’s fan-
tastic baritone in full effect, but they’ve got the microphone so close to 
his face that you can hear him licking his lips. Cash is as vital as ever 
(you can hear it in the first song and in “Give My Love to Rose”)—it 

just seems like Rubin has forgotten how to draw it out of him.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2002
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Wicked Once Again
 

Pretty much every record Neil Hagerty has put out, whether as Royal 
Trux or as Neil Michael Hagerty, has confounded me for weeks if not 
months. I always hate his records at first, and I feel juked out of 15 
bucks because once again, the album doesn’t sound enough like the 
Stones. This is what I want. I want the marriage of noise rock and 
the Stones that Pussy Galore perfected on the 1990 album Historia de 
la Musica Rock. Why? Because I am weak. Instead I get weird combi-
nations of, like, Steely Dan, Nazareth, and the Godz. 

Then, sometimes as much as a year later, I find myself listening to said 
record over and over, and I begin to understand what’s going on. Hagerty 
is just way ahead of me, and I need time to catch up. There’s some record 
I haven’t heard that I need to get ahold of before this new one will make 
sense. The latest revelation has been this guy Keef Hartley, who played 
drums in all these British blues bands in the early ‘70s and then put out these 
funky boogie rock records as a solo artist and they sound like Sly Stone. But 
they also sound like RTX’s 1997 full-length, Sweet Sixteen. I didn’t know 
I liked funk-laden British blues jams until I listened to Neil Hagerty. 

So Hagerty is coming to town, on tour because he “feels like touring,” 
playing at the Hemlock December 13. Since I worship Hagerty (who now 
lives in New Mexico), I have been very excited by the prospect, and a few 
weeks ago, for some reason, I pitched an interview with him to the music 
editor here at the Bay Guardian, who, for my sins, gave me a green light. 

I figured since Hagerty is one of my biggest heroes ever it would be 
scary but fun to interview him. And since we obviously see eye to eye on 
how fucking awesome Joe Walsh is, we’d probably have a great conversation 
about James Gang, how much indie rock sucks, baseball, how cool I am for 
having almost all the Royal Trux singles...and because of my own similar 

experiences, I would get Hagerty to open up about his past drug problems 
and his shining path to sobriety. Then we’d make out. It’d be awesome. 

Well, I became a frightened rabbit about two days before the inter-
view and never wrote any questions, leading to a stilted, awkward con-
versation punctuated by multiple uses of the word “wee-id” by Hagerty 
and many utterations of “Oh yeah, definitely. Totally, dude” on my part 
even though I wasn’t listening to anything he said. Instead I was looking 
at the wheels of the tape recorder as they didn’t move. Basically I spent 
the whole interview trying to decide whether or not the motionless reels 
meant that there was no recording going on. Because I am 32 years old 
and decidedly proficient with simple stereo equipment, there was a part 
of me that knew the motionless wheels meant no sound, but...ahh...I 
thought maybe it was working anyway. I decided not to do anything to 
rectify the situation. Why? I like to think it was because I am a nihilist. 

I did get some confirmation on beliefs I had about Hagerty’s music, 
however, so the interview wasn’t a total bust. We talked about classic rock 
a bit and why his music seems so closely related to music of the 1970s. 
Hagerty’s explanation was that he grew up listening to the radio and 
that’s where his music came from—’70s FM radio. Even though he trav-
els in an indie rock/punk-derived milieu, he has always identified more 
with music made by people who played to sold-out stadium crowds. 

 
To shamelessly state the obvious, there’s some kind of difference be-
tween music rooted in the radio rock of the ‘70s and the music de-
rived from ‘70s punk and pre-punk. Not just stylistically but inherently. 
There’s less art in the radio music, obviously, because it was made to be 
sold to the general public, with the clear purpose of eliciting some kind of 
response from the listener (in addition to emptying one’s wallet). Main-
stream rock music of the ‘70s was intended to be listened to during woods 
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parties, while getting fucked up, or while losing your virginity. The pre-
punk music of the MC5 and the Stooges had aims similar to those of their 
commercially viable peers, but they came from the outside and their music 
was for the fringes of the population. Then somewhere along the way 
it became more worthy to play music that appealed to the few rather 
than the majority. I guess this was the bottom line with punk rock. 

I think the two strains of rock music are equally valid, but there 
is a mathematical certainty, a familiar feel of radio rock that doesn’t 
exist in the same way in punk. Keith Richards talked a lot about how 
he never actually wrote songs—he just uncovered them from the col-
lective rock ‘n’ roll unconscious. This is an interesting idea, and it goes 
a little way to explain why when I hear “Jailbreak” by Thin Lizzy 
or “Highway to Hell” by AC/DC, really, even though I have always 
known exactly what will happen next, it’s never mattered. The pieces 
fit so perfectly that the effect of the verse breaking into the chorus is 
like a bomb going off. It’s comforting, in a way. A lot of punk rock 
flies in the face of this idea, delivering unexpected changes and unfa-
miliar rhythms, yet the two forms are rooted in the same Chuck Did-
dley song, so there is usually something for the listener to grab onto. 

That’s the thing about Hagerty’s music: he plays a form of straight-up 
rock that comes from his exposure to the radio of the 1970s. Depending 
on what RTX record you listen to, you can hear any number of guitarists 
from the golden period of the ‘70s rising to the surface. But the element 
of punk that is also a major part of his music—the freeform weirdness of 
the early Godz records and the no wave scene he was around in the early 
and mid ‘80s—plants him somewhere between straight classic rock rec-
reation and punk or indie rock experimentalism. This is why the stuff 
Royal Trux put out and Hagerty’s last two solo records are among the 
best rock music produced in years: they are neither punk nor rock. He 

goes beyond both, especially with regards to classic rock. 
Most music is fed directly to the listener like baby food, and when 

there is music that is actually challenging and good to boot, then, I 
think, that’s something to be happy about. And this is music that aligns 
itself with the weirdest shit. There are always a ton of bands echoing the 
sounds of the early ‘70s Detroit underground (and who doesn’t want to 
be as great as the Stooges were?), but the instance of a band sounding like 
Mitch Ryder’s Detroit or early Bob Seger is almost unheard of. To do 
that is to relegate yourself to permanent bar-band status. Somehow Ha-
gerty has beaten the stigma, because he pushes what he’s doing into this 
other category I invented. Also he plays guitar like he’s got six fingers. 

Last January, Hagerty played at Bottom of the Hill. The first song 
of the set was “Rockslide,” from his 2002 record Neil Michael Hagerty 
Plays That Good Old Rock and Roll, a song with a decidedly chunky, 
“Slow Ride” type of riff. He stretched it out and soloed over the riff 
for a good five minutes, with his foot on the wah-wah pedal, pressing 
it down the whole time, giving his guitar this strangled, overloaded, 
supertrebly sound. I was like, “You can’t do that! You can’t play the 
wah-wah in that position the whole time! You’re supposed to rock 
back and forth on it to get that liquidy sound!” He played that way 
the whole set, and each song was this stretched-out solo guitar exercise 
over the rhythm section. It was fucking great. Not everybody stayed 
till the end of the show—in fact, the place kind of emptied out, but 
that’s just because people don’t really want to hear rock music for some 
reason, unless it’s something they have heard before and are comfort-
able with. Screw that—I want to be uncomfortable as often as possible. 

- San Francisco Bay Guardian,
  December 2002
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Rock Moves
SFBG Year End 2002

 

One thing that really kind of jumped out at me this past year, with 
regards to music and records and all, is that I, for one, really prefer 
‘70s rock over everything. I suppose this isn’t a revelation really, since 
I’ve always known it—I just kind of got away from it a bit with all 
the experimental music I was hearing this year. One of the things that 
reminded me was seeing the new print of The Last Waltz at the Castro 
Theatre this spring and watching the DVD of the same movie on my 
couch all day yesterday. The DVD has awesome commentaries from 
Dr. John and Levon Helm and Mavis Staples and the producers of the 
film and even Greil Marcus, who surprisingly says a lot of cool stuff, 
although you can actually hear him slipping into that pontificating 
bullshit voice (“By the end of the song, they’re just challenging each 
other, pushing one another to that great reward, and it is there. It is 
there for us all.”) 

Still, this movie makes me cry sometime between when Neil 
Young sings “Helpless” and the Staples sing “The Weight” and the 
version the Band does of “The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down,” 
which Levon really tears apart. Why this movie is an emotional ex-
perience is over my head. I was eight when it was in theaters, I wasn’t 
a fan of the Band until I was out of my teens, and most of all, there 
is absolutely no reason a second-generation Irish-Italian New En-
glander would be moved by a song written from the point of view 
of a Confederate soldier and performed by Canadians (and one dude 
from Arkansas, but still). The only explanation I can come up with 
is that the Band must have been some special people to communicate 

this sort of power to the generation that follows their own and even 
the generation after that. And the best part is there’s such a warm ex-
pression. There’s plenty of loss and melancholy, but it’s like watching 
home movies of your family when everyone was young and beautiful. 
It hurts like hell but in the best way. 

On the other hand, I saw the Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from 
Mars live David Bowie movie and decided that guy’s a fraud and a 
hack and Mick Ronson may possibly be the most annoying guitar 
player ever. I like a good rock move as much as anyone, if not more, 
but the faces Ronson makes when he plays those little bends and sus-
tained dink notes are just ridiculous. He honestly looks like he’s trying 
to take a dump. But the real problem is Bowie himself: he takes Iggy’s 
shtick, cleans it up, and adds feathers. What the fuck is that? It’s taking 
the Stooges and making them safe for everybody else. I suppose that’s 
good in that it’s inclusive, and in a way it validates the Stooges’ music 
by translating it for folks unprepared for it, but, shit, it also says some-
thing isn’t of any value until it’s accepted by a larger, lamer audience. 
Fuck that. Fuck David Bowie. It’s clear throughout the movie that 
he has no clue at all as to what is cool and what is not cool, and he’s 
as stiff as a board. There is nothing real about it at all. The idea of 
artificiality being art may have been futuristic and hip at the time, but 
I think it’s depressing. Especially when you put it up against Richard 
Manuel singing “Shape I’m In.” 

Anyway those are two movies I saw about the music of the ‘70s. 
I also watched a documentary about Black Sabbath that they had at 
Lost Weekend Video, and it was awesome. There was tons of footage 
of Ozzy and co. in like 1974, playing to kids, and then there’s a video 
from Technical Ecstasy that has drummer Bill Ward singing this lite 
rock tune. It is fucking great. The other movie I saw was a collection 
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of clips and just random footage of the MC5 they had there at Lost 
Weekend. Man, those guys really did smoke. You have to see this 
footage to understand. I got kind of sick of the MC5 thanks to all the 
idiots trying to emulate them for the past five years, but this movie 
rejuvenated my love for them. Finally I rented Sun Ra’s Space Is the 
Place, and it was fucking crazy, and I had a hard time paying attention 
because it’s really kind of long. Still I would recommend it, as it’s 
loopy as hell and Sun Ra was just cool. 
 
Top 10 
1.  Neil Michael Hagerty, Neil Michael Hagerty Plays That Good Old 

Rock and Roll (Drag City) 
2. Nate Denver’s Neck, Prepare to Die (King Crab) 
3.  Les Rallizes Denudes, Heavier Than a Death in the Family (Ain’t 

Group Sounds) 
4. Devendra Banhart, Oh Me Oh My... (Young God) 
5. Comets on Fire, Field Recordings from the Sun (Ba Da Bing!) 
6. Flaming Groovies, Slow Death (Norton) 
7. 25 Suaves, 1938 (Bulb) 
8. Temple of Bon Matin, Who’s Got the Biggest Engine? (Bulb) 
9. Missy Elliott, Under Construction (Elektra) 
10. Argent, “God Gave Rock and Roll to You,” on In Deep (Epic) 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2002

NAM
 

Four-piece fuck-shit-up artists NAM played at the Hemlock Tavern 
December 21 with Comets on Fire. The Hemlock is easily the best 
place in the city right now because there are almost never more than 
two bands on the bill. Who needs more than two bands? I sure as hell 
don’t. And I think if there had been a third band, by the time we were 
finished getting pummeled to death by NAM and then tenderized like 
a piece of veal by Comets on Fire, everyone in the club would have 
had blood squirting from their eyes and there would have been a great 
gnashing of teeth, lamentations, and much renting of garments.

It was just so loud. Loud as hell. Louder than that. Fucking-A 
LOUD. And the whole time NAM was playing, I was having these 
visions of them on a massive outdoor stage in the blazing sunlight of 
some southern California love-in, with stacks and stacks and stacks of 
amplifiers all pushed to the cone-frying threshold, and there would be 
a sea of hippies, thousands of hairy, naked people in front of the stage, 
screaming in pain. That is where NAM belongs, in front of thousands, 
with a thousand huge amps. They could change the weather, I know it.

The first couple times I saw NAM, they played this free-form 
rock noise that was all crashing and chaos, nothing to hold onto at all, 
two guitars splintering off each other, and the rhythm section off on 
its own, barely decipherable amid the confusion. They used to play 
behind camouflage netting, dressed in army fatigues, and the music 
was so loud and haphazard, clanging and ringing all over, the whole 
scene was like they were trying to make the rock music equivalent of 
a firefight in the jungle. It really approached that level of chaos.

But the thing about those early shows that really transported you 
to the shit were these red-and-purple smoke flares they would set 
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off—the ones that GIs used in Southeast Asia to mark the landing 
zone for when the Huey would swoop in and pick everybody up out 
of a real hot spot, except for that one guy who would get left behind 
until 20 years later when a ragtag team of outcasts wearing jean jackets 
and headbands would return to save him and his fellow POWs, show-
ing the uncommon valor that lives and breathes to this day within 
the breast of every American soldier. The best show I saw during this 
period was at Galia, and the band went off on this psychedelic tangent 
that really blew the top off the building when one of the guys from 
Crack: We Are Rock got onstage with them and started making this 
air-raid-siren noise with his synthesizer. The purple smoke drifted off 
the stage, and there was this rumbling horror of a song going on, and 
cutting through it all was this mournful wailing sound. Beauty.

On Saturday, this other band came out and played. It was the 
same NAM, but the songs were tightened, calibrated for maximum 
impact. Where once the songs had flailed willy-nilly, they now landed 
devastating punches. Few bands evolve with such startling results as 
these, I think. I liked NAM before, but I would lose interest here and 
there. At this Hemlock show (and at the last few shows they’ve given, 
I’m told) this band comes out and is all business—they grab your skull 
and just rattle it for 30 minutes.

I don’t think NAM is better now because their songs are more 
evenly structured, I think they were good all along—it’s just that they 
are entering an exciting period of growth, or just came out of one, and 
this straight-up attack is what they are all really into, like a single mind. 
It’s like some kind of monster, a living, breathing rock-music monster. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
January 2003

Dirty Power
 

Let’s face it; a Rolling Stones show is not the major event it once 
was. It’s kind of ridiculous, really. Their stage show is choreographed 
for maximum entertainment value, designed for nothing more than 
passive viewing by thousands upon thousands of people. That fact is 
something of a turnoff for anyone with a brain, but then if you were 
unlucky enough to see the pictures that surfaced after their kick-off 
show in Boston last fall, you already know the sad truth. Keith is dress-
ing more than ever like a Star Wars figure, and Mick’s face is so bloated 
it looks like he spent two weeks at the bottom of the Charles River. 

Still the show scheduled for Tues/2 at the San Jose gargantu-rena 
will sell out. More important, there will be a point during said show 
when the band hit whatever plateau they have managed to hit for the 
past 50 years, and they will play “Gimme Shelter” or something, and 
the people who were smart enough to buy tickets will feel the blood 
rushing through their veins because they realize, holy shit, it’s the 
Rolling Stones! 

As much as some rock critics worship the Stones, the band has got 
to be the only one that is as openly reviled as it is praised. Mick has 
been called a cynical, self-parodying sham countless times, and reports 
of the band’s languid arena performances of the ‘80s still follow them 
around. It seems like from around Love You Live till the Voodoo Lounge 
tour all anyone said was that the Stones were ripping everybody off 
with lame, overblown, and boring concerts. 

I myself have never seen them play live. One of the reasons is the 
money (why is it always, like, $200 to see them?), but another reason 
is the crowd that turns up at Stones-related events. They’re fright-
ening. The people that come out for the Stones are hands down the 
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freakiest bunch, willing to stop at nothing to out-Keith one another. 
When they were showing Cocksucker Blues at the Castro Theatre four 
years ago or whenever, I went down in the hopes of getting some 
rumored-to-be-available seats that were in fact unavailable. I waited 
in line for three hours, with a charmingly flagrant crowd of people 
who are probably all dead by now, judging from the way they were 
“Stonesin’ it” right there on the sidewalk. It was fun as hell and even 
sleazier than the first time I saw Lou Reed. (I was 14. I remember 
saying to my sister, “You mean those two women are lesbians?” Not 
that lesbians are sleazy, but in Massachusetts, any acknowledgment at 
all that people have sex or even wear underwear is sleazy, rebellious, 
and very, very dangerous, at least to a 14-year-old. Plus I don’t care 
how you slice it, people wearing fishnet stockings instead of pants and 
pouring bourbon on each other in a parking lot are sleazy regardless 
of their orientation.) So in my mind I take this small group of ardent 
Stones fans willing to stand in the cold for tickets that don’t exist, 
drinking, snorting, falling down, and multiply it by, what, 10,000? 
That is some freaked-out party. It’s scary and fun, which has always 
been a part of the Rolling Stones mystique. 

The scary-fun thing got a little out of hand at Altamont, and I’m 
sure plenty of better writers have said this same exact thing—in fact I 
know Stanley Booth did in his book, The True Adventures of the Rolling 
Stones. It changed the Stones forever, not just as a band but also as 
people. The movie Gimme Shelter shows the footage a hundred times 
of that poor guy getting stabbed, yet the intensity of the event doesn’t 
really translate all that well for some reason. I had always seen the 
whole Altamont thing as a really unfortunate incident, but because 
the Stones themselves don’t react to it much, even afterward, and the 
fact that I wasn’t born yet when it happened, it was always this folk-

lore blemish on the face of hippie history to me more than anything. 
But in True Adventures, the mess becomes far more real, and the 

terror that the Angels created that day is so disturbing it explains a lot 
about what the Stones became and have become. I mean, after that, 
can you really blame the Stones for turning into such a business—
besides the fact that they’re all in their 60s now? They put on a free 
show, things got weird, they try to calm down a really enormous 
crowd, they’re afraid for their own lives at the same time, and then 
the Angels kill this scared-shit guy. That would change anybody’s 
perspective. In the beginning of Gimme Shelter, they sing “Jumpin’ 
Jack Flash” at the Garden in New York, and its power is nearly im-
measurable; every legend of how great they were is affirmed with that 
sequence. But then just three years later, in Cocksucker Blues, they’ve 
become this deranged, bloated group of rock stars. Mick’s fake black 
accent has slurred so much it’s racist, Keith is throwing TVs out of 
windows, and the whole feel of their music is doped to the gills, de-
feated. It’s the band that put out a “greatest hits” record called Sucking 
in the ‘70s and meant it. 

I think what people my age, at least, don’t realize is that at one 
time the Stones were not so jaded. They believed in and even wielded 
the power of rock ‘n’ roll. They played with it, incorporating anything 
that would upset the status quo, beginning with openly sexual songs 
and posturing, then moving into the dark imagery and occultism of 
“Midnight Rambler” and “Sympathy for the Devil,” and then Al-
tamont happens, and it all just blows up in their faces. You can see a 
direct line from Mick wearing an Uncle Sam hat and telling people 
he’s going to kill the king to the band’s lurid but decidedly safer eye 
makeup and the flat-out confusion of the mid ‘70s. Regardless of how 
great all of those records were, Mick and Keith stopped writing music 
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that was in any way going to start any trouble, except for the faintly 
political slant of “Heartbreaker.” After Altamont, they became a rock 
band—a very good one, but really just a rock band. 

  
There is only one Rolling Stones. I mean, is there a better rock ‘n’ roll 
song than “Jumpin’ Jack Flash?” No, there isn’t. Are you gonna try 
and tell me that Alan Parsons Project’s “Eye in the Sky” is better? Or 
“Tuesday’s Gone?” Come on. Maybe AC/DC comes close with “Jail-
break.” The Icky Boyfriends nearly did it with “I Was...” But really 
nothing matches the perfect yell-your-head-off punch that is “Jumpin’ 
Jack Flash.” The charging opening chords of the studio version were 
a call to arms in the ‘60s, for all bands everywhere to play heavier, 
louder. The main riff itself, if you listen to Get Yer Ya-Ya’s Out’s live 
version, is the foundation for all rock music that came after it. It’s a 
pounding, repetitive prepunk riff. 

The chorus doesn’t even matter—all that matters is the way the 
riffs go together and the moment when the drums come in. It is the 
most exciting song in rock music. Michael Keaton couldn’t kill it in 
Night Shift, and Whoopi Goldberg tried to ride its coattails in her own 
movie, but the song came out on top, obviously the best part of that 
stink bomb. “Jumpin’ Jack Flash” lived on, as intense and chicken 
dance-inducing as ever. Even now the Flamin’ Groovies’ version from 
Slow Death, a collection you better go buy right now, is the best song 
made available to the general public in years. It will never be on the 
radio, ever, and if it did come on the radio while you were driving, 
you might actually go insane. With overtrebled guitars splitting your 
eardrums down the middle and Chris Wilson’s howling vocals amped 
up and distorted to the point of sublanguage glee, the song and the 
fuck-it-all energy it represents is a true force of nature. 

Then there are all those other good Stones songs. Even the awful 
records, the ones after Undercover—okay, Tattoo You, sorry. Even those 
records have songs that don’t take a lot of self-deception to enjoy. 
“Too Much Blood,” “Love Is Strong,” “Might as Well Get Juiced”—
these are good songs, sort of, and seeing the Stones play them live 
would be an electrifying experience. Shoulder to shoulder with 10 
zillion classic rock fans, staring at the Jumbotron. It’s still worth it to 
hear just a fraction of the power they once had. They still have the 
power, I know it. I’m not lying to myself. Well, maybe a little.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
January 2003
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The Sheath
The Sheath (Incomplet)

 
This turned up on my coffee table the other morning, after my room-
mate brought a bunch of strangers over the night before. It was sitting 
there amid empties, the remnants of a bag of potato chips, and this 
giant, mysterious stain on the couch. A scary, smelly stain had soaked 
all the way through the cushion, with dark fingers dripping down to 
the very edge of the couch, like a bloodstain only not blood. Maybe 
it was vomit, maybe pee, or maybe just pee-flavored vodka, I don’t 
know. Very disturbing.

The thing is, on the cover of The Sheath CD is this cheerful car-
toon of a naked girl with protruding nipples and no vagina crouching 
over a box, as if getting ready to take a whiz. Did whoever couldn’t 
hold it leave this behind, as a calling card? Are the guys in The Sheath 
serial couch-pissers?

The one time I saw them live they literally destroyed their instru-
ments like two seconds into their set, so they probably piss on people’s 
couches all the time, just for the fun of it. Their music is homemade 
disco with techno beats and synth vamps farting in and out. Dark, 
with no vocals and made to be danced to by people who are fucking 
high as kites on who knows what. That means it’s good, and worth 
having if you can find it.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
January 2003

Lou Reed
The Raven (Sire)

 
In the sweepstakes for the worst record ever made, there are quite a 
few contenders—Mahogany Rush’s Live, Mel Brooks’ “Hitler Rap,” 
the Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band movie soundtrack—and you 
can ask Will York about those Richard Harris records he holds so 
dear. The list is long, long, long and heavily populated with celeb-
rity entries, oddly enough. Then there’s the last 20 or so Lou Reed 
albums. Just the titles of Reed’s most recent albums are unbearable: 
Magic and Loss, Songs for Drella, Set the Twilight Reeling—these are aw-
ful, awful names. But with The Raven, Reed has really thrown down 
the gauntlet. 

First of all there’s an overture, which is always a bad sign. Ornette 
Coleman plays on it, but that doesn’t matter, because it sounds like 
that Horns of Dilemma bullshit from the ‘80s. Then there’s Willem 
Dafoe reading “The Raven” in full, with “pastoral” music in the 
background. There’s some scary-voiced lady singing a New Age ver-
sion of “Perfect Day,” and the “Broadway Song,” in which Reed (or 
maybe another guest star, who knows) pretends he’s a lounge singer, 
cracking wise and introducing his pianist, “Manfred Gooseberry.” 
Manfred Gooseberry! What a hilarious name! That’s as funny as get-
ting off the train in Kookamunga! 

It makes you wonder. Reed cannot possibly expect people to like 
this record, which is based on POEtry, a musical cocreated by Robert 
Wilson. He has to be trying to release the worst possible record he 
can. There is no other explanation. He’s done it before, hasn’t he? And 
now you have to pay $60 if you want a copy of Metal Machine Music. 
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I can’t imagine The Raven is going to herald a new day in which 
rock music revolves around poetry reading and celebrity cameos. Still, 
there is no other explanation. I mean, why Willem Dafoe? I’ll tell you 
why: because Dafoe is the only person alive with a more annoying 
New York accent than Reed. 

Reed has combined the worst of his career with the worst of 
human experience and come up with a milestone. In these days of 
inadvertent, soul-eroded shittiness, of blind-poor quality, Reed has 
produced a sonic turd of historic dimensions with awareness, care, 
and an attention to detail that can only be applauded. The thing that 
proves my theory is that the song “Edgar Allen Poe,” the second track 
on the album, is the best Lou Reed song since like 1972. It smokes. 
That song makes The Raven probably the weirdest record I have ever 
heard. Weird, god-awful, and unbearable beyond description. In other 
words, The Raven is a true achievement. But please, for the love of 
god, never, ever in a million years listen to it.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
February 2003

Fuck Shit Up
 

Okay, this is what happened: San Francisco was a sleepy little town 
that had a ton of artists hanging out—making art, playing music, 
possibly taking illegal drugs. There were a few key players: BlackJack 
Records, the multitentacled out-rock magazine Bananafish that intro-
duced the whole extreme Japanese noise stuff to everybody, art-noise 
freaky band Caroliner, retardo-punk band the Icky Boyfriends, space 
rock psych band Monoshock and their pure-noise twin, Liquor Ball, 
legendary jokers the Zip Code Rapists, and a bunch of other bands 
and labels that I am probably going to get yelled at for not mentioning.

Then from the Midwest a couple of completely apeshit things 
came through, courtesy of my favorite label, Bulb: an absolutely awful 
seven-inch by Prehensile Monkeytailed Skink and a tour by equally 
reprehensible antimusic band Couch, which had Pete Larson, Aaron 
Dilloway, and Weasel Walter in it. Or maybe that was Lake of Drac-
ula, which came through later. I don’t know—the facts are blurry to 
me because I wasn’t here for any of this. I was in Somerville, Mass., 
in pursuit of the ultimate high, dude. 

Anyway, around this time Harry Pussy dropped the bomb on 
everybody with a negative, insane stage presence and an absence of 
formally accepted musical structures mixed with scarce rock moves. 
The idiots in the Midwestern bands made friends with the idiots in 
the SF bands and a sort of unheard alliance formed. A small explosion 
of noisy experimentation happened in our town—elsewhere, too, to 
be fair—and none of those indie rock assfaces paid any attention to it.

Today in San Francisco we have a glut of bands playing along the 
fringes of accepted rock forms. There are laptop and power electron-
ics bands, there are no wave-influenced dance punk bands, there are 
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metal- and jazz influenced noise bands, there are a million fucking 
bands, and for like two years now it’s as if they’re all trying outdo one 
another with weirdness.

Don’t get me wrong—I think it’s great. Weird music is way better 
than boring, stale indie rock or tired, hot-rod garage punk. It’s just 
kind of strange, don’t you think, that there are all these bands and 
none of them are even close to writing anything that gets played on 
mainstream radio or used in car commercials? Could there be some 
connection between what went on here in the late 1980s and what’s 
going on here today? Is it possible the long-hated, barely noticed 
genre of noise rock has come of age? ls there an easier way to come up 
with a lead for a story I’ve written three times already without posing 
all these questions?

I think it’s impossible for anyone to say there isn’t something in-
teresting going on with noise music. There’s a definite gathering of 
momentum happening, with various publications taking note, an in-
flux of youngsters at certain shows, and the fact itself that there are so 
many bands playing this crazy music and they aren’t going away. Not 
all of this music is “noise” per se, but there’s a common thread run-
ning through it that puts it under a sort of underground umbrella, for 
me anyway. There’s something abrasive and innately confrontational 
about the music I’m discussing, a characteristic that sets it apart from 
the passivity of indie rock and outside the parameters of “accepted,” 
major label- (or so-called indie label-) sanctioned music. While it is 
unavoidably descended from the music of established “noise” forebears 
(Ornette Coleman, Glenn Branca, improv and agitpunk artists, etc.), 
it seems these bands have come from a different school in that they 
work from outside that framework and have more to do with the 
smaller freak-rock scenes of the mid ’90s than with the usual New 

York hipster scene. These are the kids who heard Harry Pussy when 
they were teenagers and went from there to find Coleman, rather than 
the other way around.

* * * * *

The parameters of this scene are pretty broad; I’ll explain why they’re 
related later. Here is the breakdown.

Dancey Noise

There’s the structured dance punk that’s somehow descended from the 
caterwaul of no-wave, typified by our very own Numbers, Crack: We 
Are Rock, Erase Errata, and newcummers Zeigenbock Kopf; Michi-
gan’s Neon Hunk; and Seattle’s the Chromatics.

These are the biggest-breaking bands: their music is the most ac-
cessible, yes, but they make you work for it.

Numbers (for whom I’ve written liner notes) play songs that break 
and corner with an almost hard-core hostility, a holdover from the 
band’s past as a two-second spazzcore outfit called Xerobot. These 
days, Numbers are finding a balance between total dissonance and 
dance-floor rhythms. Erase Errata have a similar thing going, only 
they’re more of an experimental outfit—it’s more like we’ve caught 
up to what they’re doing. Erase Errata play music that’s abrasive as 
hell and rooted in the bizarro jazz rock of Captain Beefheart’s Magic 
Band, only we hear it as melodic and danceable. Why? Because we are 
fucked up. We are all very fucked up.

The Chromatics are nearly pop music. I don’t really like the 
Chromatics. But Neon Hunk are cool. They combine the costume 
art noise that Caroliner do with jittery electronics and Lightning Bolt-
type drumming.
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Brainy Noise

Then there’s the electro/laptop experimentalists, the legitimate noise 
music of Providence, RI’s Forcefield and Pleasurehorse, Ann Arbor, 
Mich.’s Mammal, and locally Hans Grüsel’s Krankenkabinet, Brown 
Bunny Ensemble, and the whole Brutal Sound Effects crew, which is 
lorded over by the godfather of the form—Grux, who was the major 
component of Caroliner back in the day. Grux is that guy walking 
around town with weird shit sewn onto his pants. As idiosyncratic as 
he is, Grux has been one of the most productive, fostering people in 
the art community here, and his talent is something you can’t argue 
with. Just go see Caroliner, who are touring again, to get a taste. The 
costumes are like some futuristic combination of Kabuki, paganism, 
and trash culture. They are also fucking huge.

 Anyway, these groups all sound pretty much the same, drop-
ping horrendous noises on top of either nonexistent or disruptive beats. 
They almost all wear costumes, and usually their music has some kind 
of storyline subtext. For some reason people are really into these groups, 
a fact that underscores the open mind of San Francisco’s show-going 
population because there’s almost nothing to grab onto here in the way 
of traditional music. At its best, as with the heavy, fucked-up dance 
grooves of Mammal and the hilarious parallel universes sketched by 
Zeek Sheck, these bands generate a chaotic energy that’s not so far from 
the immediate devastation of a Lightning Bolt show.

Heavy Noise

Ahh, Lightning Bolt. That brings us to the last subsection I’m throw-
ing in here: the chaotic, rock-based noise of big shots like Black Dice 
and Lightning Bolt; little shots Burmese, the Lowdown, and Total 
Shutdown from the Bay Area; and Sightings from New York, as well 

as the Royal Trux-ian freak-out bands promoted by CD-R-prolif-
erating whacko Matt Saint-Germain and his Freedom From label, 
meaning the hated but possibly great No Doctors and the definitely 
great Hair Police.

We’ve written about most of these bands in the Bay Guardian 
before. You could even say we’ve covered this stuff to death. For in-
stance, you should know already that Burmese are total war on the 
ears, probably the most brutal of all SF bands, and that Total Shut-
down mix death metal with free jazz and then they scream their heads 
off on top of it. What I didn’t know was that Antioch Arrow, from 
the post-hardcore scene of mid-’90s San Diego, are a major link in the 
chain. As far as big shots go, Black Dice were at one time the most 
fearlessly immutable noise rock band ever, crushing audiences with as 
onslaught of what appeared to be sub language chaos but in fact was a 
distillation of Harry Pussy and the Beach Boys. Today they’re a psy-
chedelic disco band.

And Lightning Bolt are Lightning Bolt, a monumentally great 
classic rock band with 50 pedals. Sightings carry the torch of painful 
recording practices and cathartic emo-noise. Like Burmese, they cre-
ate a vibe so intensely negative that watching them play is anything 
but entertainment.

Wolf Eyes, a combination of all three of these subgenres, may be 
the most interesting band in the whole scene. They take the sparest 
elements of rock and pervert them with truly unsettling homemade 
electronic noises to create a thumping ritualistic howl that’s almost 
impossible to classify. Wolf Eyes may be the only band that have ever 
successfully created music that’s scary.

By the same token, Crack: We Are Rock are the only band in 
SF—or anywhere else really—doing anything that even resembles 
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what Wolf Eyes have created. They play creepy disco reminiscent of 
Suicide and Throbbing Gristle, a little more approachable than Wolf 
Eyes, maybe, but at times they can be just as jaw droppingly powerful. 
What’s funny is that while Crack make this evil, disorienting antidis-
co that sounds like literally nothing else out there, they see themselves 
as a dance band and get really bummed when people stand there star-
ing at them during live shows.

For the past year or so, the Bay Guardian music section has been 
covering a lot of this music, as obscure as it is—or was. People have 
even complained in letters to the editor that we were turning into a 
clique-obsessed fanzine.

This is partially my fault, as some of my initial motives for writing 
for this paper were to see what I could get away with. For whatever 
reason, the idea of unknown, who-cares-if-it-exists music getting the 
sort of respectable exposure this truly excellent free weekly affords 
was hilarious to me. Plus the Bay Guardian was always covering fuck-
ing DJ culture, which is boring, so I tried to write about bands I knew 
people hated.

But now these bands are beginning to matter, and the Bay Area 
is a hot spot for something that’s growing out of control all over 
the country. Art-and-noise duo Forcefield were in the Whitney Bi-
ennial. Black Dice have been written about in the New Yorker, and 
the good-looking fashion punk college kids from Minnesota called 
No Doctors are seeking to steal the Strokes’ throne out from under 
them with crappy, out of-tune guitars and a concave, dead snare drum. 
Squirt-vocal dance party MCs Neon Hunk were written about in the 
January issue of Jane, for Christ’s sake. Locally, besides the fact that 
Numbers and Erase Errata draw like 300 people when they play at 
Bottom of the Hill now, shit-sucker rag Rolling Stone has taken an 

interest, with a small piece on “college rock bands” Numbers and 
Coachwhips last month. This past year Erase Errata toured with Sonic 
Youth, and Thurston Moore’s Ecstatic Peace label is putting out a 
Total Shutdown record.

* * * * *

So why here and why now? Anthony Bedard has been around San 
Francisco’s underground music scene since the late 1980s. As a mem-
ber of the seminal and defunct Icky Boyfriends and the still active 
Resineators, he has always been on the fringes of the scene. The Icky 
Boyfriends were too weird for the prevailing indie rock consciousness 
then, and Bedard’s allegiances haven’t changed much since. He still 
gravitates toward a type of music he himself dubbed “panic rock,” 
music so steeped in chaos that it rises above the incompetence of 
the players to create a truly liberating, rock ’n’ roll vibe. He says San 
Francisco has always been a major area of activity for people interested 
in noise rock.

“When I moved here in 1989, one of the attractions was that this 
was a place where people could go and make noncommercial shit,” he 
said. “It was this weird kind of fucked-up art community, and people 
were just doing crazy shit. Grux was somebody who fostered a lot of 
that weird art-noise scene. Then there was this was this crossover with 
bands from the East Coast and Michigan—Couch, Lake of Dracula. 
When Aaron Dilloway (of Wolf Eyes) first came here, he knew about 
two bands. He knew about Caroliner Rainbow and Icky Boyfriends, 
and he was 18.

“Then in the early ’90s the scene got dominated by terrible 
thrash funk shit like Psychofunkapus,” he continued. “And then there 
were the grunge years. You couldn’t read about good music in the 
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Bay Guardian then. You just couldn’t. Now the smoke has cleared, and 
you can see who the real influences were. If you think about the kind 
of shit that’s going on right now—the style of performance—you can 
draw a straight line from what was going on in the late ’80s and early 
’90s. The catharsis of one meets the costumed noise, the electronic 
noise stuff of the other.”

The other part of the answer lies in the events of the past few 
years, with the growth of the Internet and the dot-com boom and 
then the aftermath, when previously employed artists found them-
selves out of work and with free time on their hands to make music. 
Perhaps the bitter taste in everyone’s mouth is what inspired them to 
seek out more extreme types of music.

As Bedard put it: “Not to drag out the tired dot-com thing, but I 
think a lot of people started saying, ‘Fuck it;’ and there was a rekindled 
DIY scene. People just started finding warehouses, putting bands to-
gether, and booking shows because there were all these people looking 
for that kind of entertainment. You’re talking about smart people who 
are good musicians with a fucked-up showbiz sensibility.  

“People are working hard on their entertainment, outside the 
support system of the mainstream.”

* * * * *

The Internet had a direct impact on the formation of this semi-cohe-
sive scene, both locally and on a national scale. E-mail newsgroups, 
lists/message boards, and discussion forums have made booking tours 
easier, helped like-minded bands from different places hook up for 
shows, and probably most important, forged friendships between 
bands and the people who go to shows. The only music-discussion 
group I really know about is one called Spockmorgue, and it appears 

to have had quite an effect on the way the scene here and abroad has 
turned out. In fact, many of the bands I’ve mentioned are often re-
ferred to as “Spockmorgue bands,” whether or not their members are 
on the e-list, simply because so many of them are on it and the music 
they all play bears the similarities I mentioned above, of abrasiveness, 
a strong connection to the art scene, and total commercial nonvalue. 
Plus their shows are usually really fun because everyone gets drunk 
and jumps all over one another.

Spockmorgue was started in 2000 by bored Web designer Paul 
Costuros as a place for him and his friends to go and talk about music 
they had been told was too pretentious by the kids on the SF Indie list. 
Costuros began inviting anyone he thought was cool—kind of like 
that dream dinner party with Karl Marx, Jesus Christ, and Bob Dylan 
all hanging out, except Costuros invited people like Ben McOsker of 
Load Records, Pete Larson from Bulb and Mark Fischer of Skin Graft.

These people in turn invited people they thought would fit with 
the ideology, and ever so slowly a pretty giant resource center devel-
oped. Today there are more than 300 people on the List, announce-
ments for shows in SF, Brooklyn, Ann Arbor, Mich., and Portland, 
Ore., pop up every 10 minutes, Bay Guardian contributor George 
Chen is threatening to put Revolver out of business with Spock-
morgue Distribution, and there are like 50 bands who met on the list 
and now play shows together, book tours together, and get fucked up 
together. As much as anything, this community of musicians has had 
an effect on the way noise music has started making waves, because 
if you play enough shows and if there are enough bands doing things 
together, then people start paying attention. It’s bound to happen.

Anyway, I asked Costuros, who is my housemate and a member 
of TotaI Shutdown and local free-noise act Murder Murder, about 
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Spockmorgue, and he said, “Any band or any scene, it kind of builds, 
with playing shows and having more and more people find out about 
it. A community builds.”

Costuros went on to describe the how much easier things got with 
the Internet: “Booking tours before the Internet was all telephones. 
We would use dialers on pay phones in order to afford to book tours. 
We’d be calling New York and all these other states, and it would 
be so expensive. And you couldn’t nitpick about stuff. You took the 
shows you got. With e-mail you can contact like 10 different places.”

* * * * *

The other side of the Internet answer is the way the clubs were shut 
down by greedy assholes during the big boom. Besides Kimo’s—
which was the only place that had any good bands for a while, thanks 
to courageous booking god Matt Shapiro—a handful of alternative 
venues sprang up, the most important of which was the Clitstop, 
started by Eric Bauer of Crack and Jake Rodriguez of Bran Pos and 
Compomicro-Dexall, with help from Bruce Gauld, who was a big-
time house DJ at one time. The founder of the Clitstop’s successor, 
Pubis Noir, Gauld was also a member of Church Police, a Bay Area 
punk band that have the weirdest song of the punk era in “Oven Is 
My Friend,” which you can find on Not So Quiet on the Western Front. 
“Oven Is My Friend” is not a punk rock song; it’s more of a pre-new-
wave antimusic ditty that has tons of echo all over everything and 
makes absolutely no sense. In light of this, it’s fitting that Gauld ended 
up fostering a scene of completely retarded music.

They got ahold of a space on Tahoma Street in the chic but smelly 
SoMa district and started booking shows. They booked electronic 
noise bands with free jazz artists, dance punk bands with metal bands, 

everything all jumbled together. Coachwhips played their first show 
at the Clitstop, as did Numbers. But more important, they played 
with Total Shutdown, a band they had never heard and didn’t have 
shit to do with musically. Next thing you know, Total Shutdown 
and Numbers are playing shows together, Numbers are touring with 
Coachwhips, and everybody’s becoming friends.

Going to shows from 2001 through part of 2002 was like going 
to a party. A scene thrives when people who see music the same way 
but deliver it differently figure out they can play together and then a 
bunch of their friends start going to their shows and getting drunk.

When Hair Police came through last year, with Neon Hunk and 
Mammal, they played at Kimo’s with Murder Murder. It was a high-
ly anticipated evening; we’d all been hearing about this totally cool 
Midwest scene for months. Neon Hunk played their fluorescent disco 
noise-not bad. Mammal were just pulverizing with this sweaty groove 
laptop stuff, and then Hair Police played and really went to town. In a 
room full of strangers, the band acted like they were at a house party 
in their hometown—jumping around and into the crowd, squirming 
on the floor, breaking their instruments. I remember thinking, damn, 
these kids are way crazier than any SF band; they’re making us look 
bad. Murder Murder came out and fully represented. They acted like it 
was a contest for who could outspazz whom. Costuros, on saxophone, 
was leaping from a spot in the audience, like 10 feet through the air 
and onto a table on the stage that had a keyboard on it. He pulled out a 
giant plastic knife and attacked the audience, as well as members of his 
own band. The other saxophonist, Matt Hartman, ended up with his 
face pressed into the cone of his amplifier, screaming. It was a proud 
moment, a confirmation that when it comes to completely stupid, 
inane behavior and alcohol-inspired moments of bad judgment, our 
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little scene here in San Francisco can kick any city’s ass.

* * * * *

So people are catching on to this little scene now, and that’s a good 
thing, I guess. It’s weird, though: as it gets bigger you can almost feel 
the energy going out of it. Shows are still fun, but there’s a hesitancy 
that wasn’t there before, and the people who were around in the be-
ginning are becoming more and more distrustful of the larger crowds 
and even the music of the bands. 

I’m as guilty of this as anyone. I have no idea whether I like this 
music or I just like being friends with people in bands. Maybe I’m 
just a trend jumper and now that the noise scene has reached critical 
mass I want to go find something else no one likes so I can feel like I 
know something other people don’t know. Who knows? What mat-
ters is that these people have worked hard to make a scene here in San 
Francisco, and they’ve done a good job. Let’s just hope the rest of the 
world doesn’t wreck it.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
March 2003

Cuts
Hemlock Tavern, April 16

 
I walked into the Hemlock Tavern the other night about three songs 
away from the end of opening band Midnight Evils’ set. Estrus Re-
cords-brand boogie rock. I was like, “Where’s the beef?” They were 
playing so loud that I thought I might need a diaper change if I didn’t 
stuff my ears with Brawny. But I couldn’t find any paper towels around, 
so what I did was leave the building until they finished playing. 

The Cuts came on a little later, and their first song was a sham-
bling rocker that sounded just like something Badfinger would have 
played around the time of No Dice, only looser, like if the Saints were 
playing it instead of Badfinger. 

You can tell the Cuts are made up of people who love records. 
Two guitars, a really wonderful rhythm section, and a guy on electric 
piano whose contributions cannot be measured. My guess is that the 
electric piano player (Dan Aaberg) has every good record that came 
out between 1964 and 1978 and he has fashioned a band around the 
sounds, chord changes, and backing-vocal touches he holds so dear. 
This attention to detail is what makes me like the band. Normally, 
when people are aping the ‘70s, I get bored real quick with the whole 
retro shtick. But the Cuts, based in Oakland, don’t fall into that trap. 

They’re scraggly and unkempt, in a natural way, and it looks like 
a couple of them might even be over the age of 24. The singer has a 
great Richard Hell-type shaky croon. Actually, he sounds like Tom 
Verlaine a lot too, which is strange because I had never really thought 
the two of them had similar voices in the least. 

Anyway, like I said before, it’s the details. The two guitars add 
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Ron Wood-style runs to lovingly unearthed chord progressions at 
all times. They are fills that are felt more than heard, which is what 
makes them work. Any less subtlety and you start sounding like you’re 
gonna play “Johnny B. Goode” next. 

The drummer is all Keith Moon, exhibiting a similar controlled 
chaos and machine-gunning fills. There were four songs during the 
set that I wanted them to start again because the drum intro made me 
happy the same way “A Quick One While He’s Away,” from Rock and 
Roll Circus, makes me jump around my room like an idiot. 

The other thing the Cuts pull off really well is the incorporation 
of soft rock that many San Francisco groups seem to have adopted 
during the past couple years. If everybody were as good at it as Bart 
Davenport, then we’d have something to be psyched about, but in-
stead what we have is a bunch of people ruining my Bread records for 
me. No, it’s not that bad—all I know for sure is that the Cuts do it 
right, perhaps because they don’t forget the “rock” part of “soft rock.” 
This is not a soft rock band by any means. They just know exactly 
when to break out those falsetto backing vocals and where to place 
the Looking Glass piano sound for maximum impact. 

Maybe this process of resurrecting past music styles isn’t going to 
break new ground, and it isn’t the most enduring way to make your 
musical statement, but shit, does everybody have to create something 
brand new? Especially when so much of the stuff that’s “new” isn’t all 
that great? 

When I hear a band revisiting ‘80s new wave or something like 
that, I want to kill them, and then I want to shoot their dead bodies. 
But the Cuts come out and play some lite rock that really rocks, and I 
have a blast and am totally won over by them. It comes down to being 
good at it I guess, and intangible things like genuine motivations and a 

true connection to a certain type of music, which is something I think 
these guys have. Whatever it is, the Cuts make me feel good, which 
is the whole point, really. Feeling good. Eating right. Proper hygiene.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
April 2003
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Deep Throats
Bottom of the Hill, March 12
 

I used to run into the singer for the Deep Throats all over the place 
when I first moved here. He’s noticeable because he always has make-
up on and is usually wearing fucked-up tranny rock star clothes, with 
giant mirrored sunglasses and furry belts. 

I was always like, “What the hell’s up with this dude? Who does 
he think he is?” Then I went to see the Deep Throats at Kimo’s one 
night, and their broken-down, angular punk blues-rock cabaret really 
knocked my socks off. No shit. I learned a valuable lesson about judg-
ing a book by its cover that night, a lesson we could all benefit from 
in these trying times. 

First of all the dude is for real. Crazy dresser, crazy singer, and in 
a fucking hot band. Second, before this when I heard the term blues 
rock, I thought of white British men playing awful, awful music, and 
let’s face it, the word cabaret makes every living, breathing person 
think of Liza Minnelli. On their own, these terms are not exactly en-
dorsements—I mean, who doesn’t hate British people and Liza Min-
nelli? Anyway, my mind was forever opened by the Deep Throats that 
night, and now I even think there are some good songs by Steely Dan, 
so hopefully my experience will be of some use to you, gentle reader. 
The two other great things about the Deep Throats are that the sing-
er’s name is Tracy Lords, which rules, and that one time I was in Cala 
Foods on South Van Ness, the one that’s always two seconds away 
from total chaos, at like 2:30 a.m. and Lords happened to be there too. 
We were both buying cigarettes. There was no one up front to get us 
our cigarettes, so he picked up the phone by the register and said over 

the loudspeaker, “We need somebody up front, please, thanks,” which 
really pissed off the security guard and was funny as hell. 

According to Lords, the Deep Throats have never been a part of 
any scene here since they started in 1996. This can be a good thing 
or a bad thing. If the Deep Throats had been playing rap metal since 
1996, I’d say the lack of widespread local validation would be a good 
thing, but because the band stakes out the ground between the dark 
theater of the Birthday Party and the perversion of classic rock that 
was Pussy Galore, the fact they’ve always remained on the fringes is 
sort of a shame. Underneath Lords’ tantrumlike theatrics, both vocal-
ly and physically (he played his guitar while running from the stage 
to the pool table and back at Bottom of the Hill), there is the solid 
foundation of straight-up rock ‘n’ roll, with splattery post-punk gui-
tars making big, familiar-but-great moves and a strong emphasis on a 
downright filthy rhythm section, provided by Sugar Fixx on drums 
and Ron Draino on bass. 

It seems like no one wants to hear rock music for some reason, 
though. These guys have been around forever and they have a fol-
lowing, sure, but at Bottom of the Hill, it appeared that only a few 
members of the audience got it. They were too raw—Lords’ shrieking 
vocals just chased people out of the room. I don’t understand why 
people talk about how great Fun House, the Stooges, and the MC5 
are, but when bands do more than just mimic the bare stylistics of 
those groups, or when bands actually deliver a similarly antisocial or 
nihilistic aesthetic, those same people run for some performer who 
sounds like Flock of Seagulls. That’s lame. 

This show lost a little since this is a band you want to see up close. 
They are served much better on a small stage so that Lords’ antics have 
the freedom to get all over you instead of all in front of you, which 
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is what happens with that high stage at Bottom of the Hill. But it 
was loud, loud, loud, and Lords was definitely on his game, jumping 
around, screeching, mewling, and pulling the sort of guitar moves peo-
ple only attempt in their bedrooms, when no one is looking, and he 
pulls them off. The music, like I said earlier, is spiky and brash, but 
with a seriously sweaty underbelly—there are elements of garage rock, 
Stooge-punk, and ‘70s glam squirting out the corners. 

The Epoxies were the headliners that night, and the place was 
jammed with truly repulsive people looking to get their ‘80s-wave 
groove on. Tight T-shirts and vinyl pants were everywhere. During 
the Deep Throats’ set, most everybody was sitting outside on the patio 
smoking, staring at each other, and waiting for the band with some 
New York bullshit hype machine behind it to play. At the end of the 
set, Lords dropped his guitar on the ground and left to the sound of it 
feeding back. The other members of the band started packing up, and 
Draino’s last act was to grab the microphone and say, “Oh, and a big 
‘fuck you’ to all the people out back.”

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
April 2003

Neck-rophilia
 

If there is one thing Nate Denver’s Neck makes clear, it’s that there is 
no one to turn to for help but yourself. Trust no one but yourself and 
find your own strength. No one is going to save us. No one is going 
to provide us shelter from the pure evil that rules this world. It’s a sad 
truth that pervades every facet of our lives. These are important and 
infinitely beneficial messages from a prophet who speaks a language 
few of us really can understand. 

Nate Denver’s Neck’s first show was last year at Mission Creek 
Cafe, on Valencia Street. After setting up his guitar and minidisc 
recorder, which acts as a drum machine and sampler, Denver dis-
appeared into the back room. When he finally came out, he strode 
into the bright lights of the coffee shop wearing a black, floor-length 
hooded robe, with a skull mask over his face. A cardboard scythe was 
affixed to his guitar neck. He plugged in and played an instrumental 
metal jam, firing staccato guitar lines into the crowd, rotating his 
body and nodding his grinning, leering skull face as he did it. The 
drum machine was too loud, the guitar was barely audible, all the 
lights were on. Folk metal? The whole scene was just weird. Before 
starting the next song, Denver pulled off the mask. Underneath was 
the black horror of an executioner’s hood with slits for eyeholes. He 
sang a song about how God told him to die so he told God to go die 
Himself, in a high-pitched, childlike voice. For the next number he 
pulled off the hood to reveal his face, slathered in corpse paint, black 
rings around his eyes and mouth. He sang about small animals being 
chased by a mean bear or something. Then he covered a Deicide tune. 

For the record, I think the word creative has lost its meaning 
through over- and misuse, but with Denver nothing else fits. He writes 
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simple, direct songs that incorporate imagery from comic books, 
half-remembered childhood nightmares, a mishmash of the world’s 
religions, and most important, heavy metal. The heaviest of metal, in 
fact. Denver alternately squeaks and growls lyrics about demons fight-
ing the angelic hordes, stuffed animals seeking revenge on neglectful 
children, and straight-up inner-strength triumph over personal adver-
sity. Like any great songwriter, Denver, who also sings and plays bass 
for Total Shutdown, uses his art to work out personal demons. 

I was lucky enough to go to Denver’s secret hideout recently, 
where he showed me his gold-plated rocket car and invisible jet. 
During the tour of his underground mansion, our conversation turned 
to those aforementioned songwriting tendencies. 

Denver offered, “Well, they’re all stories. I have always loved 
stories in general, and songs like ‘Rocky Raccoon,’ by the Beatles, 
and ‘Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald,’ by Gordon Lightfoot, and also 
Winnie the Pooh and stuff like that. 

“So whenever I write, I can never sing about something abstract, 
I can only sing...like you know how with a lot of rock songs you have 
to decode them? I haven’t figured that out yet, how to make it so you 
don’t have to pay attention. I make it so you have to pay attention and 
listen to the whole story. I really like stories. And I’m really interested 
in torture and stuff like that. So somehow that always ends up being 
part of them.” 

Torture? Is Denver some kind of sick bastard or something? I 
wondered if he was he one of those kids who tortured animals all of 
the time. 

“No, not at all,” he said. “I had a friend who was a kid like that, 
and it really bummed me out. Animal suffering is a bummer. I mean, 
all suffering is a bummer. I like the kind of benign, safe idea of suf-

fering and pain. I think it’s fascinating; I mean, like, reading about it 
in the past is exciting and fascinating, but if you read about it in the 
paper, it’s just horrifying and makes your stomach turn. And if you 
see it on the sidewalk, or if you know someone that’s suffering, it’s 
awful. But I think somehow it’s kind of cleansing and therapeutic, for 
me at least, thinking about the worst possible thing that I can imagine 
and saying, ‘Oh, it’s not that bad.’ And you suffer bad stuff, and then 
it’s not that bad.” 

Is there an element of dealing with every person’s—and especially 
his own—fear of death in his music? 

“Oh, for sure. I used to think about that all the time when I was 
a kid, thinking I was going to die all the time,” Denver said. “I’d 
be scared that everyone I liked would die. I still have that but not as 
bad as I used to. But when I write songs, it makes me feel a little bit 
better.” 

He’s right, you know. We’re all going to die. And no one is com-
ing to save us.

 -   San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
May 2003
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Party Harder

It’s easy to mistake Andrew WK for some kind of rock ’n’ roll mes-
siah; in fact, given his skull-crushing anthems, it’s almost impossible 
not to. Especially when you hear the stories from his last tour—the 
time he signed a kid’s electric bill and read that the bill was a cutoff 
notice, so he gave the kid money to cover the past-due amount. Or 
the fact that last year after his set at Bottom of the Hill, he came out 
and just danced onstage to the music on the sound system and then 
jumped down and hugged everyone in the crowd.

I don’t read a whole lot of rock writing, but every time I’ve read 
anything about Andrew WK, it is written in this fawning, gurgling 
voice of total astonishment. “How does he do it?” they seem to be 
thinking. I always greet praise like that with the same response I 
give when I see some mithering little dink touted as the new Bob 
Dylan—specifically, a farting noise made by pushing air through my 
upper lip while pressing my lower lip against my teeth. The thing is 
that Andrew WK keeps living up to his hype. He even ups his own 
ante and then surpasses that. For me, anyway, for the Bulb Records 
faithful, and for all those frat dudes and nu-metal teenagers who make 
up his core audience. But I also think anyone, given the right kind of 
exposure, can get behind what Andrew’s doing.

His new song, for instance, is perfect. “Tear It Up” works in a 
riff so mammoth, so gigantically, fantastically majestic that the big-
gest mid-tempo riffs of all time (say, Sabbath’s “Sign of the Southern 
Cross”) have no choice but to bow down in worship. The song is a 
hero’s return set to Slade, with some contextual background thrown 
in lyrics-wise. It works the way a sequel is meant to.

* * * * *

I saw him in Detroit this summer at a big party for Bulb Records. 
Andrew’s first EP, Girls Own Juice, came out on Bulb, and he was in a 
number of Bulb bands before he got signed to Island. The show was at 
the Magic Stick, and Andrew was headlining after a mind-blowing set 
delivered by Wolf Eyes, a three-piece electronic heavy metal band that 
is often compared to Throbbing Gristle. When the first song finally 
kicked in—a pandemonium of squeals, shrieks, and electronic murder 
sounds—the shit went off.

Wolf Eyes broke the universe in half that night.

The thing is, Andrew WK came out and topped it. He played his 
set, and in between songs he would say something like, “Okay folks, 
we’re at about 75 percent here. We need to take it up a couple notch-
es,” and then, like, “Party ’til You Puke” would play, and the en-
tire room would start doing aerobics. He invited people onstage, and 
pretty soon the whole room was up there, to the dismay of the club’s 
security. There were so many people onstage that the band couldn’t 
play. Andrew had this gleeful look on his face and, at one point, when 
the microphone was bumped out of his hand, causing him to flub a 
line, he laughed and said, “This is awesome,” like he couldn’t believe 
what a great party it had become.

The security guards began throwing people off the stage, and in a 
moment of utter teenage triumph, a fat kid wearing a giant Mudvayne 
T-shirt pinged a beer can off the biggest, meanest security guard’s 
head. The other great moment came when Bay Guardian contributor 
Will York got thrown out of the building about five seconds later for 
protecting a guy from the same security guard.
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* * * * *

It’s easy to believe in Andrew WK in that setting, but when I was 
on my way to conduct the interview for this article, I was assailed 
by more than just my usual pre-interview misgivings. I was going to 
meet him on his tour bus at this summer’s Vans Warped Tour, and 
my big worry was that I would find out that Andrew was buying 
into all the crap that goes along with being an MTV favorite and that 
his personality was being destroyed by all the bullshit. I reached the 
Warped carnival area and promptly got lost amid 50,000 skate kids 
and sneaker endorsements. By the time I located his bus, I was rattled 
and sure that he was going to answer two questions and tell me he 
didn’t have any more time.

The interview didn’t go so hot as far as rock journalism is con-
cerned, I guess. We talked a lot about movies, how he was on the swim 
team in high school, and how he likes the wintertime. At one point he 
asked me, “Are we supposed to talk about anything in particular?” and 
I was like, “I don’t know, probably.” But plans for the new record and 
all that usual interview crapola never came up. I figured I could make a 
good enough article out of something he said. I asked him some dumb 
multiple-choice questions that only confused things more.

Then it was over. He had somewhere to be and was about to go 
when this exchange happened:

AWK: Okay, so...do you know what the music’s all about?
Me: Oh, yeah, sure...
AWK: And you know that it’s for real.
Me: Yeah, I get it. Don’t worry...
He looked down at the floor and said: “The important thing for 

people to know is that, without saying it so bluntly, it covers every-
thing. Like, it’s not coming from one place. It’s going all places. What 

I hope that people can understand and like about it is that they don’t 
necessarily need to understand it or know where it is coming from, 
because the only place it’s coming from is a desire to make a real-
ly, really good song…I’m going to use every instrument, recording 
technique, technology—I’m going to use everything I know how, in 
terms of playing instruments—to make that melody sound as huge 
and exciting as possible. That’s what this music is.

“I’m going to try to make lyrics that are fun to sing and fun to say, 
that are exciting and just really cut and dried and straight. I want to 
leave nothing to be figured out. Not to be like an overbearing state-
ment because the beauty of this has always been that it can be what-
ever you want it to be…It’s just saying in very simple terms, ‘Life…is 
pretty good…This music makes it feel better.’

“And I hope that through courage and strength and perseverance, 
not just in myself but with everybody, that we can earn the right to be 
less cynical, pessimistic, to be less know-it-alls when it comes to the 
world around us. That we can discover things and have mysteries and 
be curious and most of all to be delighted and to exist in the world. 
And to realize how fortunate we are to do that and to appreciate what 
comes our way rather than look at it with a sideways glance.”

Then he asked me if I’d heard the new album, The Wolf, and I said 
no. He said he had to leave, but he wanted to play me a couple songs 
first. He went and got a CD-R. He apologized for the bad sound and 
started fiddling with the controls on the stereo in his tour bus cabin 
to get the mix right.

It was like hanging out with a friend who has his band’s first 
demo. It was incredibly loud, and the songs were longer than on I 
Get Wet and with more instrumentation in between the giant hooks. 
He was very proud of this, yelling, “Who needs singing when the 
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melodies are this good?” over the music. He banged his fist against the 
ceiling to the beat, screamed along, and lip-synched into an imagi-
nary microphone. He played air drums. At one point, after a particu-
larly crazy fill, he looked at me and said, “You can do that when you 
have Obituary’s drummer.”

The whole time I sat there astonished, involuntarily moving to 
the music with a giant grin on my face. I couldn’t stop thinking about 
how lucky we are to have Andrew WK in the corporate music world. 
It’s like having the greatest secret agent who ever lived behind enemy 
lines, fucking up the supply trains, killing bad guys left and right, and 
freeing the hostages.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
August 2003

Viki/Hair Police
Split CD (Load)

Mammal
Fog III (NGWTT)

 
Viki sent me her record, along with Mammal’s album, in a nice box, 
gift-wrapped and with a sweet little note. I’ll tell you, it brightened 
up my day. Anyway, Viki’s songs are along similar lines as Wolf Eyes’, 
with a little more to grab onto as far as structure and vocals are con-
cerned. The unsettling nature of the sounds creates the same bad-acid 
vibe as the best Wolf Eyes stuff, and when she employs this down-
ward-spiraling buzz-saw sound, you can’t help feeling like maybe you 
need to get to your safe place—pronto. 

When I saw her at the Hemlock Tavern a few months ago, she 
spent almost the entire set underneath the table that she set her gad-
gets on, screaming. Viki is cool. The Hair Police half takes the Ken-
tucky-based group’s total freakout debut, Blow Out Your Blood, into 
the territory of The Beach Boys’ Smiley Smile, Miami queercore kings 
Frosty’s Liquor Drink, and Dick Dale jungle surf, in that order.

 
When I saw Mammal last year he was playing at Kimo’s, with Hair 
Police and Neon Hunk. Before his set there was this incredibly loud 
destructo noise shit coming out of the speakers, and it completely 
stressed me out. I had to leave the room and was downstairs when 
somebody told me that Mammal was playing, so I ran up there and 
realized that he had been the one making those noises that almost 
split my brain in half. There was a tight circle of people around him, 
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bobbing their heads and dancing in a real sweaty, animal way. The 
shit is for real. The CD is a collection of horrendous noises layered on 
top of one another in such a way as to make you either want to dance 
around your room with Woolite dripping down your chin or to go 
gouge your eyeballs out with a ballpoint pen. It sounds like someone 
is cutting through concrete.

I don’t know what this music’s point is, but I think that’s one 
reason why I like it. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
September 2003

XBXRX

Free-spirited noise punk band XBXRX was started by four rowdy 
teenagers in Mobile, Ala., in the late 1990s. In the course of getting 
banned from venues all over the country, they put out nearly a dozen 
releases on as many labels, collaborated with New Orleans boogie 
freak-out gods Mr. Quintron and Miss Pussycat, and broke instru-
ments, equipment, structural facades, fingers, and faces (their own). 
One member, known only as the Guitar Player, dropped out of high 
school to go on tour with the band. In 2001 XBXRX broke up, 
but only for a short time, as the two principal members—the Guitar 
Player and the Singer—moved to Oakland and re-formed the band, 
now with the Flying Luttenbachers’ anal-retentive evil genius Wea-
sel Walter on drums and ska-metal collective Total Shutdown’s Paul 
Costuros on bass. 

The Singer and the Guitar...OKAY, forget it. Their names are 
Chris Touchton and Steve Touchton, they are brothers, and they don’t 
like having their names in the press, but screw it, I’m not going to 
write, “The Guitar Player also plays with blah-blah” 50 times. The 
thing is, these are two very talented kids. 

Steve, the younger, guitar-playing brother, also performs as a one-
man act called Snowsuit, where he wears a snowsuit and really “brings 
the party,” if you know what I mean. You don’t know what I mean? 
What I mean is, I’ve never seen Snowsuit, but I’ve heard that Touchton 
goes nuts and it’s really fun. Awesome. I have no idea if he plays these 
shows with a guitar-type setup or a laptop or a Casiotone or whatever. 

Chris, the older, singing brother, performs as Da Hawnay Troof, 
a kind of one-man act (he usually has dancers and various band mem-
bers, but Hawnay isn’t a traditional “band,” really—it’s all Touchton). 
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One part Prince, one part Andrew W.K., and then throw in this John 
Cougar-The Kid Inside-album cover angle set to hip-hop beats and you 
have Da Hawnay Troof. Chris runs around wiggling his Speedo-clad 
butt and screaming at people to get down. Da Hawnay Troof is cur-
rently in the process of blowing up, as we say “in the biz,” touring 
Europe and getting lots of press, all kinds of word of mouth, and 
justifiable hype. Mainly this is happening because Chris is a natural 
who goes completely nuts when he performs, rolling around on the 
ground, climbing on shit, jumping in the crowd, all the good stuff. 

XBXRX take a similar route—only the foundation is in rock ‘n’ 
roll, and instead of one guy jumping around going nuts, there are four 
guys going nuts. Their shows are legend in the noise rock communi-
ty—on the first night of their last tour, Steve broke his nose; on the 
second night, about three seconds into the set, Chris jumped through a 
wall. On the third night, Costuros slipped a disc. 

Their set at Bimbo’s 365 Club, despite a couple unfortunate tech-
nical difficulties, was suitably insane, acrobatic, and destructive. The 
band came out in matching sleeveless shirts and picked up their in-
struments. There was a “tick” and an instantaneous burst of chaos 
came roaring out of the sound system, with everybody moving in 
different directions at once. They careened through four songs before 
anyone realized the mic wasn’t working. Then as soon as they got it 
working, Costuros’ bass died, and he had to switch to guitar. It didn’t 
matter, though, as the atmosphere remained fun. At one point, in the 
time-honored tradition of all great bands, Steve threw his guitar in 
the air, and it landed on his face. They spent about 10 minutes break-
ing all their instruments after the last song. 

The feeling was that XBXRX didn’t belong at Bimbo’s. Bimbo’s 
is beautiful, sure, but it’s got that local-sacred-cow sort of atmosphere 

that can be a little tough to swallow. It might have something to do 
with the soft-leather-coat dudes high-fiving that poor senior citizen 
in the men’s room or the thousands of tables you’re not allowed to sit 
at. Anyway, I distinctly had the feeling that someone was going to tell 
the band “This is where Peter Wolf plays, man. You can’t bring your 
fiasco rock here.” Well, thanks to Peaches for bringing it, that’s for 
sure. Because XBXRX went in and created total pandemonium—first 
with their fucked-up set and then with their “who cares” demeanor. 
Can you imagine some dumb sweater band going four songs without 
vocals? They would melt. XBXRX responded by dumping these gi-
ant bags of balloons into the crowd and triumphantly yelling, “Here 
we are, here we are!” when the vocals did come on.

 - S an Francisco Bay Guardian, 
October 2003
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Delayed Reaction

Mike McGuirk: “What I want to do is get this one big quote from 
you...this real techie, Guitar Player magazine type of thing. A very 
involved, incomprehensible explanation of how you have your pedals 
set up.” 
Anthony Petrovic: “You get a bunch of broken stuff, you put it 
through a delay pedal...and you play drums to it.” 

I was supposed to write this article in October. At the time E-Zee 
Tiger, the brainchild of local musician Anthony Petrovic, was about to 
head out on its first tour ever, and I had promised Petrovic I would do 
something about his band to promote his tour kickoff show. Although 
I barely knew him, I liked Petrovic because he was always talking 
about this weird old band Hickey and how awesome they were, and 
even though I can’t remember a single Hickey song, I remember they 
always had these hand-drawn, utterly cruddy album covers, and I had 
the feeling they were complete idiots, in a good way. For whatever 
reason, I never listened to them. Who knows why. Maybe I was just 
really into the new R.E.M. at the time. Anyway, I knew exactly who 
they were, so Petrovic’s mentions of Hickey always stuck with me. 
Plus I liked the CD-R he gave me—E-Zee Tiger’s Hey Kids I’m in A 
One Man Band! On top of that, I had really enjoyed seeing him live 
the one time I made it to one of his shows. But the real reason was I 
liked the guy. He’s a good guy. 

I interviewed Petrovic, listened to the record a couple times, and 
then, because I’m lazy, proceeded to not write the article. Something 
happened and I didn’t have to turn it in on the day that had previously 
been agreed upon. I’ll tell you: I love music, and I love writing about 

music, but if there’s an opportunity to not write about music, I’m the 
first to volunteer. 

So the article didn’t happen, and a couple weeks later Petrovic was 
like, “Dude, uh, what happened?” and I was like, “Look, buddy, I don’t 
know who you are or what in hell you are talking about. I’ve never seen 
you before in my life,” and then I karate-chopped him in the face. The 
dude dropped like a sack of potatoes. 

My actions were unconscionable, I know, because Petrovic’s such a 
good guy. And he plays happy, fucked-up music that’s totally excellent. 
What he does is play a simple rock guitar riff, something he made up 
possibly under the influence of one substance or another, then he steps 
on a delay pedal and creates a loop of the guitar riff. He puts down the 
guitar and picks up a bass and plays a riff to go with the guitar and puts 
that on a loop. Then he puts the bass down and picks up the guitar and 
makes some kind of feedback noise, like “scree,” maybe, and puts that 
through the delay pedal, on a loop. He stands up and goes over to a 
little turntable in the corner and starts playing a record. 

You might think he has forgotten what he’s doing and has decided 
to go listen to some Bright Eyes record, but he is, in fact, scratching—
DJ stuff—and adding it to the sloppy roar coming out of the amps 
behind him. You’re like, “What the hell can be next?” 

This is where Petrovic sits down behind a drum set, and with this 
howling, throbbing mess unfolding around him, begins to play a beat. 
That beat is delayed and looped as well. Then he starts singing, with 
delay on it. Halfway through the song, he picks up the guitar again 
and somehow manages to fit a blaring, unpredictable guitar solo on top 
of it all. It really is nuts. The amount of setting up that goes into each 
song makes them long, and when the drums kick in, it feels good. Like 
victory after a glorious battle. Like you’re trapped in a six-foot-tall 
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bong with Bob Marley and Jim Morrison and they just gave you acid. 
I asked Petrovic how he came up with this completely whacked 

way to play rock ‘n’ roll. 
He said, “I’ve always been screwing around with delay pedals, 

singing through them, beatboxing through them, or whatever. And 
for every little repeat that would happen, I realized I could add some-
thing else or something else. And then they started making these 
delay pedals where you could layer things onto one another. Then I 
started to think about how I could add more and more stuff to it. You 
know, bored, at the practice space and stuff, screwin’ around.” 

You know what that means, right? Dude is tuned in, turned on, 
and tuning it all out. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2003

Numbers
In My Mind All the Time

 (Tigerbeat6)

How many reviews of this new Numbers record are going to mention 
the fact that there are 12 songs clocking in at a little over 24 minutes? 
That’s two minutes per song! What is this? 1977? Dude, you read it 
here first! Punk is not dead! Holy shit, you must own this new album from 
Numbers! Why? Because these songs are great. You can dance to them, 
you can play them and say, “Hey, these guys have records I like back 
at their house. They’re combining elements of post-punk with mod-
ern-day skronk, space-age bachelor pad music, and even some kind 
of Latin jazz type of thing. I mean, listen to the Moog—the thing’s 
jumping around like it’s wearing a zoot suit.” Also, you can listen to 
the lyrics and be like, “Man, these guys have some weird problems. 
One guy wants to have sex with appliances and products all the time, 
and the girl is afraid of diseases floating around in the air. They’re just 
like me! The other guy doesn’t say much, and he clearly doesn’t like 
guitar solos or even ZZ Top. But he’s cool anyway because the guitar 
he plays is pretty nasty.”

The fact is, from the teeth-chattering, OCD-inspired dance punk 
of “Go to Show” to the hilarious “I Will Smile More” and the trippy 
“Here Come the Warm Jets”-like calm of “Feelings,” In My Mind 
All the Time further confirms that, even though they’re the only band 
playing it, Numbers wield total dominance over the whole obscurist 
noise-funk scene. Don’t believe me? This record is proof. Also, you 
should go to their show on my birthday. It’s sure to be great. Usual-
ly what happens is people dance so much that it becomes a game of 
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“who can knock the Moog the furthest.” And by the end of the show, 
at least one person in the band often has had their pants pulled down. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
February 2004

The Sign Remains The Same

“If you want to talk about the death of the Free Love generation at 
Altamont, look no further than the music of Blue Öyster Cult.”

I don’t really know know what that statement means, but I definitely 
agree with it. Blue Öyster Cult were the weirdest, most fan-spurning 
semi-heavy heavy metal band of all time. Since they’re still together, 
and are in fact playing a show I can’t wait to go to at Slim’s March 7, 
I should probably refer to them in the present tense. But let’s face it, 
no one is going to read this article if it starts out, “Blue Öyster Cult is 
the most weirdest band today!” Because today things are way weirder 
than they were when BÖC was putting out records. While I don’t 
think things could be as weird as they are today without the weirdness 
BÖC fostered, I don’t hear their musical influence in anything on the 
radio, or even in anything I have in my record collection. 

In fact I can’t think of one band that resembles Blue Öyster Cult 
in the faintest of terms. The sort of irony that permeated their heyday 
didn’t really surface again until the Melvins put out those Kiss-in-
spired solo albums. Now it’s everywhere. Sure there were jokers in 
music in the ‘70s, but no one brought their jokes down to the level of 
having multiple songs about the Canadian Mounted Police or ripping 
off material from bad Hollywood schlock the way “Joan Crawford” 
is based on Mommie Dearest. Metal bands don’t take the chances these 
guys took. Rock bands don’t even play rock today. And if you hear a 
Byrds influence in a song these days, it’s a disgusting one, not like the 
hollow beauty of “Don’t Fear the Reaper.” 

They dropped so much crazy shit into their songs that it’s a won-
der the records got released at all. Not so much musically, although 
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the band was unpredictable as hell in that regard—incorporating all 
sorts of rock, folk rock, metal, boogie, punk, balladry, and Broadway 
show tune stuff—but in the way they adopted unrelated bizarro imag-
ery. There’s the UFO thing (album covers, the song “E.T.I. Extra-ter-
restrial Intelligence” on Agents of Fortune), a career-long horror movie 
and gore obsession, WWII stuff (the cover of Secret Treaties and the 
song “ME 262,” about a Luftwaffe pilot), and all the satanism. Not to 
mention vampires, schizophrenia (“Fireworks”), some dude who can 
see the future named “Imaginos,” ninjas (way after the whole ninja 
craze), space travel, ninjas and space travel, dinosaurs...Did I mention 
the Mounties thing? Then there’s the whole element of unabashedly 
generic rock that inspired them to deliver horrible versions of “Born 
to Be Wild” and “Kick out the Jams.” And even some of their best 
songs ride dangerously close to the cliff of genericness. Is it on pur-
pose? Were they jerking all our chains? 

Who knows. With rock critic wiseass Richard Meltzer an early 
contributor to the band, you can assume most of this stuff was de-
signed to be some kind of joke. But it’s all played so straight that it 
becomes difficult to tell what’s a joke and what isn’t. Like, if “Burnin’ 
for You” is a joke, a song about selling your soul to get in someone’s 
pants, with a video that has Eric Bloom sitting in a burning car with 
his arm dangling out the window, that’s just a strange joke to be tell-
ing. So they’re making fun of Satanists, townies who chill out in front 
of the liquor store in Camaros, and rock music’s tendency to trivialize 
things like love, right? Kind of an elaborate joke, especially when the 
payoff is that no one really gets it and most of us who love that song 
just think it’s a classic rock tune about STDs. And that’s one of their 
hits. “She’s As Beautiful As a Foot,” from their first record, features 
the great lines “She’s as beautiful as a foot / Didn’t believe it when he 

bit into her face / It tasted just like a fallen arch.” I guess that’s funny. 
Then: “Don’t put your tongue on the bloody tooth mark place / Her 
face changing now, a guernsey cow.” These are some strange dudes. 

  
A couple weeks ago my friend Will and I were given the opportunity 
to DJ a Sunday night at the Hemlock Tavern on Polk Street in the 
Tenderloin. Because we both happened to be in a Blue Öyster Cult 
phase at the time (spurred one night by Will’s making me listen to 
“In Thee,” off of Mirrors, an act that reawakened my interest in the 
band because that song is mega), we decided we would play nothing 
but Blue Öyster Cult for the whole night at the Hemlock. All BÖC, 
all night. I envisioned total pandemonium breaking loose around hour 
two. People crying for mercy, begging us to stop. Or maybe they 
would be as enthralled by the awesomeness of Blue Öyster Cult as we 
were. At the end of it all, Will and I would either be worshipped as 
gods or we would be pariahs. We were both pretty into the idea of 
being told to leave and never come back. 

What ended up happening is that we played Blue Öyster Cult 
classic after Blue Öyster Cult classic, skipped both “Don’t Fear the 
Reaper” and “Godzilla,” played “In Thee” on both turntables at the 
same time and phased it out a little bit, and high-fived each other all 
night waiting for people to catch on, which never happened. No one 
even noticed. One guy came up to Will during “ME 262” and was 
like, “I haven’t heard this in 25 years. Thanks for playing it.” 

Whatever man, people need to listen to Blue Öyster Cult more. 

* * * * *

Some BÖC records you must own in addition to Agents of Fortune:
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Blue Öyster Cult (1972) I have this friend who often says, “This is 
[band X]’s best one all the way through” about various records. I have 
another friend who never says a record is good; he always just says, 
“Man, that first 7-inch of theirs was good, but the record is garbage. 
You need to hear one of the four remaining copies of blah, blah, blah.” 
I’m always like, “That band had a 7-inch?” Whatever. With the float-
ing “Planet Caravan”-type psychedelia of “Screams,” their Canadian 
Mounties song “I’m on the Lamb but I Ain’t No Sheep,” the melodra-
matic masterpiece “Then Came the Last Days of May,” and “Cities on 
Flame with Rock and Roll,” on which Buck Dharma just puts Jimmy 
Page to shame, BÖC’s first is easily their best one all the way through. 

Secret Treaties (1974) “Career of Evil,” with it’s game show-theme 
chorus and lyrics about stealing your best friend’s wife, and “Flaming 
Telepaths,” which may not be about melting people’s eyeballs with 
lasers but really sounds like it is anyway, are the two songs that make 
it onto anthologies. But “Harvester of Eyes” is the one you need to 
check out—great title, great guitar riff, terrible vocals by Eric Bloom. 
A classic combination. 

Spectres (1977) This one has “Fireworks,” which for a minute sounds 
like one of the Tony Iommi acoustic songs you used to skip over, then 
it turns into some kind of hand-clapping girl-group pop song. The 
lyrics involve exploding heads. This is my favorite Blue Öyster Cult 
song. “I Love the Night” is where Billy Idol’s “Eyes Without a Face” 
and that asshat Steve Stevens’ accompanying chorused guitar sound 
came from, for better or for worse. “Goin’ Through the Motions” is 
another really weird one. I think it sounds like Sparks, but that will 
probably make some people angry. 

Mirrors (1979) This one will cost you about a dollar, and it’s got “In 
Thee” on it. “In Thee” rules. Byrds harmonies, acoustic guitars, and 
yearning, heartbroken lyrics. One of the few times the band aren’t 
making any jokes. “Dr. Music” is another one on which they get away 
with generic guitars, and “The Great Sun Jester” is perfect psych-folk-
meets-”Lady”-by-Styx. Think about it. 

Cultosaurus Erectus (1980) Arguably the one with the best album 
cover, Cultosaurus Erectus was also voted the number-one metal record 
of all time by some scholar Will’s always quoting. I don’t know—the 
production is awfully crispy, and the guitars are all shadowed by 
synthesizers, so it may take a while for it to get through to me. Still, 
“Monsters” is like that crazy Japanese metal band Sigh, and “Dead-
line” is another fantastic BÖC curveball. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
March 2004
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Anti-Reunion Blues

Mission Of Burma are coming to town soon to play a show. Weren’t 
they just here a year or two ago? I seem to remember all these people 
salivating at the prospect of a Mission of Burma reunion show at the 
Fillmore or somewhere. Now they have a new record and are coming 
back. These guys are, like, 50. 

Apparently the last time Mission of Burma came through they 
“totally kicked ass.” Or maybe they sucked, I have no idea. The event 
was a blip to me. Not a whole lot different from someone telling me 
they were totally psyched because Styx and REO Speedwagon were 
finally touring together again. I distinctly remember people my age 
being incensed that I wasn’t interested in seeing Mission of Burma play. 
I don’t know—I’m as old as anyone practically, and I remember when 
“Academy Fight Song” and “That’s When I Reach for My Revolver” 
basically saved rock music for us all in the Metro Boston area, but 
man, it’s been, like, 10 years since any of those songs sounded good. 
The shit is boring. Have you ever tried turning those records up loud? 
They sound awful. That’s the real sin, if you ask me. Like much of the 
four-tracked garbage from the mid ‘80s, if you play it loud it just gets 
muddy. I guess the whole DIY nature of early indie rock dictated that 
things would be recorded poorly, since the kids were eschewing ac-
cepted “studio” rock. But hell, they recorded Little Richard and 5,000 
other people and bands with one microphone and the drummer two 
rooms away in a bathroom, and the shit all sounds amazing. 

I’ll tell you, if there’s one band I would be psyched to see reunite 
and tour again, and whose music actually has some relevance today, 
it’s this band nobody cares about from Miami called Frosty. It’s not 
gonna happen, though, because Frosty were so fucked-up and insane 

they self-destructed years ago. Judging from conversations with the 
band’s former bassist, Syd Garon, the members are lucky to be alive 
and a reunion would be ludicrous. 

Frosty were a part of the To Live and Shave in LA and Harry 
Pussy scene destroying everything in Florida in the mid ‘90s, but for 
some reason not a whole lot of people have heard of them. One re-
view described them as “the third prong in Florida’s hate-rock trium-
virate.” They released one record on Menlo Park called Liquor Drink 
and a pair of 7-inches. The members of the band were singer Lance 
Williams, Andres Solar on drums, Ben Wolcot (of To Live and Shave) 
on guitar, Lisa Perriloux on acoustic guitar, and Garon on bass. 

Less of a free-form freak-out than To Live and Shave and Harry 
Pussy, Frosty were, however, just as capable of creating chaos. Their 
live shows regularly featured Williams humping various members of 
the audience, attacking innocent bystanders, and wearing a tuxedo 
top and rubber shorts. 

Says Garon, “Lance had this habit of finding someone who was 
uncomfortable with the show and then directing the whole show at 
them. There’d be an elderly couple drinking at the bar, and he would 
jump off the stage and just scream these things in their face until they 
left. The stage was right next to the door, and he would position his 
leg across the door, so when people tried to leave they would have go 
under his crotch.” Describing his last days with the band, Garon adds, 
“I had secured this practice space in a kids’ classroom. It was totally 
illegal for us to be in there. Lance came in, and outside someone had 
just been mugged, and Lance had found this purse. Inside the purse 
were all these drugs, not like drugs to get high but old person’s drugs. 
He took all the drugs without reading the labels, emptied this asthma 
inhaler, and Lisa the guitar player was wearing her purse upside down, 
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and she was covered in cocaine. It was everywhere, all over this kids’ 
classroom, and I quit the band then and there. I don’t even know how 
she was wearing her purse that way. It was totally bizarre. Once while 
playing a show in Georgia, she passed out on her amp while playing, 
and I had to turn her off and finish the show without a guitar player.” 

Liquor Drink rules. Half-retarded garage punk with serious noise 
damage, it has flat-out great lyrics covering such essential subjects as 
alcohol, drugs, getting cruised by drive-through fast-food employees, 
alcohol, and drugs. Williams introduces “Drag” with “This one’s for 
the kids that don’t make the band, the days they wake up and wish 
they were dead / This one’s for the ones that don’t go to school and 
smoke and drink and think they’re cool / This one’s for the STDs 
that like to kill one out of three / This one’s for just you and me / 
Spread your legs baby, then we’ll see.” What follows is one of the 
filthiest breaks into a chorus ever recorded, thanks to Williams’ chick-
en-wire-gargling yell. The guy also says, “I don’t give a fuck” better 
than any other vocalist I ever heard. 

I am grateful to Mission of Burma, I really am, for those two 
above-mentioned songs changed my life when I heard them. But they 
led me down dark roads. Roads littered with Superchunk and Volcano 
Suns records, a willingness to accept Daydream Nation as anything 
less than total garbage, the Replacements and all that indie rock that 
literally made me hate everyone and everything associated with “un-
derground” music for years until I finally heard the Brainbombs and 
“Kill Them All” one day in 1997 or ‘98. 

What is the difference between Mission of Burma (and all these 
other “alternative” bands: X, the Pixies, Morrissey) rising up from the 
murk and some MGD-sponsored Styx tour, anyway? 

I suppose it’s the “alternative” thing, right? Because these bands 

were really breaking the rules and paving the way for indie rock, they 
need to be given some kind of respect. I don’t think so. I think Mis-
sion of Burma are as responsible for watered-down punk/rock music 
(White Stripes, the Darkness, the rest) being on the radio as Styx 
are responsible for AOR existing as a genre of music (not the root of 
AOR but culpable just the same). They, and some others, opened the 
door for all that shit. Maybe not the bands specifically, because real-
ly they were just college kids writing songs. The ones to blame are 
the marketing ninjas who invented the term “alternative music” and 
shoved it down everyone’s throats. But what was alternative about that 
music? There really wasn’t anything all that challenging there. Frosty 
had an openly gay singer who championed the joys of truck stop bath-
rooms and shoved his scrotum in Floridian faces. Their music came 
from how completely fucked-up they all were—the harshness of its 
sound translated that perfectly. Nobody paid attention to their record 
because it was too much for people to handle. To me this is what 
makes something good. 

The whole indie credo was defined by selling out or not selling 
out, supposedly. And in the end it all just became product. Now 
these bands are trying to recapture the glory, and the music they’ve 
spawned is so subpar it makes people start calling the Darkness saviors 
of rock music. As attempts at some large-scale breaking of the “noise 
rock” scene continue to occur—or whatever the hell is happening 
when Thurston Moore is putting out Total Shutdown’s new record 
and Wolf Eyes are going on tour with Lollapalooza—freaked-out lit-
tle bands like Frosty seem to take on a larger significance. 

Maybe it means that the antisocial nature of Frosty’s music (one of 
the best elements) will get diluted, eventually, and maddeningly noisy 
music will be accepted by even the most mainstream listener. That 
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could be bad, I guess. I mean, I used to really like the Stooges. Now 
they aren’t that far from Mission of Burma. They’re even touring now 
too. See? It’s all bullshit. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
May 2004

Turd On The Run:
7 Days on Tour with 25 Suaves

Two months ago I started receiving announcements on various email 
lists that 25 Suaves were leaving for tour. Of the 30 dates listed, cities 
ranging from Milwaukee to Vancouver and down to LA, more than 
half had a “TBA” written next to them and at the bottom there was 
a plea for help: “We need shows for these nights!” and then a list of 
like 22 dates with no show. 

 25 Suaves are going on tour west of the Mississippi in November.

 The tentative dates are as follows, we are looking for places to play on 
the ones marked TBA:

Nov 7  Kalamazoo, MI w/X27 - Harvey’s on the Mall 
Nov 9  Chicago, IL - Fireside Bowl
Nov 10  TBA 
Nov 11  TBA
Nov 12  Iowa City, IA - Gabe’s (tent)
Nov 13  TBA
Nov 14  (or 13th) Missoula, MT - Jay’s Upstairs 
Nov 15  Boise, ID
Nov 16  TBA
Nov 17  Portland or Nov 18  Vancouver, BC 
Nov 19  TBA
Nov 20  TBA
Nov 21  TBA 
Nov 22  TBA
Nov 23  TBA
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Nov 24  TBA
Nov 25  TBA
Nov 26  LA - The Fold 
Nov 27  TBA
Nov 28  TBA
Nov 29  SF, CA - Eagle Tavern 
Nov 30  TBA
Dec 1   SF, CA - Club Hott 
Dec 2   Davis, CA
Dec 3   TBA
Dec 4   TBA
Dec 5   Denver, CO Friends Forever Warehouse 
Dec 6   TBA
Dec 7   ?

If anybody can help us we’d sincerely appreciate it. 
 Write us at: 2  5  S u  a  v  e  s  @ b  u  l  b  r  e  c  o  r  d  s  . c  o m 

Call us at 401 276 2821

----- Original Message ---- 

From: Scratch [mailto: spooner@scratchrecords. com] 

Sent: Friday, October 04, 2002 5:08 PM 

To: bulbrecords@yahoogroups. com

Subject: [bulbrecords] 25 Suaves robbed a benefit in 

Canada!??

Did anyone else hear anything about this? Appar-

ently 25 Suaves played Vancouver last week in a polar 

bear pit and immediately after their set took off with 

all of the proceeds that were to be divided amongst 5 

other acts that night. Apparently Pete was over-heard 

muttering something about getting all the canned soup 

they’d need for the rest of their tour. If this is 

true…well stealing isn’t cool…

---- Original Message -----

From: Peter [mailto: pete_larson2oo6@yahoo.com]

Sent: Wednesday October 09 2002 1:33 AM

To: rmncguirk@listen.com 

Subject: yo mama

hi mike we are now in iowa it is sucks, we get paid 

26.00 dollors and fuckin,g idiot was on sound again 

. we gave him shit, ofcourse he get paid better than 

none of us. and they boocked 5 bands on tuesday night 

, what do you think entire world think ?we start feel 

to kill our self fumie love

---- Original Message -----

From: bulb@bulbrecords.com [mailto:bulb@bulbrecords.com]

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2002 1:43 PM 

To: mmcguirk@listen.com

Subject: RE: hey 

Dude

When you get fired from that cheezy inter net gig, you 

let me know.

We played in Seattle last night and saw J Maerz. She 
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asked about your zine. I told her you were stoned.

Pete

* * * * *

I figured there was no way they would actually go on tour without 
any dates but they did and then they showed up in San Francisco re-
covering from a bout with the flu or something, described by Pete as 
a curse picked up in Missoula. 

Over the next seven days I spent almost all my time with the pair, 
shuttling back and forth from shows and trying to eat without spending 
money since we were all broke. They had two shows scheduled for their 
seven days stationed in the area but luckily local scene guru George 
Chen managed to get them on a couple more bills at the last minute. 

* * * * *

25 Suaves have been in my house for the last five days. Their first 
show here was at a club called Kimo’s and they played with four 
experimental noise bands that wholly sucked and this lite rock band 
called the Hard Place. By lite rock I really mean a band that sounds 
like that song “Lonesome Loser” by Little River Band. People are so 
stupid here that they actually play shit like that. Anyway, the lite rock 
band had like 25 people there and the Suaves had like five and the 
lite rock band was truly unbearable so we went downstairs and were 
waiting for them to finish and when they did, the Suaves started up 
right away because Pete and Fumie set up right next to the top of the 
stairs instead of on the stage or even near it. We hurried to get up 
there but couldn’t get up the stairs too quick because the Hard Place 
fans were trying to leave en masse, like the place was on fire. At the top 
of the stairs Pete was running back and forth, raving. They hadn’t set 

up a mic so he was just screaming the words over everything. People 
were trying to get past him and he was blocking their exits, getting 
in everybody’s faces and just going bananas with one fist in the air 
and all these Angus Young moves. DJ Partygirl (the drummer, named 
Fumie and married to Larson. “I like Motorhead and ACDC.”) put 
one drumstick in the air and yelled shit in Japanese. They played like 
five songs and ended the set with “Let There Be Rock.”

I guess before they played Pete was moving his amp through the 
crowd and this guy decided he was being a dick so he stood in his way 
and Pete told him to move his ass and the guy didn’t so Pete shoved 
the amp into the guy’s nuts and moved past him. Then the guy kind 
of reluctantly punched Pete twice in the face so as to not look bad in 
front of his girlfriend. Pete started yelling “Who the fuck are you? 
Who the fuck are you? Do you know who I am?” like a psycho which 
made the guy nervous. Matt threw the guy and his friends out. He’s 
lucky I missed the whole thing otherwise he and his pals would have 
had to deal with 140 lbs of flying steel. All of their shows have had 
some degree of mayhem occur. The other night they played with six 
lame ass post-indie rock dinkity dink bands and people filed out of 
the room about two seconds into their first song so they just played 
40 minutes of instrumental metal jams to the six or so people who 
were not standing outside waiting for the next band. It was the most 
aggressive instance of passive aggression I have ever witnessed.

The second show was in Santa Cruz but it didn’t go so good be-
cause a bunch of Deadheads showed up and got Pete stoned and he 
went berserk, waving a knife around and everything. He kept hissing, 
“I’ll cut you! I’ll cut you!” Eventually DJ Partygirl calmed him down. 
On the way home he explained was just really high and got a little 
scared because of all the hippies.
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* * * * *

25 Suaves is a two-piece, one-guitar-one-drum band that recently 
moved from Olneyville, Rhode Island to Adrian, Michigan. I know 
this because the guitar player, crazy bastard Pete Larson, announced 
it in between every song he tore a new asshole for this past week 
as I followed the Suaves all over the Bay Area during the Northern 
Californian leg of their three-week tour. Sometimes they had come 
from Adrian, Rhode Island and Olneyville, Michigan and sometimes 
just from Michigan. One night Pete was shouting “Hayward, Massa-
chusetts!” which didn’t make any sense at all. Then they cut into the 
first song of the night, “Party Disease,” a blazing, careening freakout 
of punk simplicity and crotch-busting rock action. The band plays 
this brand of hard rock that is just retarded. Like AC/DC, but not 
the currently fashionable Bon Scott-style AC/DC. This is arena-show 
tam-o shanter AC/DC. “Sink the Pink” AC/DC. The shit’s retarded. 

25 Suaves play math rock the way AC/DC plays math rock, which 
is to say that AC/DC is math rock, which is gonna ruffle some feath-
ers but hear me out. AC/DC is math in that they take your standard I 
formula, the one they use in “Jailbreak ‘74,” say, and deliver it with a 
hate that’s eating their souls. Hate. With AC/DC, and 25 Suaves, you 
know exactly what is going to happen next, the split second elastic pull 
back of the guitar at the chorus tells you so, and sure enough, it always 
happens. It’s a formula that always works and never gets old, because it’s 
math and math is permanent. Live, the Suaves are one of those bands 
that comes together about four songs into their set. At that point, Larson 
and DJ Party Girl fuse into a single, shuddering roar. Their set is one 
long “Train Kept A-Rollin” inverted and worked over in more ways 
than Jill Kelly at American Bukkake, with Larson strutting around, fist 
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in the air, charging the crowd and grabbing people, encouraging them 
to love one another, touch one another. You’re an idiot if you believe 
him. He really just wants you to get drunk and buy his records.

In addition to playing in 25 Suaves Larson is the proprietor of 
Bulb Records, the legendary Providence, RI label that put out the 
first King Brothers record as well as Andrew WK’s first CD and sub-
sequent Party ‘Till You Puke 12”. A few Wolf Eyes records have been 
on Bulb and local psychotic-journey-persons Ass Baboons of Venus 
have a new record coming out (or maybe it’s out. It was slated for July 
2001 so who knows what’s going on; Pete’s always broke) on Bulb. 
On the website Larson describes Ass Baboons’ Phuket A La Bum 
Bum as “Bulb’s most retarded record yet!” which pretty much sums 
up the ethos behind Larson’s catalogue. Other appropriate terms used 
to describe Bulb’s output would be: “partycore,” “panic rock,” and 
“retarded panic party metal.”

* * * * *

The next night of tour the Suaves were back up in SF, playing a show 
at a hairy gay bar. That shit was nuts because they did a 19-minute 
version of “Don’t” by the Troggs and there was fairy dust everywhere, 
mostly up people’s noses.

It seemed like the tour couldn’t get any better until the Suaves 
landed in Hayward for a one night stand at Dan Sullivan’s Dance Stu-
dio (another gay venue? You do the math) except when we rolled up in 
the van there was a sign on the door saying Dan had been evicted and 
the show was now being held at the gas station up the street. We found 
it and started loading stuff in. I’m not sure who was booking the show 
but I think they were like 16 because somebody’s mom was allowing 
the show to be moved to this transmission garage and then every one 

of the 20 people or so who showed up to see the bands (Xiu Xiu, 
Numbers and I forget who else) was maybe 19 or 20 at the oldest. So 
that night the Suaves played to a crowd of underage misfits and indie 
rock wet-naps. Pete was playing so loud it was making the air ripple. 
People were cowering in the comer at a safe distance of about 30 feet 
from the band and their blaring amplifiers. He took the microphone 
stand and put it about five inches from the kids and sang in their faces. 
That loosened them up a bit. At the end of the set he started encour-
aging the crowd to “touch each other,” “feel the love,” and “love one 
another” in a friendly, preacherly voice. When people started respond-
ing to him and generally hugging each other he immediately began to 
scream ‘‘Now FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT” The cops showed up in the 
middle of the next band’s interminable set and Pete was bummed be-
cause he had really wanted the cops to shut his band down that night. 
It had already happened once on the tour, in Arizona, after two songs. 

We got lost on the way out of town. Pete was drunk and he kept 
jumping out of the van and chasing people down for directions. No-
body would stop. He almost gave this old woman a heart attack. It 
was 2 a.m. and I could see her recoiling in her seat as Pete scrambled 
diagonally across a deserted intersection to block her escape screaming 
“I want directions!”

The next day they had the day off so I took them to Ocean Beach 
where we walked around and saw a huge lump in the sand that looked like 
a rock but turned out to be a dead seal. It scared the shit out of all of us.

That night Pete was convinced they were playing at Bottom of 
the Hill. We got there and the guy at the door was like “The hell you 
are...” and we looked at the stage and could see these five fat guys sit-
ting down playing jazz brunch music. After a few terrified phone calls 
Pete figured out he was supposed to be at the Stork in Oakland. So 
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they went there and had not-so-good a show and then got paid kind 
of crappy money. Pete spent that whole night pissed off in my room 
yelling, “You think I do this shit for FUN?”

The last night they were in town Pete and Fumie played in Davis at 
a college doctor’s house up there. Me and Eric from Numbers went 
with them because they wanted to do Danse Asshole after the Suaves 
set, with Eric doing electronics and me playing guitar. The Suaves 
set was particularly brutal that night. Once they started, they didn’t 
stop. Maybe like a one second break in between songs but no more 
than that. Fumie was unbelievable that night. She just went into some 
animal mode and played the drums like they were an extension of 
her body. It was fucking great. Afterwards Pete cued up the CD and 
started doing Danse Asshole. “Fist Fight,” “Our Town,” “Lasers,” 
all the greats. We did the synchronized dance routine for “Lasers.” 
During the last song, where he calls out everybody’s names and the 
crowd shouts back “Asshole!” the guitar amp exploded. Smoke, fire, 
everything. People went apeshit and it ended with a giant arm-locked 
circle wobbling over the concrete and into the basement poles.

Afterwards one drunkass kid said “You guys are so cool you can 
touch my nutsack anytime.”

The next day they left for a show in Colorado.

 - Night Moves, June 2004

Napa Is For Lovers

Local rock band Burmese have been a favorite of mine since I caught 
their act at Kimo’s one night back in early 2000. Their brand of 
high-energy metalcore, as well as their practice of attacking the crowd, 
really got my blood pumping. One time when I saw them, members of 
the opening band, Facedowninshit (great name), were so incensed by 
singer-bassist Mike G’s antics (which included walking on top of their 
girlfriends’ heads about two seconds into the set) that they punched him 
square in the face and sent him sprawling. Another time I saw Burmese, 
the first thing they did was turn these 10,000-watt white lights on the 
crowd, which practically burned everybody’s eyebrows off. The oth-
er great detail about Burmese is that they have had, like, 10 different 
drummers over the years. One of them was local publicity magnet and 
simulated-leather-boy rock star John Dwyer. As the story goes, Dwyer 
got his ass kicked out of the band while they were on tour. For the re-
cord, there is no bad blood today between the parties involved, as both 
Mikes mentioned during this interview that “Dwyer was an incredible 
drummer” who “brought a real intensity to the music.”

I have seen Burmese evolve from total spazz rock to their current 
incarnation as a heavy metal superfunk power violence four-piece in 
which a two-headed, four-armed rhythm unit lays down beats for the 
sweaty interaction of the group’s two bass players. There is no guitar. 
Sometimes one of the drummers plays tape loops. The vocals are ei-
ther growled or screeched.

Burmese’s shows have always been exciting, both for the antics 
they display and the style of music they deliver. Also the full-length 
Burmese CD, Monkeys Tear Man to Shreds, Man Never Forgives Ape, 
Man Destroys Environment (2001), has plenty of great songs that I like to 
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listen to again and again. Now the group is planning on releasing two 
albums on the same day, June 13—Friday the 13th, in fact—much the 
same way Guns N’ Roses unleashed both volumes of Use Your Illusion 
on the public back in 1991. They are celebrating the event with a par-
ty at the Hemlock Tavern on that very night. You should go to it. A 
Mere Shadow and Reminiscence of Humanity is a sludgy new full-length 
release on local label tUMULt. The other, White, is a collection of 
interpretations of songs by obscuro destructo-power electronics band 
Whitehouse and is put out by the good folks at Planaria.

* * * * *

One of the interesting things about Burmese is that although they 
present a very violent and menacing image onstage, offstage they are 
among the sweetest and nicest young men anyone could want to meet. 
I learned this recently when I interviewed the band about their music 
and the things that drive them.

When I contacted bass player Mike G about doing the interview, 
I mentioned that I hate doing interviews and that I would like to do 
something different with this one. He suggested I go with the band 
on one of their frequent day trips up to Napa Valley. “We go up there 
once or twice a month,” he said. “Just to clear our heads and breathe 
some fresh air.”

This sounded like a great idea to me, so I went with drummers 
Mark S and Mark S and bass players Mike G and Mike G up to Napa 
Valley State Park in Calistoga, where we spent the day sitting in the 
sun and talking about all sorts of things, but mostly music.

Once we were settled in a nice clearing, I got out my tape recorder 
and we began discussing the band’s influences, the reactions they seek 
from crowds, and the way they’ve evolved in the last five years or so.

* * * * *

Burmese’s music is pure brutality, both sonically and lyrically, al-
though you can’t really understand any of the lyrics. What you get is 
a feeling, especially live. I don’t know why it is that I am drawn to 
bands like this, and more important, why bands are inspired to make 
such music, so I put the question to the group. Bassist Mike G. chew-
ing on a long blade of grass, offered, “For me, I want to show people 
something so terrible that they have to reject it. Also it’s just fun as 
shit to be loud and really annoying and disgusting.”

As the sun broke through a passing cloud and bathed us all in a 
warm golden glow, other bass player Mike G said, “I like to say the 
word ‘fuck’ in public. I like to read Marquis de Sade. I like to watch 
horror movies. I like to read horror books, and about sadism. I like 
pornography.”

He continued, “Music that has the power and the intensity of 
fucking and killing, like you can feel that—you’re fucking…killing…

He was interrupted as a beautiful orange-and-black monarch but-
terfly landed on his shoulder, and I asked him why he would want to 
kill people with his music. As the butterfly crawled up his arm, he 
explained, “There are things you can’t actually demonstrate in society, 
and since we’re still like…apes, we want to tear things apart, go nuts. 
So to have an outlet for that, passive people play video games. But 
music is somewhere on a more intellectual level, and it can be on a 
physical, animal level.

“But most music is weak. No one ever wants to address sexuality 
except through innuendo. People talk about war in music and sexu-
ality and war in music, and they skirt the issues of what people really 
do. Sexuality and violence—when they mix, it’s just…” He gets really 
excited. “They fuck each other’s babies. You know, they slit the baby 
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out and fuck the mother and fuck the baby.”
Drummer Mark S, holding a bunny rabbit that had hopped into 

his arms, added, “And then they kill them both.”
Reaching over to feed the rabbit some pellets of food he had in a 

plastic bag labeled “For Bunnies” in his pants pocket, the still visibly 
excited Mike G summed it up: “That’s what’s in our music. We like to 
mix that with music. And why not? There’s these boundaries. That’s 
we want to do—push those boundaries out.”

The next thing he did left me a bit disturbed. He pulled a Leg 
Show magazine out of his back pocket, spread a picture of a naked 
young girl before him on the ground, pulled a three-inch braid of 
pubic hair from his pants, placed it strategically on the girl’s body in 
front of him, and moaned, “It looks so real, so real.” It was creepy as 
hell, but I didn’t let it spoil the beautiful day we were having, or my 
impression of these fine young men.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
July 2004

Day Of The Comets

First off, this has almost nothing to do with Comets on Fire, but I need 
to retract something I wrote in the Bay Guardian last summer about the 
Grateful Dead (see “Doodah Man: A Music Snob Gives It up for Uncle 
John’s Band, Sort Of,” 7/2/03). I said some things that weren’t exactly 
flattering. I took potshots at Jerry Garcia, something I’ve done all my 
life. But I gotta say that after seeing the concert film Festival Express 
last week, I take back every negative thing I wrote or said. This may 
seem self-indulgent, and I would agree if I hadn’t received an actual 
death threat after that article ran—so it’s serious business. 

So this is for that guy, the guy who wanted to cut my head off and 
wrote in to tell me to watch myself: I take it back. After watching the 
Dead cruise through “New Speedway Boogie” in that movie, with 
two drummers playing so deep inside the humming of the universe 
and with Jerry playing just behind the beat like he was born to, I 
almost wet myself, like, 10 times. I have to say not only do the Dead 
rule but also all their records are great, every last one. I’m buying 
Touch of Grey tomorrow. I’ll love it. Phil Lesh? Amazing dude. Bob 
Weir? A god. Mickey Hart recording with Sammy Hagar? Forgotten. 
Go see that movie. Janis Joplin pulls a kick that signals the crash-in 
start of “Cry Baby,” and it’s really wonderful. 

OKAY, so Comets on Fire: last night John Whitson, the dark-
ly mysterious proprietor of Holy Mountain, a San Francisco label 
dedicated to keeping the flames of psychedelia burning, said to me, 
“Comets on Fire—finally an American band with balls. Comets are 
like post-punk Grateful Dead with balls,” and everything made sense. 

He’s right. Comets on Fire play with their massive balls proudly 
displayed at all times, and they’re American, and they play psych. 
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The only other American bands I can think of who’ve earned their 
psych badges are the Grateful Dead and Monoshock. I’ll explain about 
Monoshock in a minute. Just accept for now that if Monoshock and 
the Dead had s-e-x, the baby would be Comets on Fire. 

* * * * *

This is the loudest, furriest, heaviest, and psychedelic-est band to 
come along in quite some time. The band was formed by guitarist 
Ethan Miller and bass player Ben Flashman in Santa Cruz in 1999. 
Noel Harmonson and Utrillo Kushner came on, as Echoplex player 
and drummer, respectively, shortly thereafter. For the record, Kushner 
is one of the most insane Keith Moon clones alive, and, as Whitson 
put it, “Harmonson is what makes Comets on Fire like Tom Con-
stantine-era Grateful Dead.” You have to be a real dork to get that 
one. Anyway, most recently Six Organs of Admittance sonic priest 
Ben Chasny joined up full-time on second outta-hand guitar, and 
with people on both coasts freaking out about their new record, Blue 
Cathedral, on Sub Pop, what we have is a band exploding in a big way. 
And a psychedelic band at that, which is interesting. 

What if Comets On Fire get really popular? Are New York and Mis-
sion hipsters gonna start tripping their balls off instead of doing coke all 
the time? I, for one, wanna see what happens to the whole bike messen-
ger look when people start really freaking out and tie-dyeing everything. 

For anyone who hasn’t heard Comets on Fire or had the air 
around them melted by one of their marathon live sets, the band play 
superheavy rock music with a focus on unapologetic guitar heroics. 
Psychedelic freak-outs play a major part of the deal. We’re talking wet 
hair, weird facial expressions, deal-with-it guitar solos—the sort of 
thing that used to make dogs explode in the Bay Area in 1968. Their 

last record, Field Recordings from the Sun (Ba Da Bing!), starts out with 
seven minutes of shimmering tambourine and drum-circle weirdness 
before blasting off into some harrowing space-coaster ride with barely 
intelligible vocals and Stooge riffs so deformed that they’re retarded. 

Blue Cathedral is similar—it only further expands on psych music, 
counterpointing blaring Detroit rock with Incredible String Cheese Band 
acoustic guitars and gentle pianos. There’s Albert Ayler-style free jazz in 
there too for the real serious music fan. It’s recorded real well, so you can 
play it loud, loud, loud—very important—and also has this tune, “Pussy-
foot the Duke,” that comes out of nowhere. The song is built around 
a descending piano line and little guitar dribbles that float around 
getting more and more LSD-enhanced-sunset-beautiful as it goes. Then 
the beatings begin again until “Brotherhood of the Harvest” comes 
drifting down, and suddenly Comets are playing Saucerful of Secrets- and 
Meddle-era Floyd at the same time, which I didn’t know was possible. 

* * * * *

Volume is a very important thing. I mean, really, rock music is all 
about volume. It’s my favorite part a lot of the time, even. Music so 
loud that it makes your eyes bleed. I love that. Sometimes people do 
it wrong, and it’s a mess, though. One time I was at the Edinburgh 
Castle Pub, and this band had their guitar up so loud that I wanted 
to punch everyone around me. The effect of ungodly volume—when 
in the right hands, like at a Growing show, where you feel as if the 
amplifiers are actual living organisms—can be calming. Comets on 
Fire use volume somewhere in between. 

The first time I saw Comets, at the Parkside two years ago, some 
normal band opened up. I forget who they were, but they didn’t want 
to hurt anybody. Comets came out, and their first song just flattened 
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the room. It also went on for 10 minutes longer than I expected. It 
started out as this loud Stooge rock, and then all of a sudden, I re-
alized we were in real space-out territory, and then everything got 
insanely loud again. All I could think of was Monoshock. 

Monoshock were a Bay Area space-freak chaos outfit active in the 
early ‘90s, and they’re probably the best band ever after the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers. Go find their only album, Walk to the Fire (BlackJack)—
it rules. Comets on Fire combined then—and still do now, only with, 
like, a thousand more influences bubbling up everywhere—the over-
the-top guitar pyrotechnics of hairy-chested arena-rock gods of the 
‘70s, this mystical Grateful Dead Anthem of the Sun-ish experimental-
ism, and the dirty, Stooge-fried bad trip that was Monoshock. 

This is what saves Comets from falling into retro and cliché 
ditches of irrelevance—a willingness to take things to absurd levels, 
whether it’s the paint-shriveling volumes at their shows, the fact that 
pretty much everything they hear goes into their records, or the to-
tal disregard for an underground music scene that has a tendency to 
pooh-pooh guitar solos. 

Maybe this is the start of the revolution I’ve been claiming is gon-
na happen for three years. Maybe with USA Is a Monster channeling 
American Indian spirits and Growing making New Age music safe for 
the rest of us, weird, psychedelic, mystical heavy rock will become the 
big mainstream seller we all know it deserves to be. Well, actually that 
might be the biggest load of horseshit this writer has ever dropped, 
but still I hope it happens. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
August 2004

Guide To Heavy Psychedelia

“Psychedelic music is something that takes you on an internal, viscer-
al journey, further than just through the instruments you’re watching 
people play. It doesn’t have to be drug-induced, by any means. But it 
certainly has to push aside certain ‘rock’ boundaries—archetypes of 
rock or jazz or something, you know. There’s a higher goal there, and 
whatever it is, I don’t know. But you know at the top of the psychedelic 
mountain there’s a wizard there, to bestow something on you.” 

Comets on Fire’s Noel Harmonson said this. Even though he de-
nies it, I think he was talking about acid again. 

Psychedelia describes a broad range of music; it may have started 
out as music to listen to while sideways, but over the years the defi-
nition and what passes as psychedelic have become pretty subjective. I 
think something is psychedelic when it makes me wish I were high. 
Anyway, here are five records you should check out if you’re new to the 
Comets and what they’re doing. These are just some suggestions and 
are in no way meant to be the last word on anything. So calm down. 

Monoshock, Walk to the Fire (BlackJack, 1997) I mentioned this 
band a lot in the article, but they’re so important that they need to go 
here. Walk to the Fire is four sides of cough-syrup psych-rock, meaning 
it’s gonna fall down any minute and Pink Floyd never existed. This was 
the first band to make a connection between the Stooges’ Funhouse and 
psychedelia. Monoshock’s demented twin brother Liquorball is playing 
at the Hemlock Tavern in a couple weeks as part of Anthony Bedard’s 
Psychedelic Reclamation Project or something. You better go. 
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Mainliner, Mellow Out (Charnel, 1996) Mainliner are a Japanese 
hard psych group that cut every riff in half and then play it for 18 
minutes, while one dude moans into a microphone and another dude 
plays something called “Motor Psycho Guitar,” which means he takes 
Jimi’s guitar heroics and literally kicks the shit out of them. Then he 
lights them on fire. Finally, he pees on them. This is one of the loudest 
records ever recorded. 

Growing, The Sky’s Run into the Sea (Kranky, 2003) Growing can 
actually communicate with their amplifiers. This record is perfect for 
acupuncture, for looking into the part of your soul that used to be a 
plant, and for ruining your speakers if you put the bass over “1.” 

John McLaughlin, Devotion (Douglas, 1970) I just heard this album 
for the first time a few months ago, and even though it’s a part of the 
fusion thing that went so horribly wrong, there’s more than a little of 
it on Comets’ Blue Cathedral. There are some great Floyd-y keyboards, 
and the rhythm section is from another planet, but most important, 
John McLaughlin can shoot laser beams out of his fingertips. 

Randy Holden, Population II (Hobbitt, 1969) Randy Holden was 
a member of Blue Cheer for a little while before he flipped out and 
moved to Hawaii. Before that, a label called Hobbitt Records put out 
his solo debut. With dinosaur-slow guitar riffs and a drummer who’s 
doubling on the keyboards trying to keep up, the album sketched out 
the parameters of both heavy psych and stoner metal. According to nut-
job music critic and psych artist Julian Cope, this album was recorded 
in a cathedral with 20 amps wired up to each other. One guitar, 20 
amps. You do the math. The only other thing you need to know is that 

the first lyric on the album is “I love the sound of a guitar playing.”

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
August 2004
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Hospitals
Hush Hush Lounge, August 4

The Hosptials were formed by insane drummer Adam Stonehouse 
and possibly normal guitarist Rod Meyer in Portland, Oregon, in late 
2002. They put out a self-titled record on In the Red before Stone-
house and Meyer called it quits, at which point Stonehouse moved to 
San Francisco. This was early 2004. Stonehouse enlisted the help of 
insane Coachwhips-Zeigenbock Kopf-OCS dude John Dwyer to take 
over the guitar parts and restarted the Hospitals down here. They’ve 
played a bunch of shows around town and toured twice. 

The two musicians have a bit of a contentious relationship. In fact, 
on a number of occasions, their shows have devolved into pretty open 
hostility between Dwyer and Stonehouse. I was in the car with them 
once, on the way to a show in Davis, and within five minutes Stone-
house had kicked Dwyer out of the car and ended the band. This had 
been preceded by shit like Dwyer asking for the keys to the trunk and 
Stonehouse dropping them on the ground. Then Dwyer hiding the 
keys and Stonehouse yelling, “Dude, get out of my mind!” It escalated 
to Dwyer spitting beer in the face of Stonehouse, who was driving. I 
thought they might make out, but instead Stonehouse kicked Dwyer 
out of the car on South Van Ness and drove around the block trying 
to decide what to do. He finally settled on picking Dwyer up and 
trying again. 

Hospitals play a thing lazy people call garage rock, but really it’s 
negative-energy rock ‘n’ roll, like the Cheater Slicks. The Horrors 
are in there too. This is barely controlled chaos with major loud-to-
louder blasts and a high screechy-noise quotient and that out-of-tune-

guitar sound that Pussy Galore invented. 
Stonehouse plays drums like some kind of hyperactive caveman, 

hitting the floor tom, snare, and kick drum all at the same time, then 
hitting the cymbal, the snare, and the kick drum all at the same time, at 
top speed. Meanwhile he’s screaming into the microphone that’s lodged 
in his throat, and the vocals have a ton of delay on them. Now and 
then you can catch lyrics, which seem to detail shit that sucks, basically. 

The first time I saw them, they played this song called “I’m Invis-
ible,” which is, like, “Don’t mind me, I’m invisible,” but all loud and 
distorted. All I could think was that Stonehouse has the blues inside, 
which, if you don’t understand what I’m saying, sounds really corny. 
But fuck that. Having the blues inside doesn’t mean you can shred like 
SRV, although we all know that dude could shred; it means you can 
express human loss and catharsis through music, or something. Even 
that’s kind of corny. But still, it’s something you rarely come across, 
and when you do, you’re lucky. 

The band’s set started with the usual blast of feedback and crash-
in drum explosion. Halfway through the first song, Stonehouse lost 
the microphone. Dwyer climbed up on a table and knocked one of 
his amps over. In the next song Stonehouse somehow broke his stool 
and tried to fix it, mid-song. Someone handed him the microphone, 
which he lost again. The stool would not go back together, so he 
threw it behind him. He stood up and jumped over the drum set onto 
the floor and squirmed around. Someone put the stool back togeth-
er and set it up behind the drum kit. Stonehouse went back to start 
playing—this is all happening with Dwyer continuing to play—and 
sat down on it, but it was set too high. He tried to readjust it, still in 
mid-song. It wouldn’t go down. He decided to sit there anyway and 
tried to play. He hit the drums once before falling over because the 
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stool was too high. He got up and tried a second time and fell over 
again. It was like watching Jerry Lewis. Finally he went and got a 
chair from the bar and sat on that and played. 

The next great thing was when Dwyer bent his guitar back and 
forth and made feedback hum and throb in a rhythmic wave. I don’t 
remember what Stonehouse was doing at this time—maybe he was 
falling down some stairs with a tray of pies—but Dwyer kept this 
feedback thing going for so long that his guitar snapped in half. I 
guess they could have lit themselves on fire for an encore, or punched 
each other a couple times. But who needed it? The show was great.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
August 2004

Hound Dog Taylor
Release the Hound 
(2004, Alligator)

Sometimes when I’m listening to blues music—or even writing the 
word blues—I feel like I should be wearing a pith helmet and have a 
line of Africans behind me carrying all my shit. As I get older I have 
more and more trouble with the connection between racism and blues 
fans and the cultural imperialism going on. Honest to god, I think the 
only thing more disgusting than a blues enthusiast-aficionado is a soul 
enthusiast-aficionado, and usually they’re the same thing: old white 
dudes wearing Stax/Volt T-shirts. 

I went to see long-lost soul crooner Howard Tate in Mill Valley 
a couple years ago, and the show was put on by the biggest group 
of white-haired, backslapping dickhead soul and blues experts I ever 
encountered. It almost ruined the whole thing for everybody. What 
did ruin it was the fact that Elvis Costello was there dressed like one 
of his own album covers, trying to act like a normal person. Anyway, 
everyone was all so psyched because they knew every song and Tate 
had actual African American musicians backing him up. The real 
deal, I guess. 

Still, I suppose I’m no better than them. In fact, I know I’m not, 
and sometimes when I wake up in the morning, I hate myself just 
as much as I hate those self-serving racist dipshits. But what are you 
gonna do? Sometimes I like blues songs, but I have no idea how to 
get around the question: when was the last time blues was actually 
listened to by black people? It’s really weird when you think about it. 

Anyway, aside from all the baggage, I find myself drawn to blues 
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now and then. Howlin’ Wolf has some really cool and freaky shit, and 
there’s this guy Otha Turner who died a few years ago. He played this 
ancient, unrecorded blues music called fife and drum blues, which was 
basically heavily grooving drums with minimal guitars and Turner’s 
fife acting as the main instrument. It was incredible shit, but it was 
never recorded until the ‘90s because it was way over the heads of 
white audiences looking for more black dudes selling their soul to the 
devil five minutes after midnight and all that horseshit writers made 
up about Robert Johnson. Then there’s Junior Kimbrough’s psyche-
delic soul-blues torture music, and finally the totally outta-hand party 
that’s Hound Dog Taylor’s blues. 

Taylor’s recorded output is the blues equivalent of the best In the 
Red stuff. It’s like the Horrors except it makes you feel happy rather 
than violent. Two guitars and a drummer, with Taylor’s cheap-shit 
guitar perpetually just a little bit out of tune, distorted beyond belief, 
and going in and out of time with the dudes backing him up, mak-
ing for a looseness that’s impossible to re-create. This looseness can 
only be a characteristic of a person’s playing style, and it’s something 
I personally can’t get enough of. A band that’s right on but also just a 
little out. I love this. 

There’s nothing worse than the sort of boring, wailing shiny blues 
people basically consider the blues today, like Stevie Ray Vaughan 
blues or Robert Cray blues. Utter shit—no question. Hound Dog’s 
music is in direct opposition to that stuff. It’s careening, exuberant, 
about to collapse at all times. Even if you think you hate blues, you 
want to hear Hound Dog Taylor at some point. It’s like what blues was 
supposed to be before music companies ruined it. 

Taylor played in juke joints all over Chicago most nights of the 
week for about 100 years before he was “discovered” by Alligator Re-

cords. The label was actually formed when its founder, Bruce Iglauer, 
came across Taylor in a club and decided to release his records. Iglauer 
put out Hound Dog Taylor and the Houserockers (1971) and Natural Boogie 
(1973) before Hound Dog died in 1975, and since then a couple live 
things have come out. 

Release the Hound, which was released earlier this year, includes 
more live stuff, with three studio cuts thrown in. Taylor sounds par-
ticularly insane here, like his guitar is actually on fire. Mostly, the 
band keep up, and when they play this boogie-ing rhythm that swings 
back and forth (it comes up on four out of five songs), it really sounds 
like a bag of rocks hitting white soul/blues aficionados in the face over 
and over.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
October 2004
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Eric Bauer

Eric Bauer is a goddamn evil genius, and this city’s weirdo music com-
munity would be dead without him. There recently was talk of him 
moving to that pit of hell, New York City, for good, and all through 
“the scene” rippled a major feeling of abandonment and fear of the 
future. What would happen without Bauer here? Lameness. Lameness 
would prevail. Not that it hasn’t already in spite of his contribution, but 
that’s an article the SF Weekly will probably run next week. 

What has been Bauer’s contribution? Well, he started Crack: We 
Are Rock, for one. The band came out of “Crack” T-shirts—made 
as part of his multimedia merchandise business and label Fcute (short 
for Future Cute or Fucking Cute)—and went through innumerable 
changes before hitting on the death drug disco they nail these days, 
without him (he left the group earlier this year). Among his other 
bands, Bauer has been a part of DJ Shitbird and the Ultimate Party 
Machine (also a shirt before it became a band), Aerobics King (a group 
fronted by an insane ballet dancer), and totally demented blues rockers 
Big Techno Werewolves, as well as Dessert and MindWave, a dance-
hall group with Crack’s Jason Stamberger, Erase Errata’s Bianca and 
Ellie, and Gold Chains on vocals. Fcute has also put out 12-inches by 
Crack: WAR and Wolf Eyes; releases by Aerobics King, Metalux, and 
Angelblood are in the works. 

Bauer’s bands work in an aesthetic that, at times, seems like a lost 
art—meaning there’s a level of not so much incompetence as of gen-
uine unprofessionalism. Maybe in the olden days it was called DIY, 
and in the indie days it was described as lo-fi, and then the talent-free 
rosters of Bulb Records and BlackJack Records emerged. Today peo-
ple in bands seem to be really good at playing their instruments, 

which can be fun and has its place. But to see Bauer’s Big Techno 
Werewolves careening through some totally fucked marriage of Delta 
blues, rock ’n’ roll, and ugly noises is a thing of beauty. Crack was 
the same way in the beginning. And DJ Shitbird was about the most 
pointlessly chaotic band in San Francisco. It was like a circus. 

Bauer’s explanation for the chaos is interesting. “When it comes 
to the music, it’s totally improvised,” he says. “Even in practice, I 
never play the same thing twice. Everybody cuts me slack there, like, 
‘Don’t worry. When we play live, Eric will do fine.’ It doesn’t really 
come through until I get in front of people. I don’t put much thought 
into the music. It just comes out. I put more thought behind the con-
cept or idea of what I want to do, and then I go backwards.” 

Judging from Bauer’s live performances, this is quite true. With 
Big Techno Werewolves, things are almost always one second away 
from total disaster. Bauer’s vocals are incoherent and blast through 
with sublanguage pain. 

Big Techno bandmate Petey Dammit explains: “All his stuff is pret-
ty fuckin’ out there. Especially for not knowing how to play, he seems 
to pull it together immensely well—even when he’s singing. Even when 
he doesn’t know the words, the words just come out.”

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
November 2004
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Kick Ass
SFBG Year End 2004

In keeping with the theme of this issue of Noise, I’m supposed to 
write something about the San Francisco sound. Unfortunately, for 
the second year in a row, I’ve spent the majority of my time in my 
room listening to various degrees of embarrassingly “classic” rock 
rather than going to shows. I say “embarrassing” because there’s just 
no other way to put it when you listen to “Hotel California,” by the 
Eagles, on a daily basis. The song is a jam, but I’m not lying to myself. 
I mean, it’s “Hotel California,” for Christ’s sake. I mean, why? Why 
did I suddenly become obsessed with it? I don’t know. I also spent, 
like, a month with the lights off listening to “The End” and playing 
Vietnam-themed video games. Other great songs this year were “The 
Rover,” by Led Zeppelin; “Louie Louie,” by the Kingsmen; “Louie 
Louie,” by Richard Berry; and “Seasons of Wither,” by Aerosmith. 
What can I say? Things are weird for me. 

The one thing I can say is that last night, as I watched No Doc-
tors make everybody look bad at the Hemlock Tavern, I thought 
that maybe the SF sound is about to get its ass kicked. No Doctors 
just moved here from the Midwest, and they’re apparently here to 
rearrange the SF sound’s face. The band have come with a reputation 
for creating controversy in cool-dude circles, dividing hipsters, and 
eliciting extreme reactions on both sides of the fence. 

Last night they opened up with a song that was decidedly indie 
rock but with some kind of Saturday Night Live saxophone playing, 
and I was faced with the idea that they’re gonna make indie rock cool 
again, an idea that seems to have been bubbling up here and there. 

Then they played some kind of emo thing, and then all of a sudden 
they were playing, like, heavy rock with guitar breaks and screaming 
arena-rock solos erupting out of an untuned guitar mess. But the mess 
was played with a tightness and chops you only see Weasel Walter 
strive for. And on top of that, this shit was positively breathing. Sax 
player–singer CansaFis started screaming and shaking his head with 
his hands on his knees like an extra from some superhippie acid-rock 
documentary, and all I could think was “What the f—?” 

I mean, the guitar player named Elvis was wearing a white tuxedo, 
Cansafis was dressed like a mountain man, the other guitar player (and 
singer) was dressed in semi-indie rocker clothes, but with a little bit of 
the Fort Thunder “sew shit on your shirt” aesthetic, and the drummer 
looked like a college kid. I was like, “How the fuck did these people 
become friends?” Anyway, it ruled and was the best show I’ve been to 
all year. I’ve been to three, so you should definitely take my word for it. 

After No Doctors, Burmese played. I don’t have the space to go 
into it, and actually by now you should know, but Burmese are the 
best band in the city, especially live. Nobody can touch the dudes. 
The negative vibe their growling spasmodia creates is my favorite 
thing in the world almost. You could say they’re ripping off White-
house too much, but shit, if it weren’t for Burmese, I never would 
have heard Whitehouse, and I know I’m not the only one. 

So the San Francisco sound is going strong—thank god. Thank 
god, the San Francisco sound is still amazingly awesome.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2004
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Let Us Give Hanks

Hank Williams Jr. has always been this weird figure to me. For a long 
time I thought he and the wrestler from the Slim Jim commercials 
were the same person. I certainly never gave a rat’s ass about his music 
growing up, never gave him the time of day. In my mind, Hank Jr. 
was the country equivalent of “Take the Money and Run”-era Steve 
Miller. Just bad music. I mean, when I became interested in country 
music, the guy was singing the theme to Monday Night Football. To-
day that actually sounds pretty cool. But I was stupider then. I think 
I only cared about “good” music in those days. 

This summer I heard this song “Whiskey Bent and Hell Bound” 
on a jukebox and really kind of dug it. Then, like, two weeks later, 
I was playing the song on jukeboxes myself, and then I was buying 
Hank Jr. records and reading about his totally fucked-up life, and 
I decided that Hank Jr. rules and that he doesn’t get any respect 
from so-called country purists, which may or may not be true. Who 
knows? I feel like it’s true. Anyway, it was that quick. One day I’m 
making fun of the guy, and the next day I’m telling people about how 
he was cool because he fell about 600 feet off a mountain and survived 
and his face got all fucked-up so he has a beard and maybe even no 
eyeballs behind the ever present sunglasses. 

Maybe the coolest thing of all is that in the early ’70s he told 
all the Hank Sr. fans to eat shit when he got sick of playing crappy 
Nashville country pop and he started playing some kind of South-
ern rock–country hybrid with Dickey Betts that spoke to millions of 
drunk people across the country. It even seems like the outlaw coun-
try scene he’s a part of is kind of embarrassed by him, or its fans are, 
anyway. The thing is, when you put up a lot of Hank Jr.’s music next 

to Kris Kristofferson’s, the differences are pretty glaring. Hank’s music 
is less heavy, it isn’t real poetic, and it just seems more geared to pop 
audiences than the Rhodes Scholar’s stuff. It’s also less self-conscious. 

The thing about “Whiskey Bent and Hell Bound” is that it comes 
from a 1979 Warner Bros. record of the same name that is really 
good. Besides a couple annoying “Johnny Reb” moments, Hank Jr. 
cuts the shit and sings about being kind of a fucked-up person in a 
really direct and honest way. On both the title cut and this other song 
about ODing on cocaine, called “OD’d in Denver,” he really nails 
the whole doomed drug/alcohol abuser thing. Anyway, I guess this 
is what jumped out at me. The guy’s father died in the back of a car 
of an overdose, and he had his own demons to wrestle. So when he 
sings about this stuff that is totally real and personal, I want to hear 
it. I don’t understand how I didn’t know this was one of those ’70s 
country records you had to have, because it is. With the amount of 
conversations I’ve had with one record geek or another over the years, 
how come nobody was like, “Yeah, Honky Tonk Heroes is a must, but 
you wanna check out Hank Jr., dude.” 

It’s because the dude doesn’t really get any recognition. I think 
the Monday Night Football thing and his staunch refusal to become 
unrowdy have kind of stuck in the craw of “discerning” country fans. 
Whatever—I used to be like that. The point is, I think it’s time Hank 
Jr. got revisited, reevaluated. 

Incidentally, Hank Jr.’s son Hank Williams III is playing a show at 
Slim’s. I also know nothing about him, only that he covered “Cocaine 
Blues” and that his records aren’t alternative country, new country, 
or anything. They’re some weird cross between the two. It’s not that 
Hank III’s music is at all alternative, or has any ties to the crap orgy 
of lameness that alt-country is. It’s more the fact that the guy played 
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on some songs with the Melvins and he played in a kinda bad stoner 
metal band, Superjoint Ritual. As far as superstar kids go, Hank III 
is doing way better than that robot Bob Dylan spawned. Shit, Elvis’ 
kid had scary alien sex with Michael Jackson. Hank III’s father made 
a similar break from the norm. Because he went from performing in 
the sacred style Hank Sr. pioneered to performing what on the sur-
face sounds like Ford truck commercial music, Hank Jr. was seen as 
a traitor or something. He went from a ready-made career as a Vegas 
act to his own admittedly lowbrow manifestation of hard living and 
bad decision-making. He’s survived, and, as I found out this summer, 
he put out some music that is way beyond simple and deserves the 
widespread success he enjoyed into the ’80s. 

Hank III seems uninterested in making anyone happy in the same 
way. He’s working under much less scrutiny and almost avoiding it, 
it seems. He plays what he wants to play and with whom he wants to 
play. His two records are good, solid albums. But they’re not chang-
ing the world. That doesn’t matter anyway, and the feeling I get from 
them is that Hank III is someone whose music should be experienced 
live, where all his fucked-up energy and innate love for country mu-
sic, or whatever, can come to life. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
February 2005

Sleep, Om and 
High On Fire

Formed in San Jose in the late 1980s, Sleep (Al Cisneros on bass, 
Matt Pike on guitar, and Chris Hakius on drums) became the de-
fining stoner–sludge metal band of their time (and this one for that 
matter) with the release of the 1993 masterpiece Sleep’s Holy Mountain 
(Earache). It wasn’t stoner rock, because that shit is lame, lame, lame 
(see Fu Manchu and Nebula), although that is the accepted term. 
Sleep played metal. Chugging, bare-armed, long-haired, pot-smok-
ing doom metal with references to dragons, space-traveling caravans, 
weed, space caravans traveling with weed, and druids smoking space 
weed while flying around on dragon-drawn space caravans. Good 
stuff. With that record Sleep gave stoner rock its name (reportedly in 
an interview), the high points of its aesthetic, the best of its riffs, the 
whole thing. Sleep’s Holy Mountain is so fucking good it’s proof that 
there’s a God and that he likes doing bong hits and listening to Black 
Sabbath and Saint Vitus. 

I was challenged to write this article without mentioning bong 
hits. I failed. Anyway, Sleep ruled. A lot of people know about Sleep. 
They were featured on the soundtrack to Gummo. And the story about 
the group getting signed to a major label, London Records, in 1995 
and then immediately getting kicked off when they refused to edit 
a 78-minute track called “Dopesmoker” into a viable radio release is 
not only legendary but it’s also true. The track came out as a bootleg 
called Jerusalem in 1999, but a superior, superheavy release of it in its 
original form, as the band conceived it, came out two years ago as 
Dopesmoker (Tee Pee). It’s an hour-plus of gargantuan guitar-chord 
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prayers, barely decipherable fable-lyrics, and unholy volume. 
But the legal entanglements that arose with the whole major-label 

fiasco were enough to sink the band, and Sleep broke up some time in 
1996 or so. For the past couple of years Pike has been leading his own 
project, High on Fire, which have a new album and are appearing 
at Noise Pop. Cisneros and Hakius have been recently performing as 
Om and have just released an album on local psych label Holy Moun-
tain (home of Six Organs of Admittance for a while) called Variations 
on a Theme. 

Sleep fans have been waiting for Cisneros to reemerge for years, 
so the release of this record is kind of a big deal. From listening to 
Variations, it’s clear Cisneros was the main creative force in Sleep. The 
album has three tracks: a 20-minute opener and two 12-minute songs. 
All are in the same key, with almost the same repetitive riff, as well 
as parts of “Dopesmoker” and parts of the title track from Sleep’s Holy 
Mountain. It seems like this is the riff Cisneros has been hearing in his 
brain since he started playing music, an idea that makes the record 
interesting on a level beyond simply listening to it. 

Another idea that makes the record interesting is that if you smoke 
hella weed and turn it up loud enough to make your eyes bleed, you 
will be rewarded with previously unheard bass tones, a calming, al-
most meditative effect that’s actually more like having a pillow put 
over your face. On top of that, you get three opportunities to hear 
these guys start a song, a thing Cisneros and Hakius as a rhythm sec-
tion do better than almost anyone. They really know how to make the 
beginning of a song sound like the sky is cracking open. 

Pike, on the other hand, has gone in a very different direction 
from his days with Sleep. Blessed Black Wings (Relapse) is High on 
Fire’s third album and, produced by Steve Albini and featuring Mel-

vins–Thrones metal god Joe Preston on bass, the record feels like 
Pike’s best work so far, like the dude has reached a new level in his 
metal karate classes or something. Each song on Blessed Black Wings is 
based on this kind of midtempo riff, not slow or fast, just taut. And 
the feel of the songs, with the imagery and the sort of thrumming 
drumbeats—it feels like real barbarian metal. Like this is the music 
they should have been playing when Conan was turning that huge 
wheel, and also anytime he killed someone or had sex with a witch. 
Actually fuck that—this music is way more serious than that. This 
music is the equivalent of true barbarism and violence. Pike’s vocals 
are totally unhinged; he sounds so enraged he can’t even pronounce 
the words. The only earlier type of metal I can equate this with is 
early Celtic Frost, that sort of hardcore/metal punishment. And Pike’s 
vocals seem modeled on the throaty intensity of Tom Warrior. 

So good news for Sleep fans: the stoner rock movement the band 
spawned, or at least perfected, may be deader than dead, but the 
members of Sleep continue to make some of the most interesting and 
important metal of their time.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
February 2005
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The Soundtrack To Our Lives
Origin, Vol. 1 

(Republic/Universal)

Indie rock from Sweden. I guess members of this band were in some 
other indie rock band that was fairly well known or something. Who 
cares. This is about right now, today. I personally try to live in the 
moment. I do this by listening almost exclusively to music from the 
early 1970s. 

In the past month, however, I have been going back and listening 
to lots of Guided by Voices and really loving it. I used to worship that 
band, and it seemed like indie rock itself was everything I wanted for 
a style of music to define my generation. Then for ten years I hated 
everything with a melody. But now I am back, enjoying the indie 
rock roots of my past. Guided by Voices were really amazing. Robert 
Pollard wrote so many memorable choruses and hooked-in verse mel-
odies that it’s baffling. That song “Weed King” was about the most 
cathartic two minutes I’d ever experienced in 1993. I laid to rest my 
bitterness and came to the conclusion that there is nothing wrong 
with indie rock if it’s good, and GBV made truly good indie rock for 
a few years there. Even Pavement, the other indie rock skeleton in my 
closet, were doing something interesting and great for a while there. 
I can’t hear that shit anymore, though, unlike GBV. It sounds really 
bad now. 

Anyway, the Soundtrack of Our Lives, besides having a name 
that is too long and annoying to type, almost cut it as far as deliver-
ing big rock guitars and lovely melodic hooks for you to sing along 
with. They incorporate elements of psychedelic prog rock, and at 

first glance, TSOOL (ugh, even that sucks) can appear to be like an 
orchestral pop-psychedelic band with lots of rock riffs thankfully cut-
ting down on the fey factor so much of that sort of poppy psych flits 
around with. Also, the cover of the album is a nice beige color. And 
the dudes have beards and kind of dress like members of the Band. At 
first I even kind of liked the songs, but then I suddenly realized that 
this music is total shit. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
March 2005
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Dinosaur Jr

Everybody knows who Dinosaur Jr. are, right? They were massive 
at one time. Just before Nirvana broke, and right after the Pixies, J 
Mascis’ forehead was all over MTV, and “The Wagon” and “Start 
Choppin’” were huge hits.

I fucking hated what Dinosaur Jr. had become by the time they 
reached that level of fame, and although it seems really silly today, 
back then I felt like they had been one of the great tragedies of my 
life. The transformation of Mascis from Jesus Christ to MTV salesman 
with crappy songs and tinny records was such an unspeakable crime 
to me and my group of friends that we just acted like it wasn’t hap-
pening. We had to act like the band had never existed. We were so 
confused and abandoned that when Pavement came along, we thought 
we had found ourselves again. That’s why I bought all those Pavement 
records, out of confusion. I know it was that.

Anyway, Dinosaur Jr. have recently reunited, and original bassist 
Lou Barlow and drummer Patrick “Murph” Murphy are in the mix. 
Someone had the brilliant idea to re-release the group’s first three re-
cords on Merge Records, with videos included and way, way, way bet-
ter sound quality than the originals. I got ahold of them and realized 
that I had really worshipped this band at one time. I had forgotten that.

* * * * *

I first heard Dinosaur Jr. in 1987, on this Homestead Records com-
pilation titled The Wailing Ultimate. The Dinosaur song (there was no 
“Jr.” then) “Repulsion” jumped out at me. It had big rock guitars and 
a guitar solo (!), and the guy’s voice cracked every two seconds and 
he sounded like a wimp. Also, the song was about other people being 

repulsed by your very presence. You could also interpret Mascis’ lyrics 
to mean that he himself was a loner by choice and the actions of his 
peer group repulsed him. It was kind of both. Either way, the whole 
idea was like somebody had been reading my wimp-ass diary.

I went and bought the Dinosaur record, with its creepy, ugly cov-
er. The songs were all slow and mopey, and guitar heroics and lyrics 
about being a loser were the two main themes. One of the only fast 
ones was this hardcore/metal song called “Mountain Man” that had 
fucking hilarious lyrics and smokin’ hot guitar licks. I remember hav-
ing a really hard time coming to terms with the fact that the music 
these guys were playing had elements of punk, metal, and Neil Young 
in equal amounts. Today I can identify bits of the Meat Puppets and 
Saint Vitus, and it makes sense to combine those two, but back then, 
not only did I not know who those bands were, but the whole idea 
didn’t seem legal to me, and for a long time Dinosaur’s music sounded 
“wrong.” This is probably why it still sounds so great. Dinosaur is my 
favorite album of the three recorded by the original lineup.

The second album, You’re Living All Over Me (SST, 1987), is heavy 
metal breakup music. The old copy I had couldn’t be played very loud 
or it’d just get muddy, but this new reissue sounds really crisp and 
should be played at extreme, air-rippling volume.

Pretty much any time Mascis isn’t making perfect rhymes and 
telepathically expressing the pathetic hopes of every nerd–loser who 
ever lived, he’s layering sheets of too-many-pedals guitar skronk and 
distortion you can taste on everything. The riffs of “Sludgefest” and 
“Tarpit” predate stoner metal, and “Tarpit” ends with this swirling, 
ragged Godzilla sound that is practically alive. “In a Jar” features 
Mascis’ first moment of true pop rock guitar genius, when the chorus 
breaks into the solo like a jet breaking the sound barrier. Lou Barlow 
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contributes “Poledo,” a Sebadoh record smashed up into one song. A 
lot of people who have two kids and are almost 40 say that this was 
the best record of the ’80s.

The last one, Bug (SST, 1988), was their big MTV break record. 
“Freak Scene” is pretty much Mascis’ only good song on here (ex-
cept for “They Always Come” and “The Post”). And “Freak Scene” 
is almost too much of an anthem not to make you feel like you are 
just being overpowered by Mascis’ ability to write melodic hooks. 
Bug was a difficult thing when it came out because Mascis had pretty 
much taken over all the songwriting and Barlow’s only song was the 
best one on it: “Don’t” is a six-minute horror show of feedback and 
screaming, with the lyric “Why don’t you like me?” howled over and 
over. Back then, the feeling you got was that after this whole album 
of Mascis’ increasingly “perfect” songs, “Don’t” comes on and it’s like 
Barlow was rejecting everything—the direction of the band and their 
increasing popularity.

Years later, the thing that stands out about these three albums—
and Bug most of all—is that Mascis’ lead guitar playing is fucking vi-
olent and awesome and thank God they remastered this stuff because 
you can finally play the records as cripplingly loud as they were meant 
to be played. So forget about Green Mind and all the bad stuff that 
happened after somebody called Mascis a genius. They were right. 
They just shouldn’t have told him.

 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
May 2005

Scum Angel
 

Scum Angel is the new project led by Matt Pike of High on Fire. The 
band may be, in fact, led by someone else, now that I think of it, but 
music is a weird thing. When a person’s name has a certain amount 
of cachet, more than other members’, they often become the de facto 
focal point of their band. 

If you didn’t catch it, I’ve just made a very acute insight into the 
inner workings of the music world. It’s my job to impart knowledge 
that I have and you don’t—as an ambassador between that shadowy, 
exclusive universe and gentle readers like you, who know nothing. I 
can also tell you if a band is good or not. You should always listen to 
me, because before writing an article or seeing a band, I spend almost 
all my time rigorously researching facts and listening to the music so 
that I can be a well-informed and accurate judge of what is good and 
what is bad. You and I enter into a compact here, in which you read 
my words and believe them. And it is my duty as a rock critic to hon-
or that trust and to give you my honest feelings about a band, since 
they are the correct feelings to have. No matter what.

Anyway, while writing that paragraph, I learned that Scum Angel 
is not so much led by singer Matt Pike as fronted by him, and the 
band is more likely led by Bay Area punk-metal icon Andy Christ of 
El Dopa and Econochrist fame. Christ has taken up guitar duties in 
Scum Angel, where in the past he had been a bassist. 

Scum Angel recently performed at the Golden Bull in Oakland, 
and by all accounts the show was a success. The five-piece played a 
combination of heavy classic rock and power metal, something of a 
throwback to ’90s sludge metal with enough Iron Maiden-ish prog 
thrown in to make it new. The band has two types of songs: heavy, 
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stonerish hard rock numbers based on three accepted riffs—one for 
the verse, one for the chorus, and one for the bridge—and a hybrid of 
post-hardcore punk-metal and Iron Maiden’s galloping bass lines and 
twin guitar leads. 

Pike’s vocals were guttural and screamed, but his tattooed, shirt-
less chest was the main attraction for many of the people there. Al-
most half the audience was female—a pretty rare ratio at metal shows. 
Whenever I see Pike perform, I am always faced with the question, 
“Just how much metal-babe ass does this guy get?” The only answer 
is, “All of it.” Scum Angel plays up this angle pretty well, but not 
intentionally—it’s just hard to have a band with such a charismatic 
frontperson and not have the guy take over. 

The best part of the show was this one dude who was ruling the 
pit with one hand in his pocket. I couldn’t tell if he had forgotten it 
was there, or if he was doing it because his hand was horribly mis-
shapen or slimy, or if he was just stupid. Anyway, I remember think-
ing, “I should mention that in the live review. It’s good for at least 30 
words.” The second-best thing that happened was when this really hot 
girl wearing a miniskirt walked past me. She was looking hungrily at 
Pike the whole time. 

After seeing this band and after seeing Om (with Al Cisneros and 
Chris Hakius, who were in Sleep with Pike) the other night, all I can 
think is, “Jesus Christ. Why doesn’t Sleep just get back together?” We 
all want it. It’s like at the end of Apocalypse Now when Martin Sheen 
spits out, “Even the jungle wanted him dead,” over footage of Marlon 
Brando farting. That’s all I’m going to say because I feel like it’s the 
subject we’re not allowed to bring up. But a Sleep reunion show? It 
would be monumental. I probably just jinxed it. 

Back to Scum Angel. Scum Angel will not appeal to as broad a 

group as both Sleep and High on Fire tend to, but that is a good thing. 
It means Scum Angel is a deeper cut into the metal pantheon and will 
not attract as many metalhead wannabes (including me) to shows as 
High on Fire. 

A scary thing is actually happening in metal. There is this band 
called Early Man that recreates the thrash-metal movement of the 
’80s, but does it with the self-conscious perfection of indie rockers. 
Very weird and wrong. Scum Angel does something similar in that it’s 
resurrecting an old style, only the references to crusty hardcore, early 
death metal, Black Sabbath, Maiden, and even Dio are way beyond 
the vocabularies of anyone who did not grow up listening to those 
types of music. Metal for metal fans. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
June 2005
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Genghis Khan

I saw Genghis Khan about a month ago. On my way home from the 
show, I thought to myself, “I should write the review as soon as I get 
in, so I don’t forget anything, and then when they ask me for it, it will 
be done, and I will have written it well, with the memories fresh in 
my mind.” Then I went home and did not write the piece. 

I was gonna write it at work the next day, but I played solitaire on 
my computer instead. I put in a good five hours of solitaire. My record 
is nine straight wins in a row. The rest of the workday was spent eat-
ing, reading ESPN.com, writing the most hilarious e-mails that ever 
fucking existed, and listening to “Squank,” by ZZ Top, over and over. 

The next day was much the same except I listened to Soundgarden 
a lot instead. Say what you want—I hated Soundgarden when they 
were popular myself, but now, years upon years later, I hear their mu-
sic very differently. Soundgarden were fucking heavy. “Burden in My 
Hand” and “Fell on Black Days” are awesome songs. Chris Cornell 
sang like he had braided hair on his chest. And as for the whole grunge 
thing, which was about putting your feelings about heroin out there 
with loud guitars underneath—well, Soundgarden weren’t as offensive 
about their angst as others were. The band’s songs still sound heavy, 
and Cornell’s pleas for understanding sound as genuine as the dead guy 
from Alice in Chains sounds whenever you hear the one where he’s all, 
“What’s my drug of choice? Well, what have you got?” It seems to me 
that grunge is more interesting now that it is universally hated than it 
was when everyone was singing along to “All Apologies.” 

Anyway, the point during the grunge years was to rock and be 
loud. That seems to have gotten lost in the shuffle in the past few 
years. Being loud is easy. It’s the ability to rock that’s not so easy. For 

the record, I hate the sound of that—“the ability to rock” or any time 
the word “rock” is used as a verb. It sounds like I have my head up 
my ass. But I don’t know how else to put it. 

This relates to the Genghis Khan show at the Golden Bull: Geng-
his Khan, a three-piece heavy boogie band from Oakland with a 
singing drummer, is one of pretty much zero bands—if you ask me—
successfully attempting to unleash the ferocity of rock music. Which I 
think is important. Sometimes they sing about their feelings, which is 
unlike most hard rock and is what Soundgarden used to do. 

With each song built on a darting and jabbing riff that goes about 
half speed until the drummer makes everybody go wicked fast for 
a couple of minutes, the band actually sound like the ’70s pre-ston-
er metal, Sabbath-worshipping band Pentagram. Pentagram’s totally 
awesome early stuff was rereleased a couple of years ago on Relapse, 
on an album called First Daze Here: The Vintage Collection, which 
you should go buy after buying Genghis Khan’s 45 at their Myspace 
page. This single hopefully has the band’s best song, “God Damn,” 
on which they play a heavy boogie that sounds dirty and genuine 
and not like they just heard Sir Lord Baltimore last week. The drum-
mer–vocalist yells, “God damn. God damn. It happened again” in a 
sincere and funny way. Like it is honestly about being bummed, but 
humorous because you can identify with it. This is like the grunge 
mission statement, minus the funniness, though Genghis Khan do not 
play grunge. They play the same music people in the early ’70s were 
making before hard rock became shiny. Boogying, psychedelic, and 
kinda stoned. 

The Golden Bull show was like a tantrum. They came onstage, 
set up, and seemed to be really psyched at first and then increasingly 
less so as they bashed through four or five songs, all with those bound-
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ing riffs and spastic drum solos. Then all of a sudden, the drummer 
just said, “Okay. That’s it.” Like he was pissed about something. And 
they stopped. 

Genghis Khan are a relatively new band—they’ve been playing 
shows here and there and don’t really have much of a following yet. 
But they have a clear idea of what they are doing, and that is playing 
music that is loud and heavy, with lots of guitar solos, drum freak-
outs, and yelling. They are nowhere near being “cool,” so there is still 
something charming about them. Check them out before they get 
ruined by people going to their shows and writing about them. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
July 2005

Making Out The Band

I have this theory about people who like rock music. I think in order 
to be the kind of person who likes rock, you have to love the Band. 
You have to know the Stones inside and out, and you have to love the 
Band. Everybody loves the Stones, but when you meet someone who 
loves the Stones and the Band, you know this is a person whose tastes 
may be trusted. If you don’t like the Band, it’s okay. You just don’t 
like rock music. You like punk or new wave or something. And there 
is nothing, absolutely nothing, wrong with not liking rock music. Just 
don’t come to parties at my house and request shit. 

The Band has just released a box set covering practically every 
single recorded moment they have to offer—all the albums, a bunch 
of live stuff, and many song outtakes. I don’t have access to the book-
let that comes with A Musical History (Capitol), because I am writing 
this from some godforsaken jungle in Southeast Asia. No lie. But from 
what I’ve read while looking for info to plagiarize for this article, it 
seems like people are shitting their pants over just the booklet, which 
makes me really wanna know what’s in it. Actual photographic evi-
dence of Robbie Robertson marveling at himself in the mirror? Rich-
ard Manuel’s suicide note? What is in there? Tons of writing about 
the Band? Please, not that. It seems like when people write about the 
Band, they get a little, uh, what’s the word…how do I say it? Totally 
full of ponderous, annoying shit, maybe? Yes. It’s true. 

People—and I do it myself—start trying to write something as 
deep and reverential as the Band’s music itself. It’s usually a bad idea (see 
the liner notes to The Basement Tapes for starters—ugh). There is some-
thing natural about the Band and their music, something that exists 
almost nowhere else. These are guys who could play with Jimmy Reed 
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and have it be the right thing to do for everyone involved. They could 
play “Froggy Went A-Courtin’” and (a) not sound like morons and (b) 
reveal the side of the song that no one ever thought of: that it is a part 
of the very fabric of what America was when it had not only something 
but everything to offer the world. See? I told you I would do this. 

* * * * *

So with no booklet to go along with my listening to this box set, I 
can’t really give any tidbits of info regarding the songs I like the most. 
I can recognize the first songs as being from The Last Waltz, with 
Ronnie Hawkins on fuck-all-these-big-stars vocals. And I think that’s 
Reed singing on the second track, although his voice seems awfully 
strong for what could only have been a pretty old guy at the time. 
Maybe this was cut from The Last Waltz? Anyway, it’s awesome. So is 
“Further on up the Road,” which I think has Clapton on vocals, but 
I’m not sure, because it doesn’t totally sound like him. 

The thing here is that I’ve seen The Last Waltz many times, and 
I listen to the album a lot, but Robertson’s guitar sounds particularly 
burnin’ on these cuts. This is a theme throughout the first disc of this 
five-disc set: Robertson’s guitar playing. Every time he screeches out 
that precise, economic channeling of early rock ’n’ roll guitar-god 
Mickey Baker, you can’t help but forget the incredibly annoying 
things he’s said over the years. Recently I read Bob Dylan’s autobiog-
raphy, Chronicles, Volume One, and in it he describes this period where 
the world is touting him as a prophet and the voice of his generation. 
He actually says, “Screw that.” Then he’s in a car with Robertson, 
and Robertson asks him, “Where are you gonna lead them, Bob?” 
So the dude was clueless—there’s your proof. But, Jesus Christ, the 
downward spiral of his last solo on “Robbie’s Blues” here is heavy, 

heavy shit. And the rest of the time he adds those little rock ’n’ soul 
phrases. No other (half-) white man plays guitar like that. 

So Robbie’s a great guitarist, but the other thing—the real 
thing—about this box set is that it has all this stuff from way early in 
the Band’s career when, as a unit, they just smoked. That said, using 
the words smoke, smoked, or smoking should be illegal unless used to 
describe the Band when they are nailing it. 

* * * * *

Much of this box set is music you should already own, but if you don’t 
already, you can get it all done in one stop. For folks with the records, 
the first disc is the best Band stuff I’ve heard since The Bootleg Series, 
Vol. 4: Bob Dylan Live, 1966: The “Royal Albert Hall” Concert album 
came out, where they practically kill everyone in the room with “Tell 
Me, Mama.”

The pre-Band songs are like blueprints for how a rhythm section, 
organist, and guitarist are meant to play rock ’n’ roll. There is a hippie 
song from Rick Danko that is almost as sweet as watching him teach 
the Dead “Ain’t No More Cane” in Festival Express. Then there’s all 
the stuff the Band released when they were together, and those beauti-
ful versions of “The Weight” and “The Night They Drove Ol’ Dixie 
Down” from The Last Waltz. But right off the bat, on the second song, 
they play with Reed, and it’s one of those Band moments where you 
think you might cry. Why? I don’t know. It’s the Band. This happens. 

* * * * *

Manuel really is the most important component of the Band. I think 
the reason the group’s music can sometimes go right through you has 
more to do with Manuel and his voice than anything Robertson did. 
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Robertson is the guy in “Bessie Smith”—he fucks over his girl 
and goes off into the world and then does her the favor of coming 
back after he’s burned all his bridges. Manuel, on the other hand, is 
the guy in “Ruben Remus”: naive, a mark, too good-hearted for this 
world. Everybody’s always ripping him off, and he is the guy who 
finds out last that his intended girl prefers some slick dude to his own 
plain and slow-talking self. Maybe this is a stretch; after all, I never 
met Manuel, but the footage of him shyly mumbling in The Last 
Waltz, the things he seems to hold back from saying (when Robert-
son’s saying way too much), have always indicated to me that he was 
some kind of gentle soul. Is this corny? Yeah, whatever. 

Then the dude killed himself, which is awful and speaks to the 
deep, deep pain he sang with. You can hear it in everything. Desper-
ation. Listen to him giving in to his lady in “Honky Tonk” or facing 
the music in “Shape I’m In.” There are a million Band songs where 
Manuel’s sad, baffled character comes to life. 

The thing about his voice is that Manuel actually sounds like Ray 
Charles. He doesn’t try to sing like him—he just sounds like him, 
naturally. This is important because the only other person who can 
really, truly bring a listener to tears is Charles. Why? I don’t know. 
Let’s just agree on this one. 

I have a bootleg of Manuel playing a solo show not long before 
he died. It’s called Whispering Pines. His voice is ravaged from drink 
and drugs, he screws up the words to some songs, and plays “Across 
the Great Divide” twice. Then Rick Danko shows up, and the whole 
show devolves into drunk dudes singing too close to the microphone. 
It’s kind of dark. There’s no answer there. It’s just that Manuel was a 
troubled man, for sure, and his contribution sometimes gets lost in the 

shuffle. I just wanted to that point out.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2005
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Grabbing Your Jollies

It’s Christmastime. That’s Christmas, not Xmas, and if the godless San 
Franciscans on the Bay Guardian copy desk try taking the Christ out 
of Christmas in my Christmas article, there’s gonna be hell to pay—
believe me.

I get a little weird around Christmas. I don’t get depressed, really, 
but I do often buy a Christmas tree in a fit of some unnamable des-
peration. Last year I bought a tree for the house I lived in and at the 
last minute decided not to share it with my roommates. Instead I put 
it up in my room, bought a ton of lights, got fake snow and a plastic 
snowman, and transformed my room into what I called “Christmas 
Central.”

I think it’s a holdover from my childhood, when Christmas rep-
resented the most extreme times in our house, from dizzying heights 
of expectance (my mother would start with the “What do you think 
you’re getting for Christmas?” questions in August. To be fair, she al-
ways delivered—my mother would buy us everything and go to ridic-
ulous lengths to surprise and enchant us) to utter yowling chaos. I’ll 
just say I never saw Mommy kissing Santa Claus, but I did see her hit 
Santa Claus in the face with a pot roast a few times. Many of us have 
had this experience. I don’t think I’m any different. But the thing that 
is different about me is that, as a result, I actually embrace the insanity 
of Christmastime—I enjoy going to the mall when it’s clogged with 
people the week before Christmas. I am totally into killing a tree and 
decorating it. More telling, I love Christmas music.

Do you? Are you one of us? If you are, here is a little primer on 
Christmas music.

Brian Wilson, What I Really Want for Christmas (Arista, 2005) 
Besides the unsettling title, What I Really Want features probably the 
biggest Christmas weirdo in the world putting creepy Beach Boys-like 
vocal harmony chants all over standards and a few originals. There are 
only two songs from The Beach Boys’ Christmas Album (Capitol, 1964), 
which is worth it alone for the druggy “White Christmas” (the track 
should be called “China White Christmas”). I don’t know if I’d call 
this essential, but it’s Brian Wilson, so there’ll be half a million chron-
ic masturbator/record geeks drooling over the arrangements.

Carpenters, Christmas Portrait (A&M, 1984) Like all their stuff, 
the Carpenters’ Christmas music is soft-lit and glinting like, well, a 
tree, and dead Karen and her brother Richard apply tempos to songs 
like “Santa Claus Is Coming to Town” and “Sleigh Ride” that are so 
slo-mo you can actually feel your respiratory system collapsing. Karen’s 
anally precise diction on each song is another major draw. I could listen 
to her say the word chestnuts a million zillion times. There is a newer 
version of this Christmas album that compiles all of the Carpenters’ 
holiday stuff. It’s called Christmas Collection and is approximately 72 
hours long. It has more nine-minute medleys than 2112.

Phil Spector, A Christmas Gift for You (Philles, 1963) Okay, this 
is the single most awesome Christmas album of all time. There is 
just no touching Darlene Love’s “White Christmas” and the painfully 
wonderful “Christmas (Baby Please Come Home).” Maybe it’s over-
played and I am stating the obvious—I don’t care. The Crystals’ “Santa 
Claus Is Coming to Town” is definitive; Phil Spector’s totally creepy 
monologue during “Silent Night” is beyond weird; and basically every 
single thumping drum sound on the record, the clanging bells, and 
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the shimmering quality of the recording, not to mention the stable of 
incredible talent the dude amassed, just don’t exist anywhere else. And 
you can only listen to it for two weeks a year. That makes it special.

Frank Sinatra, “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas”/“I’ll 
Be Home for Christmas” This guy I work with brought to my 
attention the fact that “I’ll Be Home for Christmas” and “Have Your-
self a Merry Little Christmas” were both released at the height of 
World War II (1942 and ’43 respectively), so lyrics like “Through the 
years we all will be together / If the fates allow” and “Next year all 
our troubles will be far away” took on a slightly heavier meaning 
when people were dying every two seconds in Europe and the South 
Pacific. And the idea of soldiers hearing “I’ll be home for Christmas 
/ If only in my dreams” transcends the writers’ obvious attempts at 
grabbing heartstrings (“I’ll Be Home” stayed on the charts for seven 
weeks in 1942). Bing Crosby sang the hit version of “I’ll Be Home,” 
but what you want are Sinatra’s versions of that song and of “Have 
Yourself” from around 1957. They don’t have the historical signifi-
cance, but the arrangements are slow and dark. “Have Yourself,” in 
particular, is tinged with more bitterness than melancholy. It ends 
up as the kind of song you want playing as you toss flaming bricks 
through your ex’s window on Christmas Eve. The songs are available 
on A Jolly Christmas from Frank Sinatra (Capitol, 1957), an album that, 
on the whole, is not all that jolly.

Alvin and the Chipmunks, Christmas with Alvin and the 
Chipmunks (Liberty, 1962) In our house, right after Thanksgiving, 
the Christmas records would come out of the closet, and my mother 
would start playing Christmas music round the clock. The albums all 

had shiny red covers, or cartoons on them, or pictures of each star ap-
pearing on the record like a movie cast. I loved the look of Christmas 
records, and the Chipmunks’ Christmas record was most amazing. 
A glistening cartoon with Alvin, that tree and presents everywhere? 
I still get psyched when I see it. “The Chipmunk Song (Christmas 
Don’t Be Late),” may sound cloying after hearing it in your sleep, as 
an adult, for two months, but that’s why God invented whip-its.

Lynyrd Skynyrd, Christmas Time Again (CMC International, 
2000) This album sucks through and through. A song called “Santa 
Claus Wants Some Lovin’,” about Santa Claus nailing Mrs. Claus in 
the kitchen, would embarrass R Kelly. But if you’re having more Jack 
Daniels than egg nog this year, you might want to check it out.

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2005
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Club Report: Bangkok

Clubs in Bangkok are always packed with a mixture of Thais and 
farang, which means honky or honkies, depending on the number of 
honkies being talked about. Dressed in perfect designer knockoffs, the 
local people in Thailand almost never look tacky. The tourists, how-
ever, almost always do. Pastel polo shirts, sunglasses at night, and hair 
that only David Hasselhoff can be blamed for is the standard look for 
Bangkok’s “cool dudes.” Do not go out on the town wearing a Blue 
Öyster Cult T-shirt—people will actually be afraid of you.

Probably the hippest club in Bangkok right now is Bed—a mas-
sive, hangar-like space divided into two rooms. One room is an enor-
mous dance floor with either thumping techno or prancing house 
played at a deafening volume. The other half of Bed is where it gets 
its name. Along the walls of this huge room are big fluffy mattresses 
with big fluffy pillows on top. Everything is spotless white, so please 
bathe before climbing up on one.

Santika is the other big mainstream spot. Malls are very popular 
in Bangkok, and Santika is like a huge mall for clubgoers. The ceilings 
are about 1,000 feet high, and everything’s very well lit. One room 
has a stage with live bands playing anything from reggae to metal and 
a throng of local Thais in front, guzzling whiskey and soda and gen-
erally going nuts. Another room has a punishing array of strobe lights 
and specializes in hip-hop, which in Thailand often means Black Eyed 
Peas, House of Pain, and Gwen Stefani. Fun.

The best underground “all-Thai” club I’ve been to didn’t have a 
sign, or a name. My friend led me through a darkened hair salon that 
was closed for the night (the front door was unlocked), into the next 
room, up some dimly lit stairs, and then into a darkened room. I half 

expected to find a game of Russian roulette in progress, but instead 
the room was packed wall-to-wall with people. Seemingly run by 
teenagers, the place had, like, two whole lights flashing and was play-
ing authentic hip-hop—every single person was dancing. As the night 
went on, more and more of the kids came up and wanted to shake my 
hand and welcome me (the conspicuous farang) to Thailand. It was a 
really entertaining place but, like many of the best things in Bangkok, 
totally illegal and transitory. It probably closed down the next night 
and opened up somewhere else. It’s crazy here. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
June 2006
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Rock In A Hard Place
SFBG Year End 2006

Who cares what I have to say? I just review video games and write 
lies about music for pay. You don’t want to read about what kind of 
“meaning” I gleaned from my experience with music that “really 
mattered” in 2006, do you?

It’s 4 a.m. and I ran out of money one week ago. I ran out of 
cigarettes at exactly 2:10 this morning, and until I get paid again—in 
approximately eight days if I’m lucky—I will be eating only things 
you can prepare by adding hot water. I don’t care about music. I hate 
music. I hate everything.

Well, I guess I don’t hate AC/DC, especially “Down Payment 
Blues,” which I think I listen to every day. I used to care about mu-
sic—a lot, I suppose. I don’t anymore. The only new stuff I listened to 
this year with any real loyalty—and enjoyment—was a pair of singles 
from a band I have always hated: “Photograph” and “Rockstar” by 
Nickelback.

First of all, “Photograph” struck me because I thought it would 
make an excellent song for a new country dude to cover and have a 
huge hit with. I elect Tim McGraw to do it, as it sounds enough like 
“Where the Green Grass Grows,” which is probably what gave me 
the idea in the first place. This kind-of-unknown guy Dwyane Wade 
could do it too. Wade is cool—he’s like the return of John Stewart, 
who sang “Wild and Blue.” Wait, did I write Dwyane Wade and John 
Stewart? Ugh. I mean Dallas Wayne and John Anderson. Dwyane 
Wade is a basketball player. He’s on the Jets. Stewart—I have no idea 
where that name came from. Sorry, this is what happens when I don’t 

have cigarettes. I am actually crying right now.
Anyway, I also like the sentimental quality of the lyrics in “Pho-

tograph.” I guess I am supposed to quote something here, but I don’t 
feel like it. Just go listen to the song. You’ll see what I mean. You will 
also undoubtedly disagree with me. I liked “Rockstar” because it’s 
funny and also has a big chorus you can sing along with after listening 
for approximately one second.

One thing that hit me this past week about music in general is 
that indie rock won’t fucking go away. I don’t understand this. How 
can people still care about Cat Power or Jacket or Envelope or what-
ever those lame-ass bands are called? I don’t think there is anything 
more irrelevant, except maybe college football.

And after hearing this Chromatics EP, Nite, tonight, I also real-
ized the neo–no wave thing is alive and well and suckier than ever. 
Man, that shit needs to die. What are they putting in the water in 
Seattle anyway? Anus? I read something about Nite in which the guy 
said the band was playing a sort of Italo–Euro pop. Is this the new 
thing, ripping off Italian pop or esoteric European styles that no one 
likes or cares about? Jesus Christ. I hate America.

With my limited knowledge, I think the only truly interesting 
and innovative things happening in music are in metal, but writing 
that is pointless because no one really actually cares about metal—be-
sides those 50 metal fans. So 90 percent of the people who read this 
will just go back to listening to Arctic Monkeys. Even if they checked 
out Lamb of God, they wouldn’t like it. I don’t like Lamb of God that 
much myself—it’s just that they are a mainstream death metal band on 
a major label and they don’t wholly suck. Also they are not Christian, 
like seemingly every other “death” metal band right now, which is 
another disturbing trend today. This is happening because the Chris-
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tians actually want us all dead. They are trying to bring about the 
end of the world. The government is helping them. Holy Jesus Lord, 
I want a cigarette. 

 MIKE MCGUIRK’S TOP 10 AC/DC SONGS HEARD WHILE WATCH-

ING STRIPPERS IN THAILAND

10: “You Shook Me All Night Long”
9: “Whole Lotta Rosie”
8: “Let Me Put My Love into You”
7: “Back in Black”
6: “Moneytalks”
5: “Stiff Upper Lip”
4: “Fire Your Guns”
3: “Safe in New York City”
2: “Thunderstruck”
1: “Hells Bells”

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
December 2006

AC/DC
Black Ice (Columbia)

The best time to hear AC/DC—besides during the obvious coked-out, 
high-speed cop chase—is at a party. At least this is my personal fave: 
during a party I’m throwing and controlling the music being played.

I love the part of the night when it is appropriate to put on the 
first AC/DC song, really loud. It has to be pretty late—when the 
strangers start filing in, cigarettes are being smoked everywhere, and 
the rules have been tossed out. People need to be drunk enough to 
dance to AC/DC, after all—and the first song has to be “It’s a Long 
Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock ’n’ Roll).”

The problem here is that once you start playing AC/DC, you have 
nowhere to go. You’ve reached the ceiling as far as loud rock ’n’ roll 
music goes, from here you have to get into crazy metal or ubernoise 
in order to keep the bar set in the red. And if you play Pig Destroyer, 
even though the middle of the song might be awesome, awesome, 
awesome, by the time you get there, you’ve alienated almost every-
body. So some restraint is necessary. I used to actually think about this 
while DJing parties and I eventually came up with the answer: what 
you do is play more AC/DC.

You start with Bon Scott-era stuff—a little “Jailbreak,” “Beating 
Around the Bush,” “Live Wire,” and “Sin City”—then you drop Brian 
Johnson’s flat, cap-lidded bleat and the high-tech production of “Thun-
derstruck” on them. You’re now free to play “Safe in New York City,” 
“Sink the Pink,” anything—just stay away from “You Shook Me All 
Night Long,” because you may as well play Bob Seger’s “Old Time 
Rock and Roll.” And you gotta put on “Moneytalks” at some point.
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AC/DC has a new album, titled Black Ice. This is studio album 
15 and is officially available for purchase either directly through the 
group’s website or at Wal-Mart. I didn’t get a promo copy of it and I 
don’t really shop at Wal-Mart much, except to get their spicy wings, 
which are fantastic, but I was able to hear some of the songs on You-
Tube so I can give a somewhat informed review of the album. Like 
I said, I found the stuff on YouTube, but I didn’t watch the video for 
lead single “Rock ’n’ Roll Train” because, well, I love AC/DC, but 
even I have to admit that Angus Young wearing a school kid uniform 
as he approaches AARP eligibility is a little embarrassing. I mean, the 
poor guy, he’s been duck-walking around the stage and over-perform-
ing for 40 years practically! Doesn’t it get to be like forced labor after 
a while? After, say, 30 years? Yipes.

Anyway here goes: the songs on Black Ice start with a bass line, then 
one guitar picks up the rhythm riff, then after exactly eight bars, the 
second guitar comes in, echoing the riff. Four bars pass, and the drums 
come in along with Brian Johnson screeching about women that could 
only have existed in the 1980s: “she’ll burn your eyeballs out,” “she’s 
got it all,” “she has two Great Danes on a leash,” etc. Young peels off 
a blaring solo that erupts at exactly the right time, the chorus is re-
peated—peppered by “honey”s and “hey-hey”s from Johnson—and it 
all fades out. For my money, the tried-and-true formula works best on 
“Skies on Fire” and “Big Jack,” which is about a guy who’s really got 
the knack and also never goes anywhere without a sack.

Okay, the guys in AC/DC aren’t geniuses, and maybe they’ve 
been at it a little too long, but the formula still works (it always will), 
and Black Ice—like just about every one of their records—is not meant 
to be sat around with and listened to. The idea is to play it at parties, 
and you’re not supposed to look too closely at it. The idea is to let it 

wash over you. 

 -  San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
November 2008
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Whitney Houston:  
Not A Punchline

People who were not around may not know—and even many of 
us who were around often forget—the power with which Whitney 
Houston exploded onto the American consciousness when her self-ti-
tled debut came out in 1985. For one thing, her elegant beauty was 
downright shocking, but her voice was something people had, well, 
literally never heard.

As a 15-year-old more interested in how The Wall was clearly 
written for and about me, even I was astonished by the deep soul of 
“You Give Good Love.” For the next decade, she was the undisputed 
champion of popular music, leveling any and all competition with 
a Mike Tyson-like gulf between her talents and those of her peers. 
Sure, Madonna had the eyes of the world glued to her every move, 
but Whitney was the real singer. Just her pedigree put her in a class 
by herself: she was the daughter of ’70s soul and gospel singer Cissy 
Houston, cousin to Dionne and Dee Dee Warwick, and godchild of 
none other than Aretha Franklin. Talk about lineage.

In addition to selling records in the millions upon millions, Houston 
was an outspoken activist for the then-imprisoned Nelson Mandela and 
a vocal opponent of apartheid. But still, some critics called her a sellout 
and a panderer to white audiences. The fact is, Houston’s talent was 
impossible to ignore, and the entire world responded. When her second 
record, Whitney, came out in 1987, it debuted at Number One not just 
in the US and the UK but also in countries across the globe. Winner of 
six Grammy Awards and over 400 other awards, she is in The Guinness 
Book of World Records as the most awarded female recording artist ever.

In 1991, she performed a truly incredible version of the national 
anthem at Super Bowl XXV. People often refer to Marvin Gaye’s take 
from the 1983 NBA All-Star Game as the best ever, but Whitney’s 
is definitive. Well, Marvin Gaye’s version is pretty great; it’s just that 
Whitney delivered the often-somewhat-blah song with such unre-
strained, showstopping power, it’s hard to imagine anyone even com-
ing close to the effortlessness and superhuman strength of her voice. 
Released as a single, the song actually made it to Number Six on the 
Billboard charts. The proceeds go to a foundation for Gulf War vets.

For years, there’s been talk of Houston lip-synching the perfor-
mance. This is hard to believe, as the YouTube clip shows that she is 
either singing the song herself or that it is hands-down the greatest 
lip-synch job ever pulled off. Plus, there are none of those awful ex-
tra “hey-yay-yay-yay”s tacked onto the end of every verse, which is 
something “divas” do these days to either prove their singing ability 
or be annoying (not sure which), and her involuntary body language 
during the “O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave” line is 
just awesome.

When Christina Aguilera sang the national anthem a couple weeks 
ago at Super Bowl XLV, there actually were side bets offered by Vegas 
on how long she would hold the word “brave,” over or under six sec-
onds. She smashed the under by holding it for 11 seconds. That’s a lot 
of “hey-yay-yay”s. This is not to put down Christina’s talents; it’s just 
that even when Whitney is bringing the house down (see “I Will Al-
ways Love You), there’s a subtlety to her art that seems to have gotten 
lost as soon as Mariah Carey came along and blew everybody’s mind 
with a range that reached dog-whistle levels. Mariah is another one 
whose talents are irrefutable—but without Whitney, there is no Ma-
riah, or Christina. It’s a straight line. They would say the same thing.
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Along the way, Houston married Bobby Brown, and her fame 
dimmed as record sales flagged and tabloids whispered about drug 
abuse and a volatile marriage. And by the time Mariah Carey did 
emerge as a major talent, Houston was practically a recluse, making 
rare public appearances and seemingly only getting press whenev-
er Bobby got arrested. Over the years, Houston became more of a 
joke than the truly remarkable singer. But the fact is, she is one of 
the greatest singers—if not the greatest singer—of her generation. If 
Whitney had been a dude, this spiral into drugs would be celebrated 
as “cool.” Instead, she was, until only recently, almost castigated for 
a drug problem that practically destroyed her. She finally divorced 
Bobby Brown in 2006, and in 2009, I Look to You, her first album of 
new material in nearly 10 years, was released. The truth is, her voice is 
not what it was, and there are only flashes of what was once spectacu-
lar, but she survived. No longer tight-lipped about her past drug use, 
Houston has officially made the transformation from Leno punchline 
back to one of the most important artists of our time. It’s just too bad 
people tend to forget it.

 
 - Rhapsody, February 2011 

Oldest Blurb Slave Ever

Gentle reader, please understand that they asked me to write this. 
Frankly, I think it’s kind of weird. I live in a world of paranoia and 
would never be so presumptuous as to think anyone would be inter-
ested in my opinion about this, but Rhapsody turned 10 years old on 
December 5th, and as the guy who’s been here the longest (along with 
country guru Linda Ryan, who started a month after me, the powers 
that be saw fit to have me write something about my time here, since 
it’s been, at the very least, somewhat interesting. Or because our sto-
ries are intertwined—just like with Colonel Kurtz and Captain Wil-
lard, you can’t tell my story without telling Rhapsody’s. God knows 
I’ve drunk-punched my share of mirrors.

No, maybe it’s just that I’ve been lucky, because my job rules. 
And so does Rhapsody. Screw these late-in-the-game interlopers. We 
were here before everybody. Really, everybody. I know, because I 
was there.

I didn’t go to college or anything, and was a line cook for 11 years 
before a girl essentially airlifted me to San Francisco from Somerville, 
Mass., where I was doing stupid stuff like quoting Cypress Hill every 
five seconds and wearing a hat with a pot leaf on it. Okay, the hat part 
isn’t entirely true, but I was definitely way too validated by the songs 
on Black Sunday. Anyway, I ended up in SF in 1998, just when the In-
ternet was exploding for the first time and there were startups every-
where. My friend Chris worked at one called Listen.com, a music site 
dedicated to helping users wade through the ocean of (mostly crappy) 
music on MP3.com, riffage.com, liquidmusic.com—there were tons 
more, but I can’t remember them.

Since I had always been a record geek and they were looking for 
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writers, Chris told me to apply. He also gave me some inside info: 
they were looking for someone familiar with new country (which my 
girlfriend liked exclusively, so I heard A LOT of it) and Christian rock. 
(I had been a super-Catholic as a teenager—my sister used to speak in 
tongues at prayer meetings, no lie. And yes, that’s weird.) But I knew 
way more about Christian music than any of the hipsters they were 
hiring, so I got the job. There were 16 other writers: punk experts 
(snarky), indie rockers (sweater-clad), metal people (nerdy), hip-hop 
guys (diehards), jazz people (constantly fighting over what did and did 
not qualify as “post-bop”), an electronica girl who never spoke and 
always wore a thong, and a dude who once came up to me with a Zip-
loc bag and asked me for my drug- and alcohol-free urine so he could 
keep his wife from divorcing him. They had all the bases covered.

We had this quota. Thirty blurbs a day. Our job was to write a 
description of whatever band we chose from a queue provided by nine 
web surfers. These kids’ job was literally to find music all day long. 
There was no business even discussed. Napster didn’t exist yet. These 
rich dudes were basically taking thousand-dollar bills and lighting 
them on fire. On my third day, the CEO announced they had just 
finished their last round of financing, and they had $500 million dol-
lars. Five hundred million! That’s half a billion dollars! That weekend, 
they took all the writers to Santa Cruz, put us up in villas and fed us 
lobsters on the beach so we could all get to know each other. Talk 
about insane. I had been asked if I was retarded by this truly misera-
ble woman who was the chef at my last job literally 48 hours earlier, 
either for not icing some blanched asparagus quickly enough or for 
being alive—it wasn’t clear which.

Not long after all this, Napster came along and changed every-
thing. Listen.com fired the vast majority of the employees (10 writers, 

all the surfers) and started scrambling for some kind of business plan. 
Rhapsody came out of this desperation: the idea of a “celestial juke-
box.” The seven writers left were each assigned a genre (I was given 
rock/pop), and we constructed much of what Rhapsody is now, edi-
torial-wise, in this first year, 2001. This means we assigned 10 zillion 
styles and similar artists, and constructed radio stations while review-
ing catalog albums and new releases. We wrote more artist bios. It 
was kind of like raking water. I covered rock, pop, country, new age, 
comedy, and Christian music. Album reviews had a 324-character 
count back then (it’s 600 now), so I got really good at writing three 
sentences. I came to this realization one day when I was told to cover 
Cher’s entire catalog and, when blurbing the 2002 album Living Proof, 
after 55 “greatest hits” collections, God gave me the inspiration for 
this: “Cher’s latest incarnation, as an electronic, club-bound appari-
tion…” I don’t care what anyone says, that’s funny! I’m proud of that.

They even let me go to part-time and do something resembling 
work from overseas, specifically during the three years I spent in 
Thailand, where I really did live out the first 20 minutes of Apoca-
lypse Now on a nightly basis. Fun, fun, fun. This isn’t the ideal space 
to fully explain the 10 jillion conflicts that were my life there or my 
motivations, by which I mean I didn’t go to many temples. Suffice it 
to say there was a lot of P-A-R-T-Y-I-N-G with (and getting beaten 
in pool by) super-hot and wonderful Thai girls. But I had my reasons.

This might give you an idea of how awesome it was: When I first 
got there, I was waiting for a check for $5,000 from the Listen.com 
stock I’d sold. In the meantime, I had no money, so I spent my days 
floating around in this pool in my building’s front yard. It was blazing 
hot, and the pool was one of these really old, enormous, deep ones 
with a massive diving board and a slide. There were giant leafy ba-
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nana trees and stone monuments all around it. I was floating around 
wishing I had dough, wishing I had 10 million dollars. I was like, 
“Wouldn’t it be awesome to have 10 million dollars? What would I 
be doing right now if I had tons of money?” But then I realized that if 
I had money, I’d totally be floating around in my pool in the tropics.

It was idyllic. When the money did come, I went hog wild. At 
one point, I did my job from Koh Samui, a straight-up tropical isle. It 
was like a Corona commercial. As for life in Bangkok, the revelation 
that they sold Xanax everywhere and that it was practically free was 
the catalyst for some awesome times I think I remember. Like when 
I found myself firing an AK-47 off the side of a boat in Pattaya with 
the words “I NEED LOVE” tattooed across my back. (That actually 
sounds better than what really happened. It was a 9-millimeter, and 
we were on an island. But we did take a boat there.) I also fed ele-
phants on the street, learned Thai and breakfasted on fried chicken 
that was cooked in a mobile kitchen approximately 100 feet from my 
apartment. It was wild. Basically, some crappy mall-metal band called 
Autopilot Fail put out a record in the US, and money from it trickled 
all the way down to me, 10,000 miles away, buying drinks for girls 
at candlelit illegal street bars. Granted, this all did end with a major 
wipeout (broken teeth, black eyes, living with my old man at age 38 
after I was extracted by my brother and friend Aileen), but I can’t even 
begin to tell you the things I learned, not the least of which is that 
Thai girls can really throw a punch.

To wrap it up, I don’t know how I ended up here for 12 years, 
and it’s amazing that Rhapsody is 10 years old. The fact is, it’s strange 
that I’ve been here so long: The only thing I’ve done longer is smoke 
cigarettes. Whatever. I’ll tell you one thing: It’s good that Rhapsody 
came along, because first of all, God only knows what I’d be doing for 

work these days, but also, the whole group here has created something 
truly unique and fantastic. At least that’s what everybody says in their 
goodbye email when they quit and go work for Google.

 -  Excerpted from Oldest Blurb Slave Ever: 
  Ten or Twelve Years with Rhapsody  
Rhapsody, December 2011 
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Confessions Of A 
Fearful Metalhead

I went to an all-boys Catholic high school that was approximately 40 
minutes from my house. Getting there involved a bus ride, provided 
by the school. The bus picked me up with nine other kids, all but one 
a year ahead of me: brothers Tom and Doug Hanson, Mark Sexton, 
Dave Tozeski, David Kilkenny, Scott Dudridge, Ray Thomas and 
two more super-nerdy brothers who never said a word to anyone and 
sat up front, out of fear.

I never spoke either, but I did sit toward the back, at least close 
to the rest of the group, but still terrified. This was a tight-knit crew 
of sophomores: they could turn on me as a braying, merciless gang 
at any minute. They wore denim jackets covered with satanic Led 
Zeppelin patches, sneakers and corduroys (everybody changed into 
the dress-code-mandated suit coat and tie at their lockers). The best 
course of action was to become invisible, which I did, for two years. 
There were also a pathological liar named Mark Holmberg (“I fought 
a six-foot tall rooster yesterday!” “Huh?” “Six feet tall! I swear!”) and 
a chew-spitting hockey player named Dennis, but they weren’t there 
all the time.

Scott Dudridge brought a boom box with him every day (when 
he didn’t skip school to go drink peppermint schnapps and smoke dirt 
weed or whatever you do when you’re 16). Dudridge was definitely the 
troublemaker in the group. Most days were a struggle of wills between 
him and the 55-plus-year-old bus driver, addressed by all as “Mrs. Bus 
Driver.” She would let Scott play the boom box until it got too loud, at 
which point she would pull the bus over and yell from the driver’s seat, 

glowering at us in the mirror. She also did this any time she caught 
him smoking, which was almost every afternoon. The poor woman. A 
full-length bus with 10 kids on it, cranking Dio at 8 a.m.

They played heavy metal exclusively. AC/DC, Sabbath, Ozzy, 
Dio, Iron Maiden, Led Zeppelin. There was also a lot of Rush, but it 
was all heavy metal to me. I had first heard the term “heavy metal” 
in 1981 (this was ’84), when the movie Heavy Metal came out and the 
trailer was about the craziest thing I’d ever seen. But this was my first 
real exposure to this clearly evil thing (my brother and sister had been 
Deadheads), and I was scared. Honestly, I thought just hearing Dio’s 
“The Last in Line” would bring the devil into my life.

I’ve mentioned here before that I was a pretty devoted Christian 
as a teenager (daily mass, prayer meetings—my Teamster father hated 
it). The idea that Ronnie James Dio would use scripture for his own 
purposes—I thought “The Last in Line” was a reference to “the meek 
shall inherit the earth”—was unfathomable. I was way off with the 
meaning there, way off. But that song, and everything by AC/DC, 
was so loud that it just had to be evil. The thing is, I didn’t hate it. 
I secretly loved this music, even though it’d be years before I bought 
any AC/DC or Sabbath of my own. I’d stare out the window from my 
seat hoping they’d play “The Number of the Beast” or “Kashmir” or 
“The Last in Line” or, especially, AC/DC, anything by them.

Today “heavy metal” is really just “metal,” and has broken off 
into a shattered windshield of subgenres. But I grew up in a world 
where it was the province of bad kids, ignored by hipsters and feared 
by Christians. For my part, the only cool kid at my lunch table, 
named Rick, played The Velvet Underground & Nico and The Piper at 
the Gates of Dawn for me sophomore year, and I dove into punk, pre-
punk and classic rock, then indie rock when it emerged.
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I don’t know how much it had to do with finding out I was the 
only 19-year-old virgin in my teen prayer group, but when I was 21, 
I bought the Sabbath comp We Sold Our Soul for Rock ’n’ Roll (NEMS, 
1975) because I needed to hear “War Pigs” 50 times in spite of the 
fact that the out-of-focus, inscrutable cover of their first album used 
to totally give me the creeps. No, really, I learned there was a big dif-
ference between being “religious” and having a connection to what-
ever it is that makes olives taste so damn good, and the idea of any 
music being “evil” became silly. The truth is Hüsker Dü’s “I’ll Never 
Forget You,” the Butthole Surfers’ “Sweat Loaf,” and Dinosaur Jr.’s 
You’re Living All Over Me brought me to metal more than anything, 
but it wasn’t until a few years into this job that I began to see it for 
what it is.

At the time, I was Rhapsody’s rock editor, and as such it was my 
job to build all the “key artist” and “key album” lists for each sub-
genre (there were a lot), write five one-sentence blurbs for as many 
artists as I could, cover their important/latest albums, add similar 
artists, assign styles—all that metadata on our site that makes it so 
you can start with Neil Young and get to Charles Mingus (in theory 
anyway—no one’s really tried it). Anyway, amid this Sisyphean task 
I decided it’d be cool if we had the most thorough metal section 
on the Internet even though nobody—nobody—was playing metal on 
the service (people really dug Britney back then). And so I basically 
researched the hell out of it. I knew the terms enough, but I didn’t 
know the difference between black and death metal. I could identify 
symphonic black metal, but melodic death metal? That was some kind 
of joke, right? This is why some of the similar artists may seem a little 
iffy to snooty metal scholars (puke). Pretty sure I assigned Deicide to 
almost every black or death metal band I did assets for in the begin-

ning. Sorry. I did learn, though.
Two things blew my mind: Emperor’s In the Nightside Eclipse (they 

swing! and what a voice!) and the video for Sleep’s Dragonaut. From 
there it was on. Pig Destroyer, Slayer, Pantera, Eyehategod, Dark-
throne—I learned metal could be super math-smart, expressive of 
psychic pain, intentionally hilarious (see the song titles on Carcass’ 
Reek of Putrefaction), as in-joke-y as indie rock, etc.

Metal is one of the most—if not the most—vital and constant-
ly evolving genres of music today. Black, death, power, progressive, 
thrash, speed, grindcore, experimental, doom, goth, metalcore, emo, 
folk, pirate, technical death, blackened death, deathgrind—the list 
goes on and on. There are probably some a-holes in Williamsburg 
coming up with fantasy baseball metal right now. The fact is, metal 
is more popular both commercially and critically than it’s ever been. 
There have been plenty of times when it was this popular commer-
cially, but it’s never been both.

This widespread acceptance is both good and bad, but mostly 
good. The insular nature of experimental metal—think Sunn O))) 
and all those “art-metal” bands—may cut out the pissed-off-and-
alone teenagers Judas Priest were playing for, but there has also been 
a lot of awesome, super-heavy music as a result.

About the title of this piece: I’m not really a “metalhead.” I didn’t 
grow up listening to KISS, so I don’t rate. It should read “Confes-
sions of a Metal Lover,” but that sounds goofy. Sadly, with all these 
four-eyed hipsters running around downloading Powerslave to their 
e-phones, there probably aren’t any real metalheads anymore anyway.

 

 - Rhapsody, April 2012 
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Katy Perry’s 
Part Of Me 3D: 

A Non-Fan’s Review

So my bosses asked me to review the new Katy Perry documentary. 
I’m not sure why. In any event, I need to be careful with the snarky 
comments here, because not only did I come away from the pop star’s 
new actually-in-theaters movie liking her personally (I think), but 
also, judging from the video testimonials that open and close it, there 
is a sea of very alone and very earnest 13-year-olds for whom Perry’s 
songs are invaluable lifelines, and there’s a good chance they’ll come 
after me if I talk too much trash.

In the interest of getting the negativity out of the way, though, I 
gotta say two things. First of all, the “weirdness” thing is borderline 
zany, which is bad. A giant kabuki “Kitty Perry;” a laugh-free nerd 
alter-ego (Kathy Beth Terry); her habit of encouraging fans to show 
up in stupid costumes, with the “weirdest” getting awarded backstage 
passes: this all contributes to a vague “Flo from Progressive Car In-
surance” feel.

Second, and I hate to say it, but I don’t really dig the music. It’s 
kind of bland. The only good songs in the movie were “I Kissed a 
Girl” and her cover of the Whitney Houston hit “I Wanna Dance 
with Somebody (Who Loves Me).” I guess “Peacock,” too, but it 
makes me uncomfortable. I mean, is it supposed to sound like she’s 
talking about something besides the animal? Agh, I am old.

Last thing: In the song “Part of Me,” the chorus goes, “This is the 
part of me / That you’re never gonna ever take away from me.” That’s 

rhyming “me” with “me.” Maybe I’m being a jerk, but I think you’re 
not supposed to do that.

All that said, the ’80s rapper–meets–Sons of Anarchy look her 
preacher dad’s got going is worth the price of admission alone, and 
both her parents’ patient support is really sweet. But there is one scene 
that really resonated with me. The movie is about her exhaustive tour 
after her 2010 album Teenage Dream took over the world and eventu-
ally cost her her marriage to Russell Brand. The show she performs 
almost every night for a year starts with Perry rising up through the 
floor with a microphone cocked in one hand and a brilliant smile on 
her face. She looks great and talks about how exciting it all is (“This 
really is my teenage dream”) for the first 40 nights.

Then, after around 68 shows, she’s getting a little run down, 
and Brand is not really cooperating. When the marriage really goes 
south, she’s wearing a black hoodie, balled up in the fetal position 
in a room with all these people running around saying “She nev-
er cries” while 100,000-plus Brazilians dressed in hotdog costumes 
scream their heads off not far away, waiting for her. After declining 
an offer to cancel the show, she silently gathers herself, cries through 
getting her makeup and dress put on, and dejectedly slumps down the 
hall to the riser. She slowly cocks the microphone with no expression 
on her face, and somebody says, “Ready?” After a couple seconds, you 
can see her affix her beautiful smile, and the platform starts to go up. 
It’s pretty intense—likely the sort of thing that sent Britney Spears 
off the deep end. Perry shows herself to be really human, but also a 
professional. It’s a tough way to learn to be careful what you wish for.

She also pulls herself out of an abyss to go do her nightly meet-
and-greet, wherein she ably dazzles some little kids, becoming the 
“Katy Perry” persona even though she was in no way feeling it not 10 
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minutes before. As I said, these are the horrors of fame that contrib-
uted to Britney shaving her head, and Perry is in that world. But she’s 
pretty emotionally healthy, and that really comes out in the movie; it 
seems like she’s going to be fine. And as far as role models go, I say 
she is an excellent one. I am in no way the target demographic here, 
and I may have been a little hard on her before, but Perry doesn’t need 
me and my smelly old opinions, and the kids that do get it appear to 
be better off as a result. I don’t mind not getting it. 

 - Rhapsody, July 2012 

Linda Ronstadt Rules

I’m going through a major Linda Ronstadt phase right now. Unfortu-
nately for my poor roommates, this translates into a lot of late-night 
crankings of “Blue Bayou” and almost daily spins of her 1977 tour de 
force, Simple Dreams. Not surprisingly, it all started with “Blue Bay-
ou,” but in the last couple weeks I’ve delved deeper into her catalog 
and history and I’ve decided, well, Linda Ronstadt rules.

Maybe because she had her better-known lite rock-ish hits in the 
later ’70s and eventually her style morphed into that of a sort of jazzy 
torch songstress, her legitimate country-rock beginnings get forgot-
ten. But if you listen to her sweet-spot years—1969 to 1979, rough-
ly—she’s kind of an LA version of Emmylou Harris mixed with some 
of the sacred Nashville moves of Dolly Parton (it’s fitting that those 
three recorded an album together, 1987’s Grammy-winning Trio). In 
addition to impeccably chosen classic country covers, her early records 
bear the unmistakable sound of Sneaky Pete Kleinow’s pedal steel—
that’s the guy all over the Flying Burrito Brothers records—putting 
her squarely in the original and groundbreaking country-rock scene.

On top of all this, there is a legend about her that’s pretty awe-
some. In 1969, she was making her first appearance on The Johnny 
Cash Show, a country/folk variety show that ran from 1969 to 1971. 
It was taped at the Ryman Auditorium (mega-famous and cool in 
country circles) and featured performances from Bob Dylan, Merle 
Haggard, Joni Mitchell, Jerry Reed—everybody. Ronstadt showed up 
in a serious ’60s getup—as in, a scandalously short miniskirt—and, 
uh, no panties. Johnny’s wife, June Carter Cash, noticed, approached 
the show’s makeup people, and said, “Somebody get down the street 
and buy her some bloomers—she’s out there showing herself !” (iPod 
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generation: “bloomers” is a term for underwear from back in the olde 
timey days.) Ronstadt’s explanation was, “I sing better bare-butted,” 
to which June reportedly responded, “Not in front of my Johnny!” 
Johnny Cash’s totally freaked-out face in the YouTube video may be 
the best part. Plus, Ronstadt looks like hoop earrings were invented 
for her alone.

This says something about the (possibly misguided) free-spirit-
edness of that era, but it’s Ronstadt’s staunch unwillingness to give a 
damn about what other people thought that really matters. Strangely 
enough, we live in a time when Britney Spears does something similar 
and it’s trumpeted as the behavior of a nutjob and she’s chased down 
like a dog by paparazzi. Aren’t we supposed to be more evolved than 
we were in 1969?

Okay, this got a little off-topic. More important is Ronstadt’s 
voice. She possesses a Whitney-level power that she unleashes with 
prejudice, and an instinct for subtlety that puts her on the list of pure 
singers. Her love for nailing covers and her gift for jazz, pop, and soul 
standards cement the fact that this woman was made to sing and loves 
to do it, and we’re lucky for it. 

 - Rhapsody, October 2012 
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PART
THREE

STRIKE FOUR: THE STORY OF THE 
NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL 

LEAGUE AND ASSOCIATION

The North Atlantic-Mission 
Baseball League and Association

2003 Summer Season

This last section in the book collects all the box scores, recaps and 
stats from our 23 games. There’s a ton but I can’t lie—these stats are 
fun to look at. I pitched 81 innings! I struck out 89 batters! Those 
are MLB numbers! I also gave up 165 runs on 164 hits and am pretty 
sure I hit every girl at least once. In about 2007, I got an email from 
Banger Mariah Gardener (24 at bats, .500 batting avg.) that said “I 
miss getting hit by you.” L…O…L.
 Over the course of the spring, summer and fall (!) of 2003, 104 
people played in at least one game, and their double, HR, K or triple 
is in here. I just might not have gotten their name right.
 To explain, the North Atlantic-Mission Baseball League & Asso-
ciation (or, um…NAMB…forget it) was a fast-pitch, hard-ball base-
ball league, with two teams: the Treat Street Fingerbangers and the 
Folsom Street Fingerfuckers (so named by this book’s editor, Lila 
Holland), which eventually became the Bangers and the Fuckers. It 
was co-ed and no one who’d played beyond high school was allowed. 
I’d been yelled at for not throwing to the cut-off man by some bitter 
AAA cast-off at the one Men’s League or whatever-it-was game I’d 
played and, since we almost had enough people to field two teams, 
we put together a game. Also, I wanted to pitch. The first game was 
fun so we scheduled another. Two teams organically emerged and we 
ended up playing every Sunday for like eight months (!!).
 I sent out a recap with cut-and-pasted box scores (HTML lifted 
from ESPN.com but accurate stats—we had a book we kept detailed 
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game info with) every week, so you could keep track of your batting 
average. Putting these together blew away entire workdays. I’d spend 
eight hours on a recap. People dug following their stats, though, I 
know it. I hit a double once and proudly watched my batting average 
swell from .165 to .166. Yes, that is awful.
 The level of ability started out pretty atrocious, but over the 
course of games every Sunday—for months—we got a little better. 
Things like double-plays and catches in the outfield never became less 
than a major event but the magical quality of baseball came through 
and people who had hated sports all their lives became, uh, ball play-
ers. I remember actively trying to make it as close to real baseball 
as possible, because it was so far—light years—from anything even 
approaching the MLB that it was funny. Early on, my brother showed 
up to a game with a rosin bag for the pitcher’s mound and a batting 
donut. We all wore eye-black once. My friend Jay Boronski had a 
tape measure to make sure the bases were exactly 90 feet apart. Mean-
while, the league batting average was over .500. 
This is almost mathematically impossible.
 Another friend, Curt Scharfe, was from Germany and had never 
even seen a baseball game. Trying to explain to him that he had just 
been thrown out at (doubled off of ) first after a caught foul pop-up 
that he had not hit himself was incredible. Explaining it here is hard 
enough—even now, 90 percent of the people reading this have no 
idea what I am talking about. We told an incredulous Curt he was 
out, and in his thick German accent (think Werner Herzog describing 
the jungle as wholesale murder) he muttered, “I will sit down, but you 
are liars.” Funny stuff.
 We also had a three-game world series played on consecutive 
days and a banquet/league-wide roast where we passed out trophies 

for Batting Champ, Cy Young, Rookie of the Year and MVP. There 
were Silver Slugger and Golden Glove awards. We also had the Three 
Mile Island Meltdown in the Ninth Inning Award, the Billy Martin 
Dead On Christmas Day Award, the Glans Penis Award For Most 
Foul Tip, etc. At the banquet we wore cleats with our tuxedos and 
evening gowns. It was pretty awesome. The baseball league is among 
the very best things I was ever a part of. It is mine, and I made it 
happen, but really I just set it in motion—none of us knew what was 
happening and all of a sudden, we were ALL a part of something pret-
ty goddamn cool. It was some kinda weird magic. I am not the only 
one who feels this way.
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FROM: CURT SCHARFE 
TO: NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL LEAGUE 
& ASSOCIATION
SENT: THURSDAY OCTOBER 9, 2003 6:20 P.M.

Volks, before i get thrown in some dark tenesse jail because of unable-
ness to show the yellow copy of form I-12B, which is needed to apply 
for the pink S-893b, which in extend sits for 153yrs. on some dusty 
nerds desk to become K42, well, i leave baseball county tomorrow 
morning and keep trying from outside the fence. in case somebody 
had a good night sleep, than you see me back in town by the Nambla 
weekend, because i wanna pitch. in case not, all Fuckers are guilty, and 
they will lose their right of being dignified habitants of the gold land 
of El Dorado, and all their possession will be distributed among my 
very best soldiers. because we, the Bangers, are the biggest Betrayer’s.

seid schoen lieb zueinander,
Curt

p.s. Simon the Seaman is the new banger and I wish you welcome him.

FROM: MIKE MCGUIRK
TO: NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL LEAGUE 
& ASSOCIATION
SENT: WEDNESDAY APRIL 9, 2003 2:04 P.M.
SUBJECT: BALLGAME THIS SUNDAY 3 P.M. FILLMORE 
AND GEARY

Do we want to try and make this happen this coming sunday in the 
park at Fillmore and Geary? Please respond to this if you want to 
play and we will get it together. I haven’t bought a catcher’s mask so 
we need to find someone dumb enough to play without one. Also to 
be ready to play, you will want to consider purchasing or borrowing 
the following essential equipment - baseball glove, all-purpose cleats, 
baseball pants, baseball socks, books, candles, incense, a water bottle 
and for boys, a cup to protect their groin area. 

Optional equipment - tee (holds the ball in the air so you can hit it), 
baseball (suggest soft ball for beginners), bat (16 or 17 ounce), bat-
ting gloves. If there are no bleachers to sit on, it is almost essential 
to have a folding/camping chair, stick, mouth and shin guards, water 
bottle, towel, turf shoes/tennis shoes/cross trainers, lacrosse stick, field 
hockey stick, football cleats, athletic shoes, shorts, sweats (and possi-
bly an alarm clock and electric fan). Ultra Lite Pole, Size 18 treble 
hooks, 2 or 4 lb test fishing line, fishing net, stringer, hemostats to 
remove hooks, fillet knife, B or BB weights, small corks, chain mail, 
gold pieces, morning star, spell protection, scimitar, halberd, druid’s 
weapon pack, A 2A 10BC rated fire extinguisher, a working smoke 
detector, a battery powered, flashlight and radio/TV, an approved first 
aid kit, and there must be two ways to escape from a room used by 
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children. One must be a stairway or door leading to the floor of the 
way out and the other must be a door or a window leading outside. 
Windows must have a clear opening of not less than 5.7 square feet 
and be at least 20 inches wide and 24 inches high. They must be 
within 48 inches of the floor, if you have an attached garage, you 
must have a self-closing, tight-fitting, solid wood bonded core door 
at least 1 3/8 inches thick, or a door with a fire protection rating of 
20 minutes or greater. Also you’ll need a separation wall consisting of 
5/8 inch thick gypsum wallboard or its equivalent on the garage side 
between the residence and garage. Stairways of three or more steps 
must have handrails and be well lit. Decks must have guardrails, gates 
or barriers must be used when children between the ages of six and 
18 months are in the game, you must have a working telephone, also 
an answering machine would be very useful with emergency num-
bers posted near the telephone. If you are by a railroad track, live on 
a busy street, or by a body of water, you may be required to have a 
fenced yard.

Group 1: Your Basic Uniform
Civil War period shoes (brogans) $85 - don’t buy these by mail order 
- ask a veteran how to get them locally.
Sky blue kersey wool trousers and suspenders $70
Four button sack coat $75
Forage or bummer’s cap $30-$60
Period shirt $30

Group 2: Your Basic Equipment
Leather gear: cartridge and cap boxes $95
Leather belt and buckle $35

Tarred canvass haversack (food bag) $30
Canteen (metal with wool cover) $30-$60
Eating utensils (knife, fork, spoon, plate, tin cup) $40

Group 3: Your Weapon
If you want to be a line infantryman, you need a musket, and since 
we are in Canada, you will need to have a valid firearms permit (for-
merly called the FAC). If you do not have one, ask a veteran for help 
and advice in obtaining one. Once you can legally obtain one, you 
will need a replica .58 cal rifled percussion cap musket. Historically 
the 49th NY were issued with the 1861 model Springfield, although 
some of our members own the 1853 model .58 cal Enfield (useful if 
you want to “galvanize” and do a rebel impression from time to time. 
Either musket will cost you at least $400 US. 

You will also need: 
Cleaning kit and tools $30
Bayonet and scabbard $50 (never order these by mail order as they 
don’t always fit - wait for an event and visit the Sutlers to find one 
that fits your musket)
Powder and percussion caps $30

Group 4: Optional Equipment Items
Gum blanket (rubberized ground cloth) $40
Wool blanket (US regulation) $40
Shelter tent half (get two) $30
Winter greatcoat $175
Frock coat $160
Hardee hat $45
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Vest $40
Under-drawers $20
Soft knapsack $100  

Ok got it? Hopefully I will see you all there on sunday with your 
game faces and haversacks. If you want to call me my number is 415 
695 0274

FROM: MIKE MCGUIRK
TO: NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL LEAGUE 
& ASSOCIATION
SENT: FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 2003 12:55PM
SUBJECT: CHANGE OF VENUE, POSSIBLY DAY

That park at Fillmore & Geary is reserved both saturday and sunday 
so we got a small problem. I called parks & recreation and they said 
there were tons of parks open but you need to rent them - 20 bucks 
for two hours. I don’t want to do that. I want to find one of the parks 
no one is using but the guy wouldn’t tell me which ones hadn’t been 
reserved. There is a park on potrero near cesar chavez that may be 
empty, I’ve never seen league stuff going on there. we could try that 
one. I am thinking maybe a few of us go down there and try and get 
it early, at like noon. if it’s being used we go find another one and 
we start a phone chain when we do. The other option is to reserve a 
park. We could do that this weekend and be at the mercy of the park 
guys who might put us down at ocean beach or we can pick one and 
reserve it for like 2 weeks from now. I’m sorry this is so disorganized. 
You should see my bedroom. Anyway unless somebody comes up 

with some brilliant plan I am gonna try and get that cesar chavez 
one this sunday. That’s the other thing. A bunch of anarchists have 
a protest to go to on saturday and also some good Americans have 
other commitments that are making saturday seem like it might be 
tough to pull off so I wanna change it to sunday. Please let me know 
if this makes you feel all bitchy, if enough people need it to happen 
on saturday we will try and do that but if I don’t hear from anyone 
then change yr plans to sunday. also people who want saturday could 
always go down and have a little fly ball practice themselves, we don’t 
all have to be there. Plus if you see any gloves or anything at all even 
kid size helmets at yard sales, buy them. We will be playing at least 
one game at some point this spring and the less stuff I have to rent 
from Play It Again Sports the better.

SUNDAY, APRIL 14, 2003
BIG REC – SAN FRANCISCO
23RD FOLSOM CREW OUT-RUNS TREAT STREET 
BOOMERS

The 23rd Folsom Crushers managed to steal the first game of the ‘03 
season away from the Treat Street Boomers yesterday, in a 7-6 upset 
that left Treat Street starter and losing pitcher Galen Donaldson mut-
tering “Next time I’m throwin at your head” to Folsom starter Mike 
McGuirk whose was the beneficiary of a couple big hits late in the 
game, hits that definitely saved his ass from total humilation.

With the weatherman predicting a no less than 90% chance of rain, 
league officials decided to try and get the season opener off the ground 
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regardless. They were rewarded with a perfect baseball day—sunny, 
clear and breezy. The action started pretty quick in the first inning 
with visiting Treat Street’s first four batters reaching base before Mc-
Guirk managed to record the first out. Four runs later, the Folsom 
Crew came to bat and went down 1-2-3, victims of Donaldson’s 
deceptively late breaking curve ball. Donaldson struck out the side. 
In the second Treat Street continued to manhandle McGuirk, with 
Brian “Sex Ed” Boies, Curt “Herr Dokktor” Scharfe and, his own 
flesh and blood, brother Joe McGuirk all driving in runs. Boronski 
struck out to end the inning, a victim of McGuirk’s nastily sinking 
fastball. The second inning was not so kind to Donaldson as he was 
rapped for four runs, all earned and topped off by a two-run homer 
from neutral catcher/DH Jason Boronski who made an ill-advised 
head first slide into the mudhole that was home plate even though 
there was no throw attempted. Lefty reliever Mike Shoun held the 
Treat Streeters in a scoreless third and the Folsom crew came roaring 
back with third baseman Eric Landmark and 1st baseman Virgil Por-
ter peppering Treat Street reliever Joe “Jo Jo” McGuirk with singles 
and setting the table for a bases-clearing triple courtesy of southpaw 
masher Mike Shoun. Landmark pitched the top of the fouth for the 
save, giving up a pair of singles and striking out the last two batters. 
Galen Donaldson went 4 for 4 in the game.

TREAT BOOMERS 7 / FOLSOM CRUSHERS 6 
Time: 3:22 // Weather: 62 degrees, clear // Wind: 12 mph // Att: 2

FROM: MIKE MCGUIRK
TO: NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL LEAGUE 
& ASSOCIATION
SENT: WEDNESDAY APRIL 16, 2003
SUBJECT: 98% TALENT-FREE BASEBALL LEAGUE

This past weekend may have been the biggest organizational triumph 
of my life. Never have so few given so much for the good of so many. 
We really brought baseball back to the people. It was beautiful. Well 
actually it was pretty ugly at times but I believe all involved had a blast 
and if you are interested in doing it again or joining in we will be 
playing this sunday at the field at 17th and Connecticut. Game time 
is around 2 p.m.

We still need a couple gloves. Somebody walked off with one of 
mine last week, which is fine as long as whoever it was brings it with 
them on sunday. I have shelled out cash money I don’t have to make 
this happen so go buy yourself a goddamn glove if you want to play. 
They’re like $10.00 at Play It Again Sports over near Nate Denver’s 
house. While you’re there we could use a chest protector for the 
catcher. I’m kidding, it’d be nice but please please please don’t let the 
fact that you don’t have a glove or money stop you from playing. We 
will take care of you somehow.

Please let me know if you prefer saturday and as usual if there are 
enough people who want saturday we will change it.

OK, for anyone who feels like they’re not good enough to play let 
me tell you that, even if we wanted to, “talent” and “ability” are not 
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words we could use to describe what goes on. These games are for 
those of us who were always the last one picked. Feel free to bring 
friends, but please, no one who has played baseball at any level above 
high school. Why? Because we hate those people.

A couple rule changes for this next game, let me know how you feel 
about them

• Walks will be four balls instead of six
• Stealing OK? let me know if you agree or disagree

* * * * *

GAME DAY PREVIEW 
SUNDAY, MAY 18, 2003 12:05 P.M.
Fingerfuckers (1-0) at Fingerbangers (0-1) 
Forecast: High 67°F // Wind: 15mph // Max. Humidity: 53% // UV Index: 9 High

San Francisco (Ticker) – The Treat Street Fingerbangers look to 
exact sweet, savage revenge at Moscone Park on Sunday afternoon 
when they host the Folsom Street Fingerfuckers in the second game 
of this 2003 season. Michael Shoun had a two-run triple and an RBI 
double in the 7-6 Fucker victory over the Bangers on April 14. He is 
hitting .750 (3-for-4) during a one-game hitting streak. Treat Street 
missed a chance to move above .500 for the first time since April 14 
with the loss. Former Stink Sock righthander Joe “Blow” McGuirk 
was roughed up for seven runs and nine hits in two 2/3 innings and 
Treat Street stranded 10 runners. The Fuckers send younger McGuirk 
brother Mike to the mound as he attempts to get out of the first inning 
without giving up 16 runs. The Fuckers are 1-0 in McGuirk’s starts, 

averaging 6.6 runs in that game. He allowed six runs and seventy hits 
in three innings last month in a 7-6 victory at Jackson Fields in the 
Potrero Hill District. Treat Street’s Curt Scharfe (0-0, 0.00) makes his 
first start ever as a pitcher. He is currently undefeated. The righthander 
gave up a season-high seven runs and eight hits in 5 1/3 innings in an 
exhibition game last month. Scharfe is 0-0 with a 0.00 ERA in zero 
career starts against the Fingerfuckers. He is also German.
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SEASON SERIES

04/18/03   
Bangers 6, at Fuckers 7

05/18/03   
Fuckers at Bangers

June   
Bangers at Fuckers

July   
Fuckers at Bangers

August 
Bangers at Fuckers

September 
 Fuckers at Bangers

October  
 NAMBLA Championship Game

SUNDAY, MAY 18, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO

• Roosevelt Makes Heroic Return After Injury to Face

A Fred-Lynn-meets-concrete-wall-like pall that fell over Moscone 
Park when Fingerbanging right fielder Shayna Roosevelt got smashed 
in the face by an errant throw in the second inning was lifted to re-
sounding cheers from all around as the fearless right fielder made a 
dramatic return in the fifth, delivering a game-tying RBI single and 
re-igniting the hopes of her teammates. The comeback was one of 
many ups and downs for the Bangers on a day in which they were 
plagued by injuries, questionable calls and an infield put to task by a 
relentless Fucker groundball attack.

Roosevelt’s single marked the fifth tie in a game that saw innumerable 
changes in lead and no less than six tie scores, four plays at the plate, 
two home runs and a third smash that should have been a home run 
but incredibly was not. Instead slugger Galen Donaldson was gunned 
down at third on a relay that started with Will York throwing from 
deep, deep center (another field altogether) to cut-off man Ian Knox 
who threw a strike to third base where Justin Labo caught the ball like 
he thought he was playing in Game Seven.

Pitching was decidedly shitty, with both starters (Donaldson and Mc-
Guirk) suffering from serious jitters and the accompanying control 
issues. McGuirk walked the first 22 batters of each of the three innings 
he pitched, giving up six runs. The only highlight of his performance 
was during the second inning in which he struck out the side (in 
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between loading the bases with walks and an embarrassing throwing 
error). Even that feat was somewhat tainted by the lack of an umpire, 
as McGuirk bullied a few calls and whined loudly “Jesus Christ I’m 
not Satchel Paige you gotta give me something.” For Treat Street, 
southpaw starter Galen Donaldson’s knuckle curve did not respond 
to the lack of humidity in the air as he was touched for seven runs, a 
deceptive line however, as he was more a victim of a somewhat porous 
infield than anything and if the official score keeper was willing to 
count unearned runs all the pitchers’ ERAs would be zero, practically. 
The real pitching star was John Driver who tossed the last two innings 
for the Fuckers, slinging an extremely live fastball that kept the Banger 
batters off balance until lefty powerhouse Mike Shoun fought his way 
to a good pitch and clubbed a home run to deep deep deep right.

Jason “Big Sandwich” Boronski hit for the cycle, going 4 for 4 with a 
single, double, triple and home run. Big Sandwich also insulted Treat 
Street skipper “Cupless” Joe McGuirk for the cycle, casting aspersions 
on McGuirk’s mother, father, body weight, and ability to “coach third 
base his way out of a paper bag.”

A pair of hotly disputed plays at the plate (as well as called strikes and 
balls) made it clear that some sort of impartial umpire is sorely needed for 
future games. Also people need to learn how to field ground balls, run 
to first base, run from second to home without watching the ball, get out 
of the batter’s box without falling down, pick live balls off the ground 
without dropping them, slide into bases without shredding their knees, 
catch pitches with the glove instead of the gut, lay off pitches that come 
in up around their forehead, not catch balls thrown by fellow outfielders 
with their face, and to never ever challenge Ian Knox’s major league gun.

The game was called a tie in the seventh because another team showed 
up and started asking the Fuckers’ catcher (M. McGuirk) why he was 
playing with a rubber catcher’s mitt.

SUNDAY, MAY 25, 2003
BIG REC – SAN FRANCISCO **
SLUGFEST
•  Four Consecutive Ninth Inning Grand Slams Lift Fuckers 

Over Hapless Bangers

The Treat Streat Fingerbangers were handed a bitter, spirit-breaking 
defeat on Sunday, when they saw a five run first, six run fifth, eight 
run eighth and four run top half of the ninth go to waste as the Fol-
som Street Fingerfuckers rallied for 16 runs in the bottom half of the 
inning—capped by a two-out, walk off grand slam hit by Fucking left 
fielder Lila “Line Drive” Holland off of Banger reliever Bernie “The 
Weedhead” Kullman. Earlier in the inning Big Sandwich Boronski 
had been lifted after giving up three grand slams and loading the bases 

GAME 2
FUCKERS 11 / BANGERS 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R

FINAL

2 1 2 3 0 1 2 11

BANGERS

3 2 0 2 1 1 2 11

FUCKERS

Time: 2:18 // Weather: 68 degrees, sunny // Wind: 9 mph // Att: 7
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a fourth time. After the game Boronski described the scene as skipper 
Pops McGuirk approached the mound to take him out, “I told him 
I wasn’t tired. He told me, ‘No, but the outfielders sure are.’” Treat 
Street’s shame was then summed up by Big Sandwich when he con-
fessed, “I want my bubby.”

SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
TEMPERS FLARE AS FUCKED UP GAME UNFOLDS
•  Disgruntled Teams Point to Continuing Need for Um-

pires and Maybe Even a Couple Rules
• “Too many sevens” Claims One Witness

A seven-inning game of 7-on-7 was stretched into nine innings this 
weekend when the Folsom Street Fuckers mounted a somewhat disput-
ed game-tying seventh run in the seventh inning, then brought in a 
hot-handed reliever who had already pitched earlier in the game to shut 
down the Bangers in a move some folks understandably felt was unfair. 
Skipping Fucker Mike “Cancer Bat” McGuirk had this to say, “There’s 

no crying in baseball, but when my team loses 22-6 one week, and then 
is held scoreless for another five innings the next, chances are pretty 
good that an all-out cheat-fest will occur at some point.”

Treat Street starter Galen Donaldson returned to his opening-week 
form, pitching four scoreless innings and striking out four as he stingi-
ly allowed only a pair of hits. The Bangers manhandled Mike “Cancer 
Pitch” McGuirk again, although he managed to have a scoreless first 
and he did in fact give up one less run than he has in every other game 
he’s started. Mary Elizabeth Yarborough got knocked around but still 
fared better than she did on Memorial Day, this time pitching for the 
Bangers and giving up two runs.

In an ugly turn of events, starting Fucker Mike McGuirk hit two 
batters in the third inning and kicked off what turned into a day-long 
melee of retaliation and bench-clearing standoffs. Banger reliever Ja-
son “No Job” whatever his last name is retaliated, hitting a pair of 
Fuckers in the sixth. Warnings were issued but to no avail as Ian Knox 
mercilessly pegged two Bangers in the eighth. No one was ejected.

Mike Green, a one-game rental for the Folsom Street Fingerfuckers, 
clubbed a home run to deep center in the fifth, and Donaldson hit 
one for the Bangers in the seventh. Recent Fucker pickup Matty Sidle 
went four-for-five, with a walk and three RBIs. For the Bangers, Jay 
Kullman struck out a league record nine times.

GAME 3
BANGERS 31 / FUCKERS 13

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

5 0 0 0 1 6 0 8 4 22 31 100

BANGERS

1 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 16 23 13 0

FUCKERS

Time: 4:20 // Weather: 62 degrees, overcast // Wind: 9 mph // Att: 17
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SUNDAY, JUNE 8, 2003
SILVER TERRACE FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
HEARTBREAKER IN HUNTERS POINT
•  Dark Banger Crushes Three-Run Walkoff, Big Sandwich 

Largely Ineffective
•  “No Job” Jason Receives Meatball-like Gift From Fucker 

Relief Pitcher “Upper Deck” Archie McKay

The short but explosive game at Silver Terrace Park ended dramatically 
last Saturday when the Treat Street Fingerbangers muscled their way 
through a three run fourth inning to steal the victory from a struggling 
Folsom Street squad. Reliever Archie McKay put two runners on before 
surrendering the long ball and ending the game. McKay’s performance 
was summed up by the lone passerby to watch the game, an aging Tai 
Chi enthusiast who observed, “I’ve seen better pitching in T-ball.”

The game’s starters fared no better as 17 runs were scored in the first in-
ning. Folsom Street roughed up Treat Street starter Mike Donovan for 
eight runs, prompting catcher Chris Goldman to suggest Donovan start 
throwing the ball directly into center field to save time. Fucker start-

er Mike McGuirk came in during the bottom half of the inning and 
promptly gave up 6 consecutive singles, two walks and a grand slam.

No runs were scored in the second inning by either team but in the 
third, the Fuckers put up two, courtesy of Ian Knox’s two-run homer. 
Treat Street interim skipper John “Shellhead” Driver led off the third 
with a double that he tried to stretch into a triple but was heartlessly 
gunned down by the cannon-like arm of right fielder Lila Holland.

In a refreshing turn of events, there were not batters hit by pitches this 
week and only one injury (twisted ankle, L. Holland). In a frightening 
turn of events, Folsom Street third baseman Paul Steeves played with 
no shirt on.

SUNDAY, JUNE 22, 2003
SILVER TERRACE FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
• Longest Day of the Year for Big Sandwich
• Slumping Slugger Goes 0-5 In Loss

GAME 4
FUCKERS 11 / BANGERS 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

0 2 2 0 0 1 4 0 0 9 16 0

BANGERS

0 0 0 1 0 1 7 2 X 11 7 0

FUCKERS

GAME 5
BANGERS 13 / FUCKERS 11

1 2 3 4 R H E

FINAL

9 0 1 3 13 4 1

BANGERS

8 0 2 1 11 18 0

FUCKERS

Time: 2:03 // Weather: 75 degrees, sunny // Wind: 7 mph // Att: 1
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A rebounding Fucker lineup stunned Treat Street on Sunday, mount-
ing consecutive five and three run two-out rallies to tie the game in 
the fifth. To that point, starter Galen Donaldson had handcuffed the 
Folsom batters, giving up a scant three hits and striking out four in 
the first three innings but he faltered in the fourth and fifth, giving 
up eight runs (four earned) capped by a towering two-run homer that 
tied the game. Donaldson then went behind the plate, catching the 
rest of the game and loudly protesting almost every ball-and-strike 
call made by the hapless umpires.

Shayna Roosevelt, who was hit square in the face in her last game 
(May 18), went four for five, spraying hits all over the field and lead-
ing the Bangers with three RBIs. Conversely, and despite a disgusting 
mustache meant to bring luck, voodoo rituals in the on-deck circle 
and a workout regimen that includes both eating and drinking, Big 
Sandwich Boronski went 0-5, extending his slump to two games. He 
is now batting a meager .703.

For the Fuckers, the first and second base tandem of Don “The Glove” 
Steele and Matty “Also The Glove But the Bat, Too” Sidle proved in-
dispensable as the pair made a number of spectacular plays to preserve 
the Fucker tie and subsequent lead. Although Folsom’s starting pitcher 
Mike McGuirk demonstrated a jarring inability to tell right field from 
left, and appeared the victim of some sort of palsy on the basepaths, 
the meatball specialist had his best outing of the season with a one-run 
first inning, scoreless fourth and fifth innings and the win, bringing 
his earned run average down from 18.00 to 17.77.

The two teams meet for the first night game of the season this 

Wednesday, June 25 at 6:30 PM in Moscone Park at the intersection 
of Bay and Buchanan streets in the Marina.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 25, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
STELLER DEFENSIVE PERFORMANCE ENDS IN TIE 
GAME, FINGERPOINTING
 
The NAMBLA 2003 season’s first night game ended in a tie when 
Treat Street Fingerbanger Kottie Paloma hit a potentially game-win-
ning sacrifice fly to left field and third base coach Jason Boronski sent 
the runner, who was doubled off third by Eric Landmark’s shotgun 
throw from left-center field. The lights were immediately turned off 
by the San Francisco Parks & Rec Department, sending the swollen 
squads home with the score knotted at either nine or 10. It was the 
second game of the year to end in a tie.

Two batters before this, Ann “Strike Zone” Peach nailed her first hit of 
the season, a line drive to left. The hit led off an exciting eighth (and 

GAME 6
FUCKERS 15 / BANGERS 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

1 2 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 9 18 7

BANGERS

0 0 0 5 3 3 3 1 X 15 22 8

FUCKERS

Time: 3:35 // Weather: 70 degrees, clear // Wind: 10 mph // Att: 8
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final) inning in a game wrought with drama—from the first pitch start-
er Jason “Dark Banger” threw, nearly killing Folsom leadoff K-machine 
Archie McKay, to the miraculous double play that ended the game.

Treat Street played a defensive gem, thanks in part to the 17 players 
they had on the field, surrendering no doubles or triples, only a bunch 
of singles and a solo home run. In the third inning, “T-Dog” Anthony 
Bedard made a spectacular diving catch behind second base and tossed 
the ball to Brian “Ed” “Mud Cat” Boies who managed to hold on to 
it for the out. Perhaps even more amazing was the fact that Bedard, 
who turns 39 on Saturday, did not need an ambulance to get back to 
the dugout. In fact, Bedard clubbed a single to deep pitcher’s mound 
in his next at bat, laying to rest any question as to whether or not he 
can play baseball even though he is nearly 55 years old. Another high-
light was Treat Street center fielder Jordan Bass’ astonishing, Timmy 
Lupus-like catch in deep center that robbed Fucking slugger Brennan 
Woods of a home run. The Banger’s inspiring D was marred only 
by Charles “The Hodge Hog” Hodgkins who, in the fourth inning, 
greedily ran out of his third base position to scoop an easy grounder 
away from Jay Boronski, the short stop. Hodgkins then threw the ball 
over the first baseman’s head, over the hedge, over the fence and into 
an adjacent parking lot. He gave no explanation for his bizarre actions.

John Phillips incurred most of the Bangers other errors, receiving two 
for bobbles on the play and one for a number of heckles that fell flat. 
He is currently tied with catcher Kottie Paloma in lame heckle stats.

New pick up for the Fuckers Ed Cavanaugh is currently leading the 
league in nicknames: Nice Pants, Goose Gossage, Funny-Pants-Guy, 

Flamethrowa and ‘stache. 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29, 3003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
GAMES GETTING LONGER, LESS FUN
•  Chaotic, Unfun Atmsophere Descends As McGuirk 

Brothers Argue Over Minutia

What promised to be “The Matchup of the Month,” in which sib-
lings Joe and Mike McGuirk were to face off this past Sunday in the 
Marina devolved into an ugly display of familial acrimony and hurt 
feelings. The two argued at every turn, further delaying a game that 
stretched for over five hours, with the outcome providing no decisive 
winner, except for maybe Lombardi’s Sports and the liquor store near-
est Moscone Park in the Marina.

The chaos struck early on as Mike McGuirk scrambled to make a force 
play at the plate on an easy dribbler in front of the mound. The hapless 
starter grabbed for the ball not twice, not three times, but four pathetic 

GAME 7
FUCKERS 10 / BANGERS 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

1 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 X 10 10 1

BANGERS

0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 10 8 0

FUCKERS

Umpire: Paul Costuros // Time: 3:42 // Weather: 84 degrees, clear // Wind: 6 mph // 
Att: 5
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times before finally succeeding. By then the run had already crossed 
the plate. McGuirk responded with a cold hearted drilling of the next 
batter, Michelle Bunnyphonic who had been promised she would not 
be hit just moments before. Clearly ruffled, the usually somewhat calm 
McGuirk then complained loudly when a questionable call on a foul 
ball forced him to grant his brother, who was at bat, a “do-over.”

After the game McGuirk commented, “It didn’t surprise me, really, he 
always got his way when we were kids.” To which older brother Joe 
replied, “Are you kidding me? What about that time when you didn’t 
mow the lawn and I totally got in trouble for it? I always got blamed 
for stuff you did.” The pair, both well over 30 years old, decided to 
settle their differences off the field, with a game of Indian Rubber.

As for the game itself, poor, walk-happy pitching seemed to be the 
order of the day as both teams scored 20 runs and would have scored 
more were it not for the exhaustion that set in around what seemed 
like every batter’s fifth or maybe it was the sixth double of the day. 
Ian Knox hit for the cycle before being physically attacked by Big 
Sandwich Boronski who, after Knox drove in two more RBIs with 
a seventh inning single (breaking the third tie of the game), rushed 
the short stop and yelled “I’ll kill you, you Irish bastard.” Boronski, 
who is not only Polish but Portuguese as well, was restrained by his 
teammates who are a mixture of European, Asian, Mediterranean and 
Latin ethnicities.

Fucker Will York finally found his swing this weekend, going three 
for four with two doubles, three RBIs and three runs scored. Ed 
“Mudcat” Boies changed his nickname to “Mudkat.” Lila “Line 

Drive” Holland had a game tying ninth inning RBI and two hits.

SUNDAY, JULY 6, 2003
WEST SUNSET PLAYGROUND – SAN FRANCISCO
A CURSE OF THEIR OWN
•  Bangers Fumble in Ninth, Give Up TD and Field Goal 

But No Extra Point
•  The Doktor Fumes “This is the biggest screw job since 

the Treaty of Versailles”

A bizarre ninth inning meltdown led to another bitter tasting Banger 
defeat this week when closer Jason Lange walked five consecutive bat-
ters then couldn’t get out of the jam as the next three batters hit drib-
bling infield grounders that nightmarishly found holes in a previously 
stellar Treat Street defense. In the end, Folsom Street scored nine 
unearned runs in the inning, taking a four-run lead which they held 
onto for the win. Fucker closer Matthew Saint-Germain then came 
in and pitched a cruel ninth, throwing at people’s heads, flipping them 
the bird when he struck them out and throwing curveballs as hard as 
he could to five-foot-tall girls who had had three lifetime at bats prior 

GAME 8
FUCKERS 20 / BANGERS 20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

0 5 3 2 2 0 4 2 2 20 23 2

BANGERS

4 1 4 4 3 1 1 0 2 20 23 2

FUCKERS
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to this awful moment. He struck out John Dwyer to end the game.

The game started in the usual fashion, with the Bangers jumping out 
ahead early, touching Mike “Inning Hog” McGuirk for his customary 
six runs. The Treat Street squad scored five off of lefty reliever Mike 
Shoun, stretching the lead to six runs by the eighth, due in part to 
the Fuckers having a rough day in the field. The Fuckers were further 
hampered by losing star player Ian “Knock ‘Em In” Knox to a shoul-
der injury in the seventh when he made a spectacular horizontal dive 
to catch a line drive smash off the bat of Curt “Herr Doktor” Scharfe. 
After announcing that he was too injured to play once again, Knox’s 
nickname was officially changed to “Knock Himself Out” Knox.

Another game highlight came with Banger reliever Joe McGuirk’s 
loud threats to needling umpire Matt Saint-Germain after Saint-Ger-
main called more than one pitch a ball before McGuirk could even 
throw it. “I absolutely despise this murderer Saint-Germain,” cried 
the infuriated reliever, “He should be thrown to the crocodiles alive. 
An anaconda should throttle him slowly. The sting of a deadly spider 
should paralyze him. His brain should burst from the bite of the most 
poisonous of all snakes.” After the game, Pops continued, “Panthers 
shouldn’t slit him open with their claws, that would be too good for 
him! No. Big red ants should piss in his eyes, eat his balls, penetrate 
his asshole, and eat his guts!” Later that night, as Saint-Germain was 
smoking the skip’s buds, McGuirk summed it up, “The more I wish 
the most horrible of deaths on him and treat him like the scum of the 
earth that he is, the less I can get rid of him.”

New Banger pick-up John Dwyer doubled in his first at bat. First-time 

Fucker Amy Glasenapp was fined for drinking Champagne in the 
dugout. Mudcat Boies made yet another errorless play at second base.

GAME 9
FUCKERS 15 / BANGERS 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

2 1 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 11 12 2

BANGERS

0 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 9 15 19 4

FUCKERS

Time: 4:21 // Att: 1 // Weather: 60 degrees, overcast // Wind: 9 mph
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* * * * *

The North Atlantic Mission Baseball League 
& Association presents...

Game 10 of the 2003 Summer Season

Treat Street Fingerbangers (2-4-3)  
at Folsom Street Fingerfuckers (4-2-3)

a 7-inning contest to be played at Moscone Park #4
at the intersection of Chestnut & Laguna Streets

Wednesday July 16
First pitch: 7:05

* First 20 people definitely get on a team. After that you are on your own. 
Ask someone if you can sub-in. Also we only have two hours for the game 

(they shut off the lights at 9:30) so try to be there at 7:00.
* * * * *

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
• Bangers Take Fuckers Out Behind the Shed
• Treat Street Crushes Folsom With 6 Run First Inning

The Folsom Street Fingerfuckers never recovered from a six-run first 
last Wednesday night, finally going down in six innings and losing 
10-2 to a Treat Street squad so hungry for a win that they gleefully 
ran down first basemen, bullied calls out of the umpire and intimi-
dated batters with drunken, physically injurious pitching. The win, 
which alleviated the pain and humiliation of the Bangers most recent 
ninth inning meltdown just a week and a half ago, inspired the possi-

ble resignation of the team’s captain, Pops McGuirk, who approached 
the hapless Fucker bench late in the game and begged to be let on the 
team. He later made a running catch at second base, robbing erstwhile 
teammate Big Sandwich Boronski of what was destined to be yet an-
other infield single. Boronksi reacted by charging McGuirk, yelling, 
“I’ll kill you, you Irish-Italian traitor bastard!”

Folsom starter/skipper Mike McGuirk, victimized for six runs before 
recording the first out of the game, was inconsolable after the loss. “I’m 
not sure what happened,” he lamented, “all I remember is one Fucker 
after another swinging at strike three as it sailed over the catcher’s head.” 
He went on, “I thought I pitched well, except for the parade of singles, 
doubles, walks, hit batsmen and runs. And the batting practice atmo-
sphere that descended every time I took the mound, I guess that wasn’t 
so good either.” After the game, a homeless man whose constant “Go die 
you Fuckers, go eat your food!” cheer was apparently directed at both 
teams, sagely explained, “He just kept hitting their bats with the ball.”

Folsom third baseman Paul Steeves made the play of the game in 
the second, when Dark Banger Jason Double Dutch Lange slammed 
a screaming ground ball practically through Steeves’ chest. Steeves 
yelled “Booyah!,” handled the one-hopping liner like he was Brooks 
Robinson and then tagged the runner, effectively earning the right to 
play with no shirt on any damn time he pleases.

Shayna Roosevelt continues to kill the ball for the Bangers, and is 
hitting .750 over her last one starts.

After making his third errorless play in as many games, Banger second 
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baseman Ed Boies observed “Hey, I don’t suck at second base anymore!”

The one bright spot for the Folsom lineup appears to be the fact that the 
team is seeing run production from the bottom of the order. In the last 
three games, crucial RBIs have been scored by the 6-7-8-9-10-11-12 and 
13 batters. In last Wednesday’s loss, as the Fuckers’ 3-4-5 hitters went 
zero for a combined six, the team’s only runs were scored on hits by 
Lila Holland and Ceci Moss, who batted ninth and 15th, respectively.

The two teams meet this coming Sunday, July 27 for the 11th match-
up of the season. Both time and place have yet to be determined.

SUNDAY, JULY 27, 2003
BIG REC – SAN FRANCISCO
FUCKERS PAY OFF UMPIRE, STILL LOSE
•  Bangers Continue Their Winning Ways With The Help 

Of A Season-High 17 Fielders
•  Grisly game-ending play brings new meaning to name of 

Golden Gate Park’s “Big Rec Field”

GOLDEN GATE PARK (AP) – The Folsom Street Fingerfuckers 
just can’t shake the Treat Street Fingerbangers. Some girl named Hal-
cy tied the game with a single and Anthony Bedard followed with the 
go-ahead two-run double Sunday afternoon as Treat Street scored six 
times in the fifth inning to beat Folsom Street 17-13.

The victory brought the Bangers’ season record to a tie with the 
Fuckers. Both teams are now 4-4. “It’s going to be a dogfight all the 
way to the end,” Fuckers manager Mike McGuirk said. “I’m not sure 
who’s going to win, especially when the umpire who we paid blows a 
call and Anthony Bedard hits a two run double instead of striking out 
which is what happened, but the division is going to be determined 
by how we play each other because we obviously proved we play each 
other very even, but also because we are the only two teams.”

McGuirk took a 7-0 lead into the bottom of the first before he walked 
two batters and gave up hits to three more with one out. His brother 
JoJo (0-0) relieved and Varitek homered over the Green Monster as a 
disgusted Jeff Weaver threw a towel in the Yankees dugout. But that 
part happened in Boston, not in San Francisco.

Jason Lange pitched the ninth for his first save in seven tries, allowing 
a hit to Eric Landmark. With the runner on first, he retired Lila Hol-
land on a game-ending flare that Jason Boronski and Michael Thede 
grabbed with their faces as the two collided into each other. It was 
unclear whose ball it was as the two fielders were occupying virtually 
the same position, besides the regular third baseman, Thede was play-
ing deep third base and Boronski playing short-short stop next to him 
with Denise Estevez the regular short stop mere inches away. Luckily, 

GAME 10 
BANGERS 10 / FUCKERS 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E

FINAL

6 0 0 3 1 0 10 14 2

BANGERS

0 1 0 1 0 0 2 5 3    

FUCKERS

Time: 2:53 // Weather: 67 degrees, clear // Wind: 5 mph // Att: 3
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as the ball dropped, the Bangers had ample players in the vicinity to 
pick it up and complete the play.

“It felt unbelievable to almost make that catch,” Thede said. “Especially 
the grotesque feeling of bone on bone and blare of pain that immediate-
ly preceded it. I probably have a concussion.” Big Rec Field in Golden 
Gate Park was not filled for the second consecutive game—a dozen or so 
people milled about the stands watching the action. People with children 
were scared off by Ed “Vagina Dog” Boies, whose new nickname is nearly 
as offensive as the sight of him batting shirtless. Boies did however smoke 
an RBI single and celebrated the shirtless victory by dancing on the base 
and generally showing up the pitcher. Seconds later Boies was picked off, 
by about a mile, as he stood five feet off the bag, staring into space.

One creepy man stalked across the field twice, pretending to pay no 
mind to what was happening. Unfortunately he avoided injury.  

In what nearly became a rally for the Fuckers, Will York hit a fly ball 
into a sea of left fielders with one out in the seventh. Four players 
converged on the ball, ending the threat.
In an alarming turn of events the Folsom Street infield risked being 
banned for life from games when they inexplicably left in the middle 
of an inning, ostensibly to pee and get beers. For the first time this 
season, an atmosphere of chaotic, San Francisco hipsterish bullshit 
descended. Fuckers skip Mike McGuirk turned purple with rage and 
started giving his teammates the finger from his spot behind the plate. 
He later apologized, sort of, in his passive aggressive way.
Archie McKay continues to be the most effective pitcher in the Fucker 
rotation, tossing pop up after pop up. In the eighth, McKay struck out 

Jason Boronski on a particularly shitty knuckle ball in the dirt. It was 
only the second time this season that Boronski has struck out and only 
the third time that he did not put the ball in play.

FROM: MIKE MCGUIRK
TO: NORTH ATLANTIC-MISSION BASEBALL LEAGUE 
& ASSOCIATION
SENT: WEDNESDAY, JULY 30, 2003 11:32 A.M.
SUBJECT:

Hopefully, the next game is this Sunday, August 3. Time and Place to 
be determined. If there is anyone that can give me a ride to the Parks 
and Recs lodge in GG Park (or lend me a car) so I can reserve a field 
sometime either today or tomorrow we can have a game. Otherwise I 
have no way to reserve a field and so there won’t be a game. So if you 
got a car and have time between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. to drive me/lend 
a car, or if you live near Stowe Lake in the Park, email me thanks. 
         

GAME 11
BANGERS 17 / FUCKERS 13

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

6 1 0 2 2 3 1 2 X 17 27 10

BANGERS

7 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 13 12 9

FUCKERS

Umpire: Ian Knox  // Time: 4:59 // Weather: 66 degrees, partly cloudy // Wind: 6 mph 
// Att: 11 // Creeps On Field: 1
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 3, 2003
SILVER TERRACE FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
BLOODLETTING AT SILVER TERRACE
•  Fuckers Suffer Third Straight Humiliating Defeat at 

Hands of Bangers
•  “I Hit For the Cycle in the First, Third and Sixth In-

nings” Says 11 Year Old Banger Pickup
•  “I Got Yelled At For Not Drawing a Walk and I Don’t 

Even Know What That Means” Says Unidentified Fucker

The Treat Street Fingerbangers sent 44 batters to the plate and more 
than half of them scored in a despair-shortened game played in the 
Excelsior this past Sunday.

“It came down to that 14-run lead we had going into the third,” 
observed Banger Skipper and starting pitcher Big Sammy Boronski 
after the game. “If it weren’t for that lead, who knows what would 
have happened.” Boronski pitched the first two innings, giving up 
six runs and, for almost an entire inning, the game was in danger of 
being close. Thankfully Banger reliever Jason Lange was available to 
shut down the Fucker offense for the next four innings with a 70 mph 
slider that no one could hit.

Maryann McNamara, who plays third base for the Fuckers said, “That 
was awesome. I got up at 9 a.m. on a Sunday to catch BART, then took 
two buses and got a sunburn so that I could have a baseball miss hitting 
me in the skull by a quarter of an inch every time I got up to bat!” 
Outfielder Dug Clark added, “It feels good to lose by almost 20 runs, 
especially when the pitcher throws so hard I don’t stand a chance!”

Fucker reliever Archie McKay made an unassisted double play in the 
fourth when the wily knuckleballer nailed two runners in one play. 
Walking up to second base, McKay pretended to talk to second base-
man Matty Sidle and then tackled baserunner Ed Boies who watched 
as McKay approached but for some reason never got back on the bag. 
It’s the second time Boies has been picked off in as many games. With 
a deceptive return to the mound, McKay then chased down the run-
ner on first, tagging him as well and ending what had been a four-run 
inning and holding the Banger lead to 22 runs.

The play was one of few bright spots for the Fucker defense as the 
team combined for a tally of fielding and throwing errors that tru-
ly boggles the mind. At one point a 79 year old woman collecting 
cans accidentally kicked a dribbler back to the pitcher that somehow 
turned into a five-run triple.

Fucker captain Mike McGuirk, on the hook for his third straight 
loss, was visibly bitter about the game. “I knew there would be bad 
games when we started this league but I never expected that I would 
be consumed with the urge to burn my closest friend’s house down 
for turning a double play,” he stated. Asked whether or not he was 
taking things a little too seriously, McGuirk was adamant. “Hell no, 
I’m just out to have fun. If the games are getting a little intense it’s 
not my fault.” He dribbled chicken blood across an enlarged photo 
of Boronski’s face and added, “I used to think the problem was my 
brother. Now I know it’s Boronski.”
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GAME NOTES
•  Jason Lange made the play of the game when John Dwyer hit a 

line shot back at the pitcher’s mound and Lange caught the ball a 
millimeter from his face. 

•  An 11 year old boy named Deante Smith played for the Bangers, 
he went two for two and made a catch in centerfield to end the 
fifth inning. 

•  Jason Boronski hit for the cycle for the second time this season.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 10, 2003
POTRERO RECREATIONAL FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
•  Fuckers Feast Bangers-Style On Banger’s Fucker-like 

Pitching
•  Treat Street Spared 40 Run Deficit by Appearance of Gi-

ant Humans

The Folsom Street Fingerfuckers’ offense put on a show two weeks 
ago, in an explosive game shortened by the arrival of a group of mas-
sive Pacific Islanders who claimed the field. Folsom Street exacted 
some revenge on the Treat Street Fingerbangers pitching staff, when 

the team scored a season-high 24 runs in just five innings. At one 
point, Bangers starter Jason Boronski gave up back-to-back-to-back-
to-back-to-back home runs. Eric Landmark hit his first homer of the 
year and Maryann McNamara came into her own at the plate, driving 
balls into the outfield and recording a season high two RBIs. 

McNamara also closed out the game, pitching a scoreless fifth inning. 
Lila Holland’s cantaloupe-sized bruise, which had covered almost her 
entire ass cheek (left), was almost completely healed by game time. 
The bruise had gone from an angry purple and yellow on the day that 
she received it, when Jason Lange’s throw from third almost took her 
leg off two weeks earlier, to a calmer, smiley face-like pattern, finally 
fading into an orange, fleshy hue. Since the injury, Holland has shown 
no psychological effects, in fact her batting average is almost 30 points 
higher and the line-drive prone right fielder has dropped her pants to 
show off the wound at every opportunity. Rookie of the Year candi-
date Ed Boies suffered a defensive setback with a tough day at second 
base, missing a couple plays and accidentally allowing an infield fly to 
bounce off his throat somehow.

GAME 12
BANGERS 27 / FUCKERS 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E    

FINAL

6 3 6 4 2 6 27 24 3    

BANGERS

3 2 1 0 1 5 11 21 0    

FUCKERS

GAME 13
FUCKERS 24 / BANGERS 9

1 2 3 4 5 R H E

FINAL

0 0 3 6 0 9 14 0

BANGERS

4 6 0 6 8 8 24 29

FUCKERS

Time: 2:53 // Weather: 78 degrees, clear // Wind: 6 mph // Att: 19
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 17, 2003
MOSCONE PARK, SAN FRANCISCO
• Fuckers Edge Bangers With Ninth Inning Heroics
•  The Thrill Drives in Game Winner In Total Thriller, 

Donaldson Inconsolable After Loss

The Treat Street Fingerbangers were in front by eight runs when the 
Folsom Street Fingerfuckers came roaring back on Sunday, benefitting 
from a six-run fifth inning in which the usually lights-out reliever 
Galen Donaldson walked almost every batter he faced. Folsom Street 
scored three more to take the lead in the fifth but Treat Street fought 
back in the seventh and eighth, with Donaldson driving in the ty-
ing run off Fucker reliever Screwball Pops McGuirk. Going into the 
ninth, both teams were knotted at 14.

Matty “Played Basketball For Four Hours the Day Before” Sidle 
worked Donaldson for a walk to lead off the inning. Eric Landmark, 
who has had 10 hits in his last 11 at-bats, put Sidle into scoring position 
when he hit a ball back to the pitcher and Donaldson’s double play 
throw was mishandled by Ed Boies, whose Rookie Of The Year status 
has plummeted in recent weeks. With two runners on and no outs, 
Will “Also Played Basketball The Day Before” York drove a 2-2 pitch 
into left field and, with the Bangers’ short stop Jason “Too Sore From 
Playing Basketball With Will And Matty” Boronski at home knitting 
probably, Sidle scored from second, ending the game. Galen Donald-
son, on the hook for the loss, then went to Mike McGuirk’s house and 
listened to side two of Tattoo You at least three times in a row.

Earlier in the game, Donaldson had struck out one of the league’s hottest 

hitters, Maximilian Godino (.705 coming into the game) with the bases 
loaded. It was Godino’s first strikeout in 19 at bats. Donaldson got Godi-
no again in the eighth, with a slider that was generally considered to be 
“hella nasty.” But the real story of the day was the Fucker pitching which, 
after yet another miserable start from Mike McGuirk (eight runs in the 
second inning), held the Bangers to only three runs over the course of 
six innings. Rookie pitcher Matty Sidle pitched two scoreless innings 
and Pops McGuirk struck out five over four innings and got the win, 
an event that will no doubt feed his already hideously overgrown ego.

The two teams meet on Wednesday night at Crocker Amazon Field, 
wherever the hell that is.

GAME NOTES
•  Shayna Roosevelt gunned a ball in from deep right field in the 

second, holding the runner to a long single. 
•  Eric Landmark continues to have a Golden Glove-worthy season, 

regardless of what position he plays and the fact that his glove was 
made for an 11-year-old. 

•  The Bangers lost their second game in a row without dance party 
emcee and major hitter Jason “Dark Banger” Lange. 

•  The Fuckers won their second game in a row without automatic 
strikeout machine Archie “Throw It Away” McKay. 

•  In the 3rd inning, Fucker starter Mike McGuirk gave up his 
100th run of the season.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2003
CROCKETT FIELD - SAN FRANCISCO
•  Bangers Return to Winning Ways With Return of Dark 

Banger
•  Third Night Game In A Row Totally Sucks For Fuckers
•  “This Totally Sucks” Observes Unidentified Fucker 

During Six-Run First Inning

The Bangers pummeled the Fuckers in a short game at remote Crock-
er Field like a month ago. In fact if Fucker skipper Mike McGuirk 
hadn’t hit a double in the game, the stats from it probably would not 
even have been counted. Not only was the game almost ridiculously 
lopsided in favor of the Bangers, but almost two thirds of the people 
who played had never been to a NAMBLA game before, and they 
played that way.

* * * * *

AS THE SCORING LOG FOR GAME #16, A FUCKER 
VICTORY OF 9-2 ON AUGUST 24 AT SILVER TER-
RACE FIELD, HAS “BULLSHIT UNDER PROTEST!!!” 
SCRAWLED ACROSS IT, STATS WILL NOT BE CALCU-
LATED AT THIS TIME.

* * * * *

SUNDAY, AUGUST 24, 2003
SILVER TERRACE FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
• Fuckers Find Scharfe For Six Runs to Edge Bangers
•  Boies’ Base Running Blunder Sinks Banger Rally in Ninth

This was a good game with a tie score through two whole innings. In 
the third, Treat Street went ahead on John Dwyer’s RBI single. The 
Bangers got an insurance run in the fourth when Mariah Gardner 
scored from third on a bad throw from catcher Mike McGuirk, but 
the Fuckers exploded in the fifth, reaching Curt Scharfe for six runs, 
topped by a three-run homer from Archie McKay, his first of the year. 

GAME 14
FUCKERS 15 / BANGERS 14

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

0 8 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 14 19 2

BANGERS

0 2 3 6 3 0 0 0 1 15 16 3

FUCKERS

Time: 3:53 // Weather: 74 degrees, clear // Wind: 9 mph // Att: 1

GAME 15
BANGERS 15 / FUCKERS 3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E

FINAL

6 2 0 1 2 4 X 15 17 2

BANGERS

2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 11 4

FUCKERS

Time: 1:59 // Weather: 61 degrees, clear // Wind: 6 mph // Att: 5
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McKay then perplexed them with his slowball in the seventh for the 
save, allowing two runs and a bunch of baserunners but benefiting 
from a Banger tendency to overswing and some bad decisions on the 
basepaths. On a ball hit to centerfield that could easily have scored 
the tying run, Ed Boies was thrown out at second to end the game.

Newcomer Fred Harig made an unassisted double play at first when 
he fielded a grounder, tagged the runner and stepped on the bag to 
end the inning. Joe McGuirk also made an impressive play: in the 
second inning, after catching Galen Donaldson’s fly ball, the winning 
pitcher gunned the ball back in to second base to get Curt Scharfe in 
a forceout and double play. Due to excessive complaints of hunger, the 
game was called in the top of the eighth.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2003
POTRERO RECREATIONAL FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
•  Boronski Makes Boies-like String of Errors in Second 

Straight Banger Loss

There were no Banger dance parties this Sunday at Potrero Rec Cen-
ter as the Treat Street squad lost its second game in a row, going down 
16 to 15 to the Folsom Street Fingerfuckers in seven innings. The 
Bangers have lost four of their last five games.

The teams met for the 18th time this season in a matchup of pitchers 
Pops McGuirk and Big Sandwich Boronski. Tied at 10 runs apiece in 
the fourth, the Fuckers took a big lead at the top fifth inning, pulver-
izing Boronski with back-to-back triples and driving in five runs. The 
Bangers battled back, reaching Archie McKay’s astonishingly effective, 
nearly motionless knuckle ball for three runs but fell short in the sev-
enth when Fucker closer Matty “The Mad Lithuanian” Sidle closed the 
door on a potential comeback. Treat Street saw a seventh-inning rally 
fizzle before their eyes as hustle-queen Mara Sohn was thrown out at 
first base with the tying run on second and Big Sandwich, who had 
connected for a two-run homer to deep center in his previous at-bat, 
in the on deck circle. It was a heartbreaking, gut-wrenching, totally 
extreme and to the max ending to a well-played and dramatic contest. 
New guy Paul Costuros made a spectacular catch in center field, An-
thony “K-Dog” Bedard struck out a league record four times in a row 
and Jason Boronski made several errors at short stop, prompting one of 
his team members to thank him for “being a douche.” Relief pitcher 
Galen Donaldson made no less than three bare-handed plays, having 
forgotten his glove and being a manlier hunk of man than anyone else 
at the game. Conversely, Will York played the entire game in flip-flops.

Brian “Ed” “Mudcat” “Mudkat” “‘Gina Dog” “Injun Blood” Boies 
was lifted from second base in the fifth, much to the dismay of the 
lanky infielder. The game was tied and Boies had had a pretty good 

GAME 16
FUCKERS 10 / BANGERS 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E

FINAL

1 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 8 12 4

BANGERS

1 0 0 0 5 4 0 X 10 27 2

FUCKERS

Time: 3:23 // Weather: 61 degrees, cloudy // Wind: 0 mph // Att: 1
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day so far, only contributing to 10 unearned Fucker runs. “Why 
would anyone want to take me off of second?” he asked as a ball rolled 
towards him and he fell down after lurching in the wrong direction. 
“I have been here from the beginning, you can’t question my com-
mitment to NAMBLA baseball,” Boies claimed as a fly ball bounced 
off the top of his head. Boies, who suffers from ADD, then wandered 
into right field looking for beer.

Banger captain Jason Boronski said, “The Bangers are 100% behind 
Mudcat. We just felt like maybe he needed a rest. Sometimes players 
just need to step back a little bit and let someone else make costly 
errors for them.”

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2003
POTRERO RECREATIONAL FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
VULGAR DISPLAY OF POWER
•  Treat Street Demolished By Merciless Fucker Lineup, 

Will York Bunts For Second Straight Game
•  “Shoeless” Big Sandwich Abandons Free-Falling Bangers, 

NAMBLA Commission Considers Purging His Stats
•  Shayna Roosevelt Plays First Base For One Minute, Hit 

in Face For Second Time This Season
•  “If Boronski’d Been Here, This Never Would Have Hap-

pened” Observes Everyone In Attendance
•  In Depth: Myth of the Latino Superstar Dispelled by 

Sloppy, Embarrassing Performance of Local Mexican 
Pickups

The Treat Street Fingerbangers were victims of another shameful past-
ing this past Sunday when the Folsom Street Fingerfuckers positively 
smoked them in a seven-inning bloodbath, heartlessly knocking in run 
after run until the Bangers began to disappear from the field claiming 
it was too hot to play anymore. In a season in which the Fuckers have 
endured routs of 22-6, 15-3, 27-12 and 10-2, the 18-8 score appeared 
to be but a taste of payback for the Folsom squad. “I won’t rest until 
we beat them by 25 runs” was the statement from vengeful, bitter and 
let’s face it kind of petty Fucker captain Mike McGuirk, to whom life 
has ceased to give any pleasure and for whom even winning has long 
failed to provide respite from the anguish of what he sees as past injus-
tices. He went on, “Cherry was right, you’re soft. You shoulda let ‘em 
kill me, cause I’m goin’ a kill ya. I’ll catch up with ya. I don’t know 
when, but I’ll catch up. Every time you turn around, expect to see 
me—’cause one time you’ll turn around and I’ll be there. I’m goin’ a 
kill ya, Matt.” An embarrassed hush fell over the room as people tried 
unsuccessfully to decipher McGuirk’s bizarre claims.

Jason “Big Sandwich” Boronski did not attend the game, claiming a 
paranoid suspicion of every player in the league and being “tired of 

GAME 17
FUCKERS 16 / BANGERS 15

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R R E

FINAL

3 1 0 6 2 1 2 15 23 6

BANGERS

0 2 4 4 5 0 1 16 28 4

FUCKERS

Time: 3:53 // Weather: 68 degrees, clear // Wind: 11 mph // Att: 0
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buying beer for hipsters.” Boronski, co-commissioner of NAMBLA 
has self-banned himself from games for the time being and has stated 
that the only thing that could bring him back would be either a signed 
confession from every player in the league assuring him that they have 
not in fact messed around with his ex-girlfriend or for the Bangers 
to beg him to come back en masse. Neither possibility appears to be 
forthcoming.

In other news, a number of local Latinos and Pacific Islanders were 
enlisted to play as there weren’t enough Bangers and Fuckers to field 
two teams. It came as somewhat of a shock to all concerned when the 
Mexican, Salvadoran and Samoan players did not turn out to have the 
superhuman talents once feared by members of the NAMBLA league. 
In fact they kind of sucked. Misplayed fly balls, terrible throws and 
anemic hits on the infield were the last thing anyone expected after 
watching these men play in their own league where the level of abil-
ity far outshines that of the NAMBLA players. Granted the men had 
been drinking since approximately 9 a.m. and also were not used to 
dealing with the level of ineptitude NAMBLA games tend to devolve 
into but, with the exception of Sam, a giant man possibly from Samoa 
who jacked a truly hairless Curt Scharfe special about 900 feet, no star 
players emerged from the game.

Shayna Roosevelt, everyday right fielder for the Bangers, played first 
base for about five seconds before suffering her second injury of the 
season when a throw from new Banger pickup Nick “the Dago” 
Dago, bounced in front of the bag and then caromed off Roosevelt’s 
upper lip. Roosevelt was last hit in the face on May 18. Although 
the opportunity to make countless, admittedly tasteless jokes about 

Roosevelt having balls on her face all the time presented itself quite 
temptingly, no one from either team made such a remark. Other jokes 
about Roosevelt’s ties to FDR (of whom she is a direct descendent) 
and the Dago’s links to Fascist leader Benito Mussolini (they’re both 
Italian) also went unmade.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 – SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2003
MOSCONE PARK / WEST SUNSET – SAN FRANCISCO
•  Game Played Over Course Of 10 Days Ends Badly For 

Fuckers
•  Beginning and Middle of Game Not So Good For Fuck-

ers Either

Banger elbow bender Galen Donaldson won his fourth game of the 
year this past Sunday, Thursday and the Sunday before, when he 
threw three of his best innings of the season, followed by one not 
so spectacular inning and then a total collapse by the Fucker defense 
in what will probably go down as the longest eight-inning game in 
the history of organized sports. Fucker starter Mike McGuirk was 

GAME 18
FUCKERS 18 / BANGERS 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E   

FINAL

1 0 3 1 2 1 0 8 24 4

BANGERS

0 5 5 5 3 0 X 18 24 6

FUCKERS

Time: 3:29 // Weather: 78 degrees // Wind: 0 mph // Att: 21 // Creeps On Field: 0
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predictably mediocre, giving up runs in every inning he pitched, but 
the game was put out of reach by his older brother “Pops” McGuirk 
who gave up so many runs in the sixth inning that not only was he 
taken out of the game but the aging hurler was skinned alive and 
then forced to drown in a bath of his own excrement, his frail human 
head held under the reek of putrefaction by catcher Will York. “Oral 
eruption. Rectal extroversion…His vagus imploded as nausea struck, 
savaging his body in terminal retch,” was York’s take on the punish-
ment. “Violent spasms and decaying enzymes engulfed his throat as 
he belched. Intestinal disturbance, his ileum turned inside out. Then 
his duodenum was thrust up towards his mouth and his pancreas 
excreted stale septic pus. His whole digestive system is now a sticky 
mush. Rectal vomit in his thorax. I encouraged him to retch his anal 
tract.” York went on, “What happens is liquidized oesophagus mixes 
with bloodied excretion as you pathetically gasp for breath. Then 
the stench of hot faeces scorches your nose as you violently vomit to 
death. Your intestines are rising, up towards your throat. Stale bile 
escaping through your bloodied nose. Your colon digested into acidic 
slush. Your tongue gargling on your dislocated anus. Filthy, nasty 
stuff, sure,” said York, “but he did pitch pretty bad.”

GAME NOTES
•  Ed “Mudcat” Boies went five for seven with three RBIs in the 

leadoff spot.
•  Despite the fact that Lila Holland continues to slump at the plate 

as she struggles to learn how to hit the ball to the left side, the 
lithe right field has driven in runs in three of her last five games.

•  Ian Knox, injured on July 6 and out of commission with a frac-
tured shoulder for 13 weeks, returned to play today, going two for 

two with a triple.
•  Coincidentally, Banger moundsman Galen Donaldson’s night ter-

rors, dormant for the past three months, returned with a howling 
vengeance.

•  Following the game, a Banger pickup named Riley’s email ad-
dress was promptly destroyed by Fucker captain Mike McGuirk to 
ensure his disappearance from the league. Riley hit the ball like 
some kind of gorilla and played shortstop better than anyone had 
since Ian Knox went down with a fractured shoulder in May. “I 
hate losing,” was McGuirk’s explanation.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2003
WEST SUNSET FIELD – SAN FRANCISCO
•  McGuirk Strikes Out Nine, Somehow, in Boring Fucker 

Victory
• Jay Kullman Mercilessly Drilled In Ass, Hit By Pitch
•  Mike Shoun Embarrasses Self, Onlookers with Four Con-

secutive Strikeouts

GAME 19
BANGERS 21 / FUCKERS 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E

FINAL

3 21 3 1 3 7 3 X 21 25 6

BANGERS

1 0 2 2 3 0 1 0 9 11 4

FUCKERS

Time: 2:53 // Att: 0 // Weather: 71 degrees, clear // Wind: 3 mph
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The events of this game not mentioned in the headlines are shrouded 
in mystery and so cannot be recounted. Ed Boies most likely made a 
number of errors at second base.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2003
WEST SUNSET FIELD - SAN FRANCISCO
• Bangers Demolish Fuckers With Five-Homer Drubbing

NAMBLA baseball reached a new low this week when the Folsom 
Street Fingerfuckers and Treat Street Fingerbangers nearly broke their 
own two-week old record for longest game ever (10 days) by playing 
a nearly eight-hour game on three different fields in one interminable, 
grueling afternoon. The one high point of the Bataan Death March 
day of baseball was the first of five homeruns hit over a fence when 
the game was moved to a ludicrously small field in the West Sunset. 
By the third homerun (given up by Archie McKay), the Fucker lineup 
became bored with the previously unprecedented event, watching 
a Banger lead go from seven runs to 17 in about one minute. The 
first over-the-fence homerun of the year was a spectacular one, when 

Banger banger Brennan Woods crushed a grand slam to straight away 
center/padlocked basketball courts in the sixth inning. Two homers 
later and the Fucker outfielders began positioning themselves on the 
other side of the fence. As if to laugh in the face of such pathetic at-
tempts to stop the Banger scoring orgy, lefty Max Godino eclipsed 
Woods’ grand salami when he pasted a ball OVER THE ROOF OF 
A SCHOOL. The Folsom Street squad made some noise late in the 
game, mounting a six-run comeback in the eighth and ninth innings. 
“We just ran out of outs,” was captain Mike McGuirk’s comment, “A 
walk, a hit batter, a double, two singles, another walk, a grand slam, 
two more walks, a three run double and five consecutive triples and 
we’re right back in this thing.”

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2003
BALBOA PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
• Bangers Squander 14-Run Lead in Last Game of Season
•  Ian Knox Tells Banger Bench, “We’re Number One” 

With Creative Hand Gesture

GAME 20
FUCKERS 12 / BANGERS 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 14 2

BANGERS

1 2 1 4 1 0 2 1 X 12 18 3

FUCKERS

Time: 3:27 // Weather: 74 degrees, clear // Wind: 5 mph // Att: 1

GAME 21
BANGERS 29 / FUCKERS 20

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

4 2 2 5 2 6 6 2 x 29 38 30

BANGERS

0 2 3 4 0 4 1 4 2 20 28 29

FUCKERS
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In the last game of the 2003 NAMBLA regular season, Fucker noth-
ing ball artist Mike McGuirk turned in what was arguably his worst 
performance of the year, surrendering 14 runs in three innings and 
becoming visibly bitchy on the mound. The Fucker defense was not 
much better and at one point Eric Landmark, Joe McGuirk and Ar-
chie McKay combined for one of the most ridiculous attempts at a 
force out ever seen within the confines of the green cathedral. With a 
runner on first, Landmark, who has the best pair of salad tongs in the 
league, fielded a groundball, then tossed it to McGuirk, who was for 
some reason sitting on the ground in front of him and may have in 
fact been further away from second base than Landmark was himself. 
McGuirk then tried to pass the ball to the base, but it was too late, the 
runner had reached approximately 15 minutes before. To make mat-
ters even more surreal, second baseman Archie Mckay was not even 
present at the game. He was camping. The rest of the game can only 
be described as a depressing example of bad baseball as the Bangers 
went to sleep at the plate and the Fuckers slowly but surely caught up, 
finally taking the lead in the seventh inning on home runs by Eric 
Landmark and the recently acquired total ringer Jason Monberg. Ian 
Knox held the Bangers scoreless through four innings for his first win 
of the year. Jason “Dark Banger” Lange went four for four, raising 
his batting average from .673 on September 8 to .726 on this the last 
day of the season. In his last three games, Lange went 14 for 15. On 
the mound, he also went 14 for 15, in hit batters, with one head shot. 
The last out of the season was a ground ball back to pitcher Ian Knox 
who fielded the ball, signaled his delight in the number “one” to the 
Banger bench and stepped on first base.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
No recap was written for this game.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2003
MOSCONE PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
No recap was written for this game.

GAME 22
FUCKERS 18 / BANGERS 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

7 2 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 16 24 2

BANGERS

2 0 0 5 6 3 1 1 x 18 5 3

FUCKERS

TIME: 3:57 // Weather: 81 degrees, clear // Wind: 0 mph // Att: 9

GAME 23
FUCKERS 8 / BANGERS 7

1 2 3 4 5 R H E

FINAL

2 0 4 4 2 12 15 5

BANGERS

2 7 5 0 3 17 19 2

FUCKERS

Time: 3:12 // Weather: 54 degrees, clear // Wind: 6 mph // Att: 2 //  
Players hit in head: 1, M Sohn (1)
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SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2003
ST. MARY’S RECREATIONAL PARK – SAN FRANCISCO
BANGERS SHOCK FUCKERS THEN FUCKERS SHOCK 
BANGERS IN THE BEST GAME OF BASEBALL EVER 
PLAYED
• MSG Pitches Heroic Nine-Inning Gem For Bangers
• Pops McGuirk Remains Calm For Game’s Entirety
• Double Dutchess Totally Hot

With the Folsom Street Fingerfuckers down to their last strike and 
trailing by one run, John Driver ripped an 0-2 pitch up the middle, 
scoring the Mad Lithuanian from second to tie the game, and spoiling 
a heroic Banger comeback mounted in the top half of the inning, 
against the dreaded Fucker closer Ian Knox.

The outcome of the North Atlantic Mission Baseball League & Associ-
ation 2003 End of the World Series was decided by a bases loaded walk, 
when Matthew Saint-Germain walked Mike Shoun with no place to 
put him and Fucker captain Mike McGuirk crossed the plate, bringing 

home a confusing, anti-climactic, and initially joyless winning run.

The game, either scoreless or tied for most of the day, was without a 
doubt the best game played in the history of the fledgling league. With 
John Driver going for the Fuckers and Minnesotan import Matthew 
Saint-Germain on the hill for the Bangers, the two teams battled with-
in a run of each other for seven innings until the Fuckers took a three-
run lead on hits by Driver, Eric Landmark and Matty Sidle. Going 
into the ninth with the score 6-3 in his team’s favor, Mike McGuirk 
then mercilessly pulled every female and “liability” player off the field 
like so much chattel, and put the “best” players on the field, like a real 
asshole. The so-called “A-team” squandered the lead anyway when the 
Bangers came roaring back scoring on singles by Dark Banger and Matt 
Saint-Germain. The Bangers took the lead on a massive left field shot 
from the bat of Shayna Roosevelt. Fucker closer Ian Knox then man-
aged to get out of the inning, inducing two pop outs from Brennan 
Woods and Mudcat Boies then striking out Mariah Gardener.

The Fuckers came up in the bottom of the ninth trailing by a score 
of 7-6. Matty Sidle was hit by a pitch from Saint-Germain (who 
was working his ninth inning, a NAMBLA first). Joe McGuirk then 
bunted Sidle to second and was thrown out at first. Brother Mike 
McGuirk came up and with two strikes on him, in a play that has 
inspired some controversy, was hit with a pitch that he appeared, to 
some, to have leaned into. “I didn’t lean into it. I just didn’t get out 
of the way,” said the grinning baserunner. Archie McKay then struck 
out, and with two out and the tying run on second base, John “Shell-
head” Driver stepped into the batter’s box. Saint-Germain made him 
look bad on the first two pitches and with one out left and in an 0-2 

GAME 24
BANGERS 14 / FUCKERS 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E

FINAL

3 2 1 0 7 0 1 X 14 14 2

BANGERS

4 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 10 11 3

FUCKERS

Umpire: Max Godino // Time: 4:52 // Weather: 65 degrees, clear // Wind: 2 mph //  
Att: 1 // Players hit in head: 1, M McGuirk ( 1)
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hole, with the whole Fucker squad staring into the gaping maw of an 
eternity of the opposing team members yelling, “BANGERS!” every 
five seconds, Saint-Germain threw a breaking ball that didn’t break 
and Driver drove it over second base and into center field. Sidle scored 
and, with a bad throw going to home, Driver and McGuirk advanced 
to second and third. Will York then drew a walk and left-handed 
strikeout machine Mike Shoun came to the plate. Saint-Germain 
threw two balls and then a strike. Another ball and another and the 
count was 4 and 1. MSG’s last pitch bounced in the dirt at Shoun’s 
feet and Mike McGuirk jogged down the baseline, waiting a moment 
before stepping on home plate, to make sure there was not going to 
be a “do-over.” Fuckers win 8-7.

NAMBLA AWARDS

Fort Dix Measles Epidemic Quarantine 
Most Men Left On Base Award 

Jason Lange, Bangers

Ketamine - Potassium - Ku Klux Klan 
Achievement In Striking Out Award

Ed Boies, Bangers

Willie Horton Recidivist Picked Off at First Base Award 
Will York, Fuckers

Three Mile Island Meltdown in the 9th Inning Award 
Ian Knox, Fuckers

Little Dynamo/Best Body Award
Mara Sohn, Bangers

Eddie Gaedel Strike Zone Award
Mara Sohn, Bangers

Archie McKay Knuckle Sandwich Award 
for Best Knuckle Ball 
Archie McKay, Fuckers

Baron Von Strikeout/Hitler by Pitch Award
Curt Scharfe, Bangers

GAME 25
FUCKERS 8 / BANGERS 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E

FINAL

0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 4 7 8 0

BANGERS

0 0 1 0 3 2 0 0 2 8 10 1

FUCKERS

Umpires: Mike Donovan, Max Godino // Time: 4:00 // Weather: 61 degrees, clear // 
Wind: 6 mph // Att: 15 // Players hit in head: 0
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I Thought He Would Suck ... But He Didn’t Award
Paul Costuros, Bangers

I Thought He Would Suck ... But He Didn’t Award
John Dwyer

Abner Double Dago Award
Max Godino, Bangers

Deborah Giattina, Fuckers

Best Nickname/4th Best Catcher Award
Everyday Dave Benzler, Fuckers

Billy Martin Dead On Christmas Day Award
Matt Saint-Germain, Bangers

St. Pauli Girl/Anheuser Busch Got Beer Every Game Award
Amy Glasenapp, Fuckers

Dock Ellis Inversion Equation Award for Striking Out Four 
Times In One Game After Partying All Night

Anthony Bedard, Bangers

Dock Ellis Inversion Equation Award for Striking Out Four 
Times In One Game, Too Stoned to Play

Mike Shoun, Fuckers

Baboon Heart of A Champion Award for 
That Time He Hit A Double

Doug Clarke, Fuckers

Tabula Rasta Award for Giving Up Weed 
For the World Series
Jen Shagawat, Fuckers

Greg Louganis Award For Concealing the Fact That He Has 
Aids and For Making Diving Catches Award

Kottie Poloma, Bangers

Glans Penis Award for Most Foul Tip
Joe McGuirk, Fuckers

North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement and 
Looking Like Mark McGwire Award

Brennan Woods, Bangers

Best Dressed Strikeout Victim Who Could Hit 
Pops McGuirk Seemingly at Will Award

Mariah Gardner, Bangers

Sandy Koufax Retired Too Early Award
Michelle “Bunnyphonic” Valdez, Fuckers

Ringer Award
Jason Monberg, Fuckers
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Jesus Christ Died For Our Sins Award for 
Most Sacrificial Outs
Lila Holland, Fuckers

Best On His Knees/Best Openly Gay Catcher
Will York, Fuckers

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

700 Club (Batting Average Over .700)
Jason Boronski, Bangers  .724
Max Godino, Bangers    .720
Matthew Sidle, Fuckers  .714

Brennan Woods, Bangers   .707

Cy Young Award
Galen Donaldson, Bangers

Gold Glove Award
Eric Landmark, Fuckers

Rookie of the Year Award
Shayna Roosevelt, Bangers

Ed Boies, Bangers

Batting Title
Jason Lange, Bangers (.726)

Triple Crown
Jason Lange, Bangers 

.726/42 RBI/6 Homeruns

Most Valuable Player Award
Ian Knox, Fuckers

#
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Mike McGuirk was born in the great commonwealth of Massachu-
setts. He has written for Rhapsody, the San Francisco Bay Guardian, 
The Stranger, and Cleveland Scene among others. He is presently enjoy-
ing early retirement in San Francisco.






